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INFRASTRUCTURE, SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT & SOCIETY 

ABSTRACT 

Infrastructure is the foundation and the basic fmrnework which permit5 cities to function. 

However, there are significant infrastructure problems in North America. In cities across North America, 

the infrastructure is deteriorating. The eficiency of a cornrnunity depends on the condition of its 

infrastructure. The health and welfare of the residents and the economy of a country requires an efficient 

and sound infiastructure. North Amerka will n a  achirve prosperity if it allows its urban inh?istrucntre to 

decay to the Developing World's levels. 

lncreased new sources of revenue need to be explored by political officiais to pay for the cost of 

upgrading Our infrastructure to an acceptable b e l .  In addition. developing an effective management 

approach is a long-ten way to handle a problem as large and as senous as our current infrastructure 

srisis. Current engineering and construction practices have proved to be detrimental to our environment and 

dtpletion of natural resources. The future role of civil engineen should be the prevention of any damage to 

our environment and natural resources. and this cm be achieved by incorpoating sustainability into the 

e current engineering and construction practices. 

Research and development reduces costs and improves a nation's quality of life and 

cornpetitiveness. The level a f effort and resources applied to infrastructure research and development 

falls short of current and future requirements. Therefore, a careful investment in research, development 

and technology transfer. is an essential part of a national infrastructure renewal strategy. 

Civil engineen rnust recognize that the cumnt and future infrastructure needs are great, and our 

past ways of deaiing with them are inadequate. They have a very important role to play to achieve 

success in infrastructure rehabilitation by ensuring the provision of adequate number of skilled and 

trained people capable of evaluating conditions of urban infrastructure, identifying feasible and 

econornical alternatives, and irnp lement ing them. This can only be achieved by emphasizing 

rehabihtion as opposed to new construction at univenities which are bringing forth students that are 

narrowly focused and not equipped to facc the challenge of infrastructure renewal and its sustainable 

development. 

Finally, civil engineen mua realize that then is more to infrastncture than its design and 

construction. These very facilities that they help design have many social, econornic, political, Legai, 

managerial, financial, and environmental aspects, with which they should be familiar. 



O 
INFRASTRUCTURE, DÉVELOPPEMENT 

L'infrastructure est la fondation et le pilier fondamental qui permet aux villes de fontionner. 

Cependant il  y a des problèmes considerables d'infrastructure en Amérique du Nord. Dans les villes a 

travers ['Amérique du Nord. l'infrastructure se déteriore. L'efficacité d'une communauté dépend de la 

condition de son infrastructure. La santé et le bien étre des résidants et l'économie d'un pays exigent une 

infrastructure efficace et en bonne état. L'Amérique du Nord n'aura pas de properité si elle laisse son 

infrastructure urbaine se délabrer à des niveaux similaires que dans les pays en voir de développement. 

De nouvelles sources de revenus doivent être explorées par les politiciens pour les dépenses 

nécessaires pour la réhabilitation de notre infrastructure a un niveau acceptable. En outre. le 

diveloppement d'une méthode de gestion effective est la solution à long-terme pour répondre à un 

problème aussi serieux que celui de la crise de notre infrastructure actuelle. Les pratiques actuelles de 

conception et de construction ont eu des conséquences détrimentales pour notre environnement et ont 

contribué à l'anéantissement de nos ressources naturelles. Le rôle futur des ingénieurs en génie-civil 

serait la prévention de tout dommage a notre environnement et nos ressources naturelles, et ceci peut être 

accompli par l'inclusion de la soutenabilité dans les pratiques actuelles de conception et de construction. 

La recherche et développement réduit les coûts et améliore la qualité de vie et la compétivité 

d'une nation. La niveau d'efforts et de ressources reservés pour la recherche et développement en 

infrastructure e n  bien inferieur aux exigences actuelles et du futur. Pour répondre a ces exigences, un 

investissement en recherche. développement et transfert de technologie. est une partie essentielle de la 

stratégie de renouvellement de l'infrastructure d'un pays. 

Les ingénieurs en génie-civil doivent reconnaître que les besoins actuels et futurs en 

infrastructure sont importants et que nos méthodes précedentes de leur consideration sont inadequates. Ils 

ont un rôle important a jouer afin d'accomplir avec succès. La rehabilitation de I'inframucnire en 

s'assurant de la disponibilité d'un nombre adéquat de gens qualifies et entraînés qui soient capables 

d'évaluer les conditions de I'infrastnicture urbaine, identifier les alternatives faisables et économiques et 

leur implementation. Ceci peut seulement étre accompli par l'insistance sur la rehabilitation au lien des 

nouvelles constructions aux universités dont les diplornés sont étroitement concentrés et pas bien equipés 

pour affronter le défi du renouveau de I'infmtructure et son développement soutenable. 

Finalement, les ingenieun en génie-civil doivent reconnaître qu'il y a plus à I'infrastncture que 

sa conception et consmiction. Ces mêmes installations qu'ils ont aidé à concevoir ont plusieurs autres 

aspects d'ordre social, politique, legal, patronal, financier, et environnemental avec lesquels ils doivent 

ètre familiers. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Infrastructure systerns are our public works and the physical facilities found in urban settings. 

Reliable mnsportation systems, clean water, and the safe disposai of wastes are the basic elements of a 

civilized society and a productive economy. Infrastructure development first became necessary due to the 

deplorable conditions in urban centers towards the end of the 19th century, after the industrial revolution. 

However, no systematic rnethod for repair or replacement of these systems was put into place. At present, 

the useful Iife of these systerns has been exceeded and their renovation and replacement cost is increasing 

at an alarrning rate. 

Engineering students and professionals. involved with infrastructure, need to be fully inforrned 

about the different facets of infrastructure and its sustainable development. This thesis is designed as a 

guide for those who are unaware of the infrastructure crisis and need to be educated about infrastructure 

and its impact on society. However. it is not meant to be an exhaustive presentation of al1 the issues 

penaining to infrastructure. It will provide an overview of the different issues involved and demonstrate 

that there is more to infrastructure than planning and construction and that it has many environmental, 

managerial, financial, social. economic, political. and legal implications. 

0 This research program has three basic objectives: 

1. To assist with the process of educating undergraduate and graduate midents by 

gathering together in a state-of-the-art report information available on the different 

facets of the infrastructure and its impact on society, respecting the basic principles 

of sustainable development. 

2. To formulate a framework for future research and development activity by 

establishing the present statesf-the-art ici the various related areas along with the 

research needs in each area. 

3. Finally, it will attempt to answer the question, "Where do we go from here?" and ûy 

to define the current and funire role of the civil engineer and civil engineering 

education, with respect to infrastructure and sustainable development. 



2.0 INFRASTRUCTURE SYSTEMS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Infrastructure is another word used to describe our public works and the physical faciiities found 

in urban settings. The American Public Works Association (APWA) defined public works as the 

foiiow ing ( 106): 

"Public Worh are the physicai srrucrures and fucilities thor ore developed or 

ocquired b-v public agencies ro house governmentai fwctions and provide warer, 

power. waste disposal. trmportation, and similar services ro facilitate the 

ochievemenr of common social anà economic objectives. " 

Infrastructure ensures a healthy and high standard of living. In addition it makes out lives more 

cornfortable and convenient and supports jobs and growth climate. It consists of essentials such as: 

Highways, roads and bridges: 

Airports: 

Mass transit systems; 

Water supply systems: 

Wastewater treatment plants; 

Sewer systerns: and 

Solid and hazardous waste management systems. 

Infrastructure facilities became necessary towards the end of the 19th cenniry after the industrial 

revolution, when living conditions chanpd drastically. At tint, to improve the living conditions, there 

was a need to improve the public health conditions. This resulted in the developrnent of sewen and water 

supply systems. These were followed by transportation systems, elecin'c power and telephone networks. 

These facilities were not planned in a coordinated fashion until well into the 20th cenniry. Most 

of them were planned to last for 50 to 75 yean with no systernatic method for repair or replacement put 

into place. These systems were not designed with the faciiity for expansion and adaptation to changes in 

the social. economic and technological conditions. This has of course led to the current infiastructure 

crisis which will be discussed in the Chapter 4. This chapter briefly discusses some of the infrastructure 

systems found in urban areas. 



2.2 TRANSPORTATION SY STEMS 

O Tmsportation infiastructures are the vital networks that tie the inner and outer rings of 

rnetropolitan regions together and promote growth and prosperity of an urban region. The economic 

health of a developing region depends on the transportation systern networks that are available to 

maintain the mobility of the work force, attract new businesses and residents and increase land 

development ( 195). 

2.2.1 Streets 

Streets are one of the most vital and important infrastructure systerns needed to meet the basic 

human. social and economic needs of the population. They are the oldest form of our infrastructure that 

require the expertise of many different professionais such as (195): 

Highway Engineer: Designs new streets and prepares reconstruction 

plans for existing streets to ensure that they stay 

in good condition and are able to cany the daily 

load of trafic. 

Traffic Engioeer: 1s responsible for the srnooth flow of trafic. 

Electrical Engineer: Ensures that the streets are properly lit to provide 

safety for both the motoriss and pedestrians. 

Eaviroamentai Engineer and Develop plans showing the relationship of m e t s  

City Planner: to the rest of our environment. They ensure a 

balance between the different modes of 

transponation and that the rraffic is kept at a 

reasonable levej. 

Streets are the basic elements of settlements, villages and cities. They connect to form large 

networks. Most streets are public and provide space for many other parts of the infrastnicture, such as 

water and sewer lines, electricity, gas, telephone and cable television, in their own right-of-way above or 

beiow ground. 

People use streets for several hinctions such as (195): 

Pedestrian transportation; 

Vehicular transportation; 



Places to wak and talk; 

Recreation and play; and 

Commercial activities. 

A city street network is compnsed of local. collector and arterial roads. Local roads are primarily 

one way residential streets connected to collectors. ArteriaI roads ailow access to highways and are 

thernselves accessed from a collector. The arterial roads provide high levei of trafic movement. These 

roads differ from one another in their pavement widths, depths and quality. The different classes of 

streets are disthguished by the following other characteristics (195): 

Lengtfi; 

Travel speed, 

Access control: 

Spacing; 

Trafic volume: 

TratEc control: 

Points being linked; and 

a The percentage of overall traffic being carried. 

The components of a tvpical c i 5  street infrastmcture and their respective rotes are (45): 

Fire Hydrant: Conveniently located near the curb, they supply high 

pressurized water flow for extinguishing fires. 

Hydro Pole Lines: Located by the sidewalk and curb, these high voltage cables 

supported by poles provide easy access route for the electrical 

maintenance people. 

Street Light: 

Curb: 

Sidewalk: 

Street: 

They provide Iight for night visibility and security. 

A street and sidewalk divider that eases water drainage. 

Located usually at both ends of the road, sidewalks provide a 

safe route for the pedestnans. 

Lucated in the rniddle of the road cross section, it is a route 

for vehicle travel. Usually consists of two driving lanes 

opposed in traveling direction. A two lane street is at a lower 

grade than the sidewalk. The grade is highest at the center 



line of the road. Typically. the pavement has a 2% dope kom 

the center line towards the curb to allow for drainage. 

Storm and Sanitrry Located beneath the m e t ,  they collect water wastes from 

Sewen: residential dweilings and stom water. The sewers divert the 

water back to the water filtration plants. 

Catch Basins: Periodically spaced along the curb, on the Street side. they 

collect rain water draining from the sidewalk and street. 

Pavement: This is the surface of the areet and consisü of a bearing 

surface. base course. course sub-base. and a prepared sub- 

base. The cross section of the pavement is required to bear 

and distribute the wheel load to the soi1 foundation. 

Lane Dividers: These provide alignment for the driver and allow mfic to 

proceed in an orderly manner. They are in the form of white 

lines painted ont0 the surface of the pavement. or reflectors 

attached onto the surface of the pavement. 

O The design of streets depends on the density of the development. Low density developments with 

detached housing requires longer streets than a higher density development with clustered or mw housing. 

Higher density also translates into a higher volume of trafic, which in tum requires more streets. In cases 

where there is a limited amount of land available for streets. other alternative rnethods of transportation 

have to found. 

2.22 Bridges 

A simple bridge is one that is supported at w o  points (195). Bridges are important to social and 

economic well-being of the community since they (45): 

Provide better living standards for the general population in its general neighborhood; 

Enable businesses to move goods h m  one place to another over an obstacle such as 

a river. 

Help a community grow; 

Connect people fiom one side of an obstacle to another, 

o Are more convenient to use than a barge system; 



Enhance trade; 

Create jobs; and 

Attract tourists. 

The main cornponenü of the bridges are (45): 

Substructure: The substructure or foundation of the bridge consist of the 

piers and abutments which carry the superimposed load of 

the superstructure to the underlying soi1 and rock. 

Superstructure: This portion of the bridge lies above the pien and the 

abutments. The most common types are concrete or steel 

girders. ngid frames, arches, prestressed concrete girders, 

steel trusses and steel suspensions. 

Deck: This is the floor system which distributes the dead load and 

live loads IO the main memben of stringers. The deck which 

caries the traffic. is classified by its method of construction 

and rnaterials, such as concrete deck slab, steel grid, 

laminated timber deck or orthotropic steel plate deck. 

A suspension bridge is one of the oldest bridge forms. It typically consists of two or four cables 

draped over the two towen some distance apart. The distance between the towen is called the main span. 

The cable ends are embedded in huge concrete and masonry blocks to resist the dead load of the bridge 

and the live load due to the trafic. Smaller wire cables, called suspenden, hang d o m  from the main 

cables to support the roadway. 

A cable-stayed bridge consists of one or two large towen and diagonal cables that emanate from 

the top of the tower or from intervals along the tower to support the roadway. The stays allow for the use 

of stiffer decks and combine the suspension design with a concrete deck. The advantages over a standard 

suspension bridge are the cost, and speed of construction since anchorages are not necessary and the= are 

no massive cables. 

There are several types of movable bridges across waterways. Swing bridges are supported on 

centml pien and are rotated horizontally, on either a pivot or a himtable. They do not limit the height of 

a passing vessel, but restnct the horizontal clearance. Bascule or drawbndges are nonnally of the two- 

leaf type, where the leaves open around an axle, operated by a motor. Vertical lift bridges are usefûl 



when the horizontal clearance required is p a t e r  than the vertical. The entire span of the bndge is lified 

by cables directly dong the towers of the bridge. 

A truss bridge consists of sevenil memben made of wood or metal joined together in a series of 

triangles. The live and dead loads are distributed such that no rnember takes a disproportionate share of 

the load. The type of nusses depends on the configuration of the triangles. Tmss memben an either in 

tension or compression. 

The subsvuctures of bridges consist of abutments and piers that distribute the loads to the ground 

below. Abutments are walls of reinforced concrete or masonry that support a bridge superstructure and 

approach roadway and retain the smbanhment. Pirrs are the intemediate supports for a multispan bridge. 

composed of steel reinforced concrete, and can be either walls or columns. The superstructure consists of 

elements supported by the abutments and pien. The bndge deck supports the live loads and passes it 

down to the floor system. which is normally made up of transverse floor beams and longitudinal beams 

supponed by widely spaced floor bearns ( 195). 

22.3 Transit Systems 

The various cornponenis of the transit system are (45): 

City buses; 

Trolleys: 

Trams; 

Cabte cars; and 

Trains; 

The public modes can include taxis or limousines and mass transit refers to the subway and metro 

systems with multi-car operations. Mass transit serves a densely populated area. 

Rapid nansit (45): 

Allows uses to travel without driving; 

Helps reduce the number of vehicles on the road; 

Reduces the number of car accidents; 

Forms a collective Iink between the suburban areas and downtown; 

Reduces parking needs in the business district; and 

Reduces pollution and consumption of gasoline. 



The various components of the raiiltransit system are (195): 

Right-of-Way: This is a strip of land Iegally owned by the transportation 

facility, on which the system mns. 

Roadbed: The roadbed is the earth base on which rests the track 

superstructure. 

Way Structures: These refer to al1 structures on the right-of-way, such as 

bridges. viaducts. and tunnels. 

Superstructures: These are al! the fixed physical cornponents that directly 

support or guide rail or fixed vehicles. 

Guideway: The guideway for the rail system is the crack and includes 

cornplex switches. 

a Control Centers: These are major communications centen for operational and 

monitoring functions The centen contro! signal and switch 

seaings. 

Stations and These represent the contact points for the system, where 

Terminais: connections are made with other modes of uansportation or 

other transit services. 

Station Station platfonns are either developed with a centra! platform 

Pla tfo rms: serving trains in both directions or on a lateral plan where each 

direction has its own separate pladorm. 

The cost breakdown for public transit can be divided into five categories ( 195): 

Transportation. which includes the wages of a11 personnel, materials and equipment 

needed by the operating personnel; 

Permanent-way maintenance, which includes the cost of personnel and materials and 

equipment needed to maintain the tracks, power supply, and signais; 

Vehicle maintenance. which includes the cost of personnel, materials and equipment 

and buildings necessary for maintenanceT repair, testing, and the cleaning of cars; 

a Con of electrical power, and 

General and administrative costs covering al1 indirect operating costs, management, 

legal, accounting, insurance. benefits. and the maintenance of buildings and grounds. 



23 WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

The objectives of waste management are the control of the generation of waste, collection, 

transfer, transport, storage, processing, and finally, its disposal. The collection, transfer, and transport of 

wastes are the most costly elements of any waste management system and must therefore be effectively 

optimized. Waste management places a heavy financial burden on municipalities which recover a large 

percentage of that cost by incorporating user fees into propew taxes. 

23.1 Solid Waste Management 

Solid waste management includes the collection, transportation, treatment, and disposa1 of wastes 

and is a crucial element of the city's infrastructure. Solid wastes can be classified into the following 

categories ( 195): 

Garbage: Garbage consists of the waste generated by the preparation. 

cooking, and serving of food. and the handling, storage and 

saie of produce. 

r Rubbish: Rubbish consisu of items such as paper, cartons, boxes. 

barrels, tree branches, furniture, metal objects. tin cans, glass, 

crockery and minerals. 

0 hhes: Ashes are the residues fiorn the fires and incineration. 

r, Street Refuse: This includes sweepings, di* Ieaves, catch basin residue, 

abandoned cars and horticultural wastes. 

m Building Wates: These include materials left over From construction such as 

lumber and pipe, and other materials generated from the 

dernolition of building or the repair of infiastructure. 

The cornponents of solid waste rnanagement systems are: 

Wprt~  Collection and This is a person and truck system which traverses the 

Transportation: streets on a pianned collection route, and then tnivels to 

either transfer stations, material recovery facilities, 

incinenitors or landfills. These collection program are 

often the mon expensive component of the solid waste 

management system. Significant savings are i n c m d  with 



Traosfer Stations: 

a proper collection route design, minimizing travel time 

and distance. 

Due to the high transportation costs, it is often more 

economical to bring the waste ftom a local collection 

system to a transfer station. From here, larger amounts of 

waste can be transported for further processing or disposal. 

In populated areas, disposa1 facilities are usualiy located at 

long distances from the waste source, and thus the 

efticiency of waste hauling increases with the use of a 

transfer station. 

rn Material Recovery In these facilities, recyclable materials are recovered for 

Facilities: further processing. This recycling infrastructure is 

practically nonexistent, due to its high costs. The 

municipal solid waste is also prepared for use as fuel and 

as a feedstock for composting. 

rn Municipal Composts: Municipal composts are used for decomposing soiid 

wastes into a stable, humus like product under contraIled 

conditions which is used mainly as a soi1 conditioner. 

Compoaing can reduce 70% of the solid municipal waste, 

which would otherwise be landfilled. - Incineraton: Incineration reduces 90% of the volume of solid waste and 

produces heat for recovery in the fom of hot water, stem, 

and electricity. There are very high capital costs involved 

with incinerators. 

This is the least expensive method of waste disposal. 

However, the costs are increasing rapidly due to the lack 

of suitable sites. At a landfil1 site, the waste is received, 

inspected, and weighed. It is then tipped and pushed to a 

workface where it is spread and compacted in layers by 

bulldozers. This process is repeated until a daily ce11 is 

formed. At the end of the day, the refuse is covered with a 



layer of soil. When a cell is filled up, the operation is 

repeated. In order to insure proper protection of our 

environment, sanitary landfills must have a cover, liner, 

gas collection and leachate collection systems. 

Within buildings, wastes are collected by means of chutes, hoists. or elevaton. h high-rise 

offices. the waste is bagged on each floor and brought down to a loading dock by the elevator. Hospitals 

and hi&-rise apartment buildings generally use chutes to bring down wastes to a central service area on 

the Iowest floor. Unmanned hoists are usuaily available in construction sites and factories. 

Dumpsten are wheeled metal containers used on construction projects, commercial 

developrnents. institutions. and some multifamily residential applications. The waste is loaded on trucks 

b )  mechanical means. Trucks play a very important role in the tnnsponation of solid waste and corne in 

variety of sizes and shapes. The material is mechanicaily compacted within the truck to optimize carting 

capabilities. 

Since mosr landfill sites are located on the outskirts of urbanized areas. it is desirable to provide 

transfer stations. The packer trucks are discharged at these locations and the waste reloaded in containers 

for the tinal long haul to the final destination. 

For effective management of solid waste. it is desirable to separate the waste at the source. If 

most of the paper products are collected at the source. at least 50% of the management probiem would be 

eliminated, and another 10% could be reduced through the recycling of glass products and c a s .  

Compaction is a common practice in many buildings. Waste cornes down the chutes directly 

into the hoppers of compacton. A ram compresses the wastes into paper containers. The resulting 

package is easily handled for cartint away. 

Composting is the aerobic decomposition of organic wastes. such as paper, grass, leaves, and 

food wastes. to produce a humus like material. Microorganisms fùeled by oxygen cause the organic 

material to heat and decay into a useful krtilizer and soi1 conditionet. 

When designing residential subdivisions, it is important to plan for waste collection. The 

location of service and access roads is determined by such factors, as the coa of collection. Road 

patterns should be planned to accommodate collection vehicles. 

Planning for the location of landfills is a difficult task. Landfiils require large open spaces 

shielded from view. They need to be close enough to urban areas to avoid long trips, yet f' enough to 

make their presence acceptable. In addition, roads leading to them should be able to sustain intensive 

trafic (195). 



2.3.2 Hazardous Wnste Management 

0 Hazardous wastes are the by-products of industries, research labontories and hospitals in our 

modem society. They are wastes that may cause or significantly contribute to senous illness or death, or 

that pose a substantial threat to human settlernent or the environment when not managed properly. They 

can be in the form o f  solids. liquids and gases. Hazardous waste is produced by some of the following 

industries (45); 

0 Manufactunng; 

Textile; 

Pulp and paper; 

Aluminum smelters; 

Chemical plants; 

Oil and gas; 

Lumber yards of treated woods; 

Small businesses; 

e Domestic: 

Hospitals; 

Municipal; and 

Automotiveindustry. 

Materials that fall under the category of hauirdous waste are (45): 

Used oils; 

0 Solvents; 

Halogenous and non-halogenous solvenu; 

Cyanides and sulfur compounds; 

PCB's 

Laboratory wastes; 

Radioactive wastes; 

Strong acids and bases; 

Polyrners; 

Medicat wastes; 

Nuclear wastes; and 

I) 
Used tires. 
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The hazardous waste disposa1 system has a profound impact on the environment, and the social 

and economic well-being of the comrnunity. Ineffective management of a hazardous waste disposal 

system can Iead to the following problems (45): 

Environmental Problems: Pollution and contamination of the groundwater, 

lakes, rivers, soi1 and air; 

Poisoning of humans through the food chain; 

Poisoning of hurnans due to long-term exposure of 

waste; and 

€ire or explosions. 

Economic Problems: Reduction of the value of the property near the 

treatment and the disposal center; 

Reduction or termination of residential 

developments; 

Law suits and high medical insurance daims. 

Social Problems: Creation of great fear and stress among the 

residents living near the disposa1 site; 

Treatment methods consist of thermal destruction technologies which include ail types of 

inc inerat ion such as liquid injection, rotary kilns. fluidized beds, and industrial boilers. The methods 

depend on whether the wastes are solid. liquid or sludge. and on the heating value of the material. 

Incineration is used for most municipal solid wastes io bum the materiai or for the purpose of utilizing the 

heat of combustion. Trament  technologies include a variety of chemical, biological, and physical 

processes that remove hazardous constituents from the wastewater or convert the waste into a less 

hazardous fom. 

One of the most effective hazardous waste management methods is the reduction of waste 

oeneration. Some of waste reduction strategies are ( 195): 
C 

Waste segregation of small quantities of hazardous wastes with large quantities of 

normal wastes; 

Improvements in housekeeping, materials handling, and process monitoring to reduce 

the generation of hazardous waste; 

Raw material modifications to introduce fewer hazardous substances into the 

production processes; 



Recovery and recycling of hazardous waste constituent. at the point of generation; 

and 

End-product substitution of products that require fewer hazardous constituents in the 

first place. 

2.4 WATER AND WASTEWATER SYSTEMS 

The water component of infrastructure systems includes facilities for water supply, wastewater 

management, flood control, stormwater, and control facilities such as dams, reservoirs, groundwater 

systems. waterways. and irrigation facilities. It is basically a very large and cornplex part of the 

infrastructure network ( 1 06). 

2.4.1 Water Supply 

The major uses of water are in irrigation, municipalities, and industries. In the United States. 

irrigation uses approxirnately 34.5% of all the water. while industry uses 54.5% and municipalities use 

the remaining I I % .  Industrial uses include ail industrial processes, as well as cooling of machinery. 

Municipal uses include potable water for drinking and cooking, water for cleaning and sanitation and 

O finally tire protection. There are also recreational uses of water such as swirnming, boating, and fishing. 

The sources of water can be explained by the hydrological water cycle, which consists of 

evaporation. precipitation and runoff. Water evaporates from riven, lakes, oceans and vegetation, and 

rises up to the atmosphere where it mixes with dust and gas in the clouds. It then retums back to the earth 

in the form of snow or min and mns off to ponds and Mes, or soaks into the ground. 

The different cornponents of the water supply system are (45): 

Source: The main sources of water are M e s ,  rivers, oceans, 

reservoin, goundwater (wells), and basins. 

Pumps: High l i f t  and low l i f i  pumps. 

Treatment Plants: Water has to be cleaned from al1 chernical, organic and 

any other toxic waste in it. Treatrnent plants reduce 

the incidence of waterborne diseases and assure water 

quality. 

Opn Channeb and These are used for the conveyance of large quantities 

O 
Pipeünes: of water for relatively long distances, between the 



points of supply and demand. 

Pipes and Mains: 

Storage: 

Meters: 

In the distribution network, these accessories are 

designed to deliver the maximum hourly flow in a 

municipality . 

Storage is necessary in any municipal water supply 

system to meet the variable water demand, to provide 

tire protection, and meet the emergency needs. 

Reservoirs can be found at the surface, standpipes, or 

elevated tanks. 

Meten promote lower consurnption of water by 

quantifying the amount of water consumed per 

residence. 

The water distribution network consists of piping grids ninning beneath the streets. The branch 

mains are fed from two feeder mains to provide service in the event of one feeder main breaking down. 

Valves between branch mains are provided to facilitate repairs and new construction. Typically, water is 

pumped up to a storage tank at the top of the building and then flows by gravity to the various users. If a 

gravity system is not adequate due to the difference in elevations between the community and the 

resemoir. a water tower is provided at the highest elevation, and the water is then pumped to the tower 

and distributed by gravity frorn there. Figure 2.1 illustrates the configuration of an urban water supply 

system. 
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The following factors contribute considerably to the consumption of water (195): 

Ciimgte: People living in warmer climates take mon showers. 

Water conservation strategies are more comrnonly 

found in communities facing water shortage. 

Sage of Development: Water consumption is much higher in industrialkd 

nations. 

Houring Density: Greater open spaces require much mon irrigation. 

The lack of  water limits human settiement and can seriously affect industry. For this m o n ,  the 

planning and management of our water supply is very important. The water needs must be assessed on a 

continuous basis, new water supplies sought out, and the latest technologies applied. Preventive 



maintenance mua also be planned and rehabilitation of older parts of the system must be regularly 

scheduled. 

One of the rnost important aspects of the planning process is the conservation of the water supply. 

Regulations for water conservation can include water saving-fixtures, metenng, denser settlernent, and 

water saving landscaping. Comrnunities that frequently face drought can use drought tolerant plants. 

One of the most effective methods of conserving water is the setting of water rates at the full cost of 

maintaining and improving an area's water supply system (195). 

2.42 Storm Water Drainage System 

Storm water drainage systems are essential to al1 urban and rural communities. Their function is 

the swifi removal of runoff to eliminate or minimize inconveniences or disruption of activity and to 

prevent or minimize loss of life and damage to property resulting h m  flood related hazards. 

The storm water runoff system is composed of both man-made and natural elements and includes 

elements designed primarily to obtain convenience at the initial phase of the system at the individual site 

during minor or frequent storms. and those elements which will provide the increased flow capacity 

necessary during an infrequent or major storrn. These componenü are designed to provide safety and to 

minimize damage throughout the system. from the individual site to the drainage point of the drainage 

basin. Figure 2.2 illustrates the configuration of an urban stormwater system. 

The components of a stom water drainage system are (45): 

0 Permanent Stornge These facilities consist of storage ponds, reservoia, and 

Facilities: Stream channels that provide the maximum storage with 

the greatest amount of certainty. Provision of storage 

cm reduce the peak mnoff rates, aid in replenishing the 

water supply, and reduce the potential for downstrearn 

flooding, stream erosion and sedimentation. 

Tempomry Storap These facilities consist of parking lots, roof top ponding, 

Facilities: golf courses and recreational parks and fields, where 

water can accumulate for a shon period of time during 

and after a storm. These areas are designed to drain 

completely after a nom. 

Swales are small artificial channels that cut through 



Outfall: 

a Storm Sewers: 

earth or rock to carry water for drainage. They retard 

mnoff and reduce peak flow. 

This is the point at which a sewer or drainage channel 

discharges to the sea or river. These must be capable of 

handling the flows released without sustaining damage 

d u h g  frequent events and by sustaining minimal 

damage during a major stom event. 

Storm sewen conducts stom drainage after a heaw 

rainfall from a building or road directly to the outfall or 

to a ueatment faciiity. 

This is an entrance or orifice for the admission of runoff 

located at the transition between open surface flow and a 

closed conduit system. 

Feeder Pipes: These pipes serve to conduct water to a larger pipe. 

Niitural Streams: Natural streams normally adjust their cross section and 

slope so that they are normally at peak flow rate. 

Street System: Streets are an integral part of the system and their 

coordination with drainage and design is essential to 

conserve costs, to avoid problems and to enhance the 

neigh borhood. 

Emergency Outflow Designers must consider the possibility of flow 

Routes: exceeding the capacity of the conduits and the ovefflow 

routes which will be the least destructive to the 

surrounding environment. 
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The services provided by wastewater systems are to remove the wastewater form dwellings and 

businesses, and to provide for pollution control by proper treatment of the wastewater. Figure 2.3 

illustrates the configuration of an urban wastewater management systern. The wastewater systerns begins 

with the collection system compressed of sewers. There are three distinct types of sewers (195): 

Saniary: Sanitary sewen cany away the wastewater €rom residential and 

industrial buildings. 

m Storm: Storm sewers cany the w o f f  from rain collected from roofs, roads, 

and other surfaces. 

r Combind: Combined sewers carry both sewage and storm water. 

Sewer systems consist of a network of pipes tbat are generaily buried below the Street level. The 

connections from individual sites teminate in submains and these in tum empty into tniak sewers, which 

lead to the ûeatment plants. After treatment the water is discbarged through an outfidl sewer to a nearby e 



watenvay. The quantity of sewage treated are ciearly related to the amounts of water supplied to the 

F&ure 2.3 CMgumtioa o f  an Urbm Waste watw M~rragemoat Systm (106) 

For sparse settlements, on-site sewage treatment is usually possible. This is accomplished by 

@ installing aîptic tanks uith drainage fields as show in Figure 2.1. The riae of Uicse faciliiics depends an 

the capability of the soi1 to absorb the effluent. 
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Pnmary treatment is provided for al1 sewage entering a treatment plant and it can remove 50% to 

@ 60% of the sruspended rolidr and 30% to 50% of th ihe BOD (biological oxygen demand). This consirts of 

coarse bar screens that remove large floating rnaterials. The material is disposed of by raking the screens 

automatically, and a circular grinder reduces the material that passes through the screens into srnaller 

particles. The velocity of approach is reduced by a grit member to allow for the senlement of heavier 

particles. A settling tank follows which keeps the turbulence to a minimum and the retention time is 

made as long as possible. The organic matter that floats to the top is called scum and the material that 

senles at the bottom is called rnw sludge. The solids settling at the bottom are removed by scrapers 

through a pipe into a sludge tank. Rotating skirnmen in the primary clarifer move across the surface of 

the water to remove grease and the clarified liquid escapes through a weir at the top of the tank. 

The putpose of the secondary treatment is to reduce the BOD. This is accomplished by 

facilitating the microbial action of the microorganisms through a variety of rnethods. In a trickling filter. 

a rotating am spreads the liquid waste over a filter bed consisting of fist-sized rocks. An active 

biological growth known as slimes f o n s  on the rocks. and the rnicroorganisms obtain their food from the 

waste over the rocks. The effluent flows through the final sedimentation tank to remove the dead organic 

matter from the filter Stones and any final panicles that may have escaped the filter. 

Another type of secondary treatment is the activated sludge system. Effluent from the primary 

clarif'er ir brought to an aeration tank full of microorganisms and air ir biibbled through thir tank to 

provide the oxygen necessary for the survival of these aerobic organisms. As the microorganisms corne 

into contact with the dissolved organics. they are rapidly absorbed and decomposed into CO2, H?O, some 

stable compounds and more organisms. The sewage then passes to the final settling tank and most of the 

sludge that senles here goes to sludge holding tanks, and the nst is retumed to the aeration tank to speed 

the decomposition process. Seconda- aeatment can reduce suspended solids by 85% to 95%, BOD by 

80% to 95%. and colifomis by 90% to 95%. Figure 2.5 illustrates a secondary treatment water pollution 

çontrol plant. 

Teniary treatment is provided where specific pollutants exist and the receiving waterways are 

very sensitive. This c m  be in the forni of microminer for the removal of solids, oxidation ponds for 

BOD removal, activated carbon adsorption for the removal of organics and inorganics, alum dosing for 

phosphate removal and other physiochemical processes. Tertiary treatment results in the removal of 98% 

to 99% of BOD. 

Sludge consists of 95% of water and is treated before disposal. It is placed in a settling tank 

called a thickener where after settling for a period of 12 to 24 hours, a large amount of water separates 



from the sludge and is returned for the beginning of the process. Aerobic digestion takes place in the 

digester, where the remaining sediment from the primary or secondary clarification has beeii collected. 

This process reduces 50% to 60% of the volatile soiids. The digestion process occun naturally over tirne 

and the digested sludge is dried in large open beds, or by a vacuum filler. The dried sludge is either used 

as a landfill or dumped into the sea . 
A treatment plant needs to be designed for the ultimate capacity of the area to be served. It must 

be located in the vicinity of a receiving water course and located at the lowest point in the area, so that the 

minimal amount of pumping is required. It should be Iocated away fmrn residential uses due to its visual 

impact and the existence of odors (195). 

2.4.4 Water Front 

There are several types of waterfront sttüctures and their uses include commerce, industry, 

shipping, erosion protection, and transportation. Some of the fxed structures found at the waterfront are 

(293): 

Piers: These are structures supportcd by a grid of bearing piles that 

are usually friction piles but can be driven to bedrock to 



O Platforms: 

support the heavy loads. They are situated at an angle to the 

shoreline and constructed perpendicular to a bulkhead or 

retaining wall. 

Wharves are similar to piers in construction and hinction, but 

they are pmllel to the shoreline. They are usually constructed 

at container ports to serve as loading platforms for materials 

lified from ships using huge container cranes. 

Platforms are built on piles designed to support large-scale 

projects. They are designed for commercial or industrial use, 

and are an alternative to landfilling. 

Bulkheads: These are vertical structures placed at the edge of a land area 

to retain the eanh while protecting the landrnass from erosion 

from the water on the opposite side. They cm be consmcted 

of wood sheeting, steel sheet piling, or concrete. 

a Retaining Walls: Riprap walls are retaining walls constmcted of large rocks or 

pieces of concrete. 

Groins: Groins are narrow structures built perpendicular to the 

coastline to protect beachfronts from erosion due to tides and 

waves. They can be used as fishing platforms or pedestrian 

areas. 

Breakwaters: These are placed in the water to protect harbors, mooring 

areas, and pien form damage caused by wave action, ice 

flows, and Storm winds. 

Infrastructure systems form the foundation that support basic economic activity and a high 

standard of living. At times. the cons and provisions of certain kinds of infrasnicture synerns are shared 

between the public and private sectoa, while for othen it is borne entirely by the govemments. 

Economic infnistnicture supports productive activities such as power generation, clean water and waste 

removal, economic movement of goods by means of transportation systems, and communications. Social 



infrastructure is comprised of educational and health facilities, and public buildings. Before civil 

engineen attempt to repair out existing infiastructure and design new facilities, they should be aware of 

al1 components of the different infrastructure facilities and services that exia. 



SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The concept of "Sustainable Development" was proposed by the World Commission on 

Environment and Development (or WCED) in 1987. WCED was formed by the United Nations in 1984. 

The Prime Minister of Norway. Gro Harlem Brundtland, served as its Chaiman. The Commission 

included 23 members for 22 countries. The Commission and its staff studied the conflict~ between the 

growing environmental problems and the desperate needs of developing nations and published its findings 

in the report. Our Cornmon Future (100). 

The human population has skyrocketed in the last 100 years. after thousands of years of slow 

growth. With industrialization. this risr in population has produced non-sustainable demands on our 

global environment. WCED concluded that it is technicully possible to provide the minimum needs of 

roughly twice the present population during the next century - on a sustained basis and without continued 

degradation of the world's ecosystems (200). 

Unsustainable activities today are illustrated by the following facts (200): 

The human population has increased by six times since the beginning of the industrial 

revolution (about 1790). The population has uipled since 1900. It will double again 

within 40-50 years. 

In this century, global economic output has increased by a factor of 20. 

The use of fossil fuels has increased by 30 times in the same period. 

Industrial production has increased by a factor of 100 times in the past 100 years. 

As the result of al1 this. 25% of the worlds population in industriaiized nations consumes 

about 80% of the world's goods. 

Increased consumption has led to increased waste products, which in mm produced 

environmental degradation. 

For example, forests are being destroyed at the rate of 100,000 square kilometen per 

year. This is an area larger than The Netherlands and Switzerland combined, or an area 

even larger than Tasmania. 

Finally, dut-ing this century the annual loss of plant and animal species through extinction 

has changed from about four per year to more than four species per hour. 



3.2 DEFINITION OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

There is no single definition for sustainable development. It is basically an effort to use 

technology to help clean up the "mess" created by the thoughtless and reckless use of the available natural 

and man-made resources and modem technology without consideration of its total consequences to the 

society. According to one of its popular definition, sustainable development " is a matter of satisfiing the 

needs of present generations without compromising the ability of future generations to satisfy their own 

needs." (3 6) 

The Brundtlund Commission defined it as "development that rneets the needs of the present 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (138 p.17). The Civil 

Engineering Research Foundation (CERF) defined it as "...the challenge of meeting grow ing human needs 

for natural resources, industrial products. energy. food. transportation, shelter. and effective waste 

management while conserving and protecting environmental quality and the natural resource base 

essential for future development." (36) 

Here are some other common descriptions of sustainable development (237): 

"Then I say the earrh belongs ro each . . . generation during its course. fuly 

and in ifs own right. no generotion c m  contrat debts greater than rnay be paid 

during the course of ifs own existence." - Thomas Jeflerson, September 6, 

1 789. 

"Sustainability refers to the ability of a society, ecosystem, or any such ongoing 

system to continue ficnctioning into the indefinite furure w ithout being forced 

into decline through exhmtion. . - of key resources." - Robett Giiman, 

President of Context Institute. 

"Sus~ainability is the [emergingl doctrine rhat economic growth and 

development must take place. and be maintained over t h e .  within the limi~s set 

by ecology in the broadest sense - by the interrelations of human beings and 

their w o r k  rhe biosphere and ihe physical and chernical l a w  that govem it . . 

. It follows thal environmental protection and economic development me 

complementary ruther thun mtagonistic processes." - William D. 



" n e  word sustainable h a  mots in the Lutin subrenir. meaning 'ro hold up' or 

'io support from below. ' A communip musr be supported fiom below - by its 

inhabitants. preseni and f i m e .  Certain places, through the pecuIim 

combination of ph-vsical. culruroi. and. perhaps. spiritml characrerisrics, 

inspire people to core for their community. Theses are the ploces where 

susiainubili~ hm the best chance of taking holà. '" Muscoe Martin, "-4 

Sustainable Community Profile, " f i  Places, Winter 1995. 

3.3 THE CURRENT STATE OF OUR PLANET 

The growth of world economy is matched by the environmental problems created by it. Even 

remote regions in the world are affected by this phenornenon. The present generation is following a non- 

sustainable and environmentally destructive way of life. which threatens the very existence and quality of 

life as it should be on this planet for not just the present generation, but more irnportantly for the future 

generations. Therefore the rights of the future generations to lead a normal and healthy life must not be 

denied or lefi unconsidered. because at the present raie. this seems quite unattainable for most of the 

present generation. A few of the environmental problems being currently faced are (1 38): 

Deterioration of the quality of our air, water, soi1 and natural habitat for al1 species; 

+ Garbage crisis; 

Rapidly increasing population; 

Huge appetite for energy; 

Depletion of natural resources; 

Deforestation; 

Deterioration of the ozone layer; 

Global warming, 

Accumulation of toxins; 

Extinction of species; 

Oil spills; 

Shortage of fertile land, h s h  water and fossil energy, etc. 



The present generation is quite aware of the crisis being faced by Our planet, but it is not 

undertaking urgent action to find appropriate remedies. In sumrnary, some realization of the graveness of 

the problem exists presently, however the urgently required actions either do not exist, or they have not 

been given due consideration.. 

If the general population in al1 parts of the world had been unifomly responsible for al1 of the 

above problerns, it may be understandable (but not acceptable), since the world population is growing at 

an alarming rate. But what makes the current situation more homiQing is that it is the result of only 20% 

of the planet's population consurning about 80% of the world resources, and these very people control 

82.70h o f  the world's wealth. Most of the remaining 80% Iive in poverty ( 1  38). In other words, there is 

an extremely unfair distribution of wealth. To top this. the less wealthy nations have very linle hope of 

getting themselves out of poverty and set themselves iowards development because they are extremely 

indebted to the developed nations. Much of their incorne and rnost productive land is used to pay off their 

debts or the interests on their loan to the wealthy nations. banks and other investon. 

Multinational corporations also pose major pmblems for developing nations. Many of them are 

far more wealthier than rnost developing nations. Their goal is not pmsperity for the country where they 

are located or whom they serve, but to make a profit. They "profit by reorienting local economies away 

from small scale solutions and local self-sufficiency." (3) This results in the loss of local control to 

@ outsiders which can then lead to the developing nation being controlled by the multinational corporations 

and the developed nations where they are based. 

This way of life cannot continue indefinitely for the developing nations because it will not be 

long before these nations demand their share of the global resources and the standard of living enjoyed by 

the wealthy nations. This phenornenon has started to ernerge. China and India, which constitute a major 

portion of the world population, are both experiencing an increase in economic development and 

consumerism at an alarming rate. Although this development is good for these nations, it will lead to the 

cotlapse of our global environment, and the only way this can be slowed down is by sharing the current 

resources avaiiable. But the idea of having to cut down consumption by those residing in the wealthy 

nations and sharing it with the developing nations, would be quite unacceptable and impossible to 

achieve. 

Therefore, it is quite clear that the planet is facing a grave ct-isis in tems of its natural resources 

and environment. The standard of living enjoyed by the wealthy nations cannot be sustained for much 

longer if the consumption of global resources continues at the cumnt rate and no imrnediate action is 

taken. Sustainability of our rwources needs to be urgently addressed. Dmstic changes in OUT way of life 



need to be made at some point in our lives. There is a strong need not only to corne to terms with the 

cunent environmental and surtainability problems. but it rnun also br recognized that rame serioui 

actions needs to be taken urgently on their part as well. 

3.4 UNCED CONFERENCE IN RIO DE JANEIRO 

In 1987, the World Commission on Envimnment and Development (WCED) proposed the 

following objectives for sustainable developrnent ( 1 1 5): 

Reviving growth: 

Changing the quality of growth: 

Meeting the essential needs for jobs. food, energy, water and sanitation; 

Conserving and enhancing the resource base; 

Reorienting technology and managing risk; and 

Merging economics and environment in the decision rnaking process. 

The UNCED Conference in Rio De Janeiro. June 1992. bmught the global community together 

and esoblished future commitments for a sustainable future. The outputs were (2 18): 

I .  The Rio Declaration on Environment and Developrnent; 

2. 'Agenda 2 1 ', the pathway to sustainable development in the 2 1 st Cenniry; 

3. A statement on Forest Management Principles; 

4. The UN Framework Convention on Biological Diversity, opened for signature, and 

signed by 153 countries at the conference; and 

5 .  The UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, opened for signature. and 

signed by 153 countries at the conference. 

The Rio Declaration represents a set of 77 agreed principles aimed at the objective of 'a new and 

equitable global partnership'. 'international agreements that respect the interests of al1 and protect the 

integrity of the global environment and developmental system', and recognition of ?he integral and 

interdependent nature of Earth, our home'. Some of the principles are surnmarized below (2 18): 

Humans are entitled to a healthy and productive life in harmony with nature. 

The environmental and developmental needs of fiinire generations should be heeded. 

Al1 States and people shall cooperate-operate to reduce poverty. 

The situation and needs of developing countries shall k given speciai priority. e 



States shall cooperate-aperate in global partnenhip to conserve, pmtect and restore 

the health and integrity of the Eardi's ecosystem. 

States should nduce and eliminate unsustainable patterns of production and 

consumption and pmmote appropriate demographic policies. 

States shall cooperate-operate to strengthen endogenous capacity building. 

Environmental issues are best handled with the participation of d l  concerned 

citizens. 

States should enact effective en\jironmental legislation. 

The precautionary approach shall be widely applied. 

National authorities should promote the intemalization of environmental costs. The 

polluter should bear the con of pollution. 

Environmental impact assessrnent shall be used for activiiies likely to have an 

adverse effect on the environment. 

States shall immediately notifi other States of natural disasters likely to produce 

sudden hannful effects. 

lndigenous people have a vital role in environmental management and development. 

W arfare is inherently destructive of sustainable developrnent. Peace, deve Io pmenr 

and environmental protection are interdependent and indivisible. 

Agenda 2 1 is the operational plan for moving humankind into the age of sustainability and should 

be read and given profound consideration by al1 people, including al1 engineen. More than half the 

sections of 'Agenda 21 ' are of direct or indirect relevance to science and technology (e.g. those dealing 

with the protection of human health, human settlement, integration of environment and development in 

decision making, protection of the atmosphere, integrated approaches to the planning and management of 

land resources, combating desertification and dmught, sustainable mountain development, conservation 

of biological divenity, environmentally sound management of biotechnology, toxic chemicals, hazardous 

wastes, solid wastes, radioactive wastes, scientific and technological community, tmsfer of 

environmentally sound technology, education, national mechanisms, institutional arrangements, and 

information.) 



3.5 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY 

The Council of Academies of Engineering and Technological Sciences (CAETS) was founded in 

1978 and consists of 14 national academies. These academies represent the engineering and 

technological leadership in their respective countries. The Council agreed to the enclosed declaration on 

the important mle of technology in a sustainable future for humanity at its biennial Convocation in 

Kiruna, Sweden. in June 1995. It focuses on the cntical role of technology in assisting the society to 

achieve environmentally sustainable economic growth. The theme of the conference was "Creating 

Wealth in Harmony with the Environment - the Role of Engineen and their Academies". 

One purpose of this declaration is to communicate the importance of engineering and technology 

to national and international organizations including govemments. In addition, it is also intended to make 

them aware of the intellectual resources of the world's engineenng community. as represented by CAETS 

and its memben, resources that could be made available both to help solve problems and to indicate the 

direction that should be taken to address society's needs. 

The Council believes that sustainability can be achieved only if great attention is given to two key 

mas: environmental quality and economic development. Since the primary opportunities to pursue these 

twin goals are technological in nature, in both developed and developing economies, technology and 

engineering issues are pivotal. The choices of producers and consumers about product technology, 

process technologies, levels of investments in research and development, the rates of diffusion of 

technologies, and the design of govemment regulations affecting innovation are critical as societies move 

toward sustainable development. 

The Council subscnbes to the following (237): 

Engineering and technology are key components of national and international efforts 

to achieve environmentally sustainable economic development for ail nations; 

The goals of economic development and environmental protection cm and should be 

compatible; 

a The ability to achieve global sustainability is strongly influenced by population 

ph; 

Many natural systems are inherently variable. Such variability is easily confused with 

the impact of hurnan activity on the environment. Distinguishing b e ~ n  inhennt 



and man-rnade variability in natural systems and their capacity to respond to change 

is an important subject for research; 

For some environmental issues (for example. those involving the oceans and 

atmosphere), the planet must be regarded as a single complex system whose interests 

are best served by coordinated international action. Both developed and developing 

nations have a common interest in resolving global environmental issues; 

0 Most actions to achieve environmentally sustainable economic development will take 

place at the national or local level, while at the same time taking into account the 

interdependence of nations. Individual countries will need to develop approaches to 

solving sustainability problems that are tailond to their own rate of economic 

developrnent, cultures. religions, and political systems; and 

The achievernent of environmentally sustainable econornic developrnent is dependent 

on adequate technical education at al1 levels and on education to balance economic. 

social. and environmental goals. 

The Council believes that the development and use of technologies that do not h m  the 

environment is critical to maintaining and improving the quality of life, however, the wise use of 

technology is a necessary but not sufficient prerequisite for sustainable development. In addition. socially 

compatible and environmentally sound economic development is possible only by charting a coune that 

rnakes full use of environmentally advantageous technologies that utiiize resources as efficiently as 

possible and minimize environmental harm while increasing the industrial pmductivity and irnproving the 

quality of iife (237). 

3.6 PATHWAYS TO SUSTAiNABlLITY 

Achieving sustainable economic development will nquire changes in the industrial processes, in 

the type and amount of resources used, and in the pro duc^ which are manufactured. CAETS believes 

that while technologies affecting all societal activities must reflect the goals of sustainable economic 

development, the following pathways to sustainability are among the most important (237): 

Enem: 

Sustainability depends on the evolution of energy technologies and the world will need to reduce 

the use of fossil fiels. Technical efforts need to be directed to increasing the efficiency of energy supply 

and energy use, and to using fossil fuels in a less-polluting rnanner. 



ln the long terni, there are a varîety of possibilities for securing the world's energy funire through 

renewable energy sources. For instance, there have been rapid advances in efficient solar cell-based 

power, wind, and other sources of renewable energy are also becoming realistic options for niche uses. 

Finally, public acceptance of nuclear power will depend on the safe operation of nuclear plants and the 

safe management of the radioactive wastes produced by these facilities. 

Public Infrastructures: 

Public infrastructures are essential to the efficient funcrioning of society and irs ability to achieve 

sustainable development. These include water resource and supply systems. power systems bridges, 

roads. as well as communications and transportation facilities. The Council feels that to a large extent the 

technologies are well developed and the essential challenge lies in the diffusion and use of such 

technologies to developing nations. where they are rnost needed. 

Water: - 
Water treatment and re-use will have a decisive role in sustainable developrnent in the public, 

industrial and agricultural sectors. In the public sector. securing public health will remain the basic 

feature of urban water systems; water transportation and treatment technologies must be chosen 

accordingly . Technologies now exist for controlling many types of pollutants. The future challenge will 

be the convol of organic micro-pollutants and heavy metals. 

For the water- intensive industries, rninimizing water consumption will becorne a necessity, and 

for the agricultural sector, new technologies for irrigation will be needed that minimize water 

consumption and prevent unsustainable groundwater extraction. 

Manufacturing and Mining 

Manufacruren have brgun to reduce, re-use, and recycle materials and products in a search for 

industrial ecosystems that can imitate natural ones. In other words, wastes fiorn one part of the system 

are used as inputs to the other parts of the system. 

Materials: 

Traditional materials, such as steel, concrete, and plasnc, are undergoing sipificant changes that 

reduce the environmental impact of their manufacture and use. Scientists and engineen are also 

beginning to design new materials based on a better understanding of their properties and the possibility 

to manipulate them at the atomic level. 

In the funire, new technological capabilities will contribute to the creation of materials with very 

specific and closely controlled properties perrnitting the development of products that are more energy 



efficient, that consume less minera1 resources for their manufacture, and are lighter, stronger, and 

@ recyclable. Also bsing developed presently are alloyr lighter than aluminurn and stronger than steel, and 

composites based on biological rnatenals that are superior to the other materials (237). 

Information Technolow: 

information technology has the potential to alter how and where people work and live, and thus 

the nature of urban areas of the future. It is changing the way that enterprises are rnanaged and improving 

the efficiency of air, land, and water-based transportation systems, along with the other sectors of the 

economy. 

Networks of fiber optic cables and systems of Earth-orbiting satellites are extendhg our ability to 

survey and protect the envimnment permitting real-time monitoring of environmental conditions. From 

automobiles to nuclear power plants. information technologies allow precise control of industrial 

processes. which improves our ability to m inimize pollution and improve energy e fficiency. 

The selection of pathways will depend on the actions of governments, international agencies, 

consumers, private industry, and educational institutions. While there are many obstacles to the 

transition to sustainable development, technology provides a means to overcome them (23 7). 

3.7 SUSTAINABLE DEVLOPMENT GND CIVIL ENGINEERiNG 

Sustainable development in engineering ternis is a new way of thinking, planning, designing, 

rnaintaining and operating infiastructure facilities. The key aspects of sustainable development are (194): 

Efficient energy use through conservation measures; 

Switching to renewable sources; 

Waste minirnization; 

Recycling; 

Reuse of materials; 

More comprehensive econornic/environrnental assessments using "life-cycle" 

analyses; and 

Better management of resources. 

Engineers will be increasingly taking into account the three 3Rs: Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle. 

Reduce in ternis of engineering means building only if it is needed and the required hinction cannot be 

fulfilled through other means. Reuse means that the new product should be reusable or that instead of 

building new things, attempt should be made to reuse what already exists. Recycle is basically similar to 



reuse but different in the sense that it can imply creating something totally different h m  what existed 

previously. 

The moa significant change in sustainable development approach addresses advanced planning 

before the projects are identified. This also rneans that on many projects, consulting engineen will serve 

as advisors rather than as decision makers. In these cases. the firms will rnake clear to clients the full 

range of environmental consequences of the various alternatives, with increased emphasis on the 

sustainability of naniral resources and wildlife affected by the project. They will also assume the role of 

facilitating by listening, asking questions, clarifiing solutions, and helping find altemate solutions. This 

w il1 irad to a ronsidrrablc increase in management of infrastructure and technologq. 

In the pst,  engineers have unintentionally contributed to global environmental problems by 

carrying out their basic engineering roles. The population explosion resulted from reduced death rates 

due to better water supplies and sanitation, assisted by the benefits of engineer-designed hospitals and 

health care facilities. The growing population was fed by improved agriculture which in tum was the 

result of engineered land reclamation. water resource development and improved agricultural engineering. 

Engineen made major contributions to energy development, transportation systems and industrial 

production. These contributions. in tum. had a profound influence on changes in consumption patterns. 

O 
the generation of industrial wastes. and the resulting environmental impacts (200). 

It is now pndicted that the world's population will stabilize at about 10 billion people within the 

next 40 to 50 yean. The world will need five to ten times the present economic development to meet the 

minimum needs of this larger population. This level of expanded development may be possible through 

new technologies in industry and agriculture, more effective resource management, a broader sharing of 

resources, and better longtemi management of our environment (200). 

It should be noted that the principles of sustainability apply to several disciplines such as 

agriculture, mining, forestry, fishing, etc., in addition to engineering. To have sustainable development, 

major changes need to be made in our current way of life and civil engineers need to modiQ their current 

practices and adopt the principles of sunainable development. Time is running out and we need to view 

the 3Rs as our moral and professional responsibility, which is not going to be an easy task, however, it 

should be remembered that we have a great deal to lose if we continue to deplete our global resources at 

the current alarming rate. 



We rnust recognize that the assault on the environment cannot be effectively controlled, but must 

be prevented. Pievention will require the transformation of the presenr structure of the techaîphere (man 

made technological environrnent), bringing it into harmony with the ecosphere (natural physical 

environrnent), which would need massive redesigning of the current design, materials selection, 

construction methods. and development patterns. However, this change must be implemented in ways 

that eliminate, or very greatly reduce, the generation of pollutants by the system without hindering its 

ability to produce the necessary goods and services. In other words. the new techosphere must be both 

productive and compatible with the ecosphere (50). 
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THE INFRASTRUCTURE CRISIS 

The health and well-being of Canadians, along with Canada's economy, depend on basic services 

like roads. bridges, sewers, water supply, schools, airports, telecommunications and transit systems. 

which collectively form our infrastructure (80). There was an urgent need for new infrastnicture afier the 

Second World War due to a significant growth in Canada's population. This development of nrw 

infrastructure continued welt into the 1960s due to (3 1): 

The "baby boom": 

Significant immigration levels: and 

Increase in urbanization. 

The 1970s decade was marked by a period of population growth of about 27% (79), and as 

growth staned to slow in the late 1970s, so did the Pace of infrastructure expansion. However, in the 

1980s the trend of moving into new and Iarger homes in less dense areas and urban sprawl placed a major 

burden on the existing infrastructure facilities and began absorbing any excess capacity lefi in them. 

resulting in a demand for new infrastructure. Until the 1970s, this infrastructure was maintained at an 

acceptable level due to the favorable economic conditions and also because most of these facilities were 

fairly new. However, the situation started to change and the backlog of maintenance and replacement 

work began to grow (80). In addition, the phenornenon of urban sprawl further cornpounded the 

infnstmcture problem (79). 

Cunently in Canada, infrastructure consumes over $1 1 billion per year (3 I),  mostly towards new 

construction and not enough for maintenance and repair. Expenditures on repair constitute only 20% of 

the spending on the infrastructure which has led to the current deplorable state of Our urban 

infrastructure. 

A sound infrasvucture is essential to the long term economic growth and public health. 

Economic producfivity and eficiency along with public health are Iinked closely to adequate 

transponation, water quality and waste disposal. Recently, several factors have contributed in creating 

problems for municipal infrastructure (80): 

Pressure on budgets during recession; 

a Some post-second world war inmistructure approaching the end of its life span; 



Rapid inflation of the 1970s; 

r Competing demands for municipal services ; 

a Reluctance to borrow at high interest rates prevalent in the 1980s; 

r lncreased public involvement in decision-making; and 

Reduction in private, federal, provincial and municipal funds. 

This chapter describes the state of urban infrastructure in Canada and the US and the causes that 

led to the current inftastructure crisis. 

1.2 STATE OF URBAIV INFRASTRUCTURE IN NORTH AMERIC-4 

1.2.1 Studies in North America 

In 1983, the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) created a Task Force and a Technical 

Cornmittee on Municipal Infrastructure. A questionnaire was then sent out to al1 FCM mernbers and to 

selected non-members to examine the state of infrastructure. In January, 1985, the FCM published the 

results in a report entitled. "Municipal Infrastructure in Canada: Physical Condition and Funding 

O 
Adequacy ". 

The American study most similar ro the Canadian survey undertaken by the FCM in 1984 is a 

joint study conducted by the National League of Cities and the US Conference of Mayors in 1983, based 

on 809 responses out of a total of 1.400 rnunicipalities surveyed. In addition, the Amencan Public Works 

Association (APWA) surveyed a few large cities in the US and Canada. In addition. a joint infrastructure 

survey of 809 municipalities was undertaken by the National League of Cities and the United States 

Conference of Mayon (USCM-NLC). Both these surveys were concemed with municipal infiastructure 

needs and expenditures ( 133). 

Due to the rapidly increasing detenoration of Canada's infrasenichire and the escalating costs of 

its rehabilitation necessitated that the natus of Canadian municipal infrastructure be updated. Therefore, 

a survey was undertaken in 1995 by McGill University, in conjunction with the Federation of Canadian 

Municipalities. to update the information available on the current status of Canadian municipal 

infrastructure. The survey responses were used to compare the present state of the municipal 

infrastructure with its condition in 1985 to help establish the presentday priorities in infiastructure 

renewal. The goal of the repon was to inform the different orden of govemment of the cunent situation 

of the infnismicture crisis and recommend appropriate actions that may be necessary in the broad 

interests of the Canadian society. 



The survey questionnaire, which was sent to 589 FCM memben, was designed to develop both 

qualitative and quantitative assesrment of the condition of the Canadian infrastructure. Furthemare, the 

survey was designed to rneasure the success of the Canadian Infiastructure Works Program. The 

objectives of the McGilVFCM survey on the state of Canadian municipal infrastructure were the 

following (209): 

Update the information available on the state of Canadian municipal infntnnicture; 

Compare the present state of municipal infrastructure with that in 1985; 

Retstablish the priorities in infrastructure renewal; and 

Study the success of the current Infrastructure Works Program. 

In general. the resulrs of the survey provided answen to the following questions: 

To what extent has Canada's municipal infrastructure deteriorated over the past 10 

years ? 

What are the impediments to successful rehabilitation and maintenance of the 

infrastructure? 

What is the average age of the existing infrastructure? 

What are the sources of revenue for operation, replacement and rehabilitation? 

What is the total cost to bring the existing infrastructure to an acceptable level? 

How effective is the current Infrastructure Works Program ? 

Has this program funded the right projects? 

What are the short-term and long-term needs of the municipalities and other 

organizations? 

The analysis was conducted for four different population groups in order to compare the 

differences in the results and to find out if the needs of each population group differed from one another. 

The municipalities were divided into the following population groups: 

Group 1: Population below 10,000 
Group 2: Population between 1 0,000 and 100,000 
Group3: Population between 100,000 and 400,000 
Group 4: Population above 400,000 

4.2.2 Condition of North American Infmtructure in the 1980s 

Today, local govemments are facing an infnistnicture crisis of frightening proportions due to 

yean of neglect requiring costly repair, rehabilitation and replacement. There has been a steady decline 

O 
in the state of our infrastructure over the past two decades and these facilities are now inadequate to meet 



the current requirements and to support the projected future gmwth and development. Infrastructure 

continues to be in serious need of repair and upgrading. In addition, repair costs are escalating. Once 

deterioration sets in, it compounds exponentially, becoming more dificult and expensive to repair. It was 

estimated in the eighties that it will cost US $ 1 trillion by the year 2000, and US $ 3 trillion in the next 

20 yem just to replace and repair Our current infrastructure (189). According to the US department of 

Transportation, "By the mid-1990s, deteriorating infrastructure will have cost our nation almost 6% in 

disposable income, 2% in employrnent growth. and nearly 3% in manufacturing productivity" (192). 

A considerable percentage of the infrastructure has exceeded its usehil life. It is not unusual to 

find sewers that are between fi@ and seventy-five years old. Deterioration of infrastructure facilities is 

escalating due to defened maintenance, which has resulted in the collapse and closing down of certain 

facilities such as bridges and water and srwage lines. Service disruptions are becoming a common 

occurrence. 

The 1985 FCM study concluded that essential services such as roads. bridges, sidewalks and 

sewer systems were in poorer condition than community and social service facilities like parks and 

libraries. or community centers. In many communities, it was found that the condition of the essential 

facilities was deteriorating, while the social services were regarded as improving. Water treatment and 

sewage treatment facilities seemed to be in good shape because they were relatively Young. The costs to 

upgrade the infrastructure facilities was estimated at $12 billion in 1985 (79 & 80) ; this cost rose to $20 

billion in 1992 (80). 

ln 1992. the FCM distributed a "green card" questionnaire to delegates at the Annual Conference 

in Montreal. Results indicated that infrastructure renewal priorities had shifted fiorn roads, bridges and 

sidewalks to sewers (81). reflecting the change in infrastructure priorities over time. 

An American study similar to the one conducted by the FCM , "Capital Budgeting and 

Infrannicture in American Cities: An initial Assessment'~, was conducted by the National League of 

Cities and the United States Conference of Mayon (NLCRISCM) in early 1985. By comparing the 

results of the two studies, it was found that Canadian Infrastructure is in a better condition than its US 

counterpart. In addition, the sarne facilities were judged to be in the poorea condition in both countries: 

roads, bridges, sidewalks, storm and sanitary sewers (80). 

A National Council on Public Works Improvement (US) report in 1988, studied categories of 

infrastructure representing a capital stock of US $1 trillion, representing 10 percent of the nation's total 

capital stock. Public spending on these facilities exceeds US $100 billion annually, accounting for 7 

percent of ail govemment spending, which emphasized that public works are a major source of 



employment in construction, operation and maintenance, and to keep America cornpetitive, capital 

I) spending on infiastructure needs to be increased by 100 percent (163). 

The council found that the quality of America's infnvtructure is barely adequate to filfiil current 

requirements, and insuficient to meet the demands of future economic growth and development. Most 

major categories of infiastructure in the US are perforrning only at passable levels. A few. such as water 

supply and water resources, rernain in reasonably good shape, while others such as solid waste and 

hazardous waste disposal, have serious growth pmblems. The report card in Figure 4.1 provides an 

overview of the performance of eight categories of infrastructure of public works (1  64). 

According to the American Association of School Administraton, 3 1% of the American public 

schools were built before World War II and the national cost of deferred school repain is now estimated 

at over $100 billion (105). 

There is a close correlation between the Canadian and US studies for most facilities. In both 

countries, roads and pavements were judged to be in great need of repair. Water treatment and 

distribution systems appeared to be in basically good condition. Sewage treatment facilities, stom 

sewen and bridges appeared to be of greater concem in the US than in Canada. Sewage collection 

systems seerned to be of about equal concem to both countries. Overall, it could be said that the 

condition of the infrastructure in Canadian cities is better than in cities in the US. However, this is 

probably due to the fact that the Canadian infiastructurc ir neuer ( 120). 

Canadian municipalities receive less federal govemment funding than the American 

municipalities and considerably less than the European cities. In addition, the US recognized the 

infrastructure crisis earlier than Canada in the early 1980s and began to deal with it immediately (80). 

Except for a survey of municipal infrastructure by the Institution of Civil Engineen in Britain, 

there have been no comprehensive national infrastructure condition and needs assessments in Europe. 

Nonh American participants in a European infrastructure studv tour found that in general European cities 

have tended to maintain their infrasmicture better that the North Americans. In addition, European 

oficials indicated that there was far less backlog of work needed to upgrade their systems than has been 

reported in North America (1 33). 

In general, infrastructure conditions in Europe appear to be better than in Canada largely due to 

better management of maintenance and replacement programs. In most European countries, there is 

central or federal govemment fûnding for local maintenance, and since some European govemments are 

involved in profitable enterprises, such as banking and mining, there are additionai revenues to offset the 

cost of some local govemment services. However, there have been no national infrastnicture surveys in 



Europe and information retrieval systems for infrastructure are not as advanced as in North America. But 

@ Eumieans are in the pmcess of Sitting service standards for infrastructure management systcrns (80). In 

Canada, the National Research Council (NRC) has proposed a development of infrastructure guidelines. 

The World Economic Forumhstitute for Management Development (WEFDMD) ranked the 

positions of the different countries with respect to its infrastructure using the bmad definition of 

infrastructure as "the extent to which resources and systems are adequate to serve the basic needs of 

business" ( 175). It ranked Canada 5th out of 12 developed countries. Norway, Switzerland, Sweden and 

Denmark ranked in the top four. Canada's rankings for specific aspects of infrastructure are shown in 

Table 4.1. The infrastructure investments required in Asia and some seiected countries are summarized 

in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.1: WEF/IMD Rnnking of Canada's Infrastructure (175) 

Rank (of 22) 
8 
5 
7 
1 I 
15 

Table 4.2: Infrastructure Investment Needed (175 & 209) 

Aspect of National infrastructure Retated to Competitiveness 
Road Transport 
Air Transport 
Railroads 
Warer Treatment 
Municipal Waste per Capita 

L 

SUS 
2.5 trillion 
1.9 trillion 
4.0 trillion 
1 .O trillion 
5.3 trillion 
3 1.4 billion 

Country o r  Region 
Asia (not including Japan) 
East Gennany 
former Soviet Bloc 
US 
Japan 
Canada 





4 2 3  Condition of Canadian Infrastructure in the 1990s 

The average age of al1 of the infrastructure facilities was determined for each population 

group of the 1995 McGilVFCM Survey, to compare the aging trend in each of the population categories. 

The average age for al1 of the responding municipalities is tabulated in Table 4.3. 

Table 1.3: Average Age of Infrastructure Facilities for al1 the Responding Municipalities (209) 

Facility 
Sanitary and combined sewers 

Average Age 
42 

- -  - 

Water distribution 37 

At the national level, sanitary and combined sewerage, water distribution and water supply are 

the oldest infrastructure systems, at average ages of 42, 37, and 36 yean, respectively. while transit, 

public buildings in the municipal sector and hazardous waste are the youngea facilities, at 13,10, and 4 

yean, respectively. The infrastructure facilities for the fourth population group were the oldest as 

expected. and the trend differed only slightly between each population group. 

Table 4.4 lis& the infrastructure facilities in descending order of change in the condition of the 

infrastructure as assessed by the respondents. It can be seen that at the national level, only parks and 

recreational facilities are irnproving; transit, roads and curbs are getting worse, and the rest have remained 

alrnost the same over the lm 10 years. For the fim population group, roads, sidewalks and curbs are 

getting wone. For the second population p u p ,  sanitary and combined sewers and roads are getting 

wone and for the third population group, hatardous waste, water distribution and solid waste are 

improving. The change in the condition of the infrastructure facilities in the foucth population groups are 

similar to that at the national level since the results were weighted according to the population and this 

population gtoup would have the moa effect on the results. Roads were found to be getting wone in al1 

Water supply 
Storm 
Bridges 
Roads 
Sidewalks 

rn 

Community and social services 
Curbs 
Sewage 
Parks and recreational facilities 
Solid waste 
Tram i t 
Public buildings 

36 
32 
32 
29 
27 r 
36 
2 5 

24 , -- 33 

15 
l 

13 
10 



population groups. It can be pointed out that most infrastnicture facilities are about the same in condition 

as they were 1 0 years agQ 

Table 4.4: Cornparison o f  Change in Condition of Infrastructure for dl Population Croups (209) 

Change in 
Condition 

lmproving 

About the 
same 

Ceîîing 
Worsc 

1. Parks & Rec. 
Faci lities 

1.  Hazardous 
Wace 

1. Solid Wme 
3. Storm Scwers 
4. Community & 

Social 
Scrvices 

5. Sewage 
Tmtment 

6. Public 
Buildings 

7. Watcr Supply 
8. Sanitary & 

Combined 
Sewcn 

9. Watcr 
Distribution 

10. Bridges 
i 1. Sidewalks 

1. Transit 
2. Roads 
3. Curbs 

1. Hazardous 
Waste 

2. Parks & Rec. 
Facihies 

3. Water Supply 
3. Water 

Disuibution 
5. Sanitary & 

Cornbined 
Sewerage 

Croup 1 

1.  Transit 
7. Public 

Buildings 
3. Community & 

Sacial 
Services 

4. Bridges 

Croup 2 

5. Stonn Scwcn 
6. Sewagc 

Trcatrncn t 
7. Soiid Wastt 

1. Roads 
2. Haznrdous 

Waste 
3. Sidewalks 

Hazardous 
Waste 
Water Supply 
Solid Waste 
Water 
Distribution 
Parks & Rec. 
Facilities 
Public 
Buildings 
Bridges 
Sewage 
Treatment 

1. Storm Scwers 
2. Transit 
3. Communiry & 

Social 
Services 

4. Curbs 
5. Sidcwalks 

1. Sanitary & 
Cornbined 
Sewcrs 

2. Roads 

Croup 3 

1. Hazardous 
Waste 

2. Water 
Distribution 

3. Solid Waste 

1. Curbs 
2. Community& 

Social 
Services 

3. Scwagc 
Trcatmcn t 

4, Watcr Supply 
5. Bridges 
6. Public 

Buildings 

1. Transit 
2. Roads 
3. Stonn Scwcrs 
4. Sanitary & 

Combined 
Sewers 

5. Sidcwalks 
S. Parks & Rcc. 

Facilities 

-- 
Croup 4 

I .  Parks & Rec. 
Faciii ties 

1. Hatardous 
Wastc 

2. SoIid Wriste 
3. Storm Sewcn 
4. Public 

Buildings 
5. Scwagc 

Trcatment 
6. Community & 

Social 
Services 

7. Water Supply 
8. Sanitary& 

Combincd 
Scwcrs 

9. Sidcwalks 
10. Watct 

Distribution 

1. Transit 
2. Roads 
3. Curbs 
4. Bridges 

Most infiastructure facilities need some repair or are not acceptable. At the national levei, only 

hazardous waste, water supply and parks and recreational facilities are in good or acceptable condition 

and al1 other facilities require some npair, or are not acceptable. Roads, bridges and sidewalks appeat to 



be in the greatest need for repair at the national Ievel. The ~ s u l t s  for al1 four population groups are 

surnmarized in Table 4.5, in a descending order of the response percentages. It should be noted that since 

the definition of an acceptable infiastructure facility was lefi to each respondent's judgment, what is 

deemed acceptable in one rnunicipality may be considered unacceptable in another. 

Table 4.5: Comparisoa of Present Condition of Infrastructure for al1 Population Croups (209) 

Condition 

Needs Some Repairl 
Not Acceptable 

1. Harardous 
Wastc 

2. Water 
Supply 

3. Parks&Rec. 
Facilitits 

1. Roads 
2. Bridges 
3 Sidervalis 
4. Curbs 
5.  Sanitary & 

Cornbincd 
Scwers 

6. Community 
& Social 
Services 

7. Transit 
8. Public BuiId. 
9. Water 

Distri burion 
10. Sewagc 

Tmunent 
1 1. Solid Waste 
12. Storm 

Scwers 

Group 1 

1. Transit 
2. Comrnunicy 

& Social 
Services 

3. Bridges 
4. Water 

S U P P ~  
5. Park & Rec. 
6. Scwage 

Treament 

~ a a d s  
Sidewalks 
Hmcious 
w a t e  
Curbs 
Sanitary & 
Combincd 
Sewcrs 
Water 
Distribution 
Solid Wastc 
Public 
Buildings 
S tom 
scwcfs 

Croup 2 

1. Hazardous 
Waste 

2, Community 
& Social 
Services 

3.  Transit 
4. W ater 

S ~ P P ~ Y  
5 .  Solid Waste 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

5 .  

6.  
7. 

8. 

9. 

IO. 

Roads 
S idewalks 
Cuhs 
Sanitary & 
Combintd 
Scwcrs 
Watcr 
Distribution 
Bridges 
Storm 
Scwen 
Public 
Buildings 
Sewrige 
Trcatment 
Parks & Rcc. 
Facitities 

Croup 3 

1. Hazardous 
Waste 

2. Sohd Wasts 
3.  Scwage 

Treatment 
4. Wntcr 

S U P P ~  

1. 
3 -* 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6.  

7. 
8. 

9. 

t O. 

I I .  

Roads 
Storm 
Scwers 
Bridges 
Sidcwalks 
Parks & Rec. 
S a n i t q  & 
Combined 
Scwcrs 
Curbs 
Public 
BuiIdings 
Water 
Distribution 
Community 
& Social: 
Services 
Transit 

Croup 4 

1.  dous us 
Wastc 

2. ParkskRec. 
3. Storm 

Sewers 
4. Watcr 

SUPP~Y 

1. Bridges 
2. Community 

& Social 
Services 

3. Roads 
4. Transit 
5. Curbs 
6. Sidewaiks 
7. Sanitiuy& 

Combined 
Scwers 

8. Scwage 
Treatment 

9. Solid Waste 
10. Public 

Buildings 
1 I . Water 

Distribution 

The con of upgrading each of the infremucnire facilities to an acceptable level, is tabulated in 

dollars per capita in Table 4.6. Roads, water dimi*bution facilities and sewen have the highest per capita 

average br the general case. As expected, the per capita cost for each population group is the highest for 

the fint population gtoup, at S 4902/capita, and the lowest for the fourth population group at 

$ 1  176/capita. This is due io the fact that the smaller municipalities have a small population base and 

therefore must incur high per capita costs to upgrade theu infiastructure facilities to an acceptable level. 

The total per capita cost to bring the infrastNcture facilities surveyed, to an acceptable level, 

based on the responding population. was found to be $1484/capita, giving a total con  of $23.74 billion for 



the responding municipalities, and an estimated total con of $43.94 billion for the whole country. 

However, this value must be taken in terms of the response rate for this question. This rate was low, due 

to the lack of information, ranging fiom 14% for hazardous waste to 63% for sanitary and combined 

sewerage. as shown in Table 4.6. It should be noted that the $34 billion required to upgrade Canada's 

infrastructure is a one shot deal. This amount would need to be spread over 10 or 15 years and the annual 

expenditure adjusted according to inflation. 

Table 4.6: Average Cost to Upgrade Infrastructure Facilities for al1 Population Groups (209) 

Facilitv 
Roads 
Water Distribution 
~Sewage 
Sanitary and combined sewers 
Public buildings 
Water suppIy 
Storm 
ITmit 
Community and social services 
Parks recreational facilities 
Sidewalks 
Bridges 
Solid waste 
Curbs 

4.2.4 Transporta tion Systems 

Hazardous waste 
TOTAL 

Many of the roads and highways buiit in the 1950s and 1960s have reached the end of their 

Average Cost 
289 
202 
152 
146 
136 
1 06 
1 03 
1 O3 
60 
5 9 
46 
28 

design Iife and require replacement ( 197). In the USCM-NLC survey, 25% of the respondents thought 

Population Responding 
54% 
48% 
28% 
63% 
47% 
58% 
49% 
24Y0 
27% 
45% 
34% 
33% 

6 
S 1484 

that their roads were in good condition. and the rest claimed that their mads need major repair, 

14% 

rehabilitation or replacement. Moa of the cities gave top priority to the reconstruction of repair or roads 

27 
21 

and streets in their capital budgets ( 133). 

24% 
26% 

Over one million miles of highway will need to be resurfaced by the year 2000 (235). According 

to the Federal Highway Administration. more than 70% of peak-hour travel on urban intestates occurs 

under congested or severely congested conditions (105). In addition. urban trafic congestion has 

increased drastically and more time is now spent commuting than ever before (1 89). 

Transit systems in larger cities are aging, deteriorating, and uodercapitalized. The average age of 

O 
transit buses now exceeds recommended usable age by 20-35%. Between 20% and 30% of rail-transit 



facilities and maintenance yards are in poor condition (105). Systems in smaller cities are underused and 

overcapitalizeed. Politics and lifestyles and fewer incentives for uring public transportation have left mort 

transit systerns undemsed. The National Council on Public Works Impmvement found that the growth 

rate of transit vehicles is double the rate of increase in ridenhip and encouraging people to use public 

transportation is becoming increasingly difficult ( 164). 

One of out of three bridges in the US is rated structurally deficient or functionally obsolete and 

needs major improvements ranging from deck replacements to complete reconstruction. According to the 

Federal Highway Administration, more than a quarter of al1 bridges are more than 50 yean old (155). 

The US Crneral Accounting Office concluded in 1991 that about 40% of the nation's bridges were 

deficient ( 1 52). 

Finally, globalization of the airline industry will cause the number of enplanements to increase by 

57% over the next decade. The number of severely congested major airports will grow from 7 to 17 if no 

new mnways are added ( 105). 

4.2.5 Waste Management Systems 

O 
More than 300 million tons of hazardous waste is generally created annually in the US. Total 

annual municipal solid waste will increase from 207 million to 2 1 8 million tons by the end of the century 

(105). The cost of adequate and safe facilities for solid waste is rising fast. In many cases, achieving 

higher levels of waste reduction is limited and public opposition to siting all types of facilities is also a 

major problem. There is very linle progreu in reducing hazardous wastes at the source and most of the 

effort is being directed towards controlling and dumping the end product (163). 

4.2.6 Water Supply and Distribution 

In the US, 756 urban water systems serve city populations of 50,000 or more (54% of the total 

population), 58,000 cornmunity systems serve smaller centers (30% of the total population), and another 

15% of the population use their own Wells while the rernaining 1% have no piped water supply (133). 

More than 10.000 dams are classified as high hazard in the US and 13,549 are classitied as being 

of significant hazard (105). Leaking pipes cause some major cities to lose as much as 30% of their fresh 

water supply each day. Many communities cannot expand or accept more industrial or residential 

development because their wastewater treatment facilitia are operating at or near full capacity. 



Three major problems that have emerged are; deterïorated or inadequate distribution systerns, a 

need for new sources of water supply, and inadequate treatment facilities. In many cities, leakage losses 

through cracked distribution mains and poor conduit joints have reached alarming arnounts. Several US 

cities will require new supplies of potable water in the near future. In addition, only 97% of al1 

cornmunity water systems met the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) standards for bacteria, 

whiie only 89% met the standards for turbidity. The USCM-NLC survey found that the condition of 

water supply and storage facilities was good in 75% of the cities that provided water (133). 

Most water supply systems are facing problems due to water pricing below costs, inability to 

meet purity standards, or source contamination. In some places, the storage and distribution systems are 

deteriorating and in others. water supplies are limited (163). Age, underinvestment and underfunded 

state-adrninistered inspection programs plague many US government regulated dams. Surveys conducted 

by the American Water Works Association suggest that breaks in water mains occur at annual rates of up 

to one for about every 6 km length line of pipe ( 192). 

According to a survey conducted by the Ontario Sewer and Watermain Contractors Association 

(OSWCA), Ontario's watermains experience 25 breaks per 100 km per year, costing $40 million in 

repais. and loss of 40% of purified water. This survey also concluded that Ontario's annual water repair 

budget was only 40% of the level needed. The organization indicated that 25% of the water system must 

be replaced and 50% of it murt be rertored over the next 60 years (3 1 ). 

According to the US congressional Budget Office estimate, it would cost from $63 billion to $100 

billion by the year 2000 to replace al1 the water mains older than 90 years and to rehabilitate others in the 

756 systems in large cities (133). According to the EPA, annual compliance costs for water systems to 

rneet the mandates of the Safe Drinking Act will reach $3 billion per year over the next two decades 

( 1 OS). It is estimated that the total annual revenues for al1 municipalities for water services provided is 

around $3 billion, and that up to $60 to $100 billion may be needed over the next 10 to 15 years to repair, 

extend and improve the infrastructure (32). 

4.2.7 Sewers and Wastewater Treatment 

Millions of Americans are not served by modem sewage treatment facilities. in 1980,71% of the 

total US population was served by sewage collection systems, 99% of whom received some form of waste 

treatment in one of 18,000 municipal wastewater treatment plants. Almost 28% of the nations' sewers are 

combined sanitary and nom sewen, moa of whom are located in the older, larger cities. 



The three types of sewerage system problems faced by municipalities are leaking, blocked or 

undersized sewer pipes, undenize treatment facilities, and facilities which cannot handle stom water. 

Half of the respondents of the USCM-NLC survey claimed that their collection system and treatment 

facilities required major repair, rehabilitation, or replacement. In general, the rnunicipalities surveyed 

placed stonn sewen, sanitary sewen, and water treatment as their second, third and fourth priorities afier 

streets and roads in their capital budgets ( 133). 

Water quaiity has not been improving at the desired rate, despite considerable investment, due to 

the uncontrolled sources of pollution such as runoff from fmlands  and roads. In addition. the overall 

pmductivity of secondary treatrnent facilities is declining ( 163). Wasrewater treatment plants are also 

aging, deteriorating and k ing  overused. The problems include (1  92): 

a Potentiai release of inadequately treated water back into the environment; 

e Raw sewage overfiow ont0 watenvays; and 

Ground-water contamination from leaking systems and septic tanks. 

In a survey conducted in 198 1. Environment Canada found that 21% of 52 municipal wastewater 

plants located throughout Canada, were considered to be overloaded and another 22% were operating at 

their design capacity. The Canadian Water and Wastewater Association estimated that. in 1984. the 

replacement value of municipal wastewater systerns was $47.5 billion (3 1 ). Most of the problems being 

faced by the wastewater treatment plants lie with medium size and larger cities, where the older systerns 

are in great need of extensive plant modifications. upgrading and additional sewer lines. Almost 75% of 

the plants have expenenced water quality or public health problems and require some modemization or 

retrofitting. New demand and population increases will also require an additional 1,750 new plants in the 

US during the next two decades (192). 

America faces at l e s t  a $137 billion wastewater infiastructure deficit due to the decay of old 

facilities, increased recognition of new water pollution treatrnent needs and population growth. 

Approximately 59% of the estimated clean water infrastructure needs over the next twenty years involve 

rehabilitation. replacement or construction of sewen. including cornbined sewer overfiow corrections 

(135). In addition, it wil1 take $137 billion to meet requirements of the Clean Water Act by the year 

2012. By then. the US wilI need to increase the number of facilities providing wastewater treatment by 

3,3 53 ( 1 05). 



4 3  CAUSES OF D E C L m  

Infiastructure in North America is facing obsolescence, which implies that the infrastructure does 

not measure up to current needs or expectations. In many cases, facilities that are obsolete continue to 

function at levels below the contemporary standards, and may not fulfill the function for which they were 

initially designed. Infrastructure designers and managers have largely neglected infrastructure 

obsolescence and its impact. They must be aware of the factors that cause obsolescence (152): 

a Technological changes influence the scope or levels of services infrastructure is to 

provide: 

a Regdatory changes impose new requirernents on infrastructure; 

Economic and social changes in the markets within a region may alter the demands 

placed on infrastructure; and 

Changes in values or behavior of the people who use and own the infrastructure. 

Despite the widespread attention given to this crisis. the remedies have been ineficient or they 

are of a ternporary nature for the shon term only. There are several reasons for this slow response to 

infrastructure renewal. A large volume of infrastructure facilities have deteriorated extensively and have 

outlived their useful life. They must be replaced immediately, which places very high financial demands 

on the cash-strapped local govemments. 

According to the 1995 McGilVFCM Survey. in general, funding shortages was cited by 92% of 

the respondents as the greatest impediment to irnproving the quality of the infrastructure. Table 4.7 

sumrnarizes the percentage for each of the six impediments: funding shortages, pol itical inaction, 

prolonged public involvement, red tape, environmental assessrnent and lack of nafi. Column "1" 

represents the greatest impediment, while column "6" represents the l em impediment. Table 4.8 lists the 

2 largest impedirnents for each population group. It can be seen that lack of staff was the second greatest 

impediment for the second and the third population groups. Political inaction ranked second for the fim 

population group, while red tape ranked second for the fourth population group (209). 

Table 4.7: lmpediments for al1 Responding Municipalities (209) 

Impedimen t 
Funding Shortage 
Political Inaction 

L k a f ~ m f f  8% 24% 17% 10V0 13%1 28 

1 
92% 

i 5% 

. 2 
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35% 
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4% 
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1% 

14%. 
18% 
26% 
9% 

, -  3 
0% 

21% 
21% 
21% 
31% 

Prolonged Public Involvement 
Red tape 
Environmentai Assessrnent 

1% 
3% 
1% 

.' 
5 
0% 

15% 
22Yi 
20% 

6 
0% 

20% 
30% 
17 

54%l 21 



Table 4.8: Impediments for eacb Populatioa Group (209) 

1 Ceneral 1 Croup 1 1 Group 2 1 Croup 3 1 Croup 4 i 
1 I 1 I 

Funding shortage 1 Funding shortage ( Funding shortage ( Funding shortage 1 Funding shonage 1 Lack of s t a n  1 Political inaction 1 Lack of staff 1 Lack ofstaff 1 Red tape 
- 

I 
4.3.1 Funding Inadequacies 

Most problems being faced by the infrastructure in Canada are caused by a lack of rnonetary 

investment in public works, resulting h m  reductions and elimination of federal and provinciaVterritorial 

financial assistance. Federal programs and contributions have always helped to ease the burden of 

financing major municipal public works. Between 1955 and the fim half of the 1970s, the real annual 

cxpenditures on infrastructure by al1 orders of government tripled (87), but in the 70s and the early 80s. 

the federal assistance declined and al1 direct federal assistance for municipal infiastructure ceased in 

March 1984 (145). The eliminrtion or reduction in federal and provincial grants have dramatically 

reduced the funds available for the maintenance, repair and replacement of the existing infrastructure 

fac i l ir ies. 

Rapid inflation in the 1970s was not matched by the rate of taxation, which lefi a lot of 

municipalities with less money at a time when they needed it the most for repairing and replacing 

infrastructure facilities. Another factor, that put a scvere laad on the municipal financer *as that the 

municipalities were reluctant to bmow in the late 70s and the early 80s due to the high interest rates. It 

has become common practice now to defer maintenance and to reduce capital qending during fiscally 

stringent times. Funds set aside for capital purposes are often diverted to the operating budget to maintain 

existing service levels and to avoid deficits. The reduction in the availability of hnds has put an 

enonous burden on die local governments to find alternative sources of revenue. 

According to a report released by the House Committee on Public Works and Tmsponation 

(renamed the House Committee on Transpottation and Infrastructure), federal spending on infrastructure 

has been deciining. In 1965, infmtnicture spending was 6.3% of the federal budget; by 1992, however, 

only 3.0% of total federal outlays were devoted to infiastructure. This under-investment in the nation's 

infnistructure threetens our national economy and quality of life (235). 

In the United States, over the past decade, the public infrastnicture stock has fallen continuously 

from nearly 55% of GDF in 1982 to less than 40% in 1992. Federal spending on new infrasmcture fell 

fiom 1.1 5% of GDP in 1980 to 0.8% in 1993. Federal spding for capital invesmient is financed almost 

entirely fiom the discntionary category of the US govemment's budget, and caps have been placed on it 



for deficit reduction (105). Total public spending on infiastructure decreased from 5.6 per cent of the 

@ 
GNP (Grors National Pmduct) in 1960 to 2.6 percent in 1985, and the annual inframucture requirements 

range fiom US $45 to US $72 billion a year (163). Table 4.9 shows public investment in the 

inframucture in various developed countries. 

Table 4.9: Public Investment in Infrastructure (175) 
- - -- - - 

% GDP tnvested % Decrease 1 

Figure 4.2 shows federal, state and local funding trends in the United States beween 1960 and 

1985. 1t cm be noted that, measund in 1984 dollars, state and local capital investment peaked in 1972 at 

US $ 3 4  billion. and federal investment peaked at USS25 billion in the late 1970s (175). 

Figure 4.3 shows a Canadian overview of the major expenditures by categones of i n f ~ c t u r e .  

it cm be seen that during this period. $136.4 billion was spent on infrastructure, both new construction 

and repair and rehabilitation of the existing infrastructure. Over 50% of this amount was spent on roads 

and bridges. followcd by 20% for electricity transmission and distribution liner. and about 10% for uater 

supply systems. Sanitary systems and drainage networks incurred lesser expenditures (3 1). Figure 4.4 

shows total expenditures on Canadian infrastructure by category between 1970 and 1988. 

Figure 4.5 shows the pattern of spending on infiastructure by govemments in 1988 for the 

following two categories of infrastructure (3 1): 

Corrntrv 
Germany 
Canada 
US 
f apan 
France 

Water, sewage and drainage plants and networks; and 

Roads and bridges. 

It can be noted that four-fifths of the spending in 1988 was incurred on new connniction, and 

only 20% was spent on the repair of infiastructure. in addition, alrnost al1 of these expenditures were 

provincial or municipal, as the federal share was less than 4% of the total costs. 

Figure 4.6 illustrates the history of spending on the six main categories of infrastructure: roads, 

electricity, water, sanitary sewen, stom sewers and gas. Most categories saw a slight increase from 1970 

to the late 1970s, followed by a decline. However, Canada's population increased by about 27% h m  

1 966 to 1 986, and urban areas grew by 3 1 % (3 1 ). 
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Figure 4.7 illustrates the infrastructure spending for the sum of the six individual caregories 

shown in Figure 4.6. It cm be concluded that spending on infrastructure has stagnated, while the 

spending on the other categories of construction have increased, which means that infrastructure is 

lagging behind the growth scene in the overall construction sector (3 1 ). 

4 . 2  Government Priorities 

One of the factors contributing to the infiastructure decay is the demand for public funds to build 

new infrastructure for new communities and economic development. This rapid growth has created an 

irnrnediate need for new facilities. This practice of building new infrastructure facilities rather than the 

efficient use of existing ones, or the recons~ction of exiting ones. is endorsed by most local 

governments since this kind of public spending is more popular and politically acceptable. By catering to 

the needs of the population. local councils further compound the infrastructure decay problern by 

providing the rehabilitation and replacement of visible infrastructure rather than that of underground 

infrastructure. The general public is not fully aware of the current infrastructure crisis. and therefore it 

does not consider it a priority and would rather support the development of new facilities. 

The rising needs for social. educational. housing, and public safety services have also diverted 

funds from public infrastructure. Again. critical prograrns such as health and police are more visible and 

have greater political apped ihan ihc infiastructure needs. Social and public sakty services directiy 

affect large numben of people and receive a much greater level of media attention and public support 

than the infrastructure facilities. 

The increasing demand for infrastructure is also puning a lot of strain on the exiaing facilities. 

The US Department of Commerce estimated that industrial use of infrastructure will increase by 30 

percent during this decade. Political inaction also affects infrastructure improvement Local councils are 

generaliy responsive to the public. and therefore they may decide to put off decisions on projects that may 

advenely affect a small portion of the population. in addition, they are reluctant to borrow money when 

interest rates are high and aiso insist on not increasing municipal taxes to increase revenues (1 63). 

Red tape and bureaucratic delay is an impediment to maintenance and reconstniction of 

infrastructure as well. The FCM found that many past federal programs, with their restrictions and 

conditions are examples of red tape and delay. in addition, provincial and local government regulations 

can also create delays (80). If public officiais do not assign a higher priority to the current infrasmicture 

crisis, the result will be rising costs, a decline in the quality of service, and further deterioration and loss 

of ~ubiic confidence. 



4 Lack of Information 

In order to make a more accurate diagnosis of the infrastnicture problem and to develop an 

effective strategy to solve it, when adequate information must be available on the status, location, 

capacity, performance. condition and maintenance costs of the existing infrastructure ( 1 63). Many local 

govemments do not have mapping systems and inventory records to enable them to determine their 

infrastructure needs. Others simply do not have the information available and require a lot of time and 

effort to obtain it. In addition, the lack of staff in some srna11 communities plays a major roIe in 

inadequate information retrieval .stems and inability to analyze the avaiiable information (80). The lack 

of adequate inirastrwture management systems was also identified as an impediment in the 1985 survey 

report. 

4.3.4 Public Involvement 

Pmlonged public involvement in the decision making process is also a major impediment to the 

infrastructure improvement. Wonhwhile projecü get delayed unreasonably. or even canceled, by vocal 

minorities affected by the project. Delays make long-term planning very difficult for the municipal 

officiais while simultaneously escalating the project costs. in addition, in the p s t  two decades. the public 

is demanding elaborate and expensive facility treatments. which only makes infrastructure renewal even 

more expensive. 

Mon importantly, there is an increasing trend where more in-depth, costhenefit analysis is being 

required to justifi municipal expenditures. Although this causes further delay, it is essential for good 

financial management (80). 

Infrastructure in North Arnerica has become inadequate to sustain a stable and growing economy. 

Huge expenditures are needed to repair, rehabilitate, and replace Our public facilities. If the deterioration 

of infrastructure is allowed to continue, local governments will suffer severe economic consequences. It 

is also known that the current revenues will not genetate the capital necessary to renew and improve the 

infrastructure (32). 

It was estimated in the eighties that it will cost US $ 1 trillion by the year 2000, and US S 3 

trillion in the next 20 years just to rrplace and repau the curreni US infrastructure. The McGilVFCM 

survey showed that an expenditure of S44 billion is needed to rehabilitate and renovate Canada's 



municipal infrannicture to an acceptable level within the near future. How could we have neglected our 

inhasrnienire to ruch as enent? How are we going ta fund ruch hugc investmenü? 

If these renovations are left unattended for a longer period, Say more than ten years, the existing 

deterioration of the infrastructure can be expected to escalate at an exponential rate. In another 25 or 30 

yean, the level of deterioration could be such that renovation or rehabilitation may not be possible and 

entire infrastructure facilities or major parts thereof may have to be replaced, al1 at a cost of several times 

the projected cost of $44 billion over the near future for Canada. This large sum which could be well 

over $250 billion, would constitute the third deficit faced by the Canadian citizens. In effect, out grand 

ihildren and great grand children would end up assurning responsibiiip for this task of upgrading our 

infrastructure, basically due to lack of will on part of the various orden of government, business 

organizations and othen to handle it now. 

The existing literatun suggests strongly that public spending on infrastructure generates growth 

in the private sector. Lnfrastructure renewal is necessary for maintaining and enhancing prosperity. The 

global econorny makes infrastructure renewal necessary. if Canada is to compete in the international 

markets. since more than any other industrialized country, Canada depends on international trade for 

economic growth and prosperity. Around the World. govemments in countries such as Gemany. Iapan 

O 
and the US. are making enormous commitments to the infrastructure. 

Why is it that individuals responsible for maintaining our infrastructure are not doing enough, if 

anything at a11 to recti- the present situation? It is beyond cornprehension how civil engineers could 

have neglected the very facilities they helped develop and how they could have let the public oficials put 

them in the back seat of politics dealing with infrastructure. Could this be due to neglect or lack of 

awareness of the problem? In addition. how could the very institutions (govemment) that instigated the 

development of infrastructure, also contribute to its deterioration througb decreased funding, political 

inaction and changing priorities? 

There is a lack of information on infrastructure for the Canadian scene. While the NRCC, the 

FCM and McGilI University. have conducted some studies and research in this area, more detailed 

surveys and research on the condition of infiastructure, its needs. and total worth, need to be conducted. 

Although several nudies have been undertaken to determine the state of urban inframucture in 

North America and its financial needs. they have not been sufficient in aiding public officiais or city 

engineen take concrete actions. More studies need to be undertaken to determine the infrastnicnire needs 

and its current state of "health". It would also be very beneficial to have a complete inventory of the 



North Amencan Infiastructure, This would lead to needs assessment and condition assessment studies 

which are dircussed in Chapter Six. 



5.0 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Civil engineers are in a good position to make contributions to a sustainable future due to their 

emphasis on environmental engineering and infrastructure systems. Sustainable development cm be 

appiied to most municipal infrastructure systerns such as water. wasrewater, transportation and solid 

waste facilities. Since our society is highly urbanized and prefen to live in high densiw mas. these 

facilities enable us to live in such an urban setting and at the same time raise our standards of living. 

However. as a society we have become heavily dependent on them and life without these facilities, which 

have now become an essential necessity. is quite inconceivable. 

Since infrastructure facilities play a major role in urban development, they have a very significant 

impact on our environment.. Afier all. human settlements are "one of the most highly impacting forms of 

human activity on the environment," (66) and they are the major contributors to: 

Air pollution; 

Water pollution; 

Wastewater discharges; 

Spills and contamination; 

Soi1 contamination; 

r Depletion of natural resources: and 

Loss of natural habitat. 

New infiastructure systems must avoid unwanted side effects of both construction and use. For 

instance, as Bordogna pointed out, highway construction must not disturb environmentally sensitive areas 

and refuges. Roads of the future must be designed to avoid pollution caused by trafic jarns, steep grades, 

and inefficient on-ramps, and provide biological comdon for the movement of migratory species. 

Materials must be salvaged and reused during construction of new systems, and new materials need to be 

environmentally friendly and recyclable (24). 

In Canada, municipalities are ail1 utilizing refatively conventional or traditional planning and 

development standards. These standards in use today were designed for periods of economic prosperity in 

the 1970's and 1980's. In the last several yean, demand for standards that permit more compact, 

affordable, and innovative community design, has increased. "As we approach the beginning of a new 



century, we are witnessing a shifi in values as a result of the changing economic expectations, a greater 

@ awarenesr of the limitations of governrnent dependency an deficit financing, a despening coneern for 

long-term environmental sustainability. As social values and impemtives change, so also should the 

development standards." (161). in order to achieve cost efficiency and effectiveness, alternative 

development planning approaches have to be examined that demand innovation from architects, engineers 

and builders. and require compromise and flexibility in the municipal regulations. 

Engineering and planning go hand in hand. They should be considered together where the goal is 

to create efficient and livable neighborhoods. This chapter discusses how civil engineering can contribute 

to the principles of sustainable deveiopmrnt and adopt thrm in infrastructure planning and design, 

materials select ion, construction. and planning. 

5.2 INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING AND DESIGN 

Design is a process of identiSing and solving problems. concerned with determining and 

employing the following f o n s  (3b ) :  

Buildings; 

Communities: and 

The landscape that shelters and supports human activity. 

Engineen, architects and other professionals design facilities and systems to meet the needs and 

satisfv the demands that emanate from the social and economic activities. These activities and the 

resulting benefits determine the quality of our lives. Therefore, development is a means of improving the 

standard of living. The current generation is seeking global sustainable development to impmve its lives. 

while assuring the future generations at least the same or betier opportunities and improvernents. Design 

has the most influence on engineering and construction in achieving sustainable development. 

Within the design field, computerization, environmental consciousness and 

renovation/rehabilitation, can have the greatest impact for achieving sustainable development and are 

essentiai for the future productivity and effectiveness of design and designers. Challenges facing 

designers leading engineering and construction in achieving sustainable development are (36): 

Designing for sustainability; 

Using and advancing new tools and technology in design and construction; 

Practicing design in a global business environment; and 

0 Education and training for a new kind of designer- 



Designers need to explore, evaluate, and refine options to reach decisions that are both feasible 

and likely to yield facilities compatible with their social. economic and environmental context. Designers 

need to assume a leadership role in promoting and identifjing sustainable practices, and design the 

various infiastructure facilities follow ing these practices. In addition, designers need to implement a 

design methodology that accounts for the entire facility Iife cycle. 

Designers need to frst develop an understanding of the basic concepts and principles of 

sustainable development and how these can be applied to the design of infrastructure facilities and 

buildings. They will have to formulate objectives and criteria for decision making in the design process, 

that will influence (36): 

a Life cycle cost of facilities; 

Waste and pollution produced dunng the construction and operation of the facility: 

and 

r The impact of these facilities on productivity of the activities they shelter and support. 

During the design process, designers will have to ascertain that their decisions and designs would 

actually contribute to sustainability. This is not an easy task and will require the collection of technical, 

economic and cultural factors that can be used by designers and their clients to improve and adapt the 

design solutions and technology to local conditions. Managing such data cm give rise to innovative 

technology and practices ruch as (36): 

a lntemationally standardized data-interchange formats and protocols; 

Sophisticated compter-based expert systems; 

r International planning and design experience databases; 

Multi-media design encyclopedias and catalogs of details; 

a Three dimensional space simulation software and audio-visual simulations; and 

a Simplified three dimensional computer-aided design (CAD) systems with integrated 

analysis software. 

Designers mua also improve their persona1 skills. by learning to work increasingly in tearns 

consiaing of memben hom diverse fields, such as economics, political science, sociology, etc. and by 

rnaking decisions in a multi-cultural setting. They will have to rely on effective communication among 

al1 of the participants in design and use sophisticated telecommunication systems and work in 

geographically distributed organizations. 

Cunent infrastncture designers mua explicitly consider obsolescence as a basis of making 

decisions. Infrastmcture obsolescence and its costs are unavoidable as long as technological innovation a 
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and changing economic conditions continue. Obsolescence cm play a valuable role in speeding up the 

O introduction of new infrastnicture technology into systems of long-lived facilities. Obsolescence allows 

new, more productive and less polluting infrastructure technology to be put into place, which might 

othenvise be blocked by long-lived facilities (1 52). 

There are four strategies that may be punued for delaying or mitigating obsolescence ( 152): 

a Plan and design to provide the flexibility to respond to obsolescence-inducing change 

(target higher levels of optimum performance); 

Construct to assure that the facility does not fa11 shon of the required characteristics 

of performance anticipated during planning and design (assure the targeted optimum 

performance is realized); 

O Monitor change dunng operations and maintenance, and act to increase performance 

or slow iü degradation, thereby defeming obsolescence; and 

O Refurbish and retrofit early to accommodate change. 

Facilities designed as finite systems, lacking flexibility to facilitate disruption free upgrading or 

expansion. would create higher levels of waste when modified. In the most extreme case, this 

inflexibility will result in demolition. Designers must note that since building materials and cornponents 

have different life spans. the owners may not wish to replace them al1 simultaneously, but rather 

retlrbirh. Therefore. if a facility was originally deriped with an inherent flexibility, iefuibirhrnent may 

prove to be an economically viable alternative to demolition and reconstruction ,thus reducing the amount 

of waste generated (54). 

Such a design has many implications such as (54): - Structural over-design may be required to accommodate poiential expansion without 

the need for major structural modification; 

rn Physical distribution of servicing should allow for future upgrading and expansion 

though the use of oversized dedicated cores, eliminating the need for structural 

modification: and 

rn Detailing of elements, which rnay require upgrading, should dlow removal and 

replacement without structural disturbances. 

Although some infrannicture facilities do fail quickly, moa endure for many decades, and 

sometimes for centuries. Their long service life is ofien considered one of their defining characteristics. 

It is important to note the difference in service life and physical Iife of infrastructure facilities. The 

physical life is the "actual" time it takes for the facility or one of its major subsysterns or components to 



Wear out or fail. The physical Iife cornes to an end as some of its components exposed to the weather 

need replacing, mechanical equipment breaks down, metals corrode, etc., regardless of usen' dernands, 

economic facton, or technological advances (1 52). 

Experience and testing are the two principle sources of infornation on which expectations of 

service life and design service lives, are based. Obstacles to predicting infrastructure service lives 

include: 

Our limited knowledge of the mechanisms of deterioration; 

Uncertainties of climate and other facton influencing deterioration; 

Lack of data; and 

Lnherent complexities of the problem (which include the challenges of characterizing 

the service lifetime of whole facility or system, for instance, a bridge or a sewer 

network- as distinct from the Iifetime of its repairable or replaceable components). 

One of the rnost imponant questions facing designers is "HOW long should infrastructure last?" 

While these answers would be based mostly on individual judgment, experience, and values, typical 

answers would range from "several decades" to "indefinitely". Since the physical life of structures and 

materials are substantially longer, rnany infrastructure professionals argue that very long service lives 

O should be presdmed. Assuming a longer service life helps to justiQ higher initial facility developrnent 

costs, since benefits accrue over longer time periods ( 152). 

5.3 MATERIALS 

The availability of appropriate materials is crucial to realizing the goal of sustainable 

development. New materials and systems would facilitate construction, design for durability, dernolition, 

reuse and have direct benefits for life-cycle irnprovements throughout the world. If conventional 

materials are used to repair, rebuild and expand current infiastructure facilities, the result will be 

prematurely obsolete structures. Table 5.1 lists the traditional and sustainable criteria for building 

materials. If infrastructure facilities are not designed to minimize life cycle costs with regard to both the 

financial and environmental impact requirernents, they would become a major burden for both 

industrialized and developing nations (36). This would naturally require more information on the 

potential recyclability and associated health and safety impact of the different waste materials and by- 

products in asphalt pavements (43). 



Table S. 1 : Traditional and Swtrinabiiity Criteria for Building Materials, Products and Systems . (144) 

1 Traditional Criteria 1 Sustainability criteria 1 
1 Performance 1 a Resource depletion 1 
1 Quality 1 Environmental degradation 1 
1. Cost 1 Healthy environment I 

When trying to select a materiel for a facility, such as wood or steel, the following technical 

criteria can be applied to ensure sustainable practice ( 144): 

Embodied Energy Content: 

Greenbouse Warming 

Gases : 

Toxic Generated /Content: 

53.1 Reuse of Secondaq y Mat 

A quantification of the amount o f  energy needed 

to extract resources, manufacture products, 

install hem into buildings, and transport them 

between the different phases. 

This criterion detenines the quantiry of 

greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide and 

methane, emitted in the production of materials, 

with the implicit assumption that fossil fuels are 

the energy sources. 

This criterion assumes that lossil hieled energy 

systems will be used, resulting in the presumed 

generation of sulfur and nitrous dioxides and 

other substances. 

erials in the Housing and Utüity Building Sector 

in order to achieve sustainability in the design and construction industry, civil engineers 

must renew and recycle materials. However, not enough is being done. Some examples of recycling 

include milled asphalt paving material being recycled into hot-mix asphalt paving mixtures. Recycled 

asphalt pavement (RN) can be recycled into hot mixes, cold mixes, or in-place mixes. It can be used in 

highways as in unbound aggregate base and subbase, stabilized base course, shoulder aggregates, and 

open-graded drainage courses. In addition, approxirnately 2.9 million tons of reclairned concrete are 

being recycled annually. Recycfed coarse aggregate is mon suitable than recycled fine aggregate when 



reused in concrete mixes. RCP is also useful as an unbound base course aggregate, in cernent-treated 

O base, as an asphalt paving aggregate, as embankment base material, and as riprap (43). 

The main impediment to broader reuse of secondary materials in housing and buildings is high 

costs. To improve the current situation, the following approaches for the building construction approach 

are recommended to insure that buildings will be designed considering life cycle costs (36): 

The client or user draws up a set of specifications with the architect providing advice 

on the possibilities of durable construction. 

The architect works with a demolition consultant during the design phase. 

The demolition expert evaluates the design for the building in terms of its demolition 

at the end of service life and the costs involved. 

Any detrimental extemal environmental effects, during the building's life cycle and in 

the following period are taken into account. 

A database of life cycle analyses for most of the building materials and elements is 

developed. 

Free-style construction would be widely used where the supponing structure. shell and 

intenor elements w i l  1 be designed separately . 
The supponing structure, interior elernents and shell erected from separate elements would be 

connected by means of dry construction techniques. This would make it possible to dismantle the 

building without damaging the building elements. The building elements can also be reused, besides 

simplification of repairs and renovations involved. 

Construction of  Housian and Utilitv Buildings 

0 In the commissioning and design stage, the construction techniques and methods are 

fmalized. 

These decisions are executed in the construction stage. 

Consmiction is the assemblage of detachable building elements delivered to size 

resulting in very little building waste. 

The suppliers of building materials take care of assemblage at the building site and 

focus on the production of composite building elements for the supporting structure, 

shell, interior elements and finings. 



Lopbook and Environmental Lew 

The owner of each completed building (including private homeowner), should be obliged to keep 

a logbook on management and use, and update it on a regular basis. This logbook would consist of the 

original specifications for all the materials and building elements used and al1 subsequent modifications 

during reparation and renovation. The logbook would assist in selecting the rnost suitable techniques for 

renovation, or demolition. When the building is sold, the environmental cons of dernolition and 

disassembly at the end of the technical life span is taken into account and subtracted from the selling 

price. 

Re~air  and Renovation 

0 A lot of progress needs to be made in the techniques used to repair and maintain 

buildings. 

Widespread use of technologies combating the corrosion of steel reinforcement in 

concrete is required. 

a The demolition and replacement of concrete elements is difficult and expensive. New 

techniques to overcome these problems are needed. 

a Renovation waste must be limited. 

Reuse of Old Buildine Stock 

O w e n  and users need to seriously consider the pros and cons of demolition and new 

constmction against the reuse of existing structures. 

The statutory environmental levies on the demolition cost must be taken into 

consideration since this would involve much increased demolition costs, and muse of 

the various dismantled elements may then prove cheaper than constructing a new 

building. 

Dernolition and Recvcline of Corndete Building Elements and Building Materials 

Separation at source and selective demolition will need to become compulsory by: 

Banning dumping; and 

Setting high acceptance charges for unsorted building and demolition waste; 



The demolition of certain buildings will not be avoidable. Here the ernphasis would need to be 

O on recovering recyclable building maierials. The salvaged materials would be put to durable reuse or 

ternporary storage. The recycling and demolition of building materials may mean the end of extraction of 

primary materials such as gravel, marl, and sand, in many countries. 

5.4 CONSTRUCTION 

Current construction operations are unsustainable since they consume energy. create noise, and 

produce waste. It is crucial for us to change the way we practice construction today in order to protect 

the environment. Sustainable development requires the revision of current construction practices and s 

clear undentanding of the issues involved. Those involved in the construction industry can no longer 

continue using their old ways. But first they must understand the issues of sustainable construction as 

listed in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2: Issues of Sustainable Construction 

I 
Resou rces Energy consumption 

Wafer use 
Land use 
Materials use 

Healthy Environment 

Design 

Life cycle operations 
Deconstruction 

lndoor environmenta1 quality 
Exterior environmental quality 
Building design 

Environmental Effects 

Kibert lists six principles of sustainable construction (144): 

Community design 
Construction operafions 

Conserve: MinimiPng resource consumption would force us to use 

high esciency systems and use of durable matetials that 

have long lifetimes and requiring low maintenance. 

Maximizing resource reuse means that we are using 

rrsources that have already been extracted and require 

minima1 processing. 

Renew/Recycle: Renewable or recyclable resources mut  have priority over 

other resources. 



Protect Nature: Since building new facilities impacts the natural 

environment, we need to consider restoting along with 

sustaining it. 

Non-Toxic: Toxic materials must be handled with care and eliminated 

where possible. 

Quality: This includes the excellence of design, selection of 

rnaterials, and construction practices. 

Reducing project delivery time is  crucial in making the construction process more efficient and 

sustainable. Environment permitting, zoning approvals and other regulatory approvals are one of the 

biggest obstacles to be overcorne by contractors and play a major role in increasing the pmject delivery 

time (tirne including the inception of the project to its completion). However. they are not under the 

construction indusüy's control and only the government can take action in making these processes less 

time-consuming. Therefore. contracton must look elsewhere for reducing their project delivery time. 

A lot can be achieved by making major organizational changes and increased use of the design 

construct approach which would improve the constructability of designs by designers and decrease the 

constant design changes by owners. This means that facilities must be designed for constructability and 

designers rhould have suffiçient knowledge of consmiction rnethodr and pmcerrcr and allow 

construction engineers to panicipate early in the design process. In addition, increased use of information 

technology (databases. CAD, and electronic transmission of design data) can also reduce project deliveiy 

t ime considerably* 

Projects costs accumulate over the entire project Iife cycle: design. construction. operation, 

maintenance. renovation and eventual removal. Technologies supporting reductions in project costs 

include (36): 

Simulation techniques and data for life cycie performance and costs; 

Knowledge-based systems for project design, construction planning, management and 

operations and maintenance; 

High performance (constructability, Functionality, environmental sustainability, 

durability and maintainability) materials, components and systems; 

Consmiction personnel and equipment capable of placing materials and components 

efficiently and correctly to assure quality. 



Improving the quality of the completed project is another important part of the construction 

process that needs to be addresred. Project quality includer finctionality of the facility, the health and 

safety of the usen and neighbors, eficiency and environmental quality. The major contributon to the 

lack of quality in the constructed project are: 

Design quality; and 

a Management and supervision of the project. 

The other rninor contributors are labor capabilities. material and equipment quality and changes 

by ownen. f ethnologies for improving project quality include (36): 

a information and decision support systerns; 

Automation in techniques; 

0 High performance construction materials; and 

a Performance standards and confonity assessrnent rnechanisms. 

Finally, the project should have as linle environmental impact as possible. This cm be used for 

the owner's benefit since life cycle performance attention to environmental impacts cm: 

a Speed regulatory approvals for the project; 

a Avoid hi@ fees for disposing construction wastes and claims of environrnental 

damage to neighbors; 

a Reduce operating cosrs for energy and environmental control measures: 

Provide a healthy and productive environment for users and neighbors of the facility; 

and 

Reduce environmental protection corn in renovation and removal. 

Since modem construction is very energy intensive and produces large volumes of waste, 

sustainability cm be introduced into the process by muctunng contracts to introduce sustainability 

indicaton. The following components should form part of such a document (1 02): 

Reduce construction project scope by specifying environmentally fnendly design 

which considers reducing the size of the project, minimizing the energy requirernents 

and designing for deconstruction/reuse/recycIe; and 

Specities environmentally friendly construction by specifying the 3Rs. and an 

effective project management which includes the adoption of partnering principles 

and open communication of sustainability objectives. 



5.4.1 Construction and Dernolition Waste Reduction 

It is estimated that at least 20 to 30 million tons per year of construction and demolition (C&D) 

waste are generated in the US alone. This waste consists of wood, plaster, concrete. glass, metal, brick, 

shingle. and asphalt. Portions that are r~claimed, crushed. and processed into aggregate are concrete, 

bricks, glass and old asphalt (43). This is a serious problem and an obstacle for achieving a sustainable 

future. The engineer should realize that deconstruction or demolition of facilities should actually result in 

materials for new construction. Table 5.3 lists C&D waste as percentage of al1 solid waste eniering 

landfills and Table 5.4 lists the main causes of construction waste found by Gavilan and Bernoid and 

Craven (26) .  

Table 5.3: C&D Waste as Percentage of all Solid Waste Entering Laadfills in Various Couatries 

Country 
1 

Austral ia 

HoIland 
United States 

Table 5.4: Sources and Causes of Construction Waste (26) 
- - -  - - -  

Cause 
Error in contract documents 
Conuact documents incornpiete at commencement of construction 
Changes to design 

Ordenng error, over-ordering, under-ordering, etc. 
Suppliers error 

-- 

~ a r n a ~ e d  during transpona60n to sitdon site 
Inappropriate storage leading to damage or deterioration 

Error by tradesperson or laborer 
Equiprnent rnalfunction 
lnclement weather 
Accidents 
Damage caused by subsequent trades 
Use of incorrect materiel requiring replacement 

Waste fiom application process 
Pac kaging 

Criminal waste due CO damage or theft 
Lack of on site materiais control and wastt management plans 



î h e  C&D w m e  consists of materials produced during construction that is not incorporated 

directly or indirectly into the finished product. The wane generated at demolition projects depends on 

whether the primary construction is masonry or wood. The portion of the waste that can be reused varies 

according to the presence of specialized equiprnent. It has been pointed out that a strong cornmitment to 

the 3Rs can yield reuse and recycling rates that exceed 94% ( 103). 

Canadians are among the largest consumen of energy and generators of wane. About 16 millions 

tons of solid waste is produced every year, 30% of which is construction and demolition (C&D) waste. 

which is vinually ail tecyclable. Canadian produce about 1 .S kg of waste per capita daily. 

When trying to determine the applicability of reuse vs. recycling for a given material, it is useful 

to study the concept of embodied energy of a material. Figure 5.1 demonstrates the embodied energy of 

some conaruction materials. The embodied energy consists of: 

a Energy intensity: required to produce a unit quantity of material; and 

lastallation Energy: required to install a unit quantity of material. 



Embodied energy can then be used to determine the 3R hierarchy of a given material. 

r Reduce: This requires very low energy inputs to achieve high diversion. 

Reuse: This c m  be applied to materials that have high installation energy and low 

energy intensity. 

r Recycle: This is appropriate for materials with high energy intensity and low 

installation energy. 

[t should be noted that the energy intensities of rnaterials are much higher than the installation 

energy required. The order of precedence for the 3Rs is based on the energy consumption. One should 

reuse manufactured rnaterials and synthetics whenever possible and recycle the balance of the materiais. 

It has been demonstrared that approximately 86% of materials are recyclable and 14% are reusable. ( 103) 

Aside from achieving sustainability, the 3Rs should also be practiced for cost effectiveness 

reasons ( 1 03 ): 

r Landfill diversion rates of up to 75% have been noted; 

Tipping fees have risen 600% in the last three years; 

r Surcharging of 50% to 100% on recyclable materials is common; 

r Increasing trend of banning receipt of recyclable materials at landfills. 

Reduction strategies for C&D waste are: 

Pre-Design Phase: 1s the project really necessary? 

Can energylconstruction requirements be met in a 

sustainable manner?? 

r Analyze project layout to reduce its size and cost; 

a Use the existing infrastnicture eficiently; and 

r Minimize embodied energy of components. 

Design Phase: Try to use recyclable and recycled components as much as 

possible; 

Perform Iife cycle costing; and 

Design towards maximum energy eficiency. 

Construction lmplement the 3R strategies; and 

P base: Practice efficient materials management. 



The following actions are relevant to the demolition specifications: 

a Identif'y materials to be separated; 

a Compile database of receiving faciiities; 

a Segregate matenals that can be reused; and 

a Divert balance to recycling facilities. 

The following specifications can lead to increased reuse of materials and components: 

Compile schedule of materiais amenable to reuse; 

r Stockpile, inventory and redirect reuse items to approved reuse facilities: 

a Select the reuse facility that yields the maximum social benefit; and 

Capitalize on needs awareness. 

Recycling of marerials and cornponents can be maximized by the following actions: 

Choose materials categories carefully: and 

S peciQ handling/separation process. 

5.5 LIFE-CYCLE ASSESSMENT 

The engineering assessrnent of life cycle costs considers performance and cost factors over the 

operational iiferirnc of any infrastructure rystern or facility which conrists of the following phases (36): 

Design and construction; 

Maintenance and repair; 

Replacement; 

a Energy costs minus the salvage value accrued to demolition and disposal; and 

a AI1 other costs to the socieây due to restricted or complete use of the infrastnicture 

system of facility. 

Life-cycle coning (LCC) is a futureaienteci method using many parameters such as fùture costs, 

future incomes, the analysis period, the usefùl life, the discount rate, the rate of inflation, etc. It is a 

technique that permits the appraisal of the owning and operating costs of a facility over a selected life 

cycle or estimated useful life. LCC is a progression through the phases of design, construction, and 

maintenance, including renewal as the project undergoes changes over time. LCC is not a new concept. 

I ts principles are based upon economic theones that have been used in invertment appraisal in industrial 

and commercial activities. in civil engineering, LCC can be used in the following three stages of the 

construction process (7): 



Planning and design; 

Construction; and 

Maintenance. 

To bring sustainability into the materials selection process, environmental and other costs 

associated with the choice of materials will have to be included. The environmental costs would be an 

accounting of impacts associated with the health. safety and productivity of occupants or usen. 

Currently, decisions conceming design, construction, maintenance and improvement of a system 

are mostly based on evaluation of the initial costs rather than on the total lifetime costs for the system as a 

whole. There should be merhodoiogies for incorporating Me cycle considerations into the planning and 

engineering process as well as the building codes and the cornpetitive bidding processes considering al1 

life cycle costs. 

The decision making process should now adopt a long ierm view and it must consider al1 life 

cycle costs instead of the initial costs only. To achieve sustainability, the needs of future generations 

would have to be considered through an accounting of the cornplete life cycle impacts of the various 

alternatives. 

5.5.1 LCC Analysis for Public Works 

Due to the limited amounts of funds being available to the public agencies and the political 

pressure to produce short-term results, traditionally, the approach to construction costs has been basically 

on the initial cost of the project design and construction. Historically, ownen of facilities consider direct 

costs and regulatory reguirements, and ignore other considerations such as renewability, recyclability and 

reuse, energy consumption, operating cost, waste and pollution reduction, and risk and liability. Al1 these 

should be incorporated into their decision making process (38). Facility owners are now becoming more 

aware of the fact that the true cost of constniction installation does not end with completion of the 

construction of the facility. Owning and operation costs are comprised of the following (7): 

Initial cost: 

Operating costs; 

Energy costs; and 

Maintenance costs. 



Planninp and Desien 

It is dunng the earliest stages of a project that the greatest savings potential for a LCC analysis 

occur. The potential savin& are more significant and the costs of making changes in the plans and 

specifications are rnuch less. 

For some cost elements, it may be more usehl to use good judgrnent over precise calculations. 

Good judgment can be applied to interest rates, useful life, and inflation rates. Precise calculations will 

corne handy for the elements of energy consumption, operating efficiencies, and total hours of operation. 

Interest rates need to be predicted as accurately as possible. Sensitivity analysis should be applied to 

decrease the impact of estimating erron. 

During an LCC analysis, al1 future cash fiows for al1 alternatives under consideration are 

enimated. Then, figures are discounted to a present value and added to the initial cost estimate for direct 

cornparison and selection. LCC expenditures can also be compared on an annual-equivalent basis (7). 

The systems showing the lowest LCC will usually be the first choice if ail other performance 

requirements are met. However, this rnay not be the case when the following are taken into consideration 

(7): 

Delivery time; 

Pollution effects; 

Aesthetic considerations; 

Maintability; and 

Owner preference. 

Construction 

The purchasing departments of both contracton and construction facility ownen can see great 

benefits by applying LCC as part of the standard procurement procedure. Life expectancy of products can 

be considerably lengthened by selection application of LCC. 

Tender documents could include instructions to the contractors to submit alternative methods, 

components and materials which if incorporated would result in an overall life cycle saving. This would 

however. require bids to be analyzed in a more detailed manner than those based on the first cos only. 

Actually, to be more effective, the concept of lowest initial bid should be modified. Due to the cunent 

system, supplien produce components and systerns which ensure the lowea initial cost, ignoring the 

running costs once the system is in place and operation. In order to practice LCC in the procurement 



process, specifications should put more emphasis on performance to allow specialist supplien to submit 

alternative suggestions to meet the required performance at the lowest total cost. Finally, bids should be 

cornpared on the basis of their LCC analysis and not their initial costs (7). 

Maintenance 

Generally. maintenance of a constructed facility is not uniform during its life, raiher it increases 

with age, or it shows a variation consistent with the utilization of the facility. The cos& of maintenance 

and the incidents of plant equipment breakdown incnase with age. 

It is very important to decide when to dispose of and replace an element, or envelope of the 

facility itself since it rnay cost more to maintain than to replace. If the running costs after the change 

along with the equivalent annual costs of making change are Iess than the annuai running costs if no 

changes were made at ail, then the component of the facility should be replaced. If the renewal of a 

component provides additional benefits, such as reducing expenditures. the value of benefits should be 

incorporated into the calcuiations (7). 

5.6 ALTERNATIVE MUNICIPAL STANDARDS FOR INFRASTRUCTURE 

Municipal standards are the deve Io pment requirements set by municipalities for services such as 

sidewalks. curbs and sewers. They differ from one municipality to another and constitute a major portion 

of their capital and operations budget. 

In general. the road right-of-way width in most new subdivision is very wide; local streeü are 

designed to discourage al1 but local traffic. This wide right-of-way width ensures a wider pavement, and 

adequate space for the various underground utilities located in their own private trench. On-street parking 

is totally discouraged which translates into a compulsory garage and a larger setback. Curbs and sewers 

are required rather than ditches and drainage swales. Finaliy, sidewalks are required on both sides of the 

Street. 

Innovations cm help reduce the cost of housing and at the same time reduce the financial burden 

of the municipalities. Until today, municipalities have set municipal standards that are in most cases 

costly and at the same time unnecessary. The maximum levei of service need not be provided in al1 parts 

of the municipalities and in most cases one c m  do well with the minimum requirements. However, 

caution needs to be exercised when trying to provide the minimum Ievel of service and in some cases 

cutting the service al1 together. AAer all, a reduced level of service in some cases can lead to higher 

maintenance costs. and therefore savings ai the initial stage (capital costs) rnay not be feasible and may 



just prove more costiy in the long mn. The standards discussed in the following sections are those 

@ researched by private institutions and municipalities. They refer to minimum standards that can be set, 

but are not applicable to a11 municipalities. It is up to the municipality to decide which alternative 

standards are appropriate for their particular case. 

We must be careful with implementing alternative municipal standards for infiastructure and 

ensure that the quality of the infrastructure built does not decline in order to gain housing afl'ordability. 

Infrastructure efficiency should not undermine infrastructure quality. 

5.6.1 Shategies for Infrastructure Eniciency and Housing Affordability 

Lot Dimensions 

Single family housing emerged as the predominant fom of housing in the 1970s and 1980s. The 

economic prosperity of these two decades resulted in increased house sizes due to increased expectations 

of a consumer society. Large houses occupy large lots, and although builden have responded to the high 

cost of serviced land by building big houses on smaller lots, lots ail1 remain quite large. The increase in 

the sire of the average new house, and the level of amenities it contains, have increased the cost of 

housing accordingiy. As the con of rerviced land increases funher, thcre will be a higher demand for 

srnaller units on smaller lots. 

Reducing the lot width is the single mon important variable in reducing infrasaucture costs since 

the length of ail services is reduced. Affordable housing can be encouraged by reducing the lot area, and 

frontage and setback requirements, which would increase the yield and distribute the cost of land across a 

larger number of units. The Regional Working Committee on Alternative Urban Development Standards 

(The Technical Committee) in ûttawa agreed on the feasibility of a lot dimension of 7.9 m of frontage by 

23 m in depth for a single and a lot dimension of 5.5 m by 23 m for a street townhouse. These lots assume 

a house length of I 1 m, a rear yard setback of 6 m, a front yard setback of 3 m, and sideyard setbacks of 

1.2 m. 

Building downsized singles on smaller lots would cater to the market for new single-detached 

housing with the advantages of privacy and outdoor space at an affordable prices. The houses would be 

sited so that the dnveways would be twinned to allow landscape space for the placement of things like 

transfomen and hydrants, mow storage, and parking on one side of the street. 

The streetscape can be improved through the use of zero-lot-line siting or clustered plans. The 

O 
units have to be designed carefully and sited on small lots in order to provide the level of pnvacy and the 



usable open space found in detached homes. The effective design of small lot developments would 

bccorns the challenge of future plannerr. 

House Setbacks 

Setbacks play a role in determining the face-to-face distance between the houses. They provide 

parking space in fiont of the garage, privacy fiom the Street, and an aesthetic streetscape. Houses are 

usualiy set back by 6 meten. However, in order to provide parking space, oniy the garage needs to be 

setback, instead of the whole house. This setback should be measured from real barriers like sidewalks 

or curbs, instead of the property line, which in practice does not really exist (16 1 ). 

Sidewalks 

Sidewalk requirements should be determined at the very beginning of the planning process and at 

the latest be set at the drafi approval stage. Fewer sidewalks can Save land and construction maintenance 

costs. 

hstead of being given an exclusive location within the mad right of way (R.O.W.), sidewalks 

should be placed right on top of the utilities. The utilities are ranly dug up after a subdivision is 

Figure 5'2 Standard SMewalk LmtW (162) 

developed and even if they are, the 

cost of repiacing the sidewalks are 

marginal compared to the cos of 

separating sidewalks and utilities. 

There is a great advantage in 

moving the sidewalks closer to the 

curbs. A cost effective approach is to 

construct the sidewalks at the curb 

line, and providing e m  width to 

allow for starage of snow in the 

gutter and on the edge of the sidewalk 

on an as needed basis. Once or twice 

per winter, this snow would be 

removed by the municipality. 

Moving sidewalks closer to the curb, or eliminating them, will allow a reduced setback for the 

garage and thus a reduced lot depih. If the sidewak are eliminated and if the setbacks are measured 



- -- 

from the sidewalk, instead of k i n g  measured from the property line, and if the maximum coverage limits 

are reduced, it would not really be necessary to reduce the R.O.W. width to achieve more compact 

housing. 

Until recently, sidewalks have been located as >la as practical from the curb within the right-of- 

way. This in tum has created a separation of 3 to 4 m between the curb and the sidewalk as shown in 

Figure 5.2. However. sidewalks should be moved closer to the curb to reduce the R.O.W. Setting them 

1.5 rn from the ciirb would provide suficient space for snow storage in most instances. In areas of hi& 

snowfall, the setback suggested in figure 5.3 should be increased. 

Fripure 53 Altemative Sdewrlk Locrti011~ p62) 

Sentices Under Sidewalks 

In most places, nothing is constructed under the sidewalks, so thai in case utilities require npair 

or replacement, the sidewalks would have to be removed. If the cable utilities are consmicted under the 

sidewalki, they are installed in concrete-encased duct banks with manholes. 

It is recommended that where compact smets are quired,  the services should be constructed 

under the sidewalk. The advantages of this are (238): 

0 Protection of the utility from third party damages; and 

a Reduction of the R0.W (right of way). 



Therefore, services shouId be installed before the sidewalks, which is achievable because the 

sidewalks are usually installed d e r  the houses are constructed. As the Ontario Hydm authorities endone 

only hydro cables encased in concrete duct banks under the sidewalks for reasons of economy, directly- 

buried PVC ducts should be considered as an alternative. 

Curbs - 
Savinp can be achieved in this area by using rolled curbs in an urban development project. 

However, even greater savings can be achieved by eliminating the use of curbs altogether. The potential 

savings were estimated to be approximately f 70.00 pet linear meter of the roadway (197). 

Along with reducing the capital cost of development and the associated on-going maintenance 

costs. the elimination of curbs also allows the ninoff to percolate through the grass and thus reduce the 

amount of storm runoff and contamination of effluents. The groundwater recharge would also increase. 

One should also study the methods of constructing curbs. One study examined the following 

methods to reduce costs ( 162): 

r Delay curb construction until the house construction is complete; and 

r Constnict curbs with reinforcing to reduce curb breakage. 

Sewers - 
Sewen are constructed under the road pavement and this continues to be a good practice. They 

should however be constructed in a cornmon trench to reduce construction costs (1 62). 

Many municipalities require 10 inch diameter sewers to handle residential street flows, although 

8 inch diameter sewen are more than adequate to handle flows in mon residential streets. It is now 

possible to readily maintain sewers with sizes even less than 8 inch diameter, due to the modem 

inspection and maintenance equipment. 

Reduction in sewer length can be obtained by using curvilinear sewers (no angles). The new total 

length varies between 5% to 20% less than for straight sewen (197). 

Pavements 

Narrower pavement width saves land and reduces the capital cost of the road and the cost of the 

ongoing maintenance. Local roads have usually been around 8.5 m wide (122). This is fiequently 

comprised of 2-3 m wide driving lanes, and a 1-2.5 m wide parking lane (162). 



In mas, where off-smet parking is available, a local road 8.0 m wide would be sufficient. The 

reduction of pavement width should be considered in conjuncrion with the sidewalks for it rnay not be 

appropriate to reduce pavement widths if both sidewalks have been rernoved (161). The Regional 

Municipality of Ottawa found that a reduction in pavement width on local streets from 5.0 m to 8.0 rn 

would Save $30 per meter of road in capital COSU ( 1  13). 

LiIU1 - m l  

figure 5 4  Pavemefit Cm@ as a Funetion o f  Pavement Widtbs (M2) 

Srnaller pavement w idth 

would theoretically reduce the level of 

service. However. after üiking into 

the account the extent of parking and 

aaffic volume, this rnay be acceptable 

in many situations. Pavement widths 

can be reduced further for one-way 

meets while still accornmodating 

emergency vehicle access (238). 

Figure 5.4 shows pavement costs as a 

function of pavement widths. 

SrnalIer pavement width 

would also reduce the cost of maintenance and snow removal. In addition, the roads would be safer for 

the public due to reduced speeds. 

Watermains 

Consideration should be given to moving the watermains out of the boulevard and under the 

traveled portion of the road (161). Technological advances have allowed for smaller pipe diameters, 

greater valve spacing and the confidence to locate the mains under the pavement. Additional savings can 

be realized by installing valve boxes instead of expensive chamben. 

Due to advances in tire fighting, such as longer, and better water hoses, hydrant spacing can be 

increased. This in turn rnay eliminate conventional sized mains on some m e t s ,  leaving tire-fighting 

mains on perhaps every second Street (1 22). 



Manholes 

The currently availablr 

sewer cleaning equipment can 

readily service longer sewer 

lengths. and therefore the 

manhole spacing cm be 

increased. lt can be seen in 

Figure 5.5 that the cost of 

manhoies decreases as the 

spacing is increased. Fewer 

manholes will result in cost 

savings along with the c o s  of 

maintenance of sewers (28 1). 

Stormwater Drainage 

Figure 5.5 Cos? of Maahok Pw Foor o f  Raad as a function ofm~abde 

sprcurg (182) 

Contemporary stormwater systems designs include efforts to retain water on site, even d u h g  

heavy stoms. The following are some exarnples of natural drainage systems designed in certain 

cornrnunities (342). 

Village Homes. Davis, California: The drainage system consists of maIl creeks and 

swales which facilitate the storage of stormwater in a shallow aquifer for use by vees 

and shnibs. This system eîirninated the need for underground aom drains. 

a Glenbroo4 Lake Tahoe: S t o n  mnoff in the streets is deposited through energy 

dissipaten into open meadows and pasnires, where it is absorbed into the 

groundwater. Runoff fiorn buildings is conveyed directly to the ground using 

infiltration trenches which an located under the building eaves. 

Opus 2, Minneapdis: Roads and parking areas are not curbed to allow the water to 

flow dimdy fiom these areas overland to a series of swales and then into ponds. 

Mesures to control runoff and reduced filtration include "delaying mnoff by holding it on site (in 

roads, swales, or ponds), expediting infiltration with Dutch drains (perforated pipes laid below the gmund 



surface) and porous pavement materials, and accomrnodating infiltration by providing temporary or 

permanent srorage basinî." (22 1 ) 

Utilities 

To improve aesthetics, utilities are located underground in the road allowance, instead of being 

located on utility poles. However, this practice may need to be reconsidered because there can be savings 

of as much as $500 per unit, with the above ground utilities. In addition, the R.O.W. could be 

dramaticaliy reduced , if no locations were reserved for underground utilities. resulting in further cost 

savings ( 1 6 1 ). 

Many municipalities provide an assigned location for a utility to be installed in the future as a 

replacement or reinforcement of an existing system, or a new system. These are labeled alternate utility 

locations. PVC ducts without manholes are a reasonable alternative to an alternate location and to an 

expensive system of concrete ducts and manholes ( 162). 

Double Trenching 

Usually. each house is served by an individuai trench for water, sewer and stonnwater lines. This 

eumnt syrtem con be replaced by a single "y" shape trench swing two u n i ü  (both single uniü and 

townhouses). This single trench would include one water line, one stormwater line and two sanitary sewer 

lines (Figure 5.6). 

The common trench would be aligned along the property iine separating the two units. I t would 

begin at the curb through the boulevard and then separate in a "y" shape at the front property line and 

reach each unit through its front yard. 

lt has been estimated by the Task Cornmittee in Ottawa, that the elimination of trenches could 

Save around $200 per unit. In addition, savings in both capital and maintenance costs would be achieved, 

because there would be minimum interference with the road base (197). 

EuSting Standards 

A considerable percentage of land within a development is occupied by mad allowances. The 

paved portion is often less than haif of the R.0.W (238). The road rightsf-way plays a roIe in 



determining the face-to-face distance between houses. A reduction in the road right-of-way width is the 

O single most effective engineering contribution that can be made to achieve inf'rastructun cost eficiency. 

With more compact housing forms, there will likely be more roads per hectare of developable land and 

thus reductions in the R.O.W. will have a more significant effect. 

Figure 5.7 shows a typical 20 meter local road R.O.W. containing the following components 

(161): 

8.5 meter pavement width: 

5.75 meter boulevards; 

a One or two i .5 rneter sidewalk(s); 

Curb and gutter; 

a Storm drainage system: sewers, manholes, catchbasins, and foundation drains: 

r Sanitary drainage systems: sewers, manholes, and service connections; 

Water distribution system: watermains, valve chambers, hydrants, and service 

connections; 

Streetlights: and 

Trees. 

Figure 5.8 illustrates the benefits of reducing the R.O.W. from 20 m to 16 m. and front yard 

setbacks fiom 6 m to 3 m. On a typical development having frontages ranging fiom 6 m to 15 m, there 

would be a saving of about 10% in the land nquired without changing the other characteristics of the 

development ( 1 6 1 ). 

The following are the modifications proposed by the working cornmittee of the Municipality of 

Ottawa-Carleton, to introduce a 16 m R.O.W. width. 

8 m pavement; 

Two 4 m boulevards; 

No sidewalks; 

a Parking on one side of the mad; 

Transfomers on easements; 

A joint utility trench; 

Utilities in conduits; 

Front yard servicing; 



Tree on r.0.w. andor private property; and 

Maximum Iength of 100 m for cul-de-sac, with 19 m minimum bulb radius- 

The Task Cornmittee of Ottawa concluded that adequate clearances between services and utilities 

could be accommodated by a 16 m R.O.W. width. The pavement width could be reduced because the cars 

are smaller now. The 8 m pavement allows for parking on the side of the road while leaving enough room 

on the other side for emergency vehicles. Enough roorn is provided by the 4 m boulevard on each side for 

the gas main and a common utility trench. The boulevard also accommodates the 1.5 rneter needed for 

snow storage (296). 
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5.7 URBAN TRANSPORTATION AND SUSTAINABLE DEWLOPMENT 

0 Transportation is an integral part of any modem economy and provides a vital input into 

manufacniring processes, permits the individuals to enjoy penonal mobility for both work and leisure, 

shapes urban form and is influential in determining the spatial distribution of many economic activities. 

Virtually al1 activities have environmental implications and transport is not difTerent in this respect. 

Previously. environmental concems in transport were restricted to local factors such as noise. severance 

and visual intrusion, but recently. the concem has shified to global warming, acid min and a range of 

pollution-induced diseases, giving the regional. national and global implications of environmental 

degradation more importance. 

As incomes grow. so does the volume of trafic. Over the post Second World War period we 

have seen an unprecedented economic growth in the Western industrialized econornies and in parts of 

Asia. Transportation has also taken on new dimensions as there have been modal shifts. More 

imponantly, there has been a very rapid growth in car ownership and use, which offen greater fiexibility 

in penonal travel behavior. However, many view this trend environmentally intrusive and harmhl in 

tems of resource consumption (fuel) from the point of view of the costs of using the vehicle and the 

resources used in the manufacturing process. Linked with this trend has been the increased urbanization - - 

O of societies. 

Concern over the damaging effects of acid min on forests and water life mounted in the late 

1970s and early 1980s and the importance of NOx and other gaseous emissions from automobiles was 

recognized as a major contributing factor. Then the issue of hi@ Ievel ozone depletion and its 

consequences emerged. Transport does not have just local implications for the environment. It is an 

important contributor at the local. tmsboundary and global Ievel. It is also perceived by the population 

to be a major intruder on the environment since it is highly visible in cities unlike, for instance, 

agricultural production or sewage disposa1 facilities, which tend to be located away from populated mas. 

In addition, transportation interacts with many othet areas of activity which are seen as environmentally 

harmful. For example, the private vehicle is seen as a prime creator of suburbanization and, hence, the 

reduction of rural and agricu1turai land (19). 

Across the industrialized world, there is a growing awareness that the transportation systems in 

urban areas are in conflict with the principles of sustainable development. The transportation system in 

North America, which is pnmady based on the private automobile, is not considered sustainable for the 

following reasons (125): 

Its consumption of non-renewable energy resources; 



Its propensity to encourage a sprawling, low-intensiy and inefficient form of urban 

development, which in turn consumes fmland and natural habitat and which 

entrenches the dominance of the automobile, as other foms of transportation have 

great difficulty servicing such dispened development; 

Its emission of air and water pollutants, which degrade the environment at the local, 

regional and global scale; 

Its suscepti bility to congestion in major urban areas. which exacerbates automotive 

emissions and energy consumption. inhibits economic competitiveness and generally 

degrades the quality of urban life; and 

Its direct impact on human life and suffering due to accidents. 

Sustainable development is growth based on forms and processes of development that do not 

undermine the integrity of the environment on which they depend. It is a new path of economic and 

social progress that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations 

to meet their own needs (157). For urban transportation, this can translate into reducing its contribution 

to global warming and the consumption of land. 

As Commoner points out, the environmental crisis is generated by the clash between the 

ecosp here and techosphere. Unl ike the ecosphere. the techosphere is dominated by linear processes that 0 resuIts in air palluiion and the threat of global warming In 0th wordr. in the teehorphere (being the 

transportation systern in this case), the goods are converted, linearly into waste, an attack on the cyclical 

processes that sustain the ecosphere (50). 

The establishment of The World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED), 

commonly known as the Brundtland Commission. by a üN resolution reflected the conviction that it is 

possible to build a future that is more prosperous, more just and more secure because it rests on policies 

and practices that are both ecologically and economically sustainable. According to the WCED, the 

stresses currently being placed on the biosphere are simply unsustainable, in both developed and 

developing counuies, and al1 nations must intepte environmental considerations into economic 

decision-making. We need to examine the demand for natural resources (being mostly fuel for 

automobiles in this case) generated by unsustainable consumption and seek ways of using resources that 

minimize depletion and reduce pollution. After all, growth should not necessarily rnean more waste. 

According to Agenda 21, by the year 2000, half the world's population will be living in cities, 

and Canada is already over 75% urban and States that transportation strategies shouid reduce the need for 

motor vehicles. At  the macro scale, municipalities need to develop in ways that reduce the need for long- 



distance cornmutkg and governrnents should plan urban and regional settlements to reduce the 

environmental impact of transport and encourage foms of tmspot-tation that minimize emirrions and 

hamifui effects on the environment ( 140). 

5.7.1 Current Trends and Problems 

By the year 20 10 there will be over 500 cities with more than a million inhabiiants. 56 of them 

with more than 10 million people (1 79). Most modern cities have developed to meet the demands of the 

automobile. Private automobiles have affected the physical layout of cities, the location of housing, 

commerce and industries, and the patterns of human interaction. Urban planners design around highways, 

rush-hour trafic pattems, and parking. P h t e  c m  can be viewed as both a cause and an effect of our 

dispersed development pattems since they made development on the rural-urban fringe an afTordable 

alternative to the inner city developrnent, whiie at the sarne time, this very development pattern 

encourages and necessitates massive automobile ownenhip (60). 

Transpon planning is required to both ensure that people's needs are met by the least darnaging 

form of transport and also that those needs for transport are reduced. It is necessary to reduce the demand 

for transport by ef'fïcient planning, using both fiscal and land-use measures (73). The relationship 

between land use and transportation works in two ways: changes in land use can have detrimental effects 

on existing transportation flows and uavel times, but changes in highway capacity can have effects on 

land use that some policy maken and citizens do not like. The new development encouraged by the new 

suburban highway changes the character of existing developments, often in ways that existing residents 

find undesirable ( 168). 

The most obvious unsustainable relationship between land uses and the people they are intended 

to serve is exemplified by out sprawling residential development pattems and Our consequent dependence 

on private modes of transportation. particularly private automobiles. The private car and single-family 

detached house have created the single most important challenge to urban sustainability in North 

America. Based on social, economic and environmental criteria, this challenge consists mostly of 

reducing dependence on private cars (59). 

Zoning is the control tool used by planners to avoid incompatibility between various land uses 

and to separate those uses which pmduce negative impacts such as smoke stafk industries From housing. 

Zoning by-law has now developed into a more detailed and intricate set of controls. The by-laws are used 

to socially segregate different parts of the total residential population by controlling the density and type 



of dwelling units permitted. At times, these controls are used to protect the financial values of residential 

properties by excluding those uses which reduce property values (124). 

Past practice in land use and urban design has been to divide cities into homogeneous, single use 

areas of relatively low density. This has resulted in increased auto travel and longer travel distances. For 

the majority of urban residents, the private automobile is a necessity, rather than a Iuxury, to move 

between home, work, shopping, schools, and recreation. Dependence on the automobile contributes to 

urban sprawl, losses in prime fm land, excess consurnption of fossil fuel, air and noise pollution, and 

trafic congestion (2 14). 

In order to regulatr the prowing demand for housing in North Arnerica community planners 

looked at such planning concepts as T h e  Garden Suburb" and "The Neighborhood Unit" to meet the 

challenge. Clarence Stein left his mark in Canada with his concept known as the "Radbum Plan". There 

has hardly been any metropolitan suburb planned in Canada that has not incorporated the following 

Radbum principles to a degree (60): 

Exclusive residential area of 12-20 hectares with major roads on the perimeter to 

discourage through iraflic; 

Hierarchical roads allowing different trafic needs to proceed only along specialized 

routes; 

Separation of land uses by the hierarchical road system; and 

Large tracks of open space within residential areas. 

Public roads have also been separated from each other. Some examples of the hierarchy 

produced are (60): 

Controlled access fieeways; 

Major lirnited arterials; 

Anerial roads; 

Major collecton; 

Minor collectors; and 

Neighborhood streets. 

Although moa hi&-level, strategic transportation planning and land use planning midies in 

Canada recognize the strong interaction between land useluhan design and transportation, the underlying 

theme in many cases until recently hm been to assume a continuation of auto dependent development and 

infrastructure, the delivery of new suburban subdivisions, and the incremental expansion of road 

O 
infnistnicture which often includes little consideration of transit oppoitunities and requimnents (141). 



No single force has had a greater impact on the pattern of land development in North America in 

thir ccntury than highways. New population growth ir occuning prirnarily on the outskirts of North 

Amencan cities. In addition, there is the dispersion of employrneni opportunities. Indusnial operations 

that were previously in the central parts of the major cities, often adjacent to either rail lines or pon 

facilities. are increasingly moving to new locations on the periphecy where good truck access is available, 

along with larger properties. At the same time, office employment, which was previously concentrated in 

the central business district is being dispersed to a nurnber of nodes or clumps of development in the 

suburban areas and to low density, low nse office parks, located at points of high road accessibility. 

In general, suburban ernployment is dispened along arterial roads and at industrial parks and 

shopping malls. The explosion of office developrnent in the suburbs has resulted in the total United 

States office space, outside of central cities. growing from 25% in 1970 to 57% in 1984. With this 

employrnent growth has corne automobile congestion. Dispersed employment locations are dificult to 

handle by fixed route transit services or even by van pooling. In 1980. 33% of work trips within the US 

Metropofitan areas were within the central city. 20% were from suburb to city, 7% from city to suburb, 

and 40% from suburb to suburb. In addition. the urban system solution of generating dispened 

employrnent works against the use of transit, unless it is located at points of high transit accessibility. 

O 
Industrial areas are also isolated from other activities, although they have becorne cieaner and less 

of a nuisance than before. As residents are being protected from industries, industries are being protected 

from other employrnent activities, since office and retail activities are frequently prohibited From 

industrial zones. Today, moa indumial activities can coexist with residential uses. however, industrial- 

residential mixing is almost universally prohibited. One result of this segregation of home and work has 

been an increase in the commuting distances. 

Retail commercial activities, which were once part of a neighborhood, have now been separated 

from residential areas and replaced by a hierarchy of largely single purpose commercial centers. A 

hierarchy of centers had been developed, fiom neighborhood to district to regional centen, and large 

retail shopping plazas with parking have been encouraged. Shopping locations have therefore become 

fanher and farther fmm homes and customers. in other words, plannea are increasingly creating auto- 

dependent cities (1 24). 

There exists a mismatch wiihin the suburbs, with some communities containing mostly housing 

and others having far more jobs that there are workers nearby. In addition, thm is also a mismatch 

between the ski11 levels of new suburban jobs and the income needed to [ive in the suburbs. This creates 



a growing labor shortage for suburban employen and a long reverse commute for low-incorne people in 

the central city taking suburban jobs (180). 

Significartt steps need to be taken to make urban travel mon sustainable. In cornparison to older, 

geographically smaller, more densely populated European countries, North America has a particularly 

challenging task in achieving transportation sustainability. Canada, for instance is a vast country with a 

small population with itr; low density cities often separated by great distances. Therefore, there is a high 

level of energy consumption by the transportation sector and a high level of auto-dependence and auto use 

within urban areas. In cornparison to US cities, where central areas have been depopulated and original 

transit systems dismantlrd. there are good prospects for improvement in Canadian cities, whrre the core 

areas have largely retained their vitality and a full range of functions such as the transit systems ( 125). 

Table 5.5 illustrates the issues surrounding the development of more sustainable communities and 

transportation. 

Table 5.5: Global and Community Planning Issues (59) 

GLOBAL ISSUES 
Energy : 

climate change 
air pollution 
diminishing resources 

Land: 
land degradation 
land use change 
climate change 
compering uses 
diminishing resowces 

COMMUNITY PLANNING ISSUES 

energy efiicient urban planning 
inter and intra-urban transportation 

urbansprawl 
urban intensification 

Most residents in North Arnerica place a hi& value on living in a semi-rural environment and 

dnving their cars to work, shopping, recreation, and every aspect of their daily lives. The resulting urban 

sprawl and automobile dependency is expensive in terms of infrastnicnirr requirements, environmental 

damage, and equitable service to a11 secton of the population. These costs are becoming increasingly 

unbearable both economically and politically. Some people can afford this way of life by spending more 

to support their expensive habits, but many cannot. Many people are becoming weary of long cornmutes 

and wotried about the disappearing countryside. ( 190). 



5.72 Strategies for Sustainable Development in Urban Tmnsportation 

Sustainable development provides a dificult challenge for us al!, but it also provides a unique 

opportunity to make changes which will create a healîhier envimnment. 

No single policy instrument will solve the problern due to important and complex role of 

msportation in the North American economy and the magnitude of changes that would be required to 

decrease or eliminate its contribution to global warming. Since passenger travel in cities represents the 

largest share of North American transport energy use and greenhouse emissions, the largest reductions in 

emissions will corne from measures directed at reducing the enerey consumed in urban passenger travel. 

The level of transportation sustainability is directly related to the Ievel of private automobile use 

in Nonh America, and any sustainable strategy must involve a reduction in automobile use. This mtegy 

would not just reduce care usage. but reduce car dependency for many types of trips. The ability to 

provide good alternatives to the automobile such as frequent, reliable and efficient public mnsportation 

(transit) is dependent upon the population densities and utban form (125). 

Changing patterns of settlernent to reduce the need for travel can lead to long-run reductions in 

emissions. This can be accomplished through higher densities, and mixing uses so that residences, jobs 

and services are roughly balanced at a local level. When more destinations are close to home, more trips 

can be made through other meanr such as bicycles and by foot, and when densities are higher, public 

transit can serve more trips effectively ( 180). 

Possible initiatives for urban structure and urban design policies are: 

High density; 

Mixed land use; 

Sub-centers; 

Internalizing environmental costs 

Joint transportation/land use planning; and 

Regional planning institutions 

More intensive land use planning and more emphasis on sub-centen can lead to ( 125): 

More econornic use of land; 

More economic use of al1 physical and social infiastructure; 

Less impact on rural fnnge; 

Reduced ernissions; 

Less road accidents; 
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More human city centers; 

More equitable transport systems; and 

More urban cities. 

Intensification and Iafill 

To reduce the usage of the private automobile, intensification of land uses will have to be 

implemented and planners will have to move away frorn the present development patterns. Municipalities 

will need to remove those regdations and requirements that would prevent intensification (124). There is 

a large public opposition that usually accompanies conversion, infill, and redevelopment projects. This 

opposition, known as NIMBY or "Not In My Backyard" syndrome, focuses on fean about over crowding, 

loss of community character and deciining properry values (60). They should also permit intensification 

of development and the introduction of mixed uses dong the lines of traditional commercial shopping 

areas. Finally. municipalities will have to permit residential, retailing, and other employment activities in 

oIder industrial areas which have been vacated. 

Infilling applies to the construction of new facilities, usually residential developments, on vacant 

O 
land in an existing developed urban area. Intensification relates to the redevelopment of land for similar 

use but at a higher site density. The redevelopment of obsolete industrial areas for other purposes such as 

housing is beginning to receive attention. 

A better mixture of uses resuits in greater amounts of two-way commuting. The balance 

produced by two-way commuting also makes better use of the existing transit services. A mixture of 

residential and employment uses also provides the ability for individuals to live and work in the same 

location ( l24). 

Growtb Management 

Growth management is a technique to try to limit or stop population growth, an attempt to 

balance the demand for new services with the supply of existing services and a way of limiting urban 

sprawl. By limiting the sprawl of new housing into surrounding agricultural and other non-urban lands, 

growth management attempts to save fmland for fann purposes and to encourage intensification within 

the already built up ana in order to utilize the existing facilities more fully. However, one of the negative 

affects of limiting growth is Ieapfrogging. New residents would jump over the area of controls and locate 



in adjacent municipaiities beyond the control limits. This would in tum produce an inefficient regional 

senlement pattern and transportation costs and individual commuting times would be higher (124). 

One way to increase the market for higher-intensity development is to restrict the supply of 

deveIopable land, by limiting the spatial extent of urban deveiopment. An urban growth boundary (UGB) 

now surrounds each large city in Oregon. These boundaries are intended to preserve land outside the 

urban fringe for agricultural and foreshy uses, and increase the eficiency of urban development by 

increasing development densities and using existing infrastructure capacity. As growth expands, the 

demand for developable land rises. But since this boundary restricts developable land, the price of land 

increase, which in tum promotes intense (higher density) development. Therefore. the UGB potentially 

prevents urban sprawl at the urban fringe and also promotes development at higher density throughout the 

urban area ( 168). 

Low-density development increases transportation energy demand. air pollution, vehicle miles 

traveled (VMT), and natural resource consumption. Modea changes in density are possible through 

changed zoning and infilling. However, urban residents resist increasing densities due to the resulting 

O trafic congestion, although with fixed travel needs, congestion is higher in lower-density areas. In order 

to reduce congestion. measures such as zoning and building fees, will have little effect on congestion 

unfess coordinated over entire metropolitan areas, and may even increase congestion if they reduce 

opportunities for people to live near work. Settlement convols needed today for congestion and 

emissions are of the opposite kind to those now proposed, and the kind that reduce travel demand are 

those that mix residences and workpiaces, mixes income groups, at higher densities ( 180). 

A 1989 snidy verified empirically the relationship between density, transit, and automobile use, 

using 32 cities from around the world. It concluded that the amount of energy devoted to transport 

depends on "activity intensity? a measure of city land use based on the concentration of residents and 

jobs per hectare in a metropolitan area. Gasoline consumption and automobile use appear to be invenely 

related to the overall urban densities and to the mength of the inner city (measured in persons and jobs 

per hectare). The data indicates that gasoline consumption in US cities varies by about 40 per cent 

between newer, low-density, relatively weak-centered cities such as Houston, and older, high-density, 

relatively strong-centered cities such as New York. Theoretically, cities like Houston and Phoenix could 

save fuel by 20 to 30 per cent, if they were to become more Iike Boston or Washington in urban structure. 



In older suburbs, policies are needed to increase densities, create mixed-use nodes and corridors, 

and improve pedestrian accesr and the pedestrian environment (141). With higher denritier, transit 

systems become more economically feasible. A denser. more compact urban form which can be served 

by transit is necessary to reduce auto usage and to handle the overall commuting demands (8). If density 

increases. transport needs decrease and the bleak prospect for public transit rnay be improved (206). 

Reeional Planning Boards 

What is required presently to effect the necessary changes in the areas of land developrnent 

standards and transportation planning, is the incorporation of sustainable urban development principles. 

into the planning process (60). ln addition. land use and transportation planning need to be fully 

integrated. Sustainable development requires a coordinated approach to planning and policy making. 

Local authorities have a key role to play in making sustainable development happen, since they oveoee 

the planning of housing and industrial development. set local envimnmental policies and help to 

implement the national environmental policies ( 1  57). 

Metropolitan regions are needed to look out for the metropolitan good and to consider the future 

development of the region as a whole and incorporating the strategies for sustainable development. Such 

organizations should have the mission and budget to formulate workable regional plans, and powen to 

influence funding allocations and implrrnenting regulations thmughout the region, and overriding 

decisions made by local councils on critical issues. In general, they should be responsible for detenining 

the conformance of local plans with regional plans and for reporting inconsistencies to the local 

govemments. 

But before such an organization c m  make any decisions for metropolitan development, a new 

vision of entire regions must be formed. For instance, it should be made clear at the outset that al1 future 

development will incorporate the principles of sustainable development. A constituency of concemed 

citizens would be fundamental to work toward the vision of the future metropolis. It is important to 

define closely the many interests affected by the c u m t  environmental and transportation problems, 

including business and consumer groups. Finally, regional actions to determine and implement related 

land use and transportation futures will require the support and the undertaking of major initiatives by 

federal and statdprovincial govemments ( 190). 

Therefore, with a regionai govemment in place, a long t em urban development plan (20 to 30 

years), at the macro level, needs to be created tu provide a context for future growth. The plan should 
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incorporate economic, social, and environmental aspirations, and integrate land use and transportation. 

The plan may include the following elements (1 14): 

0 Development of major multi-use town centers in suburban areas. integrated with 

regional transit; 

High density, mired use development along major transit corridors; 

0 Transit funding and operating priority where densities and demand levels make this 

possible; and 

A grid pattern of highways and arterials to accommodate tmck trafic and passenger 

demand that cannot be handled by walking, cycling or transit. 

Inte~rated Land Use and Trans~ortation Planning 

It is evident that in order to make urban transportation more sustainable, both land use and 

transportation systems planning needs to integrated. It is important to note that subregional (municipal) 

planning is not likely to be successful in the absence of regional planning, and neither is regional planning 

in the absence of an empowered regional govemment. Therefore. regional govemrnents with powers, is a 

necessary condition for successful regional planning. Although plans for diRerent regions differ in rnany 

ways. they should al1 have sorne common features to integrate land use and transportation planning such 

as ( 168): 

Long range vision and compnhensive consideration; 

Broad bnish approach (a consequence of their comprehensive plans, and the limits of 

budget, time, and methods); 

Pro-involvement (a consequence of the need for regional solutions and public 

involvement); and 

Pro-visioning (a consequence of al1 the above). 

5.7.3 Current Initiatives 

Regional planning institutions are taking shape in some parts of North America and in some 

cases, smtegies for sustainable development are being incorporated. AIthough some municipalities or 

regional municipalities are on the right track, we still have a long way to go in most parts of the country. 

In order to address the pmblems of urban sprawl and encourage coordinated planning and 

delivery of urban development and infiastructure by the five regional governrnents, the Province of 

O Ontario has created the Office of the Greater Toronto Area (OGTA). Its common goal is the nodal urban 



structure concept which emphasizes compact mixed-use redevelopment/development based on greatly 

expanded transit services ( 1 25). 

Recent planning suggestions have begun to encourage the development of more intensive nodes 

and comdon. Work on the GTA Concept Study and for the Metropolitan Toronto Oficial Plan have 

encouraged the developrnent of nodes of activities located at positions with high transit accessibility and 

linked together by comdon functioning as transit lengths, where a medium density development must be 

encouraged ( 124). 

The Metropolitan Toronto official plan encouraged the growth of suburban town centers and the 

new Officiai Plan will set out planning strategies for the -reurbanization" of Metro Toronto by 

encouraging intensification and the redevelopment of selected arterial roads into main streets. 

The Province of Ontario has other excellent policy initiatives such as the "Transit-Supportive 

Land-Use Planning Guidelines", as well as "Growth and Seniernent Policy Guidelines" which require that 

peripheral development should be remicted until intemal sites are fully developed ( 1  25). 

The City of Vancouver recently adopted a "Clouds of Change" repon which includes strategies to 

reduce the need for transportation in the city and region through land-use planning. Its principies have 

been embodied in Transport 202 1, Vancouver's cumnt plan of developing a Long Range Transportation 

Plan for the region. It incorporated the following recornmendations of the Federation of Canadian 

Municipaiities relating to the macro scale (125): 

0 Encourage greater density through multiple unit residential developments: 

Inregrate work. residence and shopping in rnixed use development; 

Zone higher density development along established routes; 

Decentraiize commercial and community services to reduce travel distances, creating 

self-containcd communities with better balance between empioyment and population; 

Place controls on outiying shopping centers, stnp development and urban sprawl; and 

Encourage the infilling (development and redevelopment) of existing vacant and 

under utilized land in buiit-up areas. 

A report by the Ontario Round Table on the Envirooment and Economy and the National Round 

Table on the Environment and Econorny, called A Strategy of Sustainable Transportation in Ontario, 

suggests the following strategies (1  79): 

Education and awareness; 

Focus on more compact mixed-use communities; 

A shifi fiom automobiles to transit; and 



Cleaner, more hei-efficient cars. 

By 1996, every local authority should have developed a local agenda 21. Local oficials are 

required to consult citizens. business and industrial organizations, to gather information and build a 

consensus on sustainable development strategies. The consultation process will increase people's 

awareness of sustainable development issues and the consensus would heip shape local programs, 

policies, laws and regdations to achieve Agenda 2 1 objectives (140). 

Twenty one municipalities have been seiected from around the world as model communities that 

can show local leadership in achieving sustainable development goals of Agenda 21. B a d  on its 

VISION 2020, the regional municipality of Hamilton-Wentworth is one those cornmunities, and the oniy 

one in Canada. It is a vision for the region, 25 years from 1993, developed through community 

consultation and based on sustainable principles. A new Officia1 Plan was prepared for the region, which 

incorporates the strategies and actions in Vision 2020. 

The process to create a sustainable region involved a comprehensive public participation program 

resulting in a vision for the future, which has been adopted by the Regional Council. The vision is a 

presentation of citizen's ideas and views of the kind of community Hamilton-Wentworth can be by the 

year 2020. It challenges govemment. citizens, business and community groups to think about how their 

actions can move the society towards a more sustainable future. The vision is supported by strategic 

directions and the Regional Official Plan ir a key instrument in the irnplernentation of there directions, 

and consequently the physical creation of a sustainable region. 

The Regional Municipality of Hamilton-Wentworth was created in 1974. comprising six area 

municipalities. The division of responsibilities between the Region and the Area municipalities has been 

set out in the various acts and municipal policies, and is cutrently under review. The Plan is intended to 

direct and guide regional. area municipal, public and private decisions and actions, in a consistent and 

logical manner. to manage change and growth in the area. Since the plan is a policy document, it is 

expected that detailed land use policies and designations will be enunciated through the municipal official 

plans. in addition, the Regional Official Plan will respect those planning interests that are the sole 

responsibility of the area municipalities. 

Once the Oficial Plan has been approved by the Minister of Municipal Affain, the Planning Act 

and the Regional Municipality of Hamilton-Wentworth Act require that no public work be undertaken and 

no municipal bylaw passed which does not conform with the Regional Official Plan. In addition, al1 &a 

Municipal Oficial Plans and Zoning By-laws must be revised, where necessary, to conform to the 

Regional Oficial Plan. 



The Plan intends to prevent scattered rural development and establish a fin urban boundary. 

a The Plan recognizes the fact that a compact higher density urban form, with mixed use development in 

identified regional and municipal centers and along conidon, best meets the environmental, social, and 

economic principles of sustainable developrnent. It prefers mixed f o n s  of development within an urban 

area to widespread, low density residential development and scattered rural development. 

An integrated transportation system (combining transit vehicles. bicycles, air. and water transport 

and pedestrian movements) will be developed which stresses easy pedestrian. transit and vehicular access 

to al1 basic needs and supports a sustainable development pattern. Since there is a direct link between 

land use planning (density, mix and proximity of uses) and transportation, amphasis will br placed on 

accessibility and reducing reliance on the automobile by promoting alternative modes of transportation, 

such as transit and cycling to al1 urbanized areas of the region ( I 10). 

Another good example of a successful initiative undertaken at a metropolitan level is the city of 

Cuniba, Brazil, where progressive city administrators build their policy based on a preference for public 

transpomtion over the private automobile. working with the environment instead of against it, 

appropriate hi& technology solutions. and innovation with citizen participation. 

Curtiba does not have a gridlocked center fed by overcrowded highways. like other major cities. 

Its authorities emphasized growth along prescribed structural axes, allowing the city to spread out while 

developing mass transir chat kepr shops. workplaces and homes readily accessible to one another. Land 

use legislation has encouraged high-density occupation. together with services and commerce, in the areas 

adjacent to each of the five main axes. along which the city has grown. Since three quarten of al1 

cornmuten take the bus, per capita fuel consumption is 25 per cent lower than in comparable Brazilian 

cities, and the city also has one of the lowest rate of ambient air pollution in the country. 

The city managers of Curtiba have lemt that good systems, coordination of policies, and 

incentives are as important as good plans. One of the most important lessons to be learnt from Curtiba's 

experience, is that priority should be given to public transport rather than to private cars and to 

pedestrians rather than automobiles. In addition, solutions to urban problems are not specific and isolated 

but rather interconnected. Bicycle paths and pedestrian areas should be an integrated part of the road 

network and public vansportation system. While intensive road building programs elsewhere have led 

paradoxically to even more congestion, Curtiba's policies have generated less use of c m  and has reduced 

pollution (149). 



In general, these proposed strategies are the best solutions for making the transportation systems 

more sustainable and less environrnentally hazardour. While other alternatives sueh as making cars more 

efficien~ introducing electric cars, and higher fuel taxes, are also important and necessary, they do not 

fall into the domain of urban and transportation plannen. Planners need to incorporate the principles put 

forward in this paper if they wish to solve cumnt transportation problems. Not al1 solutions put forward 

are perfect, such as the urban gmwth boundary, are suitable for ail regions, but they are a good start and 

plannen will have to incorporate those strategies which best suit their metropolitan area. 

It is also important to realize that the unsustainability of the urban transportation system is a 

global pmblem. since global warming affects everyone, however, the actions needed to make the urban 

transportation system sustainable, are local in nature. Therefore, we must act locally. but think globally. 

We must also take mesures that produce long term effects, and not just for the shon terni benefits as in 

the past. since short term solutions do very linle to solve the problem in hand for the future, and the 

environment should always be dealt with serious consideration for the long term effects. 

Civil engineers must stop inflicting any further damage to the state of the planet and try to solve 

what has already been damaged. They should e m i n e  new and innovative ways of designing, constructing @ and managing our howing and inmimicture This can be achieved by incorporating ruruinability into the 

current engineering practices. They must possess the knowledge of how to eradicate the problems which 

have resulted h m  the procedures followed in the past. They have a very important role in guiding the 

society along a sustainable development path. Therefore their funire role should be the prevention of any 

darnage to our environment and natural resources, and this can be achieved by incorporating sustainability 

into the current engineering and construction practices. 

In North America, municipalities are still utilizing relatively conventional or traditional planning 

and development standards. In the last several yean, demand for standards that permit more compact, 

affordable, and innovative comrnunity design, has increased. In order to achieve cost efficiency and 

effectiveness, alternative development planning approaches have to be exiunined that demand innovation 

from architects, engineers and buildea, and require compromise and flexibility in the municipal 

regulations. innovations in municipal standards can reduce the coa of housing and at the same t h e ,  

reduce the financial burdens of the municipalities. 

Man has been passive to the end of nature (the destruction of the physical and natuml 

environment). We feel that changes in the naturd world happen very slowly. Ormtein and Ehrlich tind 



that humans are unable to perceive changes (and therefore threats) quickly because our sensory systems 

@ have been developed to cope with only a mal1 set of changes in the environment. We tend to block out a 

lot of changes in our envimnrnent since responding to them will be too bewildering. Our biological rate 

of  evolution has kept Pace with our cultural evolution and seems to constrain our ability to react quickly 

enough to the changes created by our social and technological evolution. The authors of New Mind New 

World characterize our predicament as being similar to a frog boiling slowly in water. It is the gradua1 

change in temperature that ultimately proves to be fatal. Like the f'rog, we are in a crisis but Our senses 

are nat detecting the danger (72). 

It is important to accept the reaiity that behavior pattern of people will not change significantly in 

the future. In addition, it is going to be a great challenge for the govemment to divert people from their 

automobiles. Those concemed about urban transportation and its effect on the environment can no longer 

wait for people to stan behaving as they should: living in compact, hi&-density residential development 

patterns. traveling shon distances to work along well-defined corridors to destinations in orderly, compact 

business districts. using public transit in large numbers. and being very socially conscious in their 

selection and very limited persona1 use of the automobile. 

Thetefore we need to take immediate actions and work on modiSing Our current engineering 

practices to incorporate the concepts of sustainable development into future practices. Engineers, 

planners and architects rhould work together, and not against each 0 t h  rince rustainable develaprnent 

can only be achieved through the cooperation of different disciplines that play a sipificant role in 

infrastructure. Sustainable development should not be an option, but a necessity, and long term plans for 

metropolitan regions should be developed in the immediate future. Academia will also have an important 

role to play here, by teaching the concepts of sustainabie development to al1 future planners and 

engineers. 



6.0 MANAGEMENT OF INFFUSTRUCTURE AND SUSTAINABLE 

DEVELOPMENT 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The task of managing Canada's infrastructure is shared among the different levels of government; 

Local (MunicipaVRegionaI), Provincial and Federal, and increasingly with the private sector. Although 

many pvernrnents at al1 levels have attempted to address the present infrastructure i.risis, rhere are 

serious weaknesses in the infrastructure management systems. As different govemments have their own 

set of unique approaches to manage their infrastructure, the result is that infrastructure throughout Canada 

is not in unifonn condition with some municipalities faring better than othen. 

It was observed by the FCM's survey in 1984 that many rnunicipalities were unable to provide 

data relating to their cumnt needs, past expenditures and activities of their public works departments. 

Pooriy maintained infrastructure is also the result of poor management practices (1 O 1 ): 

Public works expenditures are made without adequate management information about 

status, condition and the capacity of existing infiastructure. 

r Many municipalities continue to reduce the funds available for maintenance. 

At times, public works projects are not viable in the fint place since the practice of 

underestimating needs. or poor management are not uncornmon. 

Sustainable development can help achieve a balance between economic development and the 

environment. We cannot slow down or stop econornic development, which includes the development of 

new infrastructure faciiities, to preserve a healthy environment, but we can develop it in a sustainable 

manner so that our future generations will also have their share of the natural nsources and the 

environment. Planning for sustainable development implies keeping our future needs in a correct 

perspective, and not just having a short-term outlook; we mua try to reduce Our waste, and to keep a 

balance beween economic development and the h d s  to the environment (66). 

Recognizing our role in the degradation of our environment, we mua find and develop ways of 

managing these facilities in a manner which would achieve sustainable development over a long p e n d  of 

time. We also need to find better ways of mmaging these facilities as the economic, planning and 

environmental pressures grow, and as the cumnt system of CO-operative, inter-jurisdictional basis of 

management has been inefficient. 



Developing an effective management approach is a long-term way to handle a problem as large 

as our current infrastructure crisis. Engineering skills alone will not be adequate to resolve this cnsis. 

We need to examine the skills needed to manage inframucture and how they should be applied. 

Engineering skills need to be complemented by solid management skills. There is more to infiastructure 

management than planning, building, and operating infiastructure facilities. This chapter briefly 

e-xamines at the skills needed to manage infiastructure in both the public and private secton. 

Management is the process of atîaining organizational goals by working with and through people 

and other organizational resources. It has the following characteristics (6): 

It is a process or series of continuing and related activities; 

Involves and concentrates on reaching organizational goals; and 

Reaches its goals with the help of people and other organizational resources by 

assigning activities to the organization members. 

Managers guide organizations toward goal accomplishment. They have the responsibility for 

combining and using organizational resources to ensure that organizations reach their goals and achieve 

O their purpose. 

The four basic management functions are (6): 

O PIanniug: It involves choosing tasks that mua be performed to attain 

organizational goals, outlining how the tasks m u a  be performed and 

indicating when they must be performed. 

Organizing: It involves the assigning of tasks developed during planning to various 

individuals or gmups within the organization. 

Influencing: It involves guiding the activities of organization memben in 

appropriate dirrctions. 

Controlling: This is ongoing process for which managers: 

Gather information measuring ment  performance within 
the organinition; 
Compare present performance to pre-established 
performance standards; and 

a Detennine if the organization should be modified to meet 
pre-established goals. 



62.1 Leadership 

Leadership is the process of directing the behavior of othen toward the accomplishment of 

objectives. It causes individuals to act in a certain way and to follow a certain course. In other words, 

leadership gets things accomplished through people. 

Management and leadership qualities of infatruchire managers are important for infrastructure 

to function eficiently and to be maintained effectively and economically. The managers need to be 

aware that politics and ethics play an important mie in the management of infrastructure and that simply 

having a good business degree is not enough. Running a public organization is more complex than 

running a private organization where the goal is to make a profit and you have complete Freedom in the 

way you run the business. However, in public organizations politicians are involved, and therefore a lot 

of patience and understanding of the political system is required. Some of the successful traits of leaders 

are (6): 

a Intelligence, including judgment and verbal ability; 

a Past achievement in scholanhip and athletics; 

Emotional rnaturity and stability; 

a Dependability, persistence, and a drive for continuing achievernent: 

The skill to participate socially and to adapt to the various groups; and 

A desire for status and socio-economic position. 

" Management is a generic term meaning to handle al[ decision making planning, organizing, and 

administrative aspects of an enterprise. Leadership means providing inspiration and emordinary inputs 

to the enterprise" ( 106). 

Penonal skills needed for a manager are ( 106): 

Time management; 

Interpenonal relations; and 

Good work habits. 

Knowledge-based skills needed are: 

Financial management; 

Public relations techniques; 

Technical skills (cornputers). 

infraseucnire managen need to be leaders, supervisors and technical managen. The three 

aspects of planning that are of great importance to them are: 



a Organizational management; 

a Building physical systems (project management); and 

O Operational management. 

The process of decision making is an important part of managing infrastructure and would ideally 

uti lize techniques such as decision theory, statistics. and operations research. (80) However this process 

is distinctly absent from infrastructure management since mon of the decisions are made at the political 

leve1. 

Effective supervisory techniques, involving control of the facilities afier the planning and 

organization processes have been completed, are also required for managing infrastructure effectively. 

Productivity and performance of an organization greatly depend on management, leadership and 

organization (106). Organizing is a process of establishing orderly uses for al1 resources in the 

organization. It enables people to work in an effective and efficient manner. It is extremely important to 

the management systems because it is the prirnary mechanism with which managers activate plans. The 

five steps of the organizing process are (6): 

r Reflecting on plans and objectives; - Establishing major tasks: 

Dividing major tasks into subtasks; 

Allocating resources and directives for su btasks; and 

r Evaluating the results of implemented organizing mategy. 

Unfortunately, reorganization of a pub1 ic organization requires political and bureaucratic effort, 

unlike private organiurtions. An organization can be split into the following units (106): - Department; 

m Division; 

Section; - Branch; - Unit, etc. 

Each of these units nquires a manager or a director, and a job description needs to be given to 

each of the individual positions in these units. Then, every level of the organization needs a plan that also 

cornes in handy at the accountability stage where evaluation is based on how well the plans were canied 

out. This plan should include: 



0 Mission statements; 

Goals; 

Objectives; and 

Work plans. 

Organizations should have two elernents such as line and staff. The line part relates to the direct 

work of the mission and the staff provides the support for the iine operation, financial management, 

administrative support, logistics, and planning. An organization cm be either a line-and-staff or matrix 

organ izations. 

Each manager or worker should report. as far as possible, to only one supervisor. The path of 

communications, control. comrnand, and intelligence should be straight with as few levels of supervision 

or staff as possible. 

Some of the techniques necessary to make an organization effective are: 

Job classifications; 

Position descript ions: 

Work plans: 

Management by objectives; and 

SaIary schedules. 

Afier the structure of the organization is set. the individual jobs and assignrnents must be set. If 

the jobs are successfully carried out. this will lead to a successful accomplishment of the overall work of 

the organization and to the achievement of the organizational mission. It is again the performance of the 

key employees in these jobs that detemines success, because the effectiveness of an organization depends 

on the quality of the individuals which can change with time. 

The design and evaluation of the work in individual jobs must be planned and performed 

according to a ftxed cycle, like annually. After the objectives are set, tasks can be assiped carefully and 

epectively. 

Evaluation of the results is an essential part of an organization, and it is followed by rewards. 

increases in pay, promotion, and recognition. Then it is tirne to set new goals ( 106). 

6.23 Communication 

Communication is a pmcess of sharing information with other individuals. Information in this 

context is any thought or idea that managers desire to share with other individuals (6). Communication 



within an organization plays a very important role in ensunng its success or failure. If communications 

are healthy, workers and managen are more likely to be productive. 

One model explains why communications are often not successfbl in organizations. It explains 

the flow of communications in terrns of the social climate and the need-value motivational frameworks of 

the communicators. The model explains some of the dificulties found in organizations. The social 

climaie is explained by an open system or a closed system within which communication takes place. The 

characteristics of the open system are mutual trust, open relationships, concem for well-being, and 

emotional security of al1 worken and managen. The closed system features lack of ma. distant 

relationships. liîtle concem for rvell-being, and low emotional security ( 106). 

A vital tool for communication for mangers and other staff is the preparation of reports. It 

facilitates the planning process, because after being documented. the report can be distnbuted to the 

various depanments involved for evaluation and further study. The preparation of reports in the 

management process enables the managen to ( 106): 

r Report on the status of the project; 

r Present an inventory of needs and resources; 

r Report on the possibilities for expansion or development; and 

r Make specific recommendations for project development and financing. 

Communication also involves being up to date with the current issues and technologies in 

infrastructure and sustainable development. Engineers can disseminate information in the following ways 

Municipal associations; 

Professional journals; 

Trade magazines; 

Newsletters; 

Technical reports; 

Conferences, serninars, workshops etc.; 

Training programs; 

Municipal reference libmies; 

Information clearinghouses; 

Computerized networks and databases, including the Intemet. 

Other sources o f  information inciude (96): 

Consultants; 



Other rnunicipalities; 

0 Federal and State/Provincial govemments; 

Guideiines and standards; and 

Universities and research centers. 

6.3 PLANNING INFRASTRUCTURE 

Planning is a simple concept used to find or develop tools to achieve organizational goals. to 

make decisions about the actions needed and to solve problems (106). It is a process that determines 

exactly what the organization should do to accomplish its goals (6). The advantages of planning are: 

a It helps managers to be future oriented because they are forced to look beyond their 

normal everyday problems to project what may confiont them in the future; 

a It helps mangers to coordinate their decisions; and 

a It emphasizes organizational goals which is the starting point of planning. 

It is basically the fint step in the process of infrastructure management and plays a very important 

role in managing organizations of al1 types. Unfortunately, very little planning is undertaken in public 

organizations. The different types of plans that cross the path of infrastructure managers are (106): 

Policy plans by senior levels of govemments (federal and provincial); 

Master plans including comprehensive plans for regional development based on needs 

and development of each type of infrastructure; 

Capital development plans; 

Financing plans; 

Organizational development plans: and 

Plans for the improvement of operations. 

As planner of new infrastructure faciiities, the engineer must examine concurrent planning 

approaches. This means that planning, design and operation of infrastructure facilities is done on the 

bais  of an entire system, and not just keeping an individual facilit. in mind. Exarnples of this are (66): 

Smen: Storm and sanitary sewen, which extend across several municipal 

boundaries, need to accommodate different patterns and rates of population growth, 

water use and runoff conditions. Changes in any of these factors affect the treatment 

plants and the water course that would eventually ceceive the effluent. 

* Water: lncrease in water use overloads septic systems which in mm can contaminate 

groundwaier aquifen over a wide area. 



r Stormwater: Untnated stonn runoff can pollute downstream water courses. 

There are several other examples illustrating the effects that infrastructure facilities have on their 

surmunding environment and therefore the planning, management and administration of these facilities 

should be undertaken in an integrated fashion. 

63.1 Integrated Planning 

Currently, infrastructure facil ities are operated and managed local ly by the respective 

municipalities. This jurisdictional splitting has produced several problerns since environmental problems 

have no boundaries. Decisions taken at the local level can have a major bearing on the regional system. 

These impacts cm be both negative and positive, but to ensure efficient operation of the infrasuucture. 

we need to practice a unified and integrated approach to planning, designing, financing, operation and 

maintenance. Sorne of the problerns that have resulted fiom this current method of management in the 

Ottawa-Carleton sewage collection system are (66): 

0 Lack of integrated planning involving the trunk system which is regional and the local 

sewers which are municipal; 

The measures adopted to tackle the fiooding problem were local and in effect sirnply 

mnsferred the problern to a downstream location; 

r The financing and rate settings Vary between regions and result in non-optimal capital 

priorities: 

0 The ofticials are unable to optimize the operation of the entire wastewater collection 

and treaunent system; and 

There are several different training and human resource development programs. 

Traditionally, solutions for environmental issues are sought at the municipal and regional levels. 

However, most of the solutions brought foward are either ineffective or too expensive to launch and 

operate. Perhaps, it is time to formulate alternative solutions to the cumnt issues, starting ideally with 

the consumer, or the general public itself. They can have the Iargest potential for providing the whole 

society with a sustainable future and environment. We need to focus on changing the homeowner's 

habits regarding solid waste disposal, water use and wastewater generation. 

Local govemments have assurned many responsibilities some of which in the past were dealt by 

individuals, such as boulevard grass cutting and sidewalk snow clearing. The governrnent assumption of 

these responsibilities has resulted in (66): 

Changed environmental impact; 



Dependence on these services; and 

increased cost to the taxpayer. 

Infrastructure systems should not be planned solely by technical professionals such as engineers, 

but also by other professionals such as sociologists, planners, politicians and economists, mainly because 

a single technical solution or project does not always necessarily provide the correct or complete solution 

to a problem. The best overall solution that would benefit people fiom al[ walks of Me, results from 

integrated approaches and measures. The environmental assessrnent procedure has opened doors to other 

professionals and the engineer, who used to be the sole provider of the technical solutions for 

infrastructure, is now becoming one of the contributing team memben. This type of team effort is 

necessary for achieving a wide variety of solutions to any problem. and is also fast becoming the way 

rnost engineering problems are handled presently. However, most engineen do not have the experience 

or training to work in teams that consist of members from such diverse fields as sociology and 

econornics. Infrastructure managers require a high degree of strategic planning and communication skills 

to deal with the concept of making public works decisions based upon uncertain and indistinct criteria and 

based on a variety of technical. political, social. economic, jurisdictional, and environmental issues. 

6.3.2 Technology Management 

Technology management is a new approach to solve environmental probiems by changing 

lifestyies and habits, rather than by technical solutions. This approach cannot only be more eficienf but 

also requires minimal expenditure. This can be achieved by focusing on the following areas (66): 

r Conservation applies io land use, natural vegetation, habitat, minerals, aggregates, 

water and energy. 

r Prevention is the reduction or elirnination of waste generation and discharge 

emissions at source. 

Optimization maximizes the eficiency, productivity and use of existing 

infiastructure systerns. 

Services required in both the private and public seciors to implement technology management are 

Policy analysis; 

Strategic planning; 

Project planning; 

Feasibility midies; 



Environmental assessments and impact studies; 

Approvals; 

Cornpliance; 

Audits; 

Training and education; 

Public participation; 

Information management; 

Specialized project management and construction management; and 

Commissioning and decommissioning of facilities. 

6.33 Growth Management 

The demand for infrastructure is driven by land use, growth and development (106). 

infrastructure managers should be aware of land-use management since infrastructure problems occur 

both in rapidly growing areas and in old declining areas. A significant portion of infrastructure 

management revolves amund land use decisions which are made by planners. 

Growth management, a process that accommodates new developments, has arisen because it is 

O almost impossible to stick to any static plan for land use. It is not surprising that al1 development plans 

undergo changes due to changes in local social and economic demands and needs. The different methods 

of growth management are ( 106): 

Public acquisition; 

Public improvement. (infrastructure); 

Environmental controls; 

Development rights transfer; 

Zoning techniques; 

Conventional subdivision regulations; 

Regulations for permanent population controls; 

Zoning and subdivision controls relating to off-site facilities; 

Tax and fee systems; 

Annexation; 

Capital programming; 

Geographic restraints; and 



r Numerical restraints and quota system, and othen. 

@ 63.4 The Planning Proçess 

The five steps of the planning process are ( 106): 

Identifjing the This step determines the cause of the problem by 

Problem: fiitering a11 conflicting reports several of which are 

biased and management consultants are often given th is 

important assignrnent requiring very basic 

understanding. 

Goal-Setting: Occasionally, the goals are determined by a political 

process and at rimes it is not possible to set goals 

without an election. The different candidates running 

usually raise issues which they feel may be important or 

attract attention. Issues considered are usually brought 

forward by the candidates with the most votes. 

Formulating This step requires considerable creativity on the part of 

Alternative Solutions: the managers. The different types of alternatives are: 

Technical alternatives; 

Financial alternatives; 

Organizational alternatives; and 

Management altematives. 

Evaluation of 

Alternatives: 

Selection of 

Alternatives: 

This scientific process requires the help of cornputen 

for eficiency. It involves systems analysis, economic, 

impact analysis, and political awareness. 

In this process, the alternatives are ranked and presented 

to the decision maker. This is a discrete step for the 

decision maker and ofken in cornplex situations, 

planning decisions may not be made for long tirnes. 

Some of the moa common forms of planning arking in infrasnuchire are ( 106): 

Policy Planning: This is the development of the overall policies that will 



govern the entire programs and approaches, including 

the need to subsidize the infrasmicture for improved 

economic development in a given region. 

Program Planning: This is done for each service category and includes both 

operating and capital aspects of these services. 

Master Planning: It heips plan the overall immediate goals of a facility 

and assists with the establishment of its direction. 

Imptementation This includes action planning to solve problems and to 

Planning: develop prelirninary design, which represent a detailed 

process between pure planning and construction. 

6.1 OPERATION STRATEGIES 

Operations management is concerned with implementing what was planned in the planning phase 

of management and is therefon the last phase of pmblem solving and planning. It is aimed at providing 

maximum productivity within the organizations. An operations manager is faced with the following 

questions ( 106): 

0 1s the syaem organized properly? 

0 1s the staff organized properiy? 

1s the work planned thoroughly at ail levels? 

Are the operations adequately controlled? 

To ensure that the operations is adequately controlled, the manager needs to check whether the 

product or service is being delivered adequately and whether the condition of the facility is acceptable. 

Control of Operations 

Control of operations involves the actual control of the systern through a fùnctioning organization 

equipped with the right control devices. Communication includes all the data flow, telecommunication, 

etc. and intelligence is the collection of data required for management and decision making. 



Productivitv 

The basic objective of production management is to provide the required levels of service at the 

least cost to the public. This introduces productivity management as a tool for measuring how well the 

organization is perfoning. It is the measurernent of the output of the organization as a function of the 

input. Irrespective of the type of organization, there is a pmduct that can be identi fied and rneasured. 

6.4.1 Quality Control (QC) 

Conno1 is making something happen the way it ivas planned ta hppen. Mangers need tu control 

and check to make sure that organizational activities and processes are proceeding as planned. The three 

main steps of the controlling process are (6): 

Measuring performance; 

Cornparing rneasured performance to standards; and 

Taking corrective actions. 

Quality control ensures that the quality of the product (for instance the quality of water from a 

water treatment faciiity) is within defined acceptable limits. 

The principles of Total Quality Management (TQM) are beginning to receive considerable 

attention due to the search for solutions to the curent environmental problems and to achieve new 

sustainable forms of development. These sustainable foms of development can be implemented during 

the planning, design. construction and operation of a facility to reduce the short and long-tenn impacts on 

the environment. This concept of project sustainability provides (1 15): 

Enhanced energy efficiency; 

Increased recycling of resources; and 

Reduction of waste generated by construction projects. 

If TQM is applied properly, it can assist the design and construction by improving the following 

( r  15): 

Process eficiency; 

Competitiveness; 

Return on investment; 

Employee motivation; 

Company image; 

Quality of products and services; and 



rn Commitment to meet customer needs. 

a 6.42 Sustainabie Quality Management (SQM) 

The construction industry needs to be more environmentally conscious and it mua change its 

traditional ways of managing construction projects. The new methodology that is beginning to be 

adopted by some environmentally conscious construction companies is called sustainable coastruction. 

It establishes the link between the environment and the development objectives(l15). An examination of 

the objectives of sustainable development proposed by WCED (World Commission on Environment and 

Development) in 1987, rnakes it quite apparent that there is great potential in achieving sustainability in 

the construction industry as it is responsible for providing the infrastructure to transport and handle food 

and other products. and to provide water and sanitation services. It can achieve sustainability by (1 15): 

Developing the necessary infrastructure to support social and economic growth; 

By improving the quality of their products and services; 

a Conserving and optimizing the use of non-renewable resources; and 

By promoting the efficient use of energy. 

The SQM process improves the quality of social and private growth by continually improving the 

quality of pmcess productivity, products and services. It is the "application of continuous improvement 

to the corporate process for achieving sustainable development." The phases of the SQM implementation 

process are ( l 1 5): 

Awareness and 

Commitment : 

Planning: O 

Recognizes the need for realigning the current business 

thinking and practices to embrace the concept of sustainable 

development; and 

Corpomte statements and policies are formulated for 

achieving quality and project sustainability. 

The Company resources and the strategy for implementing 

SQM are identified and developed; 

Support personnel for the greedquality teams are identified 

and selected; and 

Corporate greedquality tearns are fonned to support the 

program structure. 

The teams are responsible for: 



Full Assessment: 

Implementation: 

Monitoring: 

Improvement: 

Defining the specific sustainable quality 

measurement; 

Development and implementation of the plan for 

educating and training the middle management and 

the employees; and 

Development and implementation of the schedule and 

the budget for the sustainable quality program. 

Intemal or corporate assessrnent: the corporate or pmject 

greedquality tearns identie, understand and clearly document 

the existing corporate practices and procedures to gain the 

maximum benefit fiom the SQM implernentation process; 

Extemal or custorner assessment: customer needs and 

requirements are defined and met; and 

Environmental assessment: the environmental impacts by al1 

products, materials and processes are assessed. 

The preparation and assessments of the previous phases are 

translated into action; 

The pilot projects for irnplementing the SQM process are 

se!ected; and 

Life cycle analysis is undertaken. 

The project green/quality teams maintain and evaluate the 

messurable goals established in the previous phases; 

Corrective actions are taken immediately; and 

Results of the monitoring phase need to be documented and 

spread throughout the organizational levels. 

The project lessons leamt are reflected in the next planning 

stage by setting new goals and objectives and modiQing the 

overall organizational procedures. 

The SQM can help achieve sustainability since (1 15): 



The project team cm address the full implications of new materials in terrns of 

manufacniring procedures, instailation, handling, use, reuse, recycling and disposal; 

Designers and engineen can use this information for project or product assessment; 

The implementation of SQM to reduce, reuse, and recycle building materials can 

significantly reduce the environmental impact of construction projects and preserve 

natural resources: and 

It provides services that have minimal or no adverse environmental impact; 

It encourages the use of products which are safe in their handling and intended use; 

Uses products that are energy efficient; 

Reduces the amount of waste generated; 

Optimizes the use of natural non-renewabie resources; 

Uses products that can be reused and recycled; 

Develops and designs new facilities with in the sustainable urban development 

practices; etc. 

6.5 PROJEXT ENGINEERING 

The construction process involves: 

Bidding; 

Review; 

Award; 

Organization; 

Construction; 

Inspection; and 

Acceptance. 

Regarding infrastructure project management, the principal roles of the engineer are (1 06): 

r Maintaining the quality of construction; 

r Keeping records such as as-built drawings, the officia1 standards and the surveys; 

r Determinhg the final quality of work; and 

r Inspection to ensure that the work is completed according to the plans and 

specifications. 



The design and construction of both new and renovated projects require management skills for 

eficiency and succcrs since these two pmcesses are very complex with diverse elernem. Under curent 

situations the task of managing such projects has becorne ever more complex due to the demands of 

sustainability . Sustainable projects in the future require new approaches to management and education, 

communication and technology to support them. 

There is a need for extensive front-end work in the design and construction sector. There should 

be a full understanding of what is involved and a more precise definition of environmental design 

problems needs to be formulated. For this, more explicit goals need to be established that would be both 

achiriable and appropriate for the budget, achedule, awner's requiremenü and sustainability. Case-basrd 

reasoning should be used where one of the goals is to avoid disadvantages of inappropriate standards and 

regulations since new decisions and choices are based on the p s t  projects and experiences. This is an 

efficient technique for decision making as examples are used to avoid past failures while achieving past 

successes. However, for this technique to succeed, proper documentation of pasr cases is essential. 

Cased-based reasoning rnay prove to be a dificult task since each construction project is different 

frorn the previous one, which makes it dificult to establish standards for facility prograrnming, 

investment strategies, budgeting, scheduling and ensuring environmental sustainability. An alternative 

approach would be the use of expert systems. niese are tools that capture human expertise and 

@ disseminate it in situations where knowledge is scarce (rernote areas, distributed decision making cases or 

automated systems). 

In most projects, decision maken only take the short-term goals and objectives into consideration. 

However, they should balance long and short terrn gains and also look into local venus global objectives. 

Businesses and large facility clients in the public sector are generally motivated by the business end of 

their operations. however, they should also take into consideration the impact that environmental design, 

engineering, construction, and management can have on the organization and project success. 

Environmental impact affects both the natural environment and the organization. The 

organization feels the pinch through employees, consumers and voten that may impact the bottom line of 

the organization. Organizations should note that the public would be more sympathetic to organizations 

and products that are sustainable and environmentally conscious. 

The cornmon types of plans found in the project planning phare are ( 106): 

Reconnaissance Phme: Identifies those possibIe projects that meet the goals 

established in the overall planning and development 

process. It leads to recomrnendations for M e r  midies. 



Ferisi biliw Phase: Establishes definite feasibility, including financial, 

technoiogical, environmental, and political. 

Definite Project Phase: Results in plans, specifications, and operating agreements. 

6.5.1 Value Engineering 

Value Engineering is a usefil tool used for improving productivity. reducing costs and increasing 

profits. In the construction industry, it " is a combination of heuristic and scientific techniques used to 

analyze either a building synem, building material, or construction rnethod." (97) It is an investigative 

process during which al1 life-cycle costs relating to design, construction. operation, maintenance, and 

replacement, are considered. Life cycle costing is an approach to buying that places emphasis on quality 

by going for the lowest ownenhip cost, rather than the lowest bid price. Afier the investigative process, 

items that contribute to the escalation of the project costs without affecting its quality, safety, reliability, 

performance and maintainability are analyzed. A value engineering study is conducted using a plan that 

is canied out in five sequential phases (97): 

Informatioa phase during which one becomes familiar with the design, searches for 

areas with great potential for savings and improves performance and performs a 

functional analysis. 

Speculation phase during which alternative ways to achieve the same function of 

building components are searched. 

O Analytical phase during which the best alternatives are picked from the ideas 

generated in the previous phase. 

Proposa1 phase during which recommendations for cost reduction alternatives are 

fonnulated. 

a Report phase involves the formulation of the results of the study with appropriate 

recommendat ions, 

In construction, value engineering can be applied duriog any phase, but optimum results are 

nonally achieved if it were to be carried out during the early design phase. This is due to the fact that 

during this stage, the decision of the engineers and architects have the greatest impact on the total cos. 

Finally, it is important to note that value engineering diffen fiom other cost-reduction techniques because 

it saves costs by questioning methods materials and processes used. 



6.5.2 Project Management System 

A project management system (PMS) is a networking system that utilizes an integrated approach 

to successfully control and direct a project. Economic analysis, value engineering, and life-cycle coaing, 

are tools that help in planning. Project administration is broken down into (106): 

r Preconstruction pbaae which involved checking the fùnds for availability, obtaining 

land acquisition contracts, requisitioning the project, assembling contract documents, 

evaluating bids, obtaining contractor's signatures on contract documents. and issuing 

the notice to proceed. 

r Construction phase which involves reviewing contract documents, holding the pre- 

construction conference, assisting in obtaining pemits, receiving and reviewing work 

schedules, financial information, processing requests for payment. managing change 

orders. and handiing al1 reponing. 

6.5.3 Contractual Relationships 

The construction industry loses a lot of valuable time in the avoidance or resolution of claims. 

Disputes arise due to conflict of interest between the owner of the project and the contractor. The owner 

wants to receive the most value Lr  his construction dollar, while on the other hand. the contractor wants 

to spend the least amount of money while meeting his contractual obligations. 

The consuuction industry now relies on the design engineer or the architect to clarify the 

requirements of the contract and to decide on the corresponding responsibilities of the parties, however, 

this does not work out due to the owner's desire to Save time and money during the design phase. As a 

result. there is not enough time for the architects and the engineers to complete their designs fully prior to 

the calling of the bids. In addition, the owner may require that construction begin pior to the completion 

of the construction documents so that the building can be occupied as soon as possible. 

Misunderstandings and disputes are, therefore, most likely to arise. Thus, the seeds of dispute are usually 

planted long before the fint contractor arrives on site, or before the team-building takes place. For this 

nason, it is imperative that a solution be brought forward that would avoid any disputes in the design 

stage when the contract documents are being prepared. 

Two of the most often suggested solutions are (36): 

a Alternate Dispute Resolution (ADR); and 

Partnering. 
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However, neither of these two solutions is cost-effective or dispute-free, shce with the exception 

of arbritation, they Iack the means of enforcement and their succers dependr on the good will of the 

individuals involved. 

Risk allocation and dispute avoidance, though essential to safeguard the financial well-being of 

the industry, are not suficient for assunng the achievement of the goals of sustainable development. 

Since both the developers and the contractors are guided by their respective financial interests. the goals 

of sustainable development do not form an important part of their planning process. 

Cunently, it is the owner of the project that sets the goals and the budget. Therefore. the 

èngineers and the architects should rducate the owner about the costs and the methods of achieving 

sustainability in consuuction, preceded by a detailed knowledge of sustainable development in 

engineering and construction. In addition, both the architects and the engineers must be freed, wherever 

possible, of some of their management and judicial responsibilities, imposed by their contract, so that 

they can devote most. if not all of their time to the design of the project. 

The task of maintaining Our standard of living while trying to prevent the accelerated depletion of 

our naturai resources is a huge and dilficult responsibility, that can only be entrusted on a professional 

such as the architect or the engineer, who are the only ones to undertake the responsibility of satisfiing 

the prerequisites of sustainable development in engineering and construction. This enormous task should 

not be leh for the developers and their contractors. They sirnply do not pasrers the background 

knowledge reqiiired to assume this enormous responsibility. However, the architects and the engineen 

should not be held liable for achieving the desired goals of sustainability, in other words, they should not 

be held responsible for the consequent damages. This is due to the fact that innovation in engineering 

design will not occur when there is the fear of Iiability and the notion of defensive design has to be 

practiced. Engineen and architects will be very reluctant to try new innovative ideas since they may be 

held liable for the consequences. Only when this enormous burden is lified off their shoulders, would 

they do al1 they cm for achieving the goals of sustainability. 

Since the cumnt foms of contracts do not rneet the perceived requirements for sustainable 

engineering and construction, a new fonn of contract needs to be devised which would allocate the risk 

involved between all parties concemed: the architect and engineer, the owner and the contractor. The 

construction industry can adopt the New Engineering Contract (NEC) published by the Institution of Civil 

Engineen (of the IIK). This contract establishes the position of Project Manager, who is independent of 

the designers and has broader powers. Although the owner is burdened with mon risks than before, he 

also has much more direct control of the project through the project manager. Most importantly, the 



designers and architects are isolated From the task of managing the project and can therefore concentrate 

@ on achieving the desired goals of surtainable development (36). 

6.5.4 Improving the Management of Design and Construction Projects 

Different parties are often involved in the conception. financing, planning, design, construction, 

operation and maintenance of the project. Each of these parties have their own financial and other goals 

which may differ considerably fiom the others, and at the sarne time each of the participants are seeking 

to reduce their individual risks and to avoid responsibility. This will ultimately lead to adversarial 

relationships between the parties involved. It is, therefore, imperative that al1 the stakeholders define a 

common set of goals to be pursued jointly during the development of the project. Successful project 

goals may include (36): 

Lowest cost; 

0 Shortest time to complete the project; 

Highest quality; 

Economic viability; 

Functionality; 

Responsiveness to user needs: and 

Econornic and environmental sustainability. 

Currently there are several kinds of design and construction delivery systems due to different: 

r Types and sizes of firms; 

Types and sizes of projects; 

Contractual arrangements; 

O Private and public ownen; and 

O Systems of rules and regdations governing design and construction practices in 

different locations. 

The most common type of construction method is the Design-Bid-Build method. However, new 

foms of organization and management have emerged to find organizational answen to the conflicts 

which may arise mong the parties and to find more effective and efficient delivery systems. Some of 

these systems are: 

Ptoject Management: Places a project manager on the side of the owner to 

foster better decision making. 



ConstructionManagement: Eficiently manages the design and construction 

process. 

0 DesignlBuild Plus: 

Partnering: 

One organiration or Company performs both the design 

and construction duties. 

Other playen such as a financier, lessor, land owner, 

operator and maintainer, are added to the DesigdBuild 

tearn. 

Establishes a charter arnong the parties to act as a team 

and share the risk. A platform is provided for all 

parties to work towards common goals. It is a system 

of procedures which define the relationship, the 

responsibilities of the parties, procedures for joint 

evaluation of progress, and dispute resolution. 

The success of ail forms of design/construction delivery systems relies heavi ly on good 

communication between ail participants. One of the major barrien to communication is long distances, 

O and different languages and cultures. In addition, personal contact is replaced by electronic interaction. 

However, with growing advances in electronic communication, distances should no longer remain a 

barrier. but there is ail1 so much room for improvement in methods of interpenonal communication. 

Good communication depends upon (36): 

Understanding the interpersonal relationships of those employing the technologies; 

Understanding the driving force which allows for open interaction; 

Educating design and construction personnel in interpersonai relationships as well as 

technology; 

Open communication based on ma; 

Changing the legal system to allow easier resolution of conflict; 

Developrnent of integrated interdisciplinary software and collaboration among 

participants; 

improved models and methodologies for sharhg data; 

improved global information exchange on rnethods to achieve sustainable engineering 

and construction; and 

Learning to listen more and talk less. 



6.6 FLNANClAL MANAGEMENT 

6.6.1 Controhg the Municipal Budget 

The beginning of financial planning is the budget process which details the services to be offered 

by the program or project, the revenues and costs. and the final detemination of the extent of success of 

the venture. 

Budgets are usefùl in al1 phases of management. including planning, organizing and controlling. 

The budget document itself is supposrd to function as a poiicy document. an operations guide, a financial 

plan. and a communications medium. It should be planned well in advance of the budget year. 

The budget process is a general cycle of planning, negotiating and implementing a budget. The 

preparation of a budget will detennine the resources that are available. 

budgets should be planned and programmed on multi-year cycles. A 

systems follow. 

Both the operating and the capital 

brief review of the various budget 

Capital Budgets 

This is the procedure for budgeting for capital items having lifetimes longer than one year for 

inriance. h needs to be related to capital programrning in the renre that the budget should be pmgrarnrned 

in advance by preparing plans, estimates, and studies to justiQ the budget requests. A 5-year capital 

program would show capital expenditures for 5 years in the future. beginning with the following budget 

year. The capital budget should be linked with a comprehensive infrashvcture planning and needs 

assessment process. 

Departmental financing is directly tied to capital budgeting and decision making. It invoives 

detemining how rnuch money is needed and when, and to find the best financial deal. 

O~eratine Budget 

The operating budget is linked with plans for services, organizational developrnent, and the 

development of programs on an on-going basis, normally on an annual basis. It is the primary vehicle for 

management use of budgeting where ai1 of the details of expenses and revenues are projected, appmved 

and reported. The objectives of an annual operating budget are ( 106): 

0 Providing an interdepartmental informational vehicle to aid in planning; 
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0 Requiring the executive branch to produce an estimate of expenditum so that the 

adequacy of revenues can be checked; 

a Providing a means to the different levels of management to evaluate the interna1 

cornpetition for resources; 

Using in-work planning and evaluation; 

a Communicating with the policy overview body the operating objectives of the coming 

year and making revisions based on input fiom that group; 

a Providing the information to base the annual appropriation ordinance; 

Providing the base by which annual plans can be adjusted to conform to 

appropriations; and 

Providing a basis for financial audit of the enterprise. 

The operating budget must be viewed in a definite cycle. In the year that the budget is spent, the 

funds available are those that were approved during the previous fiscal year. In the budget planning year, 

the organization might be required to submit some estimates of hnds needed for instance a multi-year 

period. In the budget preparation year, there would be detailed planning, leading up to the approval by 

the mayor, council. and/or finance cornmittee for the following year's budget. There may therefore be 

O three budget yean in a manager's life: one for planning, one for approval, and the third for operating. 

Operating funds should come fiom current revenues, with minimum reliance on subsidies 

whenever they can be avoided. Revenue sources nomally used for infrastructure management are user 

charges, properry. and other taxes. Because operating budgets have to be renewed every year, they should 

be financed fiom recurring revenues ( 106). 

Plannin~Prowammine Budeetioe Svstem lPPBS) 

This system is intended to provide for the scheduling and fumishing of resources within the 

deparmient on the basis of project needs and program needs regardless of any jurisdictional 

considerations. It also includes the full specmim of technological and fiscal planning, programming, and 

budgeting of resources of al1 kinds, as well as a thomugh evaluation of the objectives, programs, and 

projects. The evaluations are nomally followed by revisions in the budget. 

City services and departments are broken down into their functional units or programs, and the 

services which the city pmvides are examined closely. A list of p e ~ o m u i c e  indicaton is submitted dong 



with each depamnent's budget request. These are designed to be a statistical measure of how well a 

prograrn is achieving its goals and objectives. This type of budgeting makes it easier to examine programs 

and services to determine how they can best meet the community goals and priorities. 

Zero-Based Budpeting (ZBB) 

The zero-based budgeting system was developed to elirninate the funding of activities without 

systematic annual regard for priorities or alternative rneans of accomplishing objectives. ZBB is a 

comprehensive budgeting process that systernatically considen the priorities and alternat ives for current 

and proposed activities in relation to the organizational objectives. Annual justification of programs and 

activities is required to have managers rethink priorities within the context of accepted objectives. ZBB 

requires managers to reevaluate al1 activities at the start of the budgeting process to make decisions about 

which activities should be continued, eliminated, or funded at a lower level. 

ZBB is especially applicable in the support and service areas where non-monetary measures of 

performance are available. However, it does not provide measures of efficiency, and it is difficult to 

implement because of the signiticant amount of effort necessary to investigate the causes of prior costs 

and jusri@ the purposes of the budgeted costs. 

The three steps of the ZBB process are (20): 

Converting the organization activities into decision packages. A decision package 

contains information about the activity, objectives and benefits, consequences of not 

funding, and the necessary costs and staffing requirements. 

Ranking each decision package. 

Allocating resources according to priorities. 

ZBB demands considerable time and effort to be effectively employed. It also requires a 

wholehearted cornmitment by the organization personnel to make it work. One of the major benefits of 

ZBB is that the managers focus on identifying non-value added activities and working to reduce items 

that cause money ro be spent unnecessarily, or ineffectively. Managers may consider zero-basing certain 

segments of the organization on a rotating basis over a period of years as an alternative to applying the 

apptoach to the entire organization annually. 

Planninp and Pro~rammine in the Budget Process 

The planning phase of budgeting brin@ other prograrn and facilities planning into the budget 

process. For infniseucture facilities, it rneans to connect the budgeting process with capital improvement 



planning. To connect budgeting with the other pmcesses of planning, the manager must ensure that the 

managers and the planners at the different levels are aware of the need for interaction with the financial 

staff, and vice versa. 

Programming is part of budgeting and can be implemented in different ways. The main difference 

between the two is the level of commitment. The programming of the budget cm be considered to be just 

planning ahead for the different aspects of budgeting. The program is basically a statement of plans to 

ask for the budget authority. The most visible budget pmgram is the capital improvements program. 

When budgeted and initiated, the program becornes binding and the facilities that are initiated 

*il1 have to be finished. Progriims for n w  oprrating budget requésts are less binding since they can be 

altered without revening capital commi tments. 

6.6.2 Accounting for Infrastructure 

Financial management provides the funds necessary to plan, build, operate. and maintain 

facilities, and the information necessary to control the facilities and the management organization. 

Control is accomplished through accounting and auditing, with its reports, checks and balances. 

Auditing is the process of examining accounts, or making an outside check on the validity of the financial 

management and the health of the organization. It also provides suggestions on how things can be done 

bener. Coa control is a matter of ensuring that the full value is received for every dollar spent. 

Financial conirol also involves built-in checks of the organization for control of purchasing, the 

fixed-assets records, the inventory. and the control of hiring through staff activities. 

The basic eiernents of financial accounting are ( 106): 

Trial accounting instruments are used to show the effects of management actions on 

the future projections of the financial health of the organization. 

Income statement provides an estirnate of the differences between revenues and 

expendinires over a period of time. It uses a financial control device with the main 

interest in cash receipts and cash disbursements. 

Balance sbeet provides the final changes in assets and liabilities over the accounting 

period. 

Cash budget is the most important anaiysis instrument in public enterprises that mua 

be managed to recover costs and be self suficient financially. 

Financial report is the key report which contains the overall results of the past year's 

activities, including operational and fiscal performances. 



Revenue anaiysis leads to a detemination of the revenue sources available and 

feasible fiom an economic and political basis. 

Cost analysis considers the construction costs, the operating and maintenance COSIS, 

and the cost of ngulatory programs and the continuation of planning 

Institutional aoalysb is concemed with the ability of existing or planned institutions 

to manage the program. 

Ability-to-pay analysis involves a detemination of the capability of the community 

and its citizens to bear the cost of the service. 

Secondary impacts analysis examines the economic, social, and environmental 

effects of infnismicnire programs. 

Sensitivity analysis examines the changes in the outcomes of the analysis that result 

from changes in the assumptions (e.g. water metering). 

6.6.3 Elements Coatributing to the Success and Faüure of Organizations 

There are three critical elernents which contribute to success that can be examined for their 

relationship to planning ( 106): 

a Firstly, planning is extensively linked to budget ing through the formal planning 

procedure which incorporates planning and programming into budgeting. 

a Secondly, management should be concerned about the long-term effects and provide 

overall mechanisms to ensure their carefuI consideration. 

a Thirdly. up to-date information on physical capital should be incorporated into the 

decision-making process with the appropriate long-tem considerations. 

There are several factors that make an organization successful. The following are elements found 

in successful organizations: 

a Recognizes the effect of deferred maintenance and attempts to minimize it. 

O Protects capital investment funds fiom being used in operations. 

a Considen related operations and maintenance costs when making capital budgeting 

decisions. 

a Monitors capital investments and the condition of physical capital. 

a Uses funding rnechanisms to protect prîorities. 

a Uses incentives to meet work and financial targets. 



Considen alternative methods of meeting the objectives of capital investment 

projects. 

Elements found in unsuccessfbl organizations are ( 106): 

a Planning is not linked to budgeting when planning takes place. 

a Little attention to long-temi effects. 

Does not consistently feed information on the condition of the physical capital into the 

decision making process. 

r Defers structural maintenance and focuses on cosmetic repairs. 

r Permits funding mechanisms to drive priorities. 

0 Has limired, if any controls, and misses many financial work targets. 

a Allows special interest groups to get out of control. 

6.7 INFRASTRUCTURE MAINTENANCE 

Analysis in deciding to replace or rehabilitate should include projections of demand, explorations 

of alternative ways to meet demands, evaluation of the rates of deterioration and obsolescence. cost- 

benefit. and impact studies and recommendations. 

The rnost important factor in the decision is the coa factor. or what termed the economic 

evaluation. ln other words, is it more economical to rehabilitate or replace? At times the structure may 

have deteriorated to such a level that replacing it may be the only solution. However. there will be cases 

where rehabilitation will be the best solution economically. But the best alternative cannot always be 

determined easily, and detailed studies will have to be undenaken. There may be cases where 

rehabilitation rnay seem to be the right solution in the short run, however, in the long run it rnay be more 

costly than just replacing the infnimucture in the fim place. 

Economic evaluations provide a bais for defining the best alternative. However, their usefulness 

lies in their mathematical accuracy, precision in details, and user objectivity. The work program for each 

option should be projected over an initial time period. Every planned task is associated with cost. After 

the calculations have been done. the results are interpreted, and the best solution chosen. 

The fint step in deciding to replace or rehabilitate old infrastructure is the needs assessment 

process. It depends on the inventory, the condition assessment, and an identification of the desired levels 

of improvement and maintenance. 



6.7.1 Maintenance Decisions 

Maintenance of infrastructure consumes a large share of public works funds. It depends on the 

availability of funds, and not on needs. Deteriorating infrastructure is not repaired as often as is 

necessary, because it is not politically compelling and is not popular among the general public either. It is 

the development of new facilities that attracts both the political and public attention. 

Maintenance mua be supplied at different levels and has implications for both the operating and 

the capital budgets. Preventive maintenance is intended to head off problems. Corrective maintenance 

involves repair. replacement. and rehabilitation of facilities. A maintenance management system (MMS) 

is a pmgram for ensuring that the overall maintenance program is managed adequately. It involves 

planning, organizing, controlling, and an effective decision support system which would provide data for 

the condition assessment. preventive maintenance, and corrective and major maintenance works (1 06). 

Some of the options for improving maintenance are ( 1 7 1 ): 

a Improved accountability to irnprove performance measurement. 

a Set aside reserve funds for maintenance and sinking funds for replacement where 

bonds fund the public works. 

a Equipment design and facility construction should take maintenance into account and 

maintenance managers should be consulted in the specifications for any equipment. 

The ongoing maintenance of the infrastructure facilities is other area in i n f m c t u r e  

management that is vital for a sustainable future. Dunng economic times, it has always proven more 

convenient to dismantle existing facilities and rebuild them, rather than maintaining them on a regular 

basis, or rehabilitating them. In the current situation of shrinking economic financial constraints, the 

municipal budgets have shrunk and it is always easier to eut back on maintenance and operation 

expenditures. Besides such neglect is not as apparent as building new projects which are aimed at 

attracting more public attention for political reasons. This lack of investntent in keeping out 

infrastructure in good condition, has Ied to a deplorable state of our roads, sewen, bridges, just to narne a 

few. As mentioned earlier, the con of upgrading infrastructure facilities to an acceptable level are 

staggering. 

This must change if we want to achieve a sustainable future. Environmental demands which are 

now high and our cunent economic condition, which will probably not revert back to what it used to be 

during good economic times, are now forcing us to use our current facilities in an efficient manner. We 

seriously need to optimize our infrasmicture by enhancing our operation and maintenance practices. The 

importance of operation and maintenance are (66): 



Escient operation; 

Optimal environmental performance; 

Maximum capital investment; and 

Continuos benefits. 

The policy options available to the municipal agencies muit focus on integrated pianning and 

operation strategies to achieve higher benefits and eficiency. The policy directions are (66): 

Flexibility and Budgeting and priority setting rnust be adapted to the 

Adaptability: needs of the entire system; and 

r Develop flexible planning systems that reflect short-ten 

budget constraints through incrernental facilities 

expansion and innovat ive service concepts. 

Meeting Peak Municipal infrastructure should accommodate average 

Demands: conditions rather than peak demands. 

Standards and Standards and design criteria should be more innovative 

Criteria: and cost-effect ive. 

Levels of Operntion Service levels mua take costs and benetits, optimal use 

and Maintenance: of existing infmtmcture and long-term operation, inio 

account, 

The development and implementation of preventive maintenance programs is necessary for the 

better management of infrasmicture facilities. It supports maintenance venus replacement and 

rehabilitation decisions, plans and schedules the maintenance and capital improvement activities. This 

reguires up to-date information and farniliarity with the technologies available for the task. In addition, 

the critical areas of maintenance, monitoring, and rehabilitation of the infrastructure need to addressed to 

keep the infrastructure in an acceptable condition. 

Organizational procedures and the general philosophy of maintenance management have to be 

instituted in the civil engineering profession as a means to enhance the effectiveness of infrasnucture 

management. Infrastructure facilities should not be neglected until their condition constitutes a crisis, nor 

should they be replaced simply because they are old. Proper maintenance practices along with good data 

management can help with decisions related to replacement, rehabilitation, or repair. 

Maser classifies maintenance and capital improvement decisions into the following three levels 



Stmtq ic  Phnning Decisions are made at the overall organitational Ievel. 

Level: Budget allocations and priorities are defined. Involves 

long-terni projections, project selection and evaluation, 

resource programming in manpower and equipment, and 

financial planning. 

OperntionaVControl Decisions are made regarding the various inspection 

Level : methodologies, capital improvement options, and their 

relative costhenefit ratios, packaging of maintenance 

contracts, repaidreplace/rehabilitate decisions. and in- 

house versus outside contracted implementation. 

General guidelines and approximate maintenance needs 

and policies are also defined. 

Tactical Level: This is the component level of decision making. 

Involveç timing and fiequency of inspections, required 

level of detail, and implementation control of 

maintenance plans related to infiastructure systern 

components such as pipe segments, pavement sections, 

etc. 

6.7.2 Framework for Invatment Decisions 

In order to maintain existing infrastructure, public works oficials need tu address the following 

two questions ( 1 74): 

What level of investment is required? 

What specific projects should be selected? 

Generally, these decisions are reached either systematically or in an ad hoc manner. Lists of 

projects deemed necessary by the officiais are reviewed and those that fa11 within the available budget are 

selected. This practice is not acceptable if we are to maintain our existing infcastructun in an efficient 

rnanner. O'Day and Neumann propose the following needs assessrnent frarnework which lists critical 

seps needed to be undertaken to develop investment needs estimates ( 174): 

Develop a Facüity Inventory: An accurate inventory of al1 infrashucture facilities 

including technical and maintenance information, 



needs to be established and updated regularly. 

Establisb Performance A set of facility performance criteria needs to be 

Criteria and Conduct a estabiished to evaiuate the conditions of the 

Conditions Assessment: in fiastructure facilities, which should be rev iewed 

periodically and not be roo restrictive. Current 

national standards may not be appropriate in certain 

cases since they rnay not reflect the local conditions 

and problems. Systematic surveys of al1 facilities 

should be conducted regularly to assemble 

consistent information on al1 facihies so that the 

current and the likely future condition can be 

determined. 

Iden tify Deficiencies: Elements of the facility that do not meet the criteria 

need to be identified by comparing the facility 

condition survey results with the facility 

performance criteria. Once the deficiencies are 

identified, the follow-up analysis need to be 

performed to define alternative projects to correct 

the deficiencies. 

Develop Funding Scenarios Facility needs should be determined with nference 

and Program Priorities: to potential overall budget ievels since definitions 

of needs and priotities can change drarnatically due 

to specific resource constraints. Funding 

constraints or scenarios should show what c m  be 

done for the various levels of budget above the 

existing ievels. Some guidelines on the priorities 

that should be addressed at any level should also be 

established. 

Develop and Evduate 

Alternative Projects: 

Alternative improvement levels or projects should 

be developed for faci Iities identified as deficient. 

The specific level of improvement will depend on 



the nature and severity of the deficiencies 

identified, the priority established for addressing 

specific deficiencies, the relative condition of other 

facilities in the system, and the resources available. 

Evaluate Progr~m/Project A realistic estimate of the investment requirements 

Alternatives: can be made by evaluating the various program 

options defined both in terms of a resource level 

and the deficiencies to be addressed. 

Select a Program Option: The selection of a final prograrn reflects several 

factors such as the resources available and is 

usually beyond the scope of rnost needs studies. 

6.73 Needs Assessrnent and Estimates 

The m e  condition of North America's infrastructure is not really known because assessment data 

are highly fragrnented and there are major gaps in the available information. Before judgments about the 

level of resources to devote to infrastructure can be made. decision maken need to know the real impacts 

that varying levels of investment will have on them. It is therefore essential to have a needs assessment of 

the infrastructure. This wouid include the inventory and conditions assessrnent of the existing facilities 

and the future infrastructure based on future usage, and identification of the desired level or levels of 

maintenance and improvement ( 174). 

The appropriate level of investment in any infrasmicture facility will depend on rnany factors 

such as ( 174): 

Specific physical conditions; 

Quality of service provided by the facility; 

General condition of the rest of the system; 

The role and importance of the facility in the overall system; and 

The total resources available. 

Traditional studies on infiastructure needs have been inappropriate since they (1 74): 

Have not reflected any policy choices or alternative service levels; 

Have ken unrelated to what might actually be accomplished with l e s  than the 

needed level or resources; 



Have detined projects that may or may not be cost-effective investments, irrespective 

of the actual budget available; and 

Have been no real guide to tough priority decisions on a facility-by-facility 

consideration. 

The needs assessrnent becomes important in such cases. AR important aep in planning and 

management of infrastructure, needs assessrnent, is used for both programming and budgeting. The needs 

for new facilities are assessed along with the needs in the area of repair, rehabilitation and replacement - 
the three R's. It is " a current evaluation of the total needs for developrnent and maintenance of a 

particular category of infrastructure" (106). and involves both the maintenance management and capital 

improvement processes, the identification of deficiencies and evaluation of alternative programs. The 

process involves: 

e Developrnent of an inventorv; 

Condition assessrnent; and 

identification of desired levels of improvernent and maintenance. 

According to the National Academy of Sciences, the needs estirnates consider both econornic and 

future scenarios. The information needed for the preparation of estimates include (1 06): 

Performance criteria; 

Economic analysis; 

Future analysis; and 

Evaluation of standards. 

There is still a lot of room for improvement in the needs assessrnent pmcess. Currently, a lot of 

needs assessments are handled very poorly and many decision rnakers simply do not follow them. 

The Role o f  Standards 

Standards play an important role in detennining capital infrahicture needs. They (174): 

Help ensure that consistent approaches are used in improving similar facilities; 

Provide for compatibility of a11 elements in a system to ensute continuity of service; 

Offer potential con savings by limiting the scope of potential improvements; and 

r Provide for public safety through good engineering design. 

The issue faced by many engineers is what level of service (including safety) should design 

standards reflect and how much flexibility should be allowed to tailor maintenance and rehabilitation 



strategies to particular facilities. There is therefore a need to reexamine cumnt standards and the 

follow ing questions need to be addressed ( 1 74): 

Have standards risen too fast to be realistic guides for the rehabilitation of 

infrastructure facilities in place for many decades? 

O Do older facilities need to rneet new facility standards? 

Have considerations of assumed risk and reliability created a large margin of safety 

for a given facility? and 

1s it better to improve a few facilities to stringent standards or rnany more to lower 

standards? 

6.7.4 Condition Assessrnent 

Infrastructure managers can better manage capital assets if there is information available on the 

capital condition and performance of infrastructure facilities. Currently, many condition assessment 

methods are based on subjective ratings and visual observations. There is a need to develop a systematic 

way of assessing the current situation of the existing facilities and analyze their needs. 

The condition assessment information system need not be complicated. A simple version cm 

serve the following purpaies (1 00): 
- 

r Provide information needed to measure the extent of the deterioration of the facility. 

IdentiS, potential areas of cos-savings (inventory reduction. coordination in the 

timing of repais, etc.) 

The information collected falls into two basic categories: 

inventory rneasuns: and 

m Measures of condition or performance. 

The applications of condition assessment to capital planning and budgeting are: 

Iofomation on the extent of the inventory and its present condition helps plannen 

establish the seriousness of the city's infrastructure needs; and 

0 Having updated information on the current state of the infrastructure, helps persuade 

politicians and the public of the need for increased capital spending in the 

rehabilitation and replacement of the infiastructure. 

The applications of condition assessment to infrastnicture management am: 

Day-to-day management of maintenance work forces; 



Computen prognunmed to pull out the relevant data from the work records to 

provide reports of the extent and location of the deterioration; 

information for reports on the unit coa of repair, and 

Knowledge of the frequency and location of breaks improves the effectiveness of 

replacement and repair decisions. 

Assessing the condition of the infrastructure includes the process of measuring the physical 

condition of facilities with clearly defined observable and measurable indicators. It is done using the 

follow ing dimensions ( 174): 

Safety and Al1 infrastructure façilities must be safe and sound for 

Structunl Integrity: public use. Potential risk from structural failure varies 

widely by type of the facility, with bridges representing 

among the highest risks and sewer lines representing the 

les t  risk. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the 

structural condition and its importance to public safety. 

Capacity: Infrastructure facilities are designed to provide a certain 

Ievel of service. For instance bridges are designed with 

capacities in thousands of vehicles per hour and water 

facilities are designed with capacities of millions of gallons 

pet day. Therefore, facilities need to be evaluated to 

determine whether they have adequate capacity to meet a 

specific demand. 

Quality of Service: The quality of service provided by the infrannicture 

facilities is measured in a variety of ways. S t m t  

pavements are e-~aluated based on the smoothness of the 

ride, while meanires of reliability of service can be used to 

measure the quality of water and sewer Iines. 

Role: The role of an infiastnicture facility is basicaily its relative 

importance varying from being rninor to being absolutely 

essential. This depends on how the tempomy loss of the 

facility affects the overail systems, the number of 

people/households involved, and the extent of the 



inconvenience. 

Age: Usehl life estimates for infiastructure facilities Vary greatly 

due to major differences in design practices, the loads and 

stresses experienced. environmental effects, and 

maintenance practices. Many facilities need to be replaced 

or rehabilitated before their theoretical usefil Iife, while 

othen may not require replacement for many years. 

Therefore, the actual operating erperience provides the best 

indication of the facility condition. 

Maintenance Management 

An infrastructure maintenance management system typically perfoms five major functions 

Inventoq and Condition This function relates to the storage, retrieval and 

Recording Management: manipulation of infonnat ion regarding the 

physical descriptions of the infrastructure 

facilities and their components. The data 

management capability can be supplemented by a 

full geographic information system (GIS) 

geographical ly display the system portions. 

Condition recording is part of the component level 

data to find such symptoms as corrosion, levels, 

types of cracking, etc. 

Maintenance This comprises of preventive routine 

Aistory/System Failure: maintenance, testing and inspection of facilities, 

and repain. It is very important to record 

maintenance events and inspectionsltesting data. 

The collection, storage, and manipulation of 

maintenance management history provides critical 

information for the purposes of capital 

irnprovementimaintenance planning. 



Maintenance Management 

and Control: 

Capital 

Im pmvementlMaintenance 

Planning: 

Planning Maintenance 

ResourcdScheduüag 

Maintenance Effort: 

The effectiveness of the maintenance 

organization, in ternis of timely and cost-effective 

servicing of work orders scheduled or assigned, 

needs to be tracked. This can be done &y 

collecting data related to work 

assigned/perfonned and control of maintenance 

resource utilization. This can help improve the 

efficiency of routine maintenance programs, as 

well as the organization's actions towards C ~ S ~ S  

situations. 

The analysis of the rehabilitation or replacement 

of an infrastructure facility is done by the analysis 

of system status and the prediction of its future 

performance. Failure rates and loss of carrying 

capacity can be based on the maintenance history 

analysis. This planning mode1 helps set up 

budget needs for routine maintenance and capital 

improvements projects, based on the detailed 

multi-criteria analysis. When the budget for 

public workr are iimited, planning c m  be usefùl 

for prioritization purposes. 

Planning the levels of resources (manpower and 

equiprnent) needed for rnaintaining infnistnictwe 

systems is an important part of preventive 

maintenance. It enables routine maintenance to 

be schedded within the available financial 

resources. 

Sources of data include (139): 

Maintenance Records: These records should be complete and if possible, 

categorized by maintenance type and diagnosis of 

problem when possible. ïhis requires training the 



maintenance personnel for accurate maintenance 

recording. 

Leak Deteetion Surveys: These provide water loss and stnicniral integrity 

information. 

Customer Complaints: These suggest operating problems. 

Condition Assessrnent These involve surveys by video or video inspection 

Suweys: of corrosion and other deficiencies. 

The development of a maintenance management system can be phased over time. The first stage 

of development can locus on the inventory of facilities and their geographic referencing, maintenance 

history recording, or maintenance management and control. In the second stage, inventory and 

maintenance data can be entered or read from existing files. The developrnent of a capital 

improvement/maintenance planning module and a module for planning maintenance resources and 

scheduling the maintenance effort can be undertaken simultaneously with the data-entry stage ( 139). 

Table 6.1 provides a generically based listing of the types of activities that rnight be involved in a 

management framework for the full range of renewal activities for any infiastructure facility. 



Table 63: Major Activities Associated with Infrastructure Renewal(109) 

DATA 

ANALYSIS 

SELECTION 

IMPLEMENTATION 

NETWORK OR PROGRAM LEVEL 
OF MANAGEMENT 

Locational reference systern 
Fac ilities inventory 
Field monitoring data on condition. 
flows, trafic. etc. Plus other data on 
COSE, etc. 
Data processing 
Graphic and tabular presentation of 
status reports 

- - - - - - - - - - 

Minimum IeveI of service, structural 
adequacy, capacity, safety, etc. 

0 Maximum user costs, maintenance 
COSE 

Maximum program costdbudget 
SeIection criteria (effectiveness 
maximization, etc. 

Current nenvork needs 
Deterioration predictions and hture 
needs 
Maintenance and rehabilitation 
alternatives 
Engineering andysis and 
performance predictions 
Life-cycle economic evaluation 
Priority analyses 
Evaluation of alternative funding 
leve ts 
Final priority program of capital 
projects 
Final maintenance program and 
budget 
Contracts schedule, tendering, awards 
Maintenance schedule 
Program monitoring 
Budget and financial planning 
updates 

PROJECT MANACMENT LEVEL 

Detailed site data on structural 
materiais, soils, unit costs, etc. 
Subdivisions into project 
components, subsections, etc. 
Data processing 

Maximum as-buift variance tkom 
specified minimum stmctural 
adequacy or capacity etc. 
Maximum project costs 
Minimum interruptions (services, 
flows, etc.) 
Selection critena (minimum life-cycle 
costs) 
Within-project alternatives 
Testing (materials, structura1 
cornponents, etc.) and design analyses 
(behavior, deterioration ratio rates, 
etc.) 
Quantity estimates 
Life-cycle cost analyses 

Best within-project aftematives 
Maintenance treatments for individual 
sections, links, lines, etc. 

Construction activities, contract 
control (quality assurance, etc.) and 
as-built records 
Maintenance activities, reporting and 
records (maintenance management) 
Budget and schedule updates 

6.8 COMPUTERS FOR MUMCIPAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

There are many uses of computers in Civil Engineering. Most civil and structural engineen today 

use them for frame and tniss analysis, hydraulic models, coordinate geometry, mess analysis, highway 

alignments, bridge analysis ands rating, etc. With the help of cornputers, civil engineers have aiso moved 



into three-dimensional plant design. digital terrain models, stress contours, artificial intelligence, 

Geographic Information Systems, air quality models, etc. Most engineea today also use some sort of 

word processing, spreadsheet, and database applications. Srnall firms can also afford a high level of 

cornputer automation, and compeie with the big fims by using some or d l  of these methods (167). 

An important task facing civil engineers is using the available computen'zed methods effectively 

in the office space, by investing in hardware and software with a mategy rather than purchasing 

individual applications for the project at hand ( 167). 

Design software should be purchased to run "on top" of CADD software and the use of CADD 

systems purchases beyond drafting muçt be maximizrd. The two-step process of transcribing engineering 

sketches into drawings should be eliminated. Engineen and senior designers can use CADD for 

preliminary layout. analysis, and final design, and then CADD technicians c m  produce the final drawings 

w ith the same files ( 1 67). 

6.8.1 Applications in Local Govemments 

Today's municipalities, public utiiities, investor-owned utilities, and international airports are 

under intense pressure to reduce operating costs, improve customer service and make the mon of the 

existing infrastructure. Reductions in stafT and fiscal budgets are cornmonplace with many cities, 

municipalities. and public utilities conridering consolidation, outsowcing of municipal semices and 

privat ization of operations and maintenance activities. 

Service interruptions are costly. Loa revenues, costly repain, property damage, and Iitigation 

ofien foliow unforeseen water main breaks, gas leaks, pipe collapses, sewer overflows, and power 

outages. The critical factors facing public works and utility infrastncture manages are : 

Nanird aging of utility infiastructure 

Soi1 erosion 

Capacity constraints 

Stnicniral and material defects 

Excessive Wear 

a Equipment obsolescence 

Storm damage 

Hazardous dumping 

Industrial and motor vehicle accidents 

Contractor damage 



Corrosion 

Vandalism 

Inflow, infiltration, exfiltration 

Wom-out physical plant 

Competition from third-party contractors and private companies 

Environmental regulation 

Deterioration of our nation's infrastructure, increasing demand for greater accountability, and the 

lack of readily avaiiable mission critical decision support systems, has created the need for advanced 

clientlserver asset management systems to help identify and prioritize repair, replacement, rehabilitation 

and renewal alternatives. Preserving the infrastnicture to meet Future needs requires accurate, timely 

information to support management decisions (107). Poorly maintained i n f m c t u r e  is also the result of 

poor management practices. For instance ( 1 0 1 ): 

Public works expenditures are made without adequate management information about 

statu, condition and the capacity of existing infrastructure. 

a Many municipalities continue to reduce the funds available for maintenance. 

At times. public works projects are not viable in the first place since the practice of 

O underestimating needs or poor management are not uncommon. 

Computers are valuable in managing organizations and ensuring effective communication. The 

aim of using cornputers is to ( 106): 

a Sirnplify decision making and problem solving; 

a Make the team and individual worker more effective; 

Speed up the work; 

Effective communication; and 

Planning. 

Over the past nvo decades, five pmcesses have emerged as being usefut in office automation and 

as compiled into today's integrated software: 

Word processing; 

S preadsheet analysis; 

Data-based management; 

Graphies; and 

Communications. 



Planninpr Svstems 

The planning process for infiastructure managers is more complicated because it involves the 

planning for maintenance and rehabilitation, and not the planning of new facilities. The manager needs to 

know the condition of the facility to plan the mategies for maintenance and rehabilitation, and to direct 

his or her resources. A physical inventory of the facility is not enough to "fixy' it in a cost-efficient 

rnanner. It is also essential to know where exactly the problem fies. In order to have al1 this data 

available. two software systems are readiiy available; inventory systems and geographic information 

systems (GIS). Cornputer software applications used in the area of inventory location and identification 

include AM/FM/GIS. AM/FM refen to automated rnapping and facility management ( 199). 

Cornputers also used in the planning process for data base management to show resource and 

infrastructure availability for expanding or developing facilities. The following are some of the data 

bases needed to manage infrastructure ( 1 06): 

Geographic-based systern inventory data base; 

Condition index data base; 

r System water balance data base; and 

A data base for reai-tirne system studies and management. 

Data management systems for operating treatment plants and generating environmental 

information include: 

r Various analysis and design data bases; and 

A financial data base. 

Maoaeement Information Svstems (MIS) 

MIS is a network established within an organization to pmvide managers with information that 

wili assist them in decision making (6). It is the development and use of effective information systems in 

organizations. The five major elements of MIS are (1 17): 

Transaction They are the organization's basic accounting and record-keeping 

Processing Systems systems that help the organization conduct its operations and 

(TPS): keep track of its activities. The important characteristics of the 

TPS are: 

Supports day-tday operations; 

0 Processes high volume of data; 



8 Management 

Reporting Systems: 

Decision Support 

Systems (DDS): 

Communication 

Support Systems: 

Executive Support 

Systems (EIS): 

Needs high performance due to the large amount of 

data; 

Requires high degree of accuracy; 

Processes data repetitively; 

Supports many users; and 

Is vulnerable to unauthorized or criminal activity. 

Produce reports to support business management. They are 

concerned with the management of resources involved in 

operations such as labor, money, rnaterials. equipment, etc. 

T liey are interactive (on-line), computer based facilities assisting 

human decisioo rnaking. They suppon the solutions of problems 

that are less structured than those of a management reporting 

system. or TPS. A DDS is a collection of data and processing 

tools used to manipulate data to answer unknown and 

unexpected questions. 

These systems use computen to assin in human communication 

throughout the organization. Exarnples of widely used 

communication support systems are: 

Word processing; 

Graphics; 

+ Desktop publishing; 

E-mail; and 

Electronic conferencing. 

EIS support information needs of senior executives by 

presenting highly summarized data. They usually produce 

reports in standard formats and ofien involve graphies. 

Eneineerinn Manaeement Svstems 

Computer applications in the area of engineering rnanagement include (199): 

CADD systems ( Computer aided drafting and design); 



Construction and project management; 

Pavement management systems; 

a Vibration analysis for testing stnictural and mechanical integrity; 

a Correlation analysis for failure projections; and 

Value engineering. 

Environmental Svstems 

Most cornputer applications in the environmental systems relate to impact analysis. Those falling 

into the first category inciude ( 199): 

Stonnwater runoff rnodels for site detention basins; 

0 Air quality models; 

Trafic modeling; and 

O Noise analysis. 

Financial Svstems 

Soreadsheets are used for various purposes in the field of financial management, 
t 

are ( 199): 

Econornic feasibility: 

Cost projections; 

Alternative financial solutions; 

Present value calculations; 

Privatization flnancing; 

Rate impact analysis and studies; 

Cost of service; 

Replacement versus re habilitation analys is; 

Buy versus lease; 

Life cycle costing; and 

Risk assessrnent. 

some of which 



Maintenance and O~erations Applications 

Several maintenance management systems (MMS) packages are available for mangers to assist 

hem with facilities such as wastewater treaûnent plants, buildings, roads, bridges, etc. They provide 

tools for ( 1 O6 & 199): 

Preventive maintenance programming; 

Preventive maintenance scheduling; 

Field crew scheduling; 

Process control; 

0 Monitoring cost and productivity of resources used for maintenance; 

Condition information for maintenance and repair needs for budgeting; 

Repair records; and 

Spare parts stock card. 

Operations management systems (OMS) are devoted to the facilities or the worken depending on 

the type of infrastructure. They tend toward emphasis on facility instrumentation and data collection, or 

toward some sort of work management information system. Operations managers need infonnation and 

O 
reports on the performance of the system. 

6.L2 Data Requiremeots 

There are eight different types of data for information management with infonnation technology 

Alphanumeric: Consists of letters. digits, punctuation, and spatial characten, 

stored in database: 

Spatial: Used in location referencing and GIS 

Graphical: Consists of maps, charts and graphs. 

Image: Photographs. 

Document: Scanned images of contract documents, etc. 

Audio: Cassettes or sirnilar tapes. 

Video: VHS or similar video tapes. 

Time: Gives amibute at one point in the .  



According to Deighton, data must have the following five properties (64): 

Validity: 

Integrity: 

Independence: 

Security: 

Accumcy: 

The given value must be correct. Generally tested by comparing 

the given value with a range of acceptable values. 

Two data values that profess to represent the sarne fact. must 

always be equal. 

Data should be stored as data and not as information, 

Confidential and sensitive data must have restricted access and 

backups mua exist to ensure data is never losr. 

The data must represent as closely as possible the actual 

situation at the indicated location and time. 

6.83 Automating Inventory 

Automated tools are necessary IO speed collection and access to the large amounts of information 

required to descri be the corn ponents of in frastructure. Databases can be powerful too ls for maintenance. 

O 
operations, and planning managers. but require a lot of rime and effort to collect the information. This 

leads to the question: When is automating inventory/assessrnent appropriate? When there is a need for: 

Long-term usefulness of collected information; and 

Large number of things to be inventoried. 

Tarhan and Jacobson feel that hand held computen for field inspecton to directly record 

information can greatly increase the eficiency of data collection and pmmote the following positive 

results ( 1 34): 

Validity: 

- Consisteaey: 

- Repeatability: 

- Usability: 

Development of automated data collection programs forces early 

decisions about exactly what information is required. 

Automated inventory/assessments use pre-established 

classifications and definitions. 

Scripted inventory/assessments can be used by multiple 

inspectoa, or over the years and yield similar resuits. 

Digitized data is uploaded into host PCs for impon into standard 

database programs. 



Quality: Inventory/assessments are designed to require pmperly 

formatted answers to al1 appropriate questions and inspecton 

record nsults directly in digital format alleviating time- 

consuming and transportation of hand-written field notes. 

6.8.4 Develophg an Infrastructure Management System (IMS) 

There are eight categories of public works infrastructure as defined by the National Council on 

Public Works lmprovement (NCPWI), and they are competing for the limited funds available for their 

maintenance and rehabilitation. The categories of infrastructure include (64): 

Highways; 

Aviation; 

Mass transit; 

Warer supply; 

Wastewater; 

Solid waste; 

Watenvays; and 

Water resources. 

The condition of these infrastructure systems can be compared based on the following four 

criteria: 

Physical assets; 

Product/service delivery; 

Quality of service to usen; and 

Cost-effectiveness. 

As the physical assets of al1 infrastructure, except airpom, are steadily increasing, the overall 

quality of service of most infrastructure types is gradually deteriorating. It is very important to recognize 

the differences among the various types of infrastructure as well as their cornmon elements. 

There is a need to introduce infiastructure management Systems (IMS) ai a11 levels of 

govemment. Each subsystem of the IMS is a decision suppon system for a different type of 

infrastructure. Al1 subsystems have some comrnon functions: planning, design, construction, evaluation, 

maintenance, and improvement. They alsa have some common elernents sucii as inventory, measure of 



quality of service, needs analysis, project selection, and impact of the various funding levels. The 

following specific issues pertaining to each subsystem may be considered (64): 

Capital investment requirements 

Safety implications; and 

Criticality of service. 

W ithin each infrastructure subsystem, relative benefits of "stmctures" such as Freeway venus 

arterials can be addreued. These rnicroscopic and macroscopic aspects of the infrastructure can be 

addressed by an individual management system such as a GIS (Geographic Information System), and/or 

by an IMS. 

Universai Location Referenciap Svstem 

Data for an integrated IMS cornes from many different independent sources such as trafic 

depanments, planning departments, and water and wastewater departments. Data independence is 

required for the data to be placed into the database independent of any perceived infrastructure 

management applications. Coordination of data management is necessary in case the IMS becomes more 

and more cornplex. A consistent location referencing system is required to better coordinate data 

management of numerous subsystems. If a different location referencing system is adopted for each 

subsysien. transferring data frorn one subsyrtern to another becomes ertrenrly dificult. 

There are several methods of identiQing the locations of infrastructure facilities. Cornmon 

elements of any location referencing merhod in the infiastructure n e ~ o r k  include: 

Identification of a known point; 

Measurement from the known point; and 

Direction of the distance rneasurement. 

It is important to have a universal location referencing system since difierences in the present 

location referencing methods make interfacing and communicating among various infrastructure groups 

quite difficult. The GIS are being considered by many local public agencies as a spatial data integration 

and presentation pladon for IMS. While in some GIS-based iMS applications, the location referencing 

system include both a linear sequenced refe~nce method along the infrastncture network and a 

coordinate reference method for locating other infrastructure featuns, the cross-referencing capability 

between the coordinate system and the linear referencing systern has not been established (64). 



Consistent Infrastructure Condition Evaluation 

rn The evaluation of the condition of the various infiastructure types is an essential input to IMS. 

There are different methods of evaluation for different types of infiastructure. For instance, water-pipe 

breakage can be located through water audit procedures, whiIe cracking and spalling of pavement can be 

located using a video camera. Manual techniques are most commonly used for condition evaluation, 

however, they are subjective and inconsistent. Automated techniques applying various sensors are 

becoming popular in evaluation of infrastructure conditions (64). 

Iafmtructure Data Transformation 

The performance of infrastructure is a collection of infrastructure conditions over t h e .  The new 

automated inspection methods have made a large quantity of data available for the analysis of 

infrastructure performance and these enhanced data-collection capabilities can be used to improve the 

infrasmructure performance models. In developing an IMS. performance models can be incorporated into 

the decision making process using the following predefined functions: - Selection matrices; 

Regression curves; and 

Expert decision rules. 

In order to tramfer different sets of data fiom the vm*ous infrastructure types. an MS should 

have cross-referencing capabilities so that the benefit generated for each dollar spent can be compared 

across different types of infrastructure. The quality of service to the public of each inframuctwe type 

should be evaluated for budget allocation keeping in mind their interactive nature. Therefore, the totally 

integrated iMS should be designed to take al1 the components of the infrastructure into consideration 

during the anaiysis (64). 

Automated Ma PD in n (AMI With Dvnamic Senmentation 

Infrastructure can be represented graphically as a set of networks that includes pipes, highways, 

roads, etc. A network is composed of nodes and links. A spatial database can be assembled from simple 

lines linked together to fonn a cornplex infrastnicture network. Each link would have amibutes such as 

pipe diameter. number of lanes, etc. Automated mapping (AM) is one tool used to represent 

infiastructure graphically. It can be considered a basic tool that assists a user in the following activities: - Linking the data in the database to a base map of the infiastructure netwoik; 



Accessing the infrastructure data through maps; 

Displaying a variety of data on a map of the inframucture network; 

Providing data display and data editing functions through gmphics; and 

Creating maps of the infrastructure management reports. 

AM deals with the geometry and placement of spatial objects and can view infrastructure in a 

geographical context and graphically examine relationships beween the infiastructure features. 

Topological relationships among the various infrastructure features can be handled through the use of a 

one-and-a-half-dimensional linear referencing method using dynamic segmentation. Topology is the 

study of surfaces. Dynamic segmentation is the ability to cross-reference data corn one type of 

infrastructure network with another and can provide an IMS with the ability to cross-reference the data 

describing one type of infrastructure with the data describing another type of infrastructure. Dynarnic 

segmentation allows the user to do the following: 

Cross-reference data from one type of infrastructure network with another; 

Process data fom many different independent infnistnicture data sources; and 

Treat various kinds of infrastructure data in different mathematical ways. 

AM cm retrieve and attribute data from the infiastructure database and make various maps of the 

infrastructure according to the attribute data. It can also be used as an aid for visual analysis of large @ infrastructure databases. and it can produce maps of infrastructure rehabilitation iocationr (64). 

Geoeraohic Information Svstems (GIS) 

Geographic information systems are created from the use of several technologies such as digital 

mapping, data processing, engineering and management systems to manage geographic information. It 

integrates bath graphic and non-graphic information related to geographic maps. land reference plans, and 

street and water mains plans used b r  the management of municipal services. Before GIS systems are 

defined M e r ,  it is important to understand digital mapping. 

Digital mapping is a tool based on cornputer-aided design (0) technology that rnap makers 

and engineers use to produce maps, and design and manage structures built on the area represented on 

those maps. Digital mapping has the following advantages over manual mapping: 

Corrections are easily made; 

a Maps cm be divided inro layers according to the type of information (street, house, etc.); 

These layea can be combined or grouped for analysis; 



a Spbols  can be altered to suit the needs of the user; and 

a Maps c m  be altered to suit the needs of the user. 

A GIS system must incorporate the following: 

A database; 

A digital map; 

Data processing ability; 

Communication ability: and 

Decision-making assistance. 

The system has to be able to store a process a van amount of data and provide information 

requested by the user. In addition, the system must be able to differentiate between graphical and non- 

graphical data, for example: 

Graphical - Data Non-Gra~hical Data 

Property lines Street names 

Stormwater networks Civic addresses 

Sewer networks Zoning 

Public right of ways Sewer diameters 

Land parcels Manholes sizes 

Building locations Types of permits 

Sidewalks and streets Assessrnent 

Lakes and rivers Soi1 utilization 

The advantage of such a system is that it can reduce the time required to search, gather and 

process dam enabling municipalities to make decisions more quickly and completing projects on time. In 

addition, the right information cm be accessed at the right time for such municipal services as: 

Preparing the assessrnent roll; 

Fire prevention; 

Optimizing police pawls; and 

a Planning ambulance and other emergency dispatch services. 

To apply GIS in infrastncture management, infrastructure facilities inventory mua be entered 

into the system. This would require the complete inventories of streets, wastewater mains, lighting 

networks, sigs, sidewalks, etc. In addition, al1 contract files and historical records also have to be input. 

These data are very important for infrastructure planning, budgeting and maintenance management. Once 



this information is available in the system, the pubiic works manager or engineer can plan strategies for 

@ in fiastructure renewal and prioritizs the areas of the greatert need (202). 

GIS application to infrastructure management coven the following activities (202): 

Planning and design of infrastructure; 

Preparation of engineering plans and estimare issue; 

Operational management of municipal services such as water, sewer, and trafic 

control; 

Maintenance of urban infrastructure including planning of preventive maintenance, 

maintenance of street paving, bridge structures, etc.; and 

Project management and control including project management for infrastructure 

construction and project coordination. 

In the GIS. relationships can be cornputed from the coordinates of the infrastructure features, 

such as wo highway lines intenecting or overpassing. These relationships can then be stored in spatial 

database as attributes. If such spatial relationships are stored in a database, this spatial database is called 

topological. The advantages of creating and stonng such topological relationships are (64): 

Efficient storage of the spatial data; 

Faster processing of the spatial data; 

Ability to process the larger data sets; and 

Capability to conduct spatial analysis. 

A GIS can also define new objects by buffering a polygon overlay. It can perfonn two- 

dimensional spatial analysis that can relate polygons. lines, and points through spatial location by using 

topology. Examples of analysis functions available for specific GIS operations include: 

Measurements; 

Coordinate transformation; 

Object generation; 

Attribute modification; 

New object creation; 

Line smoothing; 

Statinics computat ion; 

Topological overlay; and 

Network analysis. 



The decision on whether to use GIS or AM depends on whether on not the spatial analysis 

@ 
capability is needed for M S  (64). 

Decision Support Svstems 

Due to the recent advances i ~ i  cornputer icchnology, there has been a rise in the application of 

electronic cornputing in information processing. inframucture decision makers require historical data 

and continuing improvements in problem-solving techniques to allow long-term investment and short- 

t e m  operational enhancements to meet their needs. 

A decision suppon system (DSS) incorporates both data and knowledge that can irnprove the 

effectiveness of the decision and the eficiency of the decision making process. The simplest DSS 

provides data for decision making, relying primarily on a computer based information storage systern 

such as databases. along with the supporting numerical and graphical programs providing correlated 

information that is difficult to deduce by looking at the retneved data (107). 

A successful DSS supports decision maken by organizing knowledge about ill-structured issues, 

fomulating the decision situation, identi-ing appropriate objectives. and generating alternative courses 

of action that wili resolve the needs and satisfy the objectives. DSS, incorporated with decision 

O methodologies enables a systematic approach for processing information for management decisions. 

Executives in private industry businesses and public agencies make decisions about facilities by 

considering financial, operational and organizational issues. while the design and construction 

professionals focus on the technical issues related to these facilities. Information about al1 aspects of an 

organization should be available to al1 decision maken at al1 times. This can be achieved with 

information technologies, including methods, techniques, software and hardware to cnate seamless 

decision suppon environments. These decision-support systems must be developed by multi disciplinary 

teams including ownea, engineers, architects, builden, computer scientists, cognitive scientists and 

economists. In addition, these systems should be directed to the reuse, ncycling or reconfiguration of 

existing tools and software to obtain quick and effective results. Since in the past, the end users of the 

built facility have been ignored, business and public bodies should be involved in the planning and the 

dialogue that takes place at the initial stages. Decision support systems mua be utilized to regulate 

logical and clear methods of decision making to ensure the following institutional goals (36): 

Productivity; 

Bottom line; and 

Sustainability. 



" Ethics deals with defining nght conduct" (106). It is a critical part of management and is 

concemed with (6): 

Good behavior; and 

Our obligation to consider our own well-being, and that of othen. 

In business. ethics can be defined as. "the capacity to reflect on values in the corporate decision- 

making process, to determine how these values and decisions affect the various stakeholder groups, and to 

establish how mangers can use these observations in day-to-day Company management" (6). 

Although this is important in al1 organizations, it is more critical in the field of infrastructure 

management because a lot of public money is involved and the main goal of inframucture organizations 

is to pmvide basic human services to the general population. Hard earned rnoney of the taxpayer should 

be well managed so that the most can be achieved with it. Most of our current infrastructure problems 

are not due to the lack of financing, but due to corruption and mishandling of public money. 

In the design and consmiction of infrastructure, a proper maintenance schedule should be devised 

0 that is then followed precirely. The management of inhastructure phys a crucial role in its maintenance 

and upkeep. Had our infrastnicture been managed properly, we would not be in as big a mess as we are 

now. Public works agencies must reevaluate their decision-making process for capital and maintenance 

investmenü so that the best allocation of resources is made to projects. It is critical to get maximum 

value fiom available funds with substantial needs and limited resources. In addition, to manage our 

infrastructure, it is necessary to perfonn needs assessment and condition assessment studies. Otherwise 

funds will not be properly allocated and the actual condition of the rnunicipalities infrastructure will be 

unknown. 

Moa municipal engineers lack suficient background and education in the required management 

techniques and have in many cases, not been given the right tools to get their work done. In addition, the 

older staff in public works departments are usually rigid and unwilling to change and adopt new 

management techniques, therefore the ideas must travel fiom the bottom up. New staff may be more 

aware of the current situation and open to applying new technologies and should therefore be allowed to 

contribute to the decision making process. If municipal officiais do not back up the municipal engineeo 



who want to innovate and take action needed for the deteriorating infiastructure, it is the municipal 

@ 
sngineeryr duty ta educate them and thamughly explain the conssquencer of iheir inaction. 

Infmtructure managers need to be leaden. supervisors and technical managea. Developing an 

effective management approach is a long-renn way to handle a problem as large as our current 

infiastructure crisis. Engineering skills alone will not be adequate to resolve this crisis. We need to 

examine skills needed to manage infrastructure and how they should be applied. Engineering skills need 

to be complemented by solid management skills. 



7.0 FINANCING INFRASTRUCTURE 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The different orden of govemment- federal, provincial and local - play an active role in the 

financing of urban infrastructure. Each govemment is responsible for the construction, operation and 

maintenance of some aspect of municipal infrastructure. All three Ievels of govemment have contributed 

in a significant rnanner to the deterioration of our infrastructure. Decline in provincial and federal gants 

along with the reduced use of debt financing has led to the rapid deterioration of municipal infrastructure 

over the past few decades. After all, a drastic decrease in funding by the provincial and federal 

governrnents put a great deal of pressure on the rnunicipalities. which began to experience financial 

constraints and as a consequence they made major cuts to their public works (maintenance and repair). 

Inftastructure projects involve higher risks than other activities, which leads to public 

involvernent in related decision rnaking. Coordination by the public sector may also be required since 

each project is part of a large system. such as a single road forming part of a region-wide road network. 

infrastructure financing is unique compared to other operations of govemment because (2 10): 

I) ïhey are large, up-front investments requiring significant capital outlays; 

Infrasmictun systems have a long economic life; and 

There is interaction with other infrastructure projects. 

Our infrastnicture has deteriorated to such an extent that a considerable amount of financial 

investment is required to upgrade it to an acceptable level. Expendinire on infiastructure by al1 Ievels of 

govemrnent has decreased steadily and any increase has resulted in higher municipal taxes (127). To 

most public works officiais. the infiastructure financing problem consists of finding enough money to pay 

for the maintenance and new investments required for infrastructure. Since the different levels of 

govemment do not have the financial means, or the political will to upgrade our infrastructure, and raising 

municipal taxes to meet that goal is politically unacceptable, alternative methods of financing 

infiastructure need to be exarnined seriously. There are several alternatives to municipal taxes available 

and some are already being practiced by several municipalities. This chapter provides an overview of the 

current and alternative financing mechanisms available. 



According to the 1995 McGilVFCM survey, the moa often used source of revenue for the 

operation of infrastructure facilities are general taxes and user fees. For rehabilitation and replacement of 

infrastructure, the most often used sources of revenue are general taxes, debt financing? user fees and 

provincial subsidies. The sources of revenue for operating the different infiastructure facilities in Canada 

are shown in Table 7.1 and the sources of revenue for rehabilitation and maintenance of the different 

infrastructure facilities are shown in Table 7.2. The percentages shown represent the nurnber of 

responses. These results show that most local govemments are not aware of or not exploring alternative 

financing methods. In addition, many still rely heavily on provincial and federal subsidies. which are in a 

short supply, therefore they must investigate the feasibility of using alternative financing rnethods to 

eradicate the infrastructure crisis (209). 

Table 7.1: Sources of Revenue for Operation of Infrastructure Facilities in Canada (209) 

Sewape 
Sidewalks 
Solid waste 

25.8%1 43.5% 9.2% 
1.4% 

16.4% 
8 1 . 8 O i i  
32.8% 

Public-Private Partnerships 

7.8% 
0.0% 
9.5% 
9.1% 

1.9%. 
40.3% 
12.6% 
32.0% 
63.0% 
63.6% 

Stonn 
Transit 
Water Distribution 
Water Supply 

3.8% 
0.2% 
6.3% 

52.6% 
36.1% 
9.7% 

12.0% 

0.4%.- 
3.2% 
0.1%.- 
3.2% 

14.2% 
4.6% 
1.8% 
8.8% 
3.0% 

10.8% 

4.5%1 0.0% 
9.7% 
2.2% 

17.4%,, 
25.6% 

3.7% 

0.4% 
0.0% 
0.4% 
O. 1% 
3.2% 

10.8%1 1.2%- O. 1% 



Table 7.2: Sources of Revenue for Rehabilitation and Replacement of Infrastructure Facilities in 
Csnidn ( 2 0 )  

~acility 1 Geu. tir 1 User f a  1 Reserves 

'Curbs 1 33.7%( 1.4961 6.5% 

Bridges 
Comrnunity and social services 

27.4% 
25 .O% 

Hazard0 us waste 
Parks and recreational facilities 
Public buildings 
Roads 
Sanitary and combined sewers 

Debt P rov Fed 
PPP 1 finaneiog/ 1 subridy 1 subsidy 1 

- - 

solid u&te 
Storm 
Tram i t 
Water disrriburion 
1W ater supply 

. Borrowing . 
3.3% 27.6% 28.9% 0.0% 

5.1% 

31.3% 
24.1 % 
29 -9% 
26.87'0 
14.4% 

7.3 TAXES 

7.6% 
15.6% 

20.2% 
26.7% 
24.2% 
3.3% 

The propeq tax is the largest source of local income for rnunicipalities. It is levied on 

residential, commercial and industrial propenies. A tax rate is set by the municipality and applied to the 

28.1% 
4.6% 

Sewage 
Sidewalks 

assessed value of property. In most cases, commercial and industrial propenies are subject to higher 

5.4% 
15.5% 

18.8% 
1.1% 

9.1% 
36.0%- 

25.4% 
14.9% 
30.2% 
33.1% 

taxes than the residential properties. 

18.8% 
7.8% 

17.1% 
7.2% 
4.9% 

19.0% 
2 %  31.2% 

This is also a visible tau since, unlike the income tax, it is not withheld at source, the taxpayen 

2.8% 
1 .O% 

21.1% 

21.7% 

are required to pay it directly to the local govemrnent, and it finances services that are visible such as 

16.6% 
7 . 3 5 ~  

18.7% 

roads and transit. Its visibility makes the local governments accountable. The tax has been criticized for 

being unrelated to the ability of the taxpayers to pay, unrelated to the benetits received from the local 

governments and inelastic due to the fact that it doeç not increase over time. 

Since rnost municipalities are reluctant to bomw, they use property taxes to finance their 

infrastructure needs. However, this tax is less appropriate for financing infiastructure with a long 

expected life since that would mean that the current and previous taxpayers are paying for infrastructure 

that will largely be used by future generations. The use of property taxes for infrastnicture also implies 

that infrastructure has to compete for Iimited funds with operating demands for services such as the 

police, fire, and other local services (2 10). 



7 . 1  Speeiai Assessrnent and Local Improvements Charges 

Special assessrnent charges are imposed on residential, commercial or industrial properties to pay 

for additions or improvements to the existing infiastructure facilities bordering on those properties. 

Although there is little documentation of their use, they have been widely used in Canada to finance 

capital expenditures such as paving and re-paving of streets. installation or replacement of watermains 

and sewers, construction of sidewalks, etc. 

Their advantage is that many of these works increase the property value of the nearby land, 

directly benefiting the ownen. This enables the municipalities to recoups their costs from the properties 

directly benefiting from their expenditure. Therefore, this form of financing should be used only where 

the beneficiaries are easily identifiable. Othenvise, it would be necessary to finance a portion of the cos& 

from the general municipal revenues such as the property tax (2 10). 

73.2 Land Value Capture Taxes 

A land value capture tax is charged in a selected area to pay for a public improvement project that 

increases the property values resulting from the ability to develop land for commercial or residential use. 

O 
Funher ernpirical work is needed to determine how much infrastructure investment affects land values, so 

that local govemments can easily determine a land value capture tax. Properties within the zone of 

influence of that infrastructure facility may benefit in several ways: 

A property that leases space near the project can increase rents due to the increase in 

the desirability of the location. Property values increase even if the owner rnakes no 

irnprovements to the property; 

A previous ceiling of development on the properties within the zone of influence may 

be relaxed by the municipalities; and 

Municipalities may allow properties to increase densities beyond the ceiling if they 

provide certain facilities or services. 

Density bonusing is one form of land value capture in which the rnunicipality permits a rezoning 

of land to a more valuable use, such os greater density or height, in retum for the developer providing 

various facilities, or infrastmcture. It taxes the developer on the basis of the value added to hidher 

property fiom the increased density. This tax has been criticized widely since it results in bad planning 

decisions (2 10). 



7.4 DEVELOPMENT CHARGES 

Development charges, which are also known as impact fees. are used to finance new 

infrastructure facilities such as water supply, sewage collection and roads. This system of financing can 

also be applied to re-zoning and building pemits. 

Development charges can replace property taxes fiom the whole municipality since only those 

benefiting fiom new infrastructure have to incur the costs. For instance, when a road is built in any new 

development, only the new property owners bear the costs of its construction. Usually developments 

consisting of single-family units are subject to developrnent charges for they require just as many 

essential facilities as high density dwellings where the turnover is higher due to a larger segment of the 

population being serviced at the same development costs. 

Development charges are usually paid almost immediately at the issuance of the building permit. 

It is usually the developer who incurs the initial cost and later transfers that con to the new owners. The 

cost transferred to the new homeowners may be insignificant depending on the cost of the house. More 

expensive houses will not be affected as much, since the development cost will only be a fraction of the 

total cos. Cheaper homes face a comparatively larger impact, although this may be offset by increasing 

the housing density. 

It is important to note that development charges are only suitable for the construction of new 

facilities and only cover the cost of cunstructing the new facility and not maintaining it. Other methods 

of financing have to be sought for their maintenance. These charges are not suitable for new facilities 

that serve the entire community such as schools, but for facilities that serve a srnaIl portion of a 

community. 

There are some disadvantages to development charges, since in some cases they may hinder new 

developments. Some developen may prefer to invest in development elsewhere. It is for this reason that 

these charges mua be applied in municipalities that are undergoing considerable growth. In addition 

some tind it unfair to charge new property owners only for facilities such as roads which are also used by 

other residents of the municipality ( 127). 

7.5 SPECIAL DISTRICT FINANCING 

This fonn of financing is similar to the development charges and it is used to finance hard 

facilities that benefit a limited number of identifiable usen (192). It is used in conjunction with the 



development charges or other financing mechanisms to recover the costs of new infrastnicture facilities. 

The proeess involves the creation of any of the following ( 127 & 19 1): 

Special district; 

Special purpose authorities; 

Public corporations 

Local improvement areas; or 

Community rehabiIitation districts. 

The need for special districts usually arises when ( 19 1 ): 

a The financial or administrative capabilities of local municipal govemments are 

constrained; 

a Local govemments are unable to provide a high or adequate level of important 

services such as roads, sewers and water utilities to their residents; 

a Larger communities are reluctant to expand existing systems to meet new demands; or 

a Municipalities have limitations on how much debt they may incur, fixed by the 

Provinces through the Municipal Board. 

The main difference between the development charges and the special district financing is that 

with the latter, new horneowners are not affected as much since they are not required to pay the cost of 

the ne* facilities in advance. With rpecial district financing, the cost of construction ir financed over the 

life of the new facility. Ln addition, unlike development charges, this fonn of financing can also be used 

for maintenance of the existing facilities. 

Special districts are govemed by elected boards that determine their own budgets, taxes, and 

service charges, cmploy staff and operate infrastructure facilities. Special districts are only formed when 

there is a demand for infrastructure and only the principal beneficiaries of the new facility pay for its cost. 

Revenues are generally assured. depending on the size of these districts, since the homeownen are willing 

to pay for the infrastructure over the period of its normal extended life (191). 

However, although this fom of financing is quite effective in paying for the coa  of infrastncture 

construction and at times its maintenance. it can lead to large and complex administrative units in local 

govemments. At other times, local govemment oficials point out that these special districts have too 

much power and take away a lot of control that should be in the hands of only the municipal oficials. In 

addition, one should note that special districts c m  fail. Their success is not always guaranteed. There 

have been cases where they have gone banhpt. 



7.6 USERFEES 

The user fees are used to finance infrastructure by making the direct beneficiaries financially 

responsible for it. This implies that a portion of the society is excluded fiom using facilities financed by 

user fees if they cannot afiord thern. as they have to pay each time the facility is used. 

Examples of infrastructure facilities financed by user fees are: 

Roads and bridges; 

Transit systerns 

Water, and 

Electricity. 

7.6.1 Transit and Road Priciog 

User fees for roads and bridges can be in the fonn of (3 1): 

Totls; 

Gasoline tax; and 

License fees. 

Tolls are used extensively in the U.S., however, they are not so prevalent in Canada. They were 

used on Quebec highuays in the IYIOs, but WR later removeci due 10 the resulting trafic inionveniences 

(3 1 ). Even if the collection points were posing a hazard, they could have been improved and corrections 

made, because their rernoval resuited in a considerable loss in revenues. It should be noted that the 

system works effectively in the U.S. where the volume of trafic far exceeds that in Canada. 

Tolls on bridges and highways are still collected but unfortunately their elimination cm be used 

as an issue io attract votes in an election campaign. For instance, removing the toll on the Champlain 

Bndge in Montreal becarne part of the provincial party's carnpaign and was removed when the pa.rty came 

to power. This was a very bad judgment cal1 because it resulted in a considerable loss in revenues which 

were needed for the ongoing maintenance of the btidge and the major tehabilitation that the bridge 

recently underwent. 

Urban transit is always financed using user fees, but these constitute only a small portion of the 

total operating and maintenance costs, because the transit systems are subsidized heavily by the local and 

the provincial govemments. In practice, transit facilities are pnced below the coa required to maintain 

and operate them because there is a need to divert the general public fkom using their cars, and pricing 

using marginal costs (full cos of the facility) would make public transit an unattractive option (127). 

O 



Different fonns of financing can be applied to the transit system. A fixed fee can be charged for 

each time the facility is used, which is the moa cornmon practice, or a variable rate can be applied 

depending on the tirne of day with rates being higher or lower during rush hour. Another form of practice 

would be to charge only the non-users to encourage them to use the public transit, thus those using the 

public transit are not penalized for doing so. 

Research is needed to detemine the correct subsidy or fare for transit systems. M a t  portion of 

the costs should be paid by fares, and what portion by property taxes, and what portion should be 

subsidized by provincial grants? (2 10) 

The Institute for Transportation identifies the following key issues and considerations in 

analyzing to Il costs (2 1 0): 

What type of toll barrier system should be used? 

How many barriers are necessary? 

Where should the baniers be located? 

What toi1 rate structure should be used? 

How will trafic respond to the toi1 rate structure? How will traffic grow? 

7.6.2 User fees for solid waste 

A few Canadian rnunicipalities, paniculariy those facing limitations on taxing ability, have begun 

to apply user fees for residential solid waste collection. In Victoria, British Columbia, the fee increases 

with the volume of solid waste collected. There are at least 23 variable curb-side disposa1 fees in place in 

Ontario aione. More empirical work is required to detenine the impact of fees for garbage collection. 

There is no assessrnent of the impact of user fees on waste diversion, illegal dumping and the need for 

landfill sites. According to a few case studies, curbside disposal fees result in waste reduction, however 

the degree of diversion depends on cornmunity characteristics such as the soci~conomic factors (2 10). 

7.63 Water Pricing 

Water is also financed through user fees in many communities with rates varying considerably 

from one rnunicipality to another. The Canadian rates are in general very low and this results in Canada 

having one of the highest rates of water consumption per capita in the world. The different types of rates 

used in Canada are: (3 1 ) 

Flat rates 

a Declining block rates: Charge per unit of water declines with increasing water use. 



Increasing block rates: Charge per unit of water increases with increasing water 

usage. 

Constant rates. 

More municipalities should use increasing block rates to encourage water conservation which in 

nim reduces the amount of wastewater. As most municipalities charge flat rates, the public is less 

inclined to conserve. Increasing block rates affect those using the greateet volume of water. However, 

the pmcess of implementation may not be simple because if the surrounding municipalities do not 

implement hem, then the residents may prefer to live there. In other words. the practices of the 

surrounding municipalities play an important role in the choice of water rates. 

Decreasing block rates are an inefficient practice because they encourage over-consumption and 

wastage since the price falls as consumption increases. As consumers are inclined to use more and more 

water. the operating costs at the water treatment plants increase and sewers overfiow. In addition to an 

increased load at the plant, the revenues fall. 

Another method of charging for water while encouraging water conservation. is metering. Each 

household is charged according to the amount of water consumed which in tum produces Iess wastewater 

rince there would be an incentive to consume less water than when there was a flat rate for every 

household. 

Municipalities cm also fir a higher fee for water usage in the summer over that imposed in winter 

to encourage water conservation. Table 7.3 shows some effects of metering on water use. Based on 

theses results, metering is a useful tool for water efficiency and municipalities should look into 

implernenting it. 

Table 73: Empirical Studies o f  the Effects of Meteriog on Water Use in Canada (210) 

I 1 comparable assesment. I 

Location 
r 
Etobicoke, Ontario 

Impact 
Water use 45% higher in unmetered areas than in metered areas of 

St. Catharines, Ontario 

Alberta 

Peterborough, Ontario 

Consumption dropped by 1 1% folfowing metering but rebounded because 
prices were kept low. Two years later, water usage was higher than before 
metering. 

t O to 25% drop in water use following meter installation. 
I 

10% reduction in water use predicted following meter installation. 

Calgary, Albecta 

Selected Canadian Municipalities 

Unmetered water use 65% greater than in rnetered residential areas. 

Residential water consumption was twice as high in unmetered communities 
as in metered communities- 



7.7 BONDS 

Bonds can be used to finance capital projects when municipalities are ûying to avoid long-term 

debt financing. Bonds are usefil for large communities that have good bond ratings and therefore lower 

ioterest rates. Bond financing is generally applied over the period of the useful life of the facility. There 

are several types of bonds available for financing infiastructure (1 27): 

Genernl Bonds: These are commonly used to finance infrastructure that benefits the whole 

community, such as water and waste treatrnent facilities, public schools and municipal 

buildings. fire stations and police stations. where a fee .stem is dificuit to irnplement. They 

are secured through the general taxes. Fluctuations in interest rates can leave the 

municipalities vulnerable to high interest rates. If these bonds are over-used, the property 

taxes may have to be increased; this also affects the cornmunity bond rating. 

O T u  Exempt Bonds: In this case, the interest income is not taxable by both the personal and 

corporate income tax systems and therefore requires the permission of the federal and 

provincial govemments. These bonds enable municipalities to borrow at lower rates than the 

regular bonds. They are used mostly to finance facilities such as water and sewage treatrnent 

plants. 

Revenue Bonds Financing: ihese are used rnostly to finance facilities that generate 

revenues like the transit systerns. They are secured by future revenues and user fees. The fact 

that these bonds have user fees as collateral, render them as one of the most efficient bonds. 

Public Lease Revenue Bonds: In this case, the private sector orgmizations become the 

owner of the facility being financed. These firms make installment payments to the public 

development authority that issues the bonds, and then they lease back the facility to the 

rnunicipalities. The municipalities can purchase the facility at the end of the lease. This 

option is quite attractive to the private sector because they are eligible for investment tax 

credits and nhabilitation credits. These bonds are used rnainly to finance facilities having 

long terrn uses such as water and sewage systems. 

Bond Banks: These bonds are used by small municipalities which cannot issue bonds on the 

financial market due to a Iow credit rating, or no rating at all. With bond banks, the 

municipalities can: 

a Have access to a higher credit rating; 



Can divenify the potential risk; 

Reduce transaction costs; and 

Have access to the major bond markets. 

7.8 FUNDS 

Revolvioe Loan Funds 

These hnds are govemment money to fund certain types of infrastructure. in the fom of gants 

or lower interest rates. At times, no interest needs to be applied since there are no debt obligations at all. 

They are a very reliable source of financing for municipalities. They aid municipalities by financing (93): 

Construction/renovation; 

a Buy/refinance certain municipal outstanding debt; 

Guaranme/purchase insurance; 

Revenue/security for payment of the principal and the interest on municipal bonds; 

and 

a Offer loan guarantees for similar revoiving funds. 

T m  funds are taxes collected and placed in the fùnds for the maintenance and construction of 

certain infrastructure. A good example of this would be the gasoline tax which provides funds to 

maintain the road system. These funds are quite effective since their management is made easy due to the 

fact that the govemment has the exact knowledge of the arnount of funds collected and the expenditures 

can be traced easiiy (93). However, it should be noted that these funds are rare and al1 governments take 

in more frorn gasoline taxes and licensing fees than they spend on roads. 

7.9 PRIVATIZATION 

When it is impossible to generate enough revenue or collect enough hinding to build a new 

facility and maintain if privatization is an option that can be used. Privatization bnngs in private 

financing for the infiastructure. Private companies design, build, own, operate and finance the facility. 

Examples of facilities that have been privatized are roads, bridges, tunnels and transit systems. Now even 

B 
water and wastewater treatrnent plants, sewers and solid-waste resource facilities are privatized. 



Pnvatization of infiastructure is thought to Save costs since private firms are normally more cost- 

@ eficient. However, consideration mua be given to the rnonopalization of inhmicture which mua be 

avoided at al1 costs. Some of the reasons for which govemments may be attnicted to privatization are 

(204): 

Capital cost-savings; 

Lack of expertise; 

inefficient facilities; and 

Operating cost-savings. 

With privatization, the users wind up paying for the fui1 cos of the facility as there are no 

subsidies involved. However, this may be unfair to low-income people who end up paying the same 

amount as hi&-income families. 

Privatization also translates into full responsibility for the risks undertaken by the private firm. In 

addition, these companies must comply with sevenl regulations, which can be quite costly to implement. 

The benefits of privatization are (1 75): 

Better efficiency in production; 

Reduction of waste; 

O Better access to capital markets; and 

Irnprovernents from cornpetition. 

The disadvantages of privatization are (1  75) 

Need for standardization across the country; 

Reduced ability to achieve social goals; 

Difficulty in pmviding equal access to all; 

r Higher cost of private sector financing; and 

r Potential for high and unfair pricing. 

7..9.1 Pu blic-Private Partnerships (PPP) 

This financing mechanism involves both the private and public sector. Depending on the 

agreement reached between the two parties, the private firm usually designs and builds the facility, 

operates it, leases it or purchases it and then tmsfers it to the public sector. There are several types of 

public-private partnerships (30): 

Opmte: In this option, the privait firm simply operates the infrasmcture facility for 

O which it is paid a fee by the governent The government is responsible for the 



capital costs. Examples of such operations are prisons, garbage collection and sewage 

plants. 

Build: This is the most common type of partnenhip where the private sector builds 

the facility according to the guidelines set by the public sector and then tums it over to 

the public sector for operations. 

Build and Operate: In this type of partnership, the private firm provides the capital 

financing and builds and operates the private facility. The operation is controiled by a 

regulating body to avoid the problems associate with monopolies. The user fees and 

the levels of service are highly regulated. E m p l e s  are telephone. electricity and 

cable television compan ies. 

Lease and Operate: The hcility is leased by the private firm from the public sector 

and operates it by charging user fees. Examples are airpom and water filtration 

plants. 

Purchase and Operate: The private firm makes a Iumpsum payment to the public 

sector at the beginning of the partnenhip. If a monopoly is involved. there are rules 

and regulations that need to be set for a minimum level of service and maximum user 

fees. If no monopoly is involved, then it is simple privatization. 

Purchase, Build and Operate: Along with purchasing and operating the facility. the 

private sector is also required to develop, enlarge, or maintain it. 

Lease, Build and Operate: The private firm leases the facility and is required to 

build new or expanded facilities and operate them for a number of years. An example 

would be a highway built or expanded by the pnvate sector and operated for a number 

of years as a toll road. 

Build, Tmnsier and Opemte: The ptivate sector builds the facility and is 

responsible for al1 its financial costs. Upon completion, the private sector operates the 

facility to recover its capital costs and the ongoing operating costs. The public sector 

takes over as owner either upon completion of the construction, or at the end of the 

contract, or when the capital costs have been recovered. 

Build aad Tnnsfer: The private sector builds die infrastructure and tnuisfers its 

ownenhip to the public sector for operations. Examples are construction of roads, 



curbs, sidewalks, etc., which are constmcted on private land according to the 

govement specifications and then turned over to the govemment for their operation 

and maintenance. 

Price Waterhouse notes that structure of PPP depends on the way in which risks are shared. The 

more the risk the private sector shares, the greater the returns it expects. It has identified the following 

types of risks associated with PPP (2 10): 

Project Risk: The more complex the project, the greater the nsk. 

Deveiopment of infrastructure rnay be more costly to develop 

than originally planned due to constmction delays and 

unforeseen technological difficulties. 

Operating Risk: The facility rnay not operate as planned, with the consequent 

cost overruns. 

MarketRisk: The demand for the service may be lower than planned, 

resulting in lower revenues. This risk is significant for 

facilities relying on user fees. 

Regdatory b k :  Changes in regulation rnay occur and delay the project, 

increase costs or reduce the benefits to users. This risk is 

significant for projects requiring environmental impact 

assessments. 

Financing R*k: Raising the capital required for infrastnicture could entail 

sipificant financial risk since the level of interest rates and 

foreign exchange rates seriously affects total project cos. 

Public Policy The nature of public services provided may not be in 

Wk: accordance with the public's wishes, or the services may be 

delivered in a way that is deleterious to the public good. This 

nsk cannot be shared and falls directly to the govenunent. 

Municipalities generally use debt financing (bormwing) to finance the part of capital works that 

D 
are not financed by federal or provincial grants. Theu repayment cornes fiom operating revenues such as 



w r  fees and property taxes. It is usually beneficial to borrow when the benefits fkom the infhstructwe 

projects are spread over a long period of time. Table 7.4 lists the advantages and disadvantages of 

borrowing (2 10). 

Table7.4: Advantages and Disadvantages of Borrowing (2 10) 

I 
- 

I 
-- 

Advan tages Disadvan tages I 

with current revenues. 
I The municipality enjoys irnmediate benefit fiom the 

capital irnprovement which is not always possible 

The cost of capital is spread over future 
beneficiwies (municipal tax-payers). 

lnterest costs are added to the total cost of the 
expenditure. 1 

If per capita incomes are rising, the cost to the 
individual taxpayer witl be less burdensorne than 
that from the fiIl payment initially. 

Potential revenues are dedicated to debt repayrnent 
and not available for other uses. 

Issuing too much debt cm impair the credit rating 
of the municipality and thereby increase the cost of 
the capital. 

1 Wide fiucniations in expendinires are avoided. 1 1 

The backlog of infrastructure investment and the urgent need to find new sources of financing, 

suggests the creation of a new financing institution designed to overcome the defects of the present mix of 

finanehg arrangements. According to Petersan, this new institution should ( 1  881: 

Provide a stable, long-term financing source to offset the instability of both federal 

aid and the bond market; 

Use its financial sources to institutionalize new capital management and maintenance 

practices since new investrnent would be wasteful if the infrastructure facilities are 

tumed back to the same ineffective arrangements that ellowed them to deteriorate, 

once they are in an improved condition; 

Use its financial resources or leverage to establish long-term user-fee financing of 

capital assets wherever possible; 

Link capital tinancing more effectively to capital planning by requiring the recipients 

to generate their own assessments of capital condition, long-run capital investment 

and maintenance requirements, and immediate investment priorities; and 

Allow States and local governments flexibility in deciding on the local priorities for 

catch-up investment, since they cannot be established uniformly at the federal Ievel. 

A federal inframucture bank linked to a senes of state/provinciaViegional infkastruchirr banks 

wouid meet these requirements. These banks wourd make below-market interest rate loans for 



infrastructure repairs and other infiastructure investments. Once the hnds are paid back, they would be 

recycled to other capital projects (1  88). 

Infiastructure banks represent a long-term cornmitment to dealing with the capital infrastnicture 

cnsis since it guarantees permanent attention to its needs. AAer all, once a bank has been created and 

professional staff put in place, it is unlikely to disappear. A bank will have to be there for loans to be 

repaid. A second generation of lending activity can be ensured if the initial legislation establishes a 

revolving fund, so that loans that are repaid are recycled to new infrastructure users. 

An infrastructure bank should make loans to facilities such as a water or sewer synem only on the 

condition that the hll-cost pricing will be used by the system for its services. User fees should include 

amounts needed to sustain a long-terrn capital repair and replacement strategy. The bank may also want 

to rnake a condition of loans that the local govemments operate a system of capital assessrnent and capital 

budgeting that meets professional standards set by the bank. These conditions will help ensure that the 

loan can be repaid and that public funds used to subsidize the loan rates will serve their purpose. 

It is very important, and also one of the major advantages of having such an institution, that the 

bank have exert great leverage on the nation's institutional capacity to plan and manage infrastructure 

facilities. After all, without such an institution keeping an eye on infrastructure maintenance, there is 

O 
linle to be gained from boosting investment in the infiastructure crisis if we cannot ascertain that once 

this investment is made, ordinary repairs and maintenance will not again be deferred (1 88). 

The State of New Jersey considered the creation of an infrasaucture bank to help localities 

finance sewer systems, water supply, and recycling facilities. It would get start-up capital fiom the 

current federal govemment grants and state bond issues already authorized but not yet obligated. Local 

govemments receiving loans from the bank would have to agree to raise user fees to help finance the 

repayment of the loan ( 12 1 ). 

Within this bank, revolving loan funds were established to which funds were appropriate for a 

specific infrastructure purpose. Loans could be made to the local govemments at interest rates starting at 

zero. The Bank was also authorized to issue bonds on behalf of communities for that portion of the 

project costs not covered by a loan, and could pool borrowing by localities to esse market access. In 

addition, the Bank could issue revenue bonds secured by dedicated revenues for state infrastructure 

purposes. A board of directon had the responsibility for the functioning of the Bank and for establishing 

credit policy. It defined a set of security mechanisms to guarantee repayment of bank loans and bonds, 

including the intercept of the state aid (6 1). 



Now if an infhstructure bank cm work at the state level, then why not at the federal level? 

Henton and Waldhorn pointed out that a proposa1 has been developed for a national public works bank 

into which the federal govemment would put $1 billion and the states $1 billion. The federal government 

would use the $2 billion to borrow $20 billion that states could lend to their localities for infrastructure 

projects. if the federal govemment were to subsidize 25% of local debt repayments, it would not compete 

with the bond market and encourage people to go into the tax-except state and the local bond market 

(121). 

7.12 CRITERiA FOR EVALUATING FINANCING TECHNIQUES 

Public oficials should set criteria for evaluating the different financing techniques. Since not al1 

criteria can be met due to conflicts, at times, it rnay be necessary to emphasize some criteria more than the 

others. Slack lists the following principles of public finance to be considered when evaluating different 

tinancing techniques (2 1 0): 

Equity: Equity requires fairness to be applied in the choice of the 

financing technique. There are two pnnciples of fairness: First, 

the ability-to-pay principle dictates that people should pay for 

infrastnicture based upon their ability measured by their income 

or wealth. The second, benefits-received principle, dictates that 

people should pay according to the benefits they receive from the 

service, with people receiving similar services paying similar 

taxes or fees. 

Economic An efficient financing technique does not cause organizations or 

E fficiency : individuals to alter their econornic decisions from what they 

initially would have been before the tax or fee was imposed. 

There are cases, however, where it is beneficial to alter behavior 

through taxation or fees, as in the case of the garbage generation. 

Accountability: The service provider needs to be accountable to those who are 

paying for the service. Accountability can be assured through 

simple, undentandable financing instruments that also facilitate 

cornpliance. 

Administrative The financing technique should not be too costly or complicated 



Cos t : to administer to the government, to the private sector and to the 

infiastructure users. 

The different levels of government do not have the financial means of upgrading or maintaining 

the infiastructure to an acceptable level. Significant cutbacks in transfers from the federal and 

state/provinciaI govemments have put a great burden on the local govemments. The cutbacks combined 

with the rising dernand for infrastructure renewal, have forced municipalities ta seek new and innovative 

ways to finance infrastructure. Their challenge is to ensure that infrastructure needs are met in the least 

costly way and to find resources to pay for it. Besides municipal taxes, alternative rnethods of financing 

infrastructure renewal are available and some are already being practiced by several municipalities. 

However, those making the decisions about financing do not ofien have enough information on 

the advantages and disadvantages of the various alternatives, which have been vied successfully 

elsewhere. Also, the impact of trying something new needs to be considered. Municipal oficials and 

othen nsponsible for financing infrastructure must educate themselves on the different financing 

techniques available and they must apply them. Ln addition, public official should try to steer away h m  

financing new projects, unless they are totally necessary. Their focus should be on infiastructure 

renewal. and not infrastructure development. 

Canada should also look into creating an Infrastructure Bank for infrastructure financing. It is a 

good idea that seems to be working in the US at bot11 the state and the federal level. This would be far 

more efficient in the long term than the Federal Infiastructure Works Program in Canada. 

At a time when budgets are shrinking, the only way that public officials can continue to provide 

many necessary services, is by tuming to the private sector. Governrnents should also look into tapping 

the corporate profits in industries such as the banks. After ail. infnrstncture benefits hem too. In 

addition, privatization is one viable option which could drastically change the way infiastructure services 

are provided. The infnrstnicture needs are massive. How will we fund these needs? Privatization may be 

the best answer to our infrastructure crisis, in our current economic condition. 

The role of govemments in infrastnicture is essential, but it is now time to redefine this role h m  

that of a developer and provider to that of a manager and oveneer. Govemments should realize that 

privatization, if properly managed, can result in the provision of efficient and cost-effective services. 

However, many functions of the govemment should not be turned over to the private sector. 

O 
Public officials must try to steer away h m  total privatization of the infrasuucnire and to pas  their 



responsibility on to the pnvate sector. Total privatization may not be good for the society, since unlike 

the public officials, the private sector is not answerable to the society. The govemment should have some 

role in providing infrastructure to the cornmunity. 

It should be noted that any form of privatization will face public opposition. Society will 

continue to expect the govemment to provide traditional services and resist any change in this area. In 

addition, privatization will also be seen as a threat to the public employees who will fear the loss of their 

jobs. Times are changing, and society rnust change with it. However, engineers must be aware of the 

social implications of the required changes and ensure that the loss of jobs are kept to a minimum. Civil 

engineen will have to play an important role in educating the public and the public officials about 

privatization, and its role in providing efficient and good quality services. They should make it clear to 

the public that privatization will not result in the elimination of services. 



8.0 THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ASPECTS OF INFRASTRUCTURE 

AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

Most municipal infrastructure facilities have deteriorated to such an extent that they pose a safety 

hazard and require immediate repair. However. this is not the only reason for repair. Municipal 

infrastructure is essential for the econornic weli-being of a country as it ensures the efficient fiinctioning 

of its production and distribution systems. The existing Iiterature suggests strongly that public spending 

on infrastructure generates growth in the private sector. Infrastructure renewal is necessary for 

maintaining and enhancing prosperity. The global economy rnakes infrastructure renewal necessary, if 

Canada is to compete in the international markets, since more than any other industrialized country, 

Canada depends on international trade for economic growth and prosperity. 

Infrastructure is a public asset ofien taken for granted, yet it is an asset we cannot afford to lose. 

According to Muscharnp (New York Times 1994), infrastructure stands for the connective tissue that 

knits people. places, social institutions and the natural environment into coherent urban relationships. It 

is the safety net of our social syrtem. When the public infrastructure of a city fails, the entiie city as weli 

as Our individual daily existence can be dramatically changed. 

8.2 INFRASTRUCTURE AND ITS ECONOMIC IMPACT 

Throughout the 19th century and for moa of the 20th century, infrastructure facilities were 

considered very valuable for the nation's economic activities and their developrnent was viewed as a 

nation-building exercise. They were seen as investments that should be expanded, improved or 

redesigned to enhance the rate of retum that could be eamed in the private sector. However, as the 

cunent invernent level in infiastructure demonstrates, this linkage between inhtnicture and economic 

activity has been lost. It tums out that econornic deveiopment planning and capital planning went on to 

separate tracks with their own professionai orientation. 

Today, economic development is guided by short-term opportunities and problems that business 

demands create due to expansion of active business organizations. relocation, new business start-up, or 

closing or transfer of some businesses. However, capital improvement programming has a much longer 

time frame of at least five or more years. Due to this long period of time, it is dificult for capital 

0 



improvement pmgrams to foresee specific economic development needs and oppominities. This has also 

resulrcd in a different kind of system for rnanaging infrastructure facilitics since there is a lack of 

orientation toward economic development. The present decisions about the maintenance, =pair and 

replacement of existing facilities are made as if they are solely public works decisions. They do not take 

the entire picture into consideration. This situation has left many nations poorly equipped to make 

reinvestment decisions about infrastructure facilities. Public works oficials should give more attention to 

the potential retum on different infrastructure investments such as jobs and national productivity and 

understand the consequences of public investment and disinvestrnent (1 8). 

in Canada, as in most developed nations, the pmponion of govemment funding devoted to 

municipal infrastructure has declined over the last 30 years. Unforninately, the costs to upgrade and 

maintain our existing facilities has been rising. As a result, a significant gap has developed between the 

actual expenditures on the infrastructure and what is needed to maintain it at an acceptable level. In its 

1984 study, the FCM estimated this gap to be 25% of the annual investment in urban infrastructure. 

It is the belief of many that unless this gap is eliminated quickly, it rnay grow too large and have a 

negative impact on the econorny. Unless the infrastructure is maintained properly, the efficiency and 

productivity of the economy may suffer along with our standard of living. 

In economics, there are two types of infrastructure investments ( 196): 

Ecooomic Overhead Iavestment 

w 9 :  

Social Overhead Iovestment 

(SOI): 

This type of invesmient is oriented toward the 

direct support of productive activities or toward 

the movement of economic goods. It includes 

most of municipal infrssfiictun such as mads, 

highways, bridges, water treatment and 

distribution systems, sewen. airports, mass 

transit, tire and police stations. 

This type of investment is aimed at enhancing 

productivity and quality of human capital. It 

invests into education, health facilities, and 

social welfare. 

The basic characteristics of infmtructun in economic tenns are (196): 

r Public infiasmicture is the basic foundation of economic activity; 

It generates social benefits or spillovers that exceed what an individual is willing to 

pay for the services or benefits rather than go without them; and 



a The benefîts of these facilities are not limited to a group or groups of people and are 

open to aII rnembers of society. 

The following quote by US National Council on Public Works Improvements, sums up the 

importance of infrastructure in the economic well-being of a nation; 

"The quality of life is a crucial index of economic vitality. Reliable transportari4n. 

clear water. and safe deposit of wastes are baric elements of a civiiized society und a 

producrive economy. Their absence or failure întroduces a major obstade to growth 

and compeiitiveness. " ( 196) 

8.2.1 Public Investment and the National Economy 

The Production-Function A ~ ~ r o a c b  

The production-function approach is aimed at studying the contribution of public investment to 

the economy. Of the four approaches avaiiable. it provides the most comprehensive assessrnent of the 

contribution of public inveament to economic growth. Moa studies follow this approach and they 

prov ide a statistical estirnate of a production funct ion, showing the relationship between various inputs 

such as labor. private capital and public capital. needed to produce a specific level of output. 

The basic idea underlying this approach is that public infrastructure is an essential input in the 

production process. It may increase the fimi's productivity in two ways (196): 

By increasing the levels of eficiency of private input such as labor and private capital, 

employed by an organization. In this case. an increase in the level of public 

infrastructure will result in an increased output of al1 organizations in the industry 

because they al1 share the benefîts of a public infrastructure which are at no con to 

them. 

Secondly through its own direct contribution to production as separate input. In this 

case, the infrastructure as input does not increase the productivity of the private input 

but contributes independently to the output of the organization. 

Em~irical Findines (1961 

Eberts (1986): This study provides estimates of the direct impact of the public 

infktmctm on rnanufacturing output and the technical 

relationship between the pub1 ic capital and other production 



Aschauer (1989a 

and 1991b): 

inputs. It found that public capital stock (public infrastnicture) 

makes a positive contribution to the manufacturing output. 

This study estimated that increases in GNP resulting from 

increased public infrastructure expenditures would be higher 

than those from private investment. In other words, a shifi 

frorn the private to the public investment would increase the 

GNP significantly. 

Other studies have indicated that an increase in public investment would fint depress private 

investment and as the rate of return on the private capital increases with higher public investment, 

rxpenditures on private plant and equipment will be stimulated. 

Several production function studies show that public capital plays a direct role in promoting 

productivity in the private sector by influencing the marginal productivity of private factors of production 

such as labor and capital. They also show that the decline in investment in public infrastructure by 

several countries during the 1970s and 1980s, led to a slowdown in the productivity. 

A ~ ~ r a i s a l  of Production-Function Studies 

Studies that followed this approach generally concluded that there is a positive link between the 

public infrastructure investment and the productivity growth. However. these studies have various faults 

( 196): 

Their results are not stable since a mal1 change in the data or statistical techniques 

used can produce large changes in the eaimated productivity of the public capital; 

Since statistical analysis captures the conelation between private output and public 

capital stock, the conelation may be coincidental and spurious, rendering the results 

arnbiguous; and 

Their results lack collaborating evidence. Nearly al1 of these studies find that private 

output is influenced more by investment in private capital than invernent in public 

capital. 

The Benefit-Cost A ~ ~ r o a c h  

This approach has been used by many snidies to evaluate the public investrnent by comparing 

cons and benefits of individual projects. or a class of projects. It eairnates how much of the economic 
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and other costs can be avoided by r~investing in decaying infiastructure. The studies measured the 

econornic benefiü of the projcct such as increased production of marketable goads and services. This 

approach provides an estimate of new projects on the aggregate welfare as well as the GNP and also 

provides a more thorough approach to project investment. 

Problems mise using this approach when dealing with aging infrastructure since the knowledge 

on the rate of infrastructure decay and service life is limited, which rnakes it difficult to pinpoint when 

one shouid reinvest in infiastructure facilities. 

Economic Conseauence Studiefi 

This approach is similar to benefitcost approach but deals only with the economic costs imposed 

by the graduai disinvestment in old infrastructure. It deals with a particular infrastructure facility in a 

particular area that already exists and fails abruptly or decays slowly or faces capacity constraints to meer 

the increasing demand. The main conclusion drawn by the studies following this approach is that the 

benefits of reinvestment in infrastructure exceed the costs. 

82.2 Infrastmcture and International Competitiveness 

Before proceeding hrther. it is important to fully understand the definition of competitiveness. A 

discussion paper of the Government of Canada, "Prosperity Through Cornpetitiveness", defined 

competitiveness at the national level as (196): 

"Creating an ecnnony und a sociery able to sell g o o h  and services in the world 

market in such u wuy ihat business makes a profi, pays fair wages, provides secure 

jobs and goud working conditions, and respects environments. " 

The three level of competitiveness are ( 196): 

Orginization At this level, it signifies that the organization can produce 

Level: and seIl goods and services in domestic and international 

markets on a sustainable basis. Suficient profits are eamed 

to provide retum to investors comparable to returns available 

from other enterprises and/or countties. 

Industry k v e l :  At the industry level, it means sustained viability with returns 

to capital and labor comparable to those of other industries. 

Regional Ltvel: in this instance, it again seeks sustained viability with  unis 



to the factors of production to keep thern in the region. 

0 National Love!: Here, it imphes a growing standard of living aiong with a 

viable balance of payments. 

Long term viability of competitiveness at the national level is linked to the following factors 

Pmductivity; 

Relative costs; 

r Comparative advantages and international trade flows; and 

Industrial innovations. 

The impact of public infrastructure on competitiveness follows the following logic (294): 

"Given the exchmge raie. the public infrastruciure. rhrough ifs direct (and 

indirect posirive effecfs on productivity ...je leadr to lower unir costs. Lower 

production costs stimufote internationcd trade (especially exports) which in 

iurn ir linked ro productivity and indurnial innovarioni. For exampie, an 

improvernent in transport infiastructure will lead to savings in tirne and 

lower cost per unit of production output. This in turn will encourage mde 

benveen dfferenr regions and countries and enhance productiviiy growth. 

The search for better wqvs ro upgrade ihe transport infrattructure will lead 

to new indusnial innovarions providing u firther boost to producriviry 

gr0 wth. ' " 

8.23 Infrnstructure and Economic Development 

The definition of econoniic development depends on the following two objectives (1 55): 

a If increased employment in a particular region is valued, regardless of the economic 

COQS of achieving it, then an infrasmicture investment to foster employment in the 

region c m  be considered a catalyst of economic deveiopment; and 

If better living standards are required, then the impacts of alternative employment 

generating policies on economic welfm have to be taken into account before 

finalking a plan to promote economic development. 

The connection between economic development and infrastnicture is based on the following 

observations ( 1 04): 



The development of the basic transportation system enables previously inaccessible 

areas to ofTer competitiveiy priced transportation access to goods and supply markets 

to the private indusûy; 

0 Water and sewer systems are needed to complement the transporiation network; and 

Residential construction triggen the need for additional infrastructure in the form of 

educational, health and recreational facilities. 

Some midies have fouiid thar infrastructure facilities play an important role in the location of new 

economic activity and make the existing one more viable. One major study citing this link is the report by 

Biehl anci his associates for the Commission of the European Community in 1982. It came up with the 

following conclusions ( 196): 

r Regional inequalities occur due to the absence and presence of infrastructure 

facilities; 

There is a positive link between regional development and a region's endowment with 

infrastructure: 

The contribution of infrastructure to regional development decreases if other factors 

such as the location are taken into account; and 

r Infrastructure endowrnent is a better explmation of regional income productivity 

growth than the employment factor. 

Infrastructure can affect the decision of firms and individuals on their choice of location in the 

following ways ( 196): 

Infrastncture c m  enhance the amenities of an ana or region, thus making it more 

attractive for firms and households to locate thernselves there. These amenities can 

include infrastructure facilities such as a transit system, an efficient highway system 

and other recreationai facilities. 

a In certain areas, infrasmicture can lead to an increase in productivity of labor and 

capital. For instance, improvement of the transportation system leads to a reduction of 

travel tirne or cost, and therefore to an improvement of accessibility of markets or 

imports. 

Investrnent in infrastructure cari lead to a distributive effect which relates to the 

redistribution of economic activity among regions, while keeping the national total 

constant, and aiso leads to generative effects which occur when the national total 

changes. 



Infrastructure affects intemgional trade when there is link behueen infrastncîure and transport 

@ costs, between transport casts and trade fiows, and between trade flowr and regional development. 

For instance, in a situation with three regions, A, B and C, an improved infiastructure between 

regions A and B will lead to a decrease in coa for al1 goods traded between them. In other words, the 

sum of the trade share of A and B together will increase as a consequence of the improvement of 

infrastructure in these regions. However, the trade share of region C will be negatively affected. 

The maximum and immediate impact on the economy by infrastnicture is felt at the local or the 

metropolitan level. It is at this level that infrastructure facilities can influence the decisions of both local 

businesses and households. 

While infrastructure can have a significant affect on the distribution of economic resources and 

the rate of economic growth, the effectiveness of inFramucture in promoting change varies according to 

the industry, stage of production and the infrastructure-intensity of the firm or industry. In addition, the 

type of infrastructure also has a major impact since newer facilities yield a higher rate of retum than the 

maintenance of existing facilities, or even an addition of new faciiities to the existing stock. 

Econornic growth can be classified into the following (155): 

Growth in Economic a This is increased total production valued at market prices 

Output: (e.g. GNP). The two principal sources of output growth 

are: 

Growth in productivity which is growth in the 

production of goods and services per labor-hour 

worked; and 

Growth in employrnent which is the nurnber of 

jobs, or labor-hours worked. 

Growtb in Economic This is increased economic benefits to society that exceed 

Welfare: the increased economic costs of achieving them. Welfm 

includes commodities like safer roads, cleaner air and less 

congestion. 

8.2.4 Infrsstructure and Quality of Litc 

Infrastrucnire facilities play a significant role in the maintenance and improvement of our 

standard of living. The standard of living includes goods and services that people buy and whose value is 



measured by the volume of the gross output, and the broader economic goods such as time savings, safety 

and reduced pollution, better health, etc. There are items that do not show up in the national accounts but 

people are willing to pay for them. 

Improving the standard of living equates to growth in economic activity and economic welfm 

since to achieve a higher standard of living, it is necessary to increase the supply of things that people 

desire such as less congestion. clean air, refi-igeraton, etc. The value of these things exceed the value of 

economic resources such as steel. labor, construction materials, etc., used to achieve the increase (1 8). 

Aschauer (1991) traced out a nurnber of linkagrs between infnistnicnire and quality of life. For 

instance. construction or expansion of a highway syaem will reduce congestion, and thenfore support 

better health due to clean air resulting from less fumes, greater safety due to fewer accidents, recreational 

facilities due to better access. economic activity due to better accessibility to suburban jobs, and leisure 

due to more availabie time (196). 

8.2.5 Economic Consequences of Infrastructure Decay 

There are large uncertainties as to the economic consequences of infrastructure decay and it 

seems that these consequences appear to be highly specific to the areas where it occurs. the industries 

O affected by it and the alternative existing facilities. There are three types of inadequacies and costs that 

can result from gradual investment neglect in existing infrastnicture. 

Svstem Failure 

This is the most extreme and rare case and such a failure can create obstacles for econornic 

growth and development. However, it is important to note that only a single link in a network will be 

disabled, instead of an entire network. The actual economic impact will depend upon the cnticality of the 

Iink, an early substitution of the facility can be subaituted with other existing facilities and the time 

required for repair. Bridge collapses and sewer failures are exarnples of this type of failure (18). 

Facilih. Deterioration 

This is a more common event where the infrasûucture facility deteriorates slowly and degenenites 

into a poor condition and performance. Gradua1 decline is a more aggravating problem since its effects 

are cumulative and pmmote the tendency to defer maintenance until one is forced to take imrnediate 

action. Examples of gradual decay are leaking water mains rendering the water supply system inefficient, 



potholes increasing travel time and sewen unable to accommodate additional demands because of 

infiltration and inflow ( 1 8). 

In this case. the existing infrastructure is incapable of handling the existing demands imposed by 

the economic activity (as in the case with highways), or new federal standards rendering an oId facility 

obsolete (as in the case of wastewater facihies). Capacity constraints pose an upper limit upon the 

amount of growth that can take place in an area (1  8). 

8.3 [NFRASTRUCTURE AND SOCIETY 

83.1 Reasons Behind the Construction of Public Works 

Public works provide the physical inhastructure essential to the social and economic 

development of the civilization around the world. They make human settlemenu possible and are 

indispensable to commerce and industry (235). 

The first water improvements had linle to do with pmmoting the health and safety of our society, 

but rather to improve mvel in the city and to flush garbage out of the way of commercial and business 

transport. In addition. controlling the flow of water helped in the suppression of fires (early watemains 

were al1 private). Therefore, water systems were viewed, at the time, as part of the economic 

infrastructure of the city. However, as cities industrialized in the 19' century, people living in urban 

communities suffered h m  several deadly disease epidemics due to the accumulation of excrement, putrid 

provisions, and a polluted water supply. Hence, sewen and highquality water supply were implemented 

to build a safer and more sanitary urban environment. Sanitary drainage systems and wastewater 

treatment plants were then constructed to increase the public health secunty and well being. This resulted 

in important networks linking systems of water filtration, sewage treatment, parks beautification and 

Street alignrnent. These networks transformed public infrastructure into the primary source of health, 

safety and human convenience (20 1 & 1 84). 

In the Wealth of Nations, published in 1776, Smith wrote that the functions of the govemment 

shoutd be timited to providing for external defense, affordîng legd protection and undertaking 

indispensable public works. The govemment had %e duty of encting and maintaining certain public 

works and public institutions, which it can never be for the interest of any individual, or maIl number of 



individuals, to react and maintain, because the profit could never repay the expense to any 

individual.. .though it may fiequently do much more than repay it to a great society" (235). 

When first connnicted, infiastructure facilities were considered as new technologies transformed 

into a process or systernic support for our social needs. Thus, when the social focus was on the nation 

state, infrastructure's role was to defend or expand the state. Strategic, military or colonial aspirations 

were the motivating forces behind rnany infiastructure projects. In addition, the early colonists relied on 

harbors to maintain contacts with their homeland. The very fint paved streets, constructed of boards, 

were introduced primarily to accommodate the transport of goods over muddy and lettered streets, and 

stepping into rotting refuse ( 1 91 & 20 I ). 

83.2 Social Purpose of Infrastructure 

Starting fonn the middle of the 19Ih century, our society had corne to believe that technological 

and physical innovations could solve health and safety problems of the urban environment. The 

improvement of the water systems is one of the ben examples that could be given to show us the extent to 

which our society depended on public infrastructure for its survival and prosperity (1 84 & 201). 

In today's society, infnsmicture serves both missions of social justice and economic 

O development. Social justice stresses individual fnedoms and rights. Al1 humans should have equal 

access to the same basic services such as food, water. ûansportation, communication, health care and 

education. Economic development stresses efficient production, job creation and wealth. These two 

missions go hand in hand in ensuring our society prosperity and a high quality of life. Afier all, social 

justice is integral to a healthy stable econamy, and without a flourishing economy, no society would be 

able to enjoy a high standard of living (201). 

Many public works projects aim at lessening the incidence of disease. The link between public 

works and public health probes the kind of relationship which is common knowledge but rarely explored 

in the depth required to add understanding. Public works play a hindamental role in reducing death tolls 

and disease. They also promote the growth of a burgeoning city and the need to change priorities over 

time and not be sucked in the attitudes of urban youth when the heady years of expansion are over. 

Water, air, and land are essential to the maintenance of life, to food production, and to the 

manufacture of most natural things. Man's existence, his future advancement and the quality of life he 

leads depend on these basic resources being available in adequate quantities and the right quality at the 

right time and place. Pollution, by destroying and grossly contaminating these and other murces, by 



affecting our healih, intedering with species on which we are dependent, or othewise disturbing the 

ecological balance, cm jeopardize our future existence and well being. 

Modem purification techniques can produce effluents of any desired degree of organic purity, but 

certain trace elements and cornplex chemicals are not wholly removed, and if these are ingested, they cm 

gmdually accumulate and cause long term damage. 

Gross pollution of a city's water supply can have considerable effects. Contarninated or 

inadequate water supplies mean lost man-houn and lost production, and the real cost of such factors 

could well offset a significant part of the cost of providing proper supplies. 

Slums, poorly designed work places, and neighborhoods, without any amenity or recreational 

facility cause mental and physical illness, and are also the breeding grounds of delinquency and 

discontent, which can easily undermine civilized existence. A better planned urban environment, and 

better equipped basic services and with constructive outlets for the population, will become increasingly 

essential in the years ro corne. especially when leisure hours grow. As most physical pollution of natural 

resources such as sewage, originates in buildings, a better urban environment would also help reduce 

external pollution thus stressing the interdependence of the intemal and extemal environments (20 1 ). 

Infrastructure plays many roles in our society such as: 

Gives al1 citizens equal access to clean water for drinking and for a variety of other 

uses. As fewer people suffer from water-borne diseases, health care costs decline; 

Provides us with adequate and safe sewage disposa1 systems which protect our 

environment, health and promote water eficiency by preventing water leakage (304). 

Proper water and sewer systems also help expand urban areas; 

Provides us with accessible tmsportation through roads, highways, ports, bridges, 

and airports, giving society higher capital and labor mobility. This changes where we 

work and live. People are not confined to congested neighborhoods or in other 

peripheral places of employment. An efficient transportation system is important for 

the delivery of goods and services, thus encouraging communications, aades, 

pannenhips and tourism between the various communities and nations. However, 

aaffic volume and congestion contribute to the decline of air quality and loss of t h e  

and productivity; 

Creates short and long term jobs and spun growth when money is investcd to either 

buiid or repair faciiities. This enhances our competitiveness and reduces the rate of 

poveriy in the nation. Hundreds of billions of dollars are loa each year due to the 



unused productive capacity of unemployed people. Another hundred billion dollars 

is lost due to welfare, unemployment and loss of tax revenues. Therefore, investing 

in inframucture puts people to work, who then pay taxes and increase their own 

economic well-being. Finally job creation ais0 attnicts foreign investments which 

further enhances the economic prosperity of our society (53); 

0 Provides us with reliable power and energy to heat our homes, ensure a reliable 

telecommunications systems, etc.; 

0 Hospitals and medical clinics are implemented everywhere to provide an adequate 

heaith care system to al1 communities, rich and poor, assunng the society a heaithier 

and more productive life; 

Building recreational facilities such as parks, sports stadiums, and theaten 

encourages and allows people to enjoy their fiee time enjoyably and in a healthy 

manner; and 

Infrastructure deficiencies raise the marginal costs of producen at al1 levels of 

output, which could discourage foreign investon from investing. World Bank studies 

have found that production costs for goods and services are as much as 30% higher in 

some cities due to lack of public infrastructure and thus putting the burden on the 

companies to provide themselves with the required facilities. Recent infrastructure 

faiiures in the US were found to cost businesses millions of dollars in lost time and 

disruption ( 1 53). 

8 3 3  Urbao Sprawl 

Urban sprawl is incompatible with the notion of sustainable development and affects society in 

many ways. This type of development is highly profitable for land speculators and for promoters of 

housing subdivisions, indunrid parks, shopping malls, etc. But at what cost? Their short t e n  profits are 

made possible by the injection of public fbnds for building and maintenance, over the long terni, for 

inframucture and community facilities which may be under-used. In addition, urban sprawl is made 

feasible by subsidies, grants and tax credits to home buyen and buyen of industrial land on the periphery 

of the core metropditan area (33). 

This has led to h u p  invesmicnts from the public sector. A lot has been invested in the last 

twenty years in (33): 

a infrastnicture construction and maintenance; 



indiscriminate subsidies to al1 types of buildings; 

Converting f m  land into industrial parks which, in some cases, are occupied at a 

rate between 25 and 50 per cent; 

Comrnunity facilities serving srnall population clusten; 

Snow removal fmm highways and streets; and 

Waste management; 

No one realiy knows the obvious and hidden costs generated by the increased dependence on the 

automobile caused by urban sprawl, the social costs of thousands of people commuting for two to three 

houn daiiy, the costs of maintaining our infrastructure. It is obviousiy cheaper for the government to 

provide public services to concentrated populations radier than dispened ones. In addition, those living 

in concentrated areas or in or near the inner core, pay taxes that help subsidize those choosing to live 

further away form tlie urban centers where. in many cases, they work. 1s this fair? 

Everyone has the right to have multiple choices in living envimnrnents, but society simply does 

not have the means to punue a pattern of urbanization fiscally unsuitable and ecologically indefensible. 

Urban sprawl should therefore be stopped. 

O 
83.4 Infmstructure9s Impact on Society 

The planning and implementation of public works projects involves more and more the 

participation of the community that will in some way be affected by it. This is where the field of social 

impact assessrnent cornes in. lt is more and more crucial that plannen incorporate the thought and visions 

of the society invoived or impacted by their projects. Highways will be examined to illustrate some of the 

social impacts of infmstructure development (92). 

Since land development is associated with highways, land speculation will occur immediately 

after the residents, neighborhood leaders, developen, business leam that a highway is being considered. 

Homeowners who feel that the presence of the highway will remove or wonen the attractiveness of their 

homes will try to seIl and relocate, while other residents and landlords will be reluctant to put in 

irnprovements and banks will likely be opposed to financing them. 

Citizen groups and civic associations may form bringing people closer together in a comrnon 

purpose which can be gratieing to them. The interests at stake may be so important that some 

D individuals will use as many resources as possible and devote a considerable amount of time to protect or 



advance the cause. These reactions tend to decrease considerably when the highway department devetops 

equitable solutions to the pmblem of distribution of eort and benefits of the projecr. Residents may feel 

despair, mistration and grief and fear displacement. The longer the highway location decisions takes 

place, the greater the social and econornic costs of not building the highway. This whole process aiso 

affects the rapport between the govemment and the citizens. Trust will either be built up or down with 

consequences for future citizen to government interactions (92). 

Land Aca uisition Stwe 

Land is acquired and the residents are displaccd from the highway path. The impact of the 

experience of displacement is traumatic for some. Relocatees generally suffer socially and 

psychologically due to the disruption of close and meaningful social ties and the severance fiom farniliar 

surroundings and services. These consequences can be minimized if they relocate in the same 

neigh borhood. 

Businesses and services are aiso affected by replacement. Some of them rnay be marginal 

organizations dependent on their long term clientele from the area. and not survive the relocation. Some 

rnay choose to liquidate rather than relocate. Others rnay relocate and suffer the short term economic 

O losses. The following obstacles are ofien not compensated by the highway agency: 

Time to develop new customers; 

Ease cash flow; 

Adjust to new layout; 

Smooth disnipted schedules: and 

Counteract high turnover because worken will not comrnute the extra distance. 

Residents who choose to stay msy be afTected by disnipted friendships, businesses and senices, 

and loss of customers and constituents. Most relationships can be continued at greater inconvenience and 

travel costs. The same applies if people's place of employrnent is relocated. 

If the highway causes substantial displacement, the housing market tightens in the area and prices 

increase. In some cases. psychological problems due to overcrowding rnay result. If the acquired 

structures are not demolished quickly, they are likely to be vandalized, and the property is likely to 

become overgrown and unkept. Thus the highway comdor rnay become unsightly to the neighborhood 

and depress real estate values. Although highways increase real estate values in the long run due to 

increased accessibility, it should be assumed that that long term gains will ovemn short term losses. As a 

matter of fact, some residents rnay move before the positive impacts are realized. 

O 



Some of the other possible impacts include possible pressure for rezoning: more rapid 

@ developrnent of the area, lors of park lands, woods, countryside, and hinorical sites, and possible changes 

in the character of the neighborhood and community (92). 

Construction Stage 

Some of the benefits are construction jobs and businesses created due to the project. However, 

most will experience inconveniences created by detoun, dismpted trafic, congestion, lost business. dust 

noise. mck trafic, safety hazard, and hindered emergency services. Vibrations rnay also damage nearby 

structures (92). 

Post Construction S tape 

The positive impacts are realized when the highway is opened to traffic. The highway decreases 

travel tirne, gas consumption. accidents, and inconveniences to usen. It also increases accessibility to 

residents, businesses, services, and facilities in the area. 

Negative impacts include increased noise and air pollution. To counter these effects, it rnay be 

necessary to install soundproofing, insulation, air conditioning, fencing shmbs and landscaping. In 

addition. spending on house c leaning, painting and maintenance is likely to increase. 

Changed land use and zoning rnay increase density. Combined with increased accessibility, this 

will contribute to more crowded roads, shops, parks. services and parking. It rnay also cause cornpetition 

for local jobs and facilities. Crime and vandalism rnay also increase. lntegration of various new 

communities in the new rnulti-dwelling units rnay generate friction and unemployment. Functional 

problems for the handicapped and the pedestrians rnay also result form the compromised access generated 

by the presence of the highway (92). 

Displacement and Relocation 

Some of the ef5ects of reiocation are: 

Psychological stress; 

Disruption of social ties and established social patterns; 

Loss of tirne, energy and money devoted to finding new housing; 

Changes in accessibili~ to jobs, services, and activities; and 

Changes in the economic situation. 



In most cases, relocatees are properly cornpensated by the agency responsible for their 

expropriation. They tend to move into better housing and many renten become homeowners. 

Commuting distances may increase somewhat but the most negative changes are the psychologicai cost of 

moving and the disniption of social patterns (92). 

Commuaitv Relocation 

In the case where a whole community has to relocate, two critically important features emerge. 

At first, the quality of the community leadership affects both the economic and social outcomes of 

relocation. Good leaders generate economic resources and effect swings by anticipatory actions. They 

also facilitate cornmunity cohesion and morale. Secondly, long delays cause hstration, especially when 

the relocated community has to wait a long time for roads and infrastructure (92). 

Boom Towns 

Boom towns arise when large construction projects or resource developments occur in spanely 

populated areas. They are a result of a major type of new economic activity such as mining and resources 

development, rural industrialization, military installation, power plants, dams, tourisrn, recreation or 

retirernent housing. Their consequences are (92): 

Population growth; 

Supply/demand problems for public services; 

Additional w burdens; 

Friction between the existing and new residents due to psychological and social 

probiems; 

Intergroup conflicts due to conflicting life styles, economic interests, political 

philosophies and moral values; 

Local institution facing problems due to planning, zoning, negotiations, devising tax 

schemes and providing new services; 

Large school enrollments and fiscal problerns increase the crime rate; and 

Unemploqment. 



Noise Im~acts 

Noise has become an important social problems affecting the quality of life for many people. It is 

a by-product of ail large construction projects, trafic, and probably a by-product of the use of 

infrastructure facilities. It has a negative social impact due to its effect on sleep, speech and 

communication. It also makes residential areas non-attractive and thus reducing their real estate value. 

Some measure that rnay be used to compensate for the inconveniences of noise are (92): 

Operational restriction such as noise standards, operations controls, area restrictions 

and permits; 

O Land use restrictions such as barriers, building insulation, compensation, population 

relocation, planning, zoning, and building codes; 

a Tau rneasures such as tax incentives and penalties; 

New product regulations such as noise standards and labeling; 

a Equiprnent standards such as maintenance and retrofît; and 

Other mechanisms such as education and cornplaint mechanisms. 

Job displacernent may result in depletion of financial resources and reduced contact with kin or 

friends because the worker cannot reciprocate his social obligations. There rnay be temporary or 

permanent loss of social relationships in the work situation that have provided affective support and 

function aid. There may also be loss of contact with one of the pnmary social institutions, the union, 

through which the worker gains a sense of cornpetence or influence in the control of his environment. 

Erosion nf a socially useful role that has given the individual a sense of social identity and the 

redistribution of wage-earning responsibilities with the family rnay result in drastic readjustment of the 

role expectation and behavior of the family rnembers (92). 

Infrastructure facilities in terms of "core" infrastructure such as water treatment/distribution and 

transpottation facilities increase the economic activity in municipal areas. New inframucnire 

construction, as well as maintenance or rehabilitation of existing infncitnicture creates a multitude of 

employment oppominities. Sirnilarly, public works programs increase the level of ernployment in the 

community. These programs spark industry in the area of development, such as the construction indusûy, 

which leads to progress through possible new technologies and innovations, thereby drastically increasing 

the opportunities for employaient ( 147). 



8.4 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND SOCIETY 

8.4.1 Social Aspects of Sustainable Development 

Infrastructure facilities play a major role in urban development and thenfore, have a major 

impact on our environment. Afier all, human settlements are one of the most hi&ly impacting forms of 

human activity on the environment contributing to air and water pollution, increase in wastewater 

discharges. soi1 contamination. deplet ion of natura 1 resources, just to narne a few . Sustainable 

development of infrastructure requim, among other things. the expansion of water treatment facilities to 

deal with both the nature of water contamination problems and the environmental by-products of the 

water treatment process. It also encourages the expansion and up-grading of sewage treatment facilities, 

the reduction of carbon dioxide emissions and the depletion of non-renewable resources as ~ s p o r t a t i o n  

fuel. promotion of public transit, etc. This change in behavior results in the reduction of environmental 

degradation, the earth's "life-support" system being conserved and our ecological integr@ being 

preserved. Finally, by living in a healthier environment, we become healthier ourselves. 

Several experts Say that sustainable development emphasizes a richer conception of social well- 

being. It cm influence our lives in several ways. Sustainable development tries to achieve a balance 

@ between the population and the resources in addition to eradiçating paverty, which in rum, will contribute 

to slowing down the population growth and increasing the standard of living (29). 

One of its major effects on society is to transform it into a sustainable society whose primary 

objective is to plan and develop processes in a manner which would improve the quality of life of its 

residents socially. This is why a sustainable society always tries to meet the essential needs of its citizens 

for jobs, food, energy, water and sanitation by giving hem equal access to tmnsportation, health care 

services, education, job opportunitics, etc. Finally, a sustainable society does respond to the changing 

community needs by changing its priorities or making new ones and does not simply react to events or 

circumstances but takes action to prevent threats to a comrnunity's well-being (236). 

Sustainable development for infrastructure emphasizes a richer conception of social well-being 

requiring a focus on the quality of development d e r  than on the quantity of economic growth. It 

revives growth and changes its quality. It unsolves conflicts between economics and environment in the 

decision making process. It ensures efficient use of resources and equitable dimibutions of costs, 

knefits and services to the community. Its application in a given society resuits in the reduction of the 

present environmental impacts to the point where everyone in the society could enjoy a comparable 



standard of living without substantially increasing environmental degradation. Society shares all 

measures to achieve this goal and share the results. lmplementing its concepts ensures our society a 

reduction of its level of poverty, an econornic progress. an improvement of environmental protection and 

the conservation of our resources. It also prioritizes basic education. preventive health and the creating of 

jobs, especially for the lower income segments of the population. 

8.4.2 Benefits of Sustainabüity 

Sustainability is good from the social, economic, and environmental perspectives. It can resolve 

successfully many key issues faced by communities today. Within the context of infrastructure, 

sustainable development is especially effective. For example. a park can be a sustainable component of 

the ecology and a cornmunity focal point when it is planned not as a parcel but as a system supportive of 

and accessible to al1 kinds of living things. It can be (236): 

A catch basin for stomwater runoff; 

A means to mitigate flooding and pollution; 

A centerpiece for economic development initiatives; 

A place of serene beauty and contemplation; and 

O A showcase and habitat for local plant and animal species. 

Across North America, sustainable development has offered practical solutions to common 

problems such as the following: 

Seattle based its highly effective recycling and waste reduction program on 

sustainable themes and now applies the concept in its efforts to curb sprawl, to 

preserve the landscape of the Cascade foothills, and to enlarge the public role in the 

planning process. 

Boulder, Colorado, created urban growth boundaries and improved transportation 

options to sustain its quality of life and scenic edge. 

Austin, Texas, established a Green Builder Program to encourage the use of energy- 

conserving building practices. 

Portland, Oregon, launched an initiative for carbon dioxide reduction based on 

sustainable changes to the built environment. 

Valmeyer, Illinois, used sustainable planning practices to relocate outside the 

Mississippi floodplain and to mitigate future flood damage. 

These communities and others demonsûate the multiple goals of sustainable development. It can: 



Enhance a sense of place; 

Ueduce crime; 

Mitigate natural hazards; 

Conserve energy and resources; 

Preserve cutture and heritage; 

lmprove trafic circulation; and 

Reduce waste, 

Sustainable developrnent can also attract more viable economic development as competition 

among communities for highquality businesses becomes more intense (236). 

8.5 INTERNALIZING ENVLRONMENTAL COSTS 

According to Hawken, the single most damaging aspect of the present system is that the expense 

of destroying the earth is mostly absent frorn the prices set in the marketplace. Markets are superb at 

setting prices, but incapable of recognizing COS, since they simply do not refiect the tnie costs of 

products and services. The cost to future generations due to global wming,  resource depletion, etc. 

needs to be internalized (1 19). 

O The debate over the environment and how the environmental facton should be more fully 

integrated into the way policy makers make decisions is growing. In their book, Blueprint for o Green 

Economy, Pearce et al. argue strongly for bringing environmental rnatten more centrally within the 

realms of economics. They advocate a greater use of economic instruments. especially appropriate 

pncing, to tackle environmentai issues. by getting the tnie value of environmental services reflected in the 

prices, rather than having them treated as "free goods" (1 9). 

Intemalizing environmental costs is one way of trying to represent the real CON of development. 

This can be achieved through govemment intervention (157). Green taxes can be applied to a wide 

variety of resources, processes, and products helping to incorporate environmental facton into the 

in framucnire costing. 

If environmental costs are built explicitly into the prices of goods and services, the responsibility 

for environmental consequences is put where it belongs, on the user, beneficiary, and the final consumer 

of natural capital. The immediate goal of an economic instrument is to achieve a given level of 

environmental protection at the least coa to the society, through simple market mechanisms, or through 

incentive-disincentive taxes and user fees that encourage positive and measurable resuits (141). 



It is essential that we reflect environmental impacts in the costs resulting h m  activities for which 

the civil engineers are responsible, such as groundwater pollution, waste disposai, toxic generation, etc. 

Society usually absorbs these cos& via health impacts and a lowered quality of life. We need to tax the 

pollution and not the production of facilities. Prices charged for municipal infiastructure such as water 

and sewage/wastewater infrastructure are too low and do not fully cover the costs of maintenance or 

replacement. In addition, they do not encourage the efficient use of infrastructure. 

8.5.1 Application in Urban Transportation 

Urban transportation is rnuch more expensive for the government than necessary. Many of iü 

pmblems are created because of the large investments and expenditures poured into the automobile 

system. For the past many decades, a wide variety of subsidies, both public and private, have been 

devised to suppon the automobile. a fâct not realized by most drives (228). Subsidies are examples of 

destructive economic policies. Current subsidy structures often promote the opposite of what is needed 

for a sustainable energy future. They ignore the costs of depleting resources and polluting the air, among 

other things. Govemrnents should examine hidden and ouven subsidies and reform those that penalize 

conservation and end-use efficiency (1 57). Most of these subsidies are channeled through development 

itseif, in the fonn of parking requirements. fees and property dedication to roadway enlargement, etc. 

The best way to bring balance to the economic incentives in the transportation systern is to remove moa 

of thern from the auto system (228). 

DeveIoping policies to tackle the environmental damage associated with transport is a dificult 

task. One problem with adopting pollution pricing in the transport field is that it is often seen as 

inequitable, and fean are often expressed that it will become the prerogative of the wealthy. Subsidies, 

on the other hand, are favored due to the perception that regulations are somehow fairet- than charges 

(19). 

Some elements of transportation costs are taken into account in the charges being borne by those 

supplying the services and by the usen of the services, and not al1 conventional costs are taken into 

account due to the various govemment subsidies. However, other costs, such as the environmental costs, 

are outside of traditional markets and tend not to be brought within the domain of decisions regarding 

transport provision and use. 

Pricing can have a considerable effect on the behavior of transport users. For instance, changes 

in the real price of fuel affect motorist's choice of vehicle; in the late 1970s and early 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  the rise in 

the real price of fuel was reflected by an improvement in the average fuel consurnption of new vchicles, 



as consumers chose more fuel escient models. In recent yean, as the cash price of fuel has nmained 

steady and has therefore fallen in real ternir, the average fuel consurnption of new vehicler has incieased 

(206). 

One situation that is ripe for green taxes is road congestion. Congestion involves hi& costs in 

fuel, time, and stress. It hari been estirnated by the World Resources Institute that Americans pay an extra 

$300 billion per year in expenses directly related to our over-reliance on the automobile. One study 

estimated that by the year 2005, Americans will waste alrnost 7 billion hours year sitting in stopped 

trafic, at a cost of over $75 billion. One can add to that the extra fuel use of 7.3 billion gallons, Wear and 

tear of autos, amounting to $40 billion. Accidents increase in tied-up traffic, adding some $375 billion in 

the annual medical costs. It is really ftightening that these figures do not take into account the effects of 

smog, acid min, or personal stress. 

Rush-hour commuters on congested highways are participating in a market system that does not 

fully reflect al1 of the environmental costs. If tolls were placed on highways to account for these costs, 

automobile usage would decrease, trafic patterns would change, revenues would increase, and congestion 

wouId be reduced ( 1 19). 

Therefore, the best hope for transportation policy is to make people pay the hill costs of their 

trips, while encouraging technologies and land-use pattems and policies that will reduce those costs. The 

price that drives pay for their trips (aut-of-pocket expenre plus the value of tirne) is typically lesr than 

the true social con of the t i p  because they are not required to pay for the inconveniences their trips 

cause. The low price encourages people to take far too many trips by car (168). 

If areas are dense enough, and automobiles are not subsidized, transit services can be 

econornically healthy. The only reason transit needs its cunent high subsidies, is that the automobile is 

also very heavi ly subsidized. W ithdrawing autornobi le su bsidies (extemalities) over a penod of time 

would assure transit competitiveness and economic self-sufficiency (2î8). 

As a group, driven fail to cover about 12 percent of the costs they impose on the society, and 

about 60 per cent of the costs of providing public infrastructure and transportation related services. 

Forcing driven to pay for the full cost of tnivel would undoubtedly have major effects on land use and 

travel patterns ( 1 68). 

Intepted land use and transportation planning need to go hand in hand with internalizing 

environmental costs in the transportation sector. Pricing alone will lead to major public opposition and 

would backfire. Thenfore, pricing needs to be phased in slowly in coordination with alternative 

improvements such as transit sysiems, so that the dnvers do not fetl the pinch right away. 



hfrastnichire affects society as a whole by improving the quality of life, creating an environment 

that favors industrial effectiveness, eases communication, prornotes cleanliness and hygiene and by 

inaeasing the standard of living. It is an essential factor in the equation of economic and social benefits. 

infrastructure renewal is crucial for econornic development. Businesses will hesitate to locate in 

areas which face decaying services due to delays in infrastructure repair and rehabilitation. Work on 

infrastructure renewal generates wealth since good municipal systems are essential for the efficient 

distribution of goods and materials in any developed nation and are critical for the safeguard of public 

health and the promotion of tourism. Canada needs to attract new employment opportunities and to 

improve Our standard of living, in order to prosper and compete with the international markets. A 

deteriorating infrastructure threatens our national productivity and international competitiveness, limits 

Our ability to respond to environmental issues and affects Our quality of life. The global economy makes 

infrastructure renewal necessary, if Canada is to compete in the international markets. This can only be 

achieved with a sound and efficient infrastructure system. 

Although the responsibility of sustainable development and infrastructure renewal rests on ihe 

shoulders of the three arders of govemment, they are not, however, the only responsible ones. Each of us, 

as individuals or business owners. educaton, etc. should carry some of the responsibility. We could 

prornote infrastructure renewal and its sustainable developrnent by educating, recycling, reusing, reducing 

waste. funding research, etc. As a society. we need to go beyond the boundaries of our society and think 

about the consequences of our acts on the global environment. 

One of the main principles of sustainable development is full cost accounting which incorporates 

al1 economic, social and environmental costs into the price of a good or service. If implemented, this 

could have a signifiant effect on cumnt prices. It could increase the price of most energy types, 

although some prices such as those of coal and petroleum would increase more steeply compared to 

hydro-generated electric power. This should encourage consumers to move towards more 

environmentally fiiendly sources. resulting in sustainable developrnent. Incorporating environmental 

costs would also encourage research and development in alternative sources of energy and services (91). 

The world population will almost certainly see a substantial increase in growth rate by the end of 

the century. This growth rate may nearly equal to that of the past 10,000 years over the next 30 years. 

The provision of food, water, land, housing, infrastructure, etc., for these people will place tremendous 

pressure on the natural envimnment even without any advance in the living standards. Urbanization and 

O increased land use place a p a t e r  stress on the demand for these basic elements. Mer all, t o m  



dwellings increase the demand on al1 basic services and also multiple waste disposal problems (201). 

Wirhout a proper infiastructure system, our society7s pmgrerr will decelerate. Our quality of life will 

dirninish. 

We rnust act soon. While the future needs of our society may differ from ours, we are ail1 

rnorally obligated to Ieave our future generations a heritage that will enable thern to enjoy our standard of 

living, if not a better one. 



9.0 TEE POLITICAL AND LEGAL ASPECTS OF INFRASTRUCTURE 

AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

Public works are usually the responsibility of govemment agencies. Most public works projects 

are funded in some part by some fom of govemment, and those that are not, stiIl have some govemment 

regulations that apply (135). Unfortunately, governments at ail ieveis are retreating fiom their 

developmental role to a more conservative function of rnaintaining infrastructure facilities at a minimum 

acceptable level ( 1 3 1 ). 

Today's decision maken fail to recognize the coa benefit of investing in and renewing our 

deteriorating infiastructure and therefore do not adopt it as a policy, as it was done in the past following 

the second World War (23). The federal, provincial, and local govemments need to realize the potential 

and make the in integrated transportation and land use planning, for sustainable development, 

incorporation of sustainability into planning, compulsory for al1 plannen. 

9.2 LOCAL GOVERNMENTS - POLITICAL AND LEGAL ISSUES 

Local govemments have a unique and important role in the constniction, rec and 

maintenance of the infrastructure systems in North America. They have the responsibility for virtually 

every cype of infrastructure and can accurately relate to local needs. 

9.2.1 Key Forces Affecting the Municipal Sector 

There are several political/regulatory, economic, social and technological forces affecting local 

govemments. In order to deal with these challenges, the municipal body is in charge of generating and 

rnaintaining a code of regulations. These forces are (233): 

PoliticaUReeulatoi.v Forces 

ProvinciabMunicipal 

Relations: 

Decrease in transfer payments; 

Harmonization of programs and decrease of service 

overlaps; 



Expectations of Goverilment: 

O 

O 

Public Resistance to 

Government Spending: 

Economic Forces 

Trends in the Canadiaa 

Economy : 

inter-govemrnental trade agreements; 

Legislative limitations to change; and 

Need for enabling legislation to allow fees for 

certain services. 

Expectations by the public of p t e r  accountability; 

Conflicdng demands for resources; 

Belief in "right" by citizens to entitlements; 

Demand for eficiency in goverriment services; 

Decreased credibility of public sector as service 

deliverers; 

Higher service expectat ions b y the populace; and 

Cultural and social diversity of clients. 

Push for less government: 

Resistance to new taxes and additional funding; 

Demand for control of debt and deficits; and 

Decreasing borrowing capacity. 

There is a need to stabilize finding; 

General optirnism with respect to future 

opportunities is evident; 

Need to strengthen key factors; 

Shifl to a service economy; 

Declining tax base (property and business taxes); 

Cornpetition fiom other cities and provinces for 

business; 

Need to identify non-tax revenue sources; and 

Shortage of skills. 



SociaVDemoera~ hic Forces 

Push to Preserve the 

Eavironment: 

Demogrnphic Shifts: 

Increased ernphasis on quality of life issues. 

Population growth patterns; 

Aging population; 

Provincial migration patterns; 

Population diversity; and 

High unemployment in porticuiar groups and areas. 

Technoloeical Forces 

Increased receptiveness to the use of technology; 

One-stop stopping and use of kiosks; 

Elimination of remote service delivery: 

Delivery of services via PCs; 

Access venus privacy concems; 

Eliminating the need for labor; 

Need for higher level of skills in govemment; 

Consolidation and integration of services; and 

New cost-effective environmental technology. 

93.2 Planning and Managing Infrastructure 

Municipalities are the operating authority for most of Canada's infiastnictlire. They plan, finance, 

consuuct, and operate most of the infrastructure that directly relates to the urban property. Large 

redevelopments, however, require a partnenhip between the pubiic and the private secton. The 

municipalities fulfill their role by providing the required infiastnicture, defined by both the partnenhip 

agreement and the subdivision agreement for their developrnent. in addition, they are not as involved in 

the development of new inhstructure when a new area needs to be developed. in this case, it is usually 

the land developer who construcs the meets, elecOical services, drainage systerns, water supply and 

sewage disposai systems, guttea and curbs, according to the standards set by the rnunicipality. 

O 



The regional govemment is a level of governrnent jus above the municipal level, in most parts of 

Canada. They are the principal inhastructure planning authorities that adrninister and develop the gowth 

of an urban region through a developrnent plan, which deals with the capital budget required and with the 

infrastructure needed to develop new areas or to accommodate the needs arising from sub-regional 

changes in land use. Although they perfom identical activities and get the same provincial support as the 

municipalities, the scale of their activities is rnuch Iarger. In terms of infrastructure, regional 

governments are responsible for regional water and sewage treatment. the network of collection and 

distribution pipes. arterial roads. major commercial routes, transit facilities. waste disposa1 and the 

planning and financial management of these facilities or public works. 

In many instances. regional governments create special purpose commissions to administer 

individual infrastructure elements, such as regional transit commissions and water authorities. As with 

the case of municipal govemments. the regional governments get some of their financing through taxes on 

land development projects. These are known as lot levies or acreage charges (3 1 ). 

To purchase capital equipment for operations such as buses, engines. pumps and road 

maintenance equipment, municipalities obtain gants, if available, from the provincial govemments. The 

maintenance and plant administration and other staff perform the operating activities under the general 

O 
supervision of the municipal works or engineering staff (6). 

The maintenance, upgrading and replacement of infrastructure requires that local (municipal) 

management be well performed. It was observed in the FCM survey results that many municipalities 

were unable to provide data relating to their present needs, past expenditures and activities of their public 

works departments. Also, a large number of them stated that the required data was not available and 

would require a great deal of time to collect it. This lack of information jua a decade ago suggests that 

there is a lack of technical stmtegies, such as continuous inventory and condition assesment, for 

renewing and maintaining municipal infrastructure (80). There are now managerial processes available to 

assist the technical managers in managing their infrastructure efficiently with the assistance of a 

systematic collection and dissemination of information about infnistnicture failures rates, con-effective 

maintenance pmcedures and the most optimum upgrading alternatives (3 1 ). 

9.23 Financing Infrastructure 

The main responsibility of financing, operating and maintaining infrastructure such as roads, 

bridges, sidewalks, sewen, water distribution and sewage and water treatment, falls rnainly under 

municipal jurisdiction. To finance these local semices municipalities rely on (5): 

O 



Pmperty taxes; 

Provincial gants; 

Debt financing; 

User charges; and 

Other fees. 

Property taxes and provincial grants account for approximately 40%-50% of the total municipal 

revenues, depending on the Province. Reliance on property mes has been on the rise since the 1980Ts, as 

there has been a steady decline in the provincial p n t s .  

The use of debt financing is on the decline since the 1980s due to the level of debt accumulated, 

rendering this source of financ ing unfiordable for most municipalities. The "pay-as-you-go" form of 

financing poses great pmblems since infrastructure mua compete for the scarce tesources with the other 

municipal priorities. This, cornbined with reduced financial help from the federal and provincial 

govemments. has significantly reduced the amount of funding available for infrastructure maintenance. 

The FCM demonstrated in 1985 that municipal public works budgets have been decreasing 

relative to the total municipal budgets. There was a decrease of 5% from 1968 to 1983. The public 

works capital component of the total budget decreased by 5% during the same period as well(5). 

The shortage in funds available for infmtructure renewal has forced certain municipalities to 

iearch far alternative methods of Snancing. Sarne of the methods cumntly in use and available vere 

discussed in Chapter Seven. 

93.4 Municipaüties and Legal Issues 

By 1980, New York City had already paid over $20,000,000 in lawsuits stemming frorn potholes 

and other meet defects (135). The advent of the 1990s has heralded significant changes in the liability of 

municipalities. Previously, the courts maintained a non-interventionkt approach when reviewing 

municipal actions. However, in the late 1980s, a number of tort decisions imposed liability increasing the 

level and risk of tortuous exposure of municipalities. 

In order to consider municipal liability, it is first necessary to determine the l e p l  status of a 

municipality. Municipalities, unlike the federal or provincial govemments, are not Iisted in the 1867 

British North Amerka Act Constitution Act, but in later legislation. The provincial governments, through 

Iegislation, have incorporated various levels of local govemments and delegated them various powers, 

duties and obligations. 



Unlike a business corporation, the municipality cannot take any action not authorized by law. 

O However, given the number of powen bestowed upon it, litigation against it for an alleged wmng may 

arise in numerous areas. A municipality is under duty to perform certain acts and services and will be 

compelled to carry out its mandate under statute. 

Many claims arise out of accidents occumng on municipal roads and highways. In order for the 

accident victim to seek redress fiom the rnunicipality, there mua be a duty on the municipal defendant to 

maintain and repair the road or highway and non-repair must have contributed to the accident. The duty 

of repair in Ontario on a municipality is statutory and is as follows (1 59): 

"E~fery  highrva), and eiery bridge SM be kept in repair by the 

corporation the council of which hm jurisdicrion over il upon which rhe 

duty or repuiring it is imposed by zhis Act und, in case of defauk, rhe 

corporarion. subject to the Negligence Act. is liable for d l  dumages 

sustained by ony perzon of such defoult. " a 

The above cited duty of a municipality to maintain a highway required that any non-repair be the 

cause of injury before the municipality incurs liability. If the injured penon has been contributory 

negligent, the Negligence Act applies in order to apportion liability. However, it should be noted that 

O 
with respect to some roads and highways. the jurisdiction may be joint between municipalities or between 

municipal ities and the provincial govemment. 

The method through which courts determine non-repair varies according to the individual 

circumstances. The burden is therefore on the public authority to prove that non-repair existed 

notwithstanding the fact that it had an adequate systern of inspection and maintenance in place. 

In law, this has given risr to two kinds of wrongs. Where the ternis of the statute are mandatory, 

liability may be imposed for what used to be called misfeasance and nonfeasance. In this instance, if the 

municipality does not do what it has a positive duty to do, it gives rise to an actionable wrong. If the 

legislation is permissive, no liability is imposed for nonfeasance (the omission or failure to perfonn an 

aci). if, however, the municipality exercises its direction and decided to perform the act and does it 

negligently or in such a way as to cause h m  to someone else, it will be found liable for the act. 

For instance, an appellant was stopped in trafic on the highway to Whistler, because of heavy 

snowfall. While stopped, a boulder weighing more than one ton fell h the slopes above the highway 

and crashed down on the appellant's car. He was severeiy injured and his daughter killed. The 

respondent was sued on the grounds that it had negligently failed to maintain the highway. The BC 

Department of Highways set up a systern for inspection and remedial work. The practice was to make 



visual inspections from the highway and then a rock scaling crew would act on their findings and 

recommendations. 

The court refused to review the case since it felt this was a matter of policy, not operations. 

Unlike the Ontario Iegislation, the BC statute imposes no statutory duty to maintain the roads. This case 

signified the distinction between policy and operational decisions of a govemment. The courts have 

refused to second guess policy decisions of governments, but have reviewed operational decisions. The 

dificulty is in the categorization of the nature of the decisions. The Supreme Court of Canada found that 

once this duty of care was established, it was necessary to detemine whether there was any statutory 

obligation or exemption corn the maintenance and secondly. whether the inspection constituted a policy 

decision. in which case. it would be exempt from liability. 

In another case, a building was destroyed by fire and an action was brought in negligence alleging 

that the town and regional municipality failed to ensure an adequate water supply for the fire to be 

extinguished. The inadequate supply of water was due to an outdated water systern and the local 

govemments knew that there was insufficient water to fight a large fire. The local government was 

exercising a discretionary power in establishing a fire department and operating and maintaining water 

works and was under no statutory obligation to establish such services. The town was exercising policy 

O 
decision in not upgrading its water system and for budgetary reasons, did not follow recommendations to 

upgrade its water system. Therefore, it could not be held liable for negligence. 

[t can be argued that once a municipality decided to act. its actions are reviewable. However, its 

actions can be defensible if they result from a policy decision, such as budget constraints. The nile is 

generally not invoked to impose liability on a municipality supplying a public serve since the doctrine 

does not apply if the service is provided under statutory authority and without negligence, and if it cm be 

said that the undenaking is carried on for the general benefit of the community (1  59). 

9.2.5 The Federntion of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) 

The FCM "is Canada's municipal pipeline of communication. transfemng ideas, information and 

new techniques to communities across the nation through its publications, meetings and conferences." It 

represents the interests of municipal governments and builds bridges of communication between them and 

the national political leaders, so that they can better undentand the needs of the difiennt municipalities 

(80). 

The 1985 municipal infrastructure report concluded that essential facilities as roads, sidewalks, 

sewea, water facilities, and bridges were in poor condition and deteriorating rapidly. Roads, bridges and 



sidewalks were found to be in the greatest need for repair. The costs to repair the existing facilities were 

judged to be around â 12 billion ($20 billion in 1993). Since this was beyond the financing capabilitier of 

the municipalities, FCM called for a five-year cost shared program involving the three orden of 

govemments: Federal, Provincial and Municipal (79 & 80). 

A consulting firm (Informetica Ltd.) was cornrnissioned by the FCM to undertake an analysis of 

the economic effects of the proposed program. The nsults published in 1985, suggested a total increase 

in employment over a five-year period of about 285,000 penon years (79). The report also concluded 

that such a pmgram could be used as a "contra-cyclical" instrument to generate employment during times 

of increasing unemployment. The current program has overachieved sipificantiy on FCM's original job 

creation forecasts. 

In an FCM survey of mernben in the Fa11 of 1992, regarding their municipal infrastructure, it was 

found again that there was a need for repair and that lack of infrastructure renewal had negatively affected 

business opportunities in several municipalities. In addition, prionty in infrastructure repair shified to 

sewers from roads. bndges and sidewalks. In addition, 88% of the respondents agreed with the FCM 

campaign for a mi-partite program to renew municipal infrastructure and said that they would participate 

and assume the financial responsibiiity for their share. The FCM's proposed national infrastructure 

program would be undertaken on an incrernental, cost-shared basis with each of the three orden of 

govemrnent bearing one third of the con each. The FCM suggertcd that the w r k  be rpread over five 

yean (3 1 ). 

The FCM's study on municipal infrastructure led to some of the following (83): 

a The public awareness of the infrastructure problem. 

In 1986, the former leader of the opposition, the Right Honorable John N. Turner, 

addressing the Annual Conference of the FCM in Hamilton, 0ntan.0, gave his support to 

the FCM infrastructure program. 

The Fint and Second Canadian Conferences on Urban InFrastructure, CO-sponsored by 

the FCM in 1987 and 1989, respectiveiy. 

In 1988, FCM launched the "Big Fix" carnpaign to secure support for a cost-shared 

Program- 

At the Annual Conference of the Ministen of Municipal Affain of Canada's provincial 

and temtoriai govemments in 1988, the rninisters unanimously adopted a resolution 

calling on the federal govemment to help finance the construction and =habilitation of 

municipal infnueucture. 



At the 29th Annual Premiers' Conference in 1988, the "Premien urged the federal 

govemment to commit itself to provide significant fùnding so that the provinces can plan 

to meet the ongoing challenge of maintaining and extending municipal infiastructure." 

The Liberal Task Force supported the FCM's pmposed infrastructure program in 1993. 

Infrastructure renewal was a major issue, brought foward by the Liberals in the Iast 

federal election. 

In 1996. McGill University prepared a report, with some assistance from FCM, on the State of 

Municipal Infrastructure in Canada. The report, based on a detailed questionnaire of municipal 

governments. compares the present state of municipal infrastructure with its condition in 1985 (232). 

FCM always maintained that there were five basic principles which mitigated for the federal 

government recognition of responsibility towards municipal infrastructure. These principles are: 

The need for access to clean water by a11 Canadians; 

The need for adequate sewage disposal systems which protect our environment and 

promote water efficiency by preventing water leakage; 

The need for safe roads and bridges especially when cutbacks in other foms of 

transponation are putting extra mess on existing inframucture; 

The need for the federal and provincial governments to conaibute to the huge initial 

capital cost to upgrade infrastructure; and 

The need for municipaiities to implement user fees for the maintenance of water and 

sewer systems as weil as for resource conservation. 

For the past year, FCM has been working toward a program to succeed Canada Infiastnrcture 

Works through grassroots efforts and media events. . Municipal govemments have cornmunicated to 

Members of Parliament, Cabinet Ministers on the Federal Job Strategy Committee and to the Prime 

Minister that the program has strengthened local economies, enhanced the environment, and created both 

assets of lasting value and jobs locally. FCM will(232): 

Continue to punue an extension to the Canada Infiastructure Works Progriun based 

on the six principles put forward by FCM's National Board of Directors; 

Continue to monitor the implementation of the national infiastructure program and 

intervene as necessary; 



Reafirm its commitment to the concept of user fees as a mechanism to contribute to 

the maintenance of municipal infiastructure; 

Continue to monitor the evaluation of the national infrastructure program; 

Continue to work with the Canadian Water and WasteWater Association to promote 

water eficiency in municipalities; 

0 Encourage municipalities to develop a water efficiency strategy that includes water 

rates that reflect the full cost of purification, storage, distribution and sewage 

treatment; a water audit of their own operations; and 

Punue federal govemment recognition that water leakage due to aging municipal 

infrastructure is not water efficient and that the advanced state of decay and the 

extent of it. canno; be remedied through proper water pricing and will necessitate 

technical and financial assistance from al1 orders of govemment. 

9.2.6 National Association of Counties (NACO) 

US Counties are ofien responsible for the management of resources passed on from the state 

Icgislature. They have before them great oppartunities and svbstantial r i r k  in their duties. There are 

opportunities to be more creative with fewer federal strings attached to categorical and entitlement 

programs. There are tremendous risks as well with the reduced federal financial commitment in exchange 

for greater state and local control. Devolution, which is the retum of power and responsibility to state 

and local govemments is coming in some fonn or another, and counties need to be prepared. 

In 1935, county offtcials from al! parts of the nation banded together to form the National 

Association of Counties (NACO). They wanted to have a voice in Washington, DC, and to ensure that 

the county movement was heard and understood in the White House and the halls of Congress. NACO is 

the national voice for Amerka's approxhately two-thirds of the country's 3,042 county govemments. 

Representing the American people at a gras mots level, member counties share important goals and 

concems that impact the quality of life in communities across the nation. The organization's primary 

objectives are to: 

0 Act as a liaison with 0 t h  levels of govemment; 

hprove public understanding of counties; 

0 Serve as a national advocate for counties; and 



a Provide a resource for counties to hetp hem fmd innovative rnethods to meet the 

challenges they face. 

The focus of NACO's legislative priorities may change depending on the outcome of the budget 

negotiations between Congress and the White House. These priorities require a federal, state and local 

partnership to accomplish them Enacting these priorities will enhance and protect the social and physicai 

infrastructure of our nation's communities. 

Many of NACO's legislative priorities will be dnven by block grants and devolution approaches. 

Congress will also continue to work to reduce federal spending. NACO will shape and monitor 

legisiative proposai shifiing power and resources fiom Washington to state and local govemments. These 

efforts rnay involve developing and promoting poiicy and legislation to protect counties from federal and 

nate cost shifts. This includes efforts to compel the federal govemment to fully hnd existing 

authorizations such as payments instead of taxes (234). 

NACO's key legislative priorities related to infiastructure are: 

0 Intermodal Surface Transportation Eficiency Act: Seek and suppon adequate 

hnding and a 1997 reauthorization of the Intermodal Surface Transportation 

Efticiency Act (ISTEA) and oppose the use of transportation funds to balance the 

federal budget; 

Regulatory Reform Act: Support the enactment of this act to require the federal 

govemment to consider the impact of new regulations on state and local 

governments; 

a Tax Exempt Bonds: Seek and suppon legislation to simplify cumnt tax-exempt bond 

statutes that restrict the ability of counties to finance roads, jails, hospitals, solid 

waste projects and other public facilities. Seek and support legislation allowing 

counties and cities to issue mandated infrasmicture facility bonds; 

Airport Improvement Program: Support the reauthorization of this program and work 

ta ensure adequate fùnding for it; and 

Support telecom~unications legislation that protects public rights of way and local 

zoning authority. 

In ternis of infnismicture needs, NACO finds that local govemments cannot alone handle the 

infiastructure needs with the available resources. They propose the following recommendations (234): 



County govemments have the responsibility for major portions of the nation's 

infrastructure system and should be involved fiom the start with the development and 

implemeniation of a national policy; 

Rural and urban needs should be taken into account in an equitable manner in the 

developrnent of national policies and programs; 

Local govemments should qualiQ for public works grants and loans primarily on the 

bais of their infrastructure needs, but also including unemployment factors; 

The federal government should move to consolidate infrastructure grants and loans 

prograrns with the goal of maximizing local govemrnent flexibiliq, decision making, 

and ptiority setting; 

The tax exempt status of municipal bonds should not be changed in any aspect of 

infrastructure financing Iegislation; 

Local govemments rnatching requirements should be rninimized especially for 

econornically depressed areas with a dernonstrated inability to pay; and 

Federal seed funds for inframucture banks should supplement rather than replace 

existing grant proprns. 

PROVINCWSTATE GOVERNMENTS - POLITICAL AND LEGAL ISSUES 

In the US. the state govemment has jurisdiction over a large pan of the infrastructure network. 

Once the projects have reached cornpletion, maintenance and rehabilitation of the larger faciiities is 

usually delegated to the state agencies. Canadian provincial govemments are responsible for ail of the 

major highways throughout the provinces with some exceptions. 

The role of the provincial govemment in terms of infnimucnire is to deliver services and define 

standards for the delivery of infrastructure services by the municipal and regional governments. They 

also have major funding programs, detailed standards and professional staff for each category of 

infrasmicnire. These services facilitate creation of new facilities, rehabilitation and replacement of 

existing facilities. Provincial govemments also carry out important research and development work 

related to the various infkasüucture problems (3 1). 

Each province has a separate and diflerent systern for providing granis and provincial funding 

ranging fiom about 2% of the total revenues for water treatment to about 18% for roads. The cumnt 

funding is not adequate for the maintenance of highways and is constantly decreasing. In Ontario for 

instance, funding decreased by 18.2% fiom 1975 to 1983 in 1983 dollars (5). 



9.4 THE FEDERAL GOVER,NMENT - POLITICAL AND LEGAL ISSUES 

9.4.1 Planning, Managing and Financing Infrastructure 

In the past, the Canadian federal govemment used to be a major contributor of financing 

programs in the area of infrastructure. Today, it provides infiastructure for ports, airports and military 

installations. Its major financial contributions had been in the area of water supply and sewage disposa1 

infnimucture, transportation, and research and development in these and other related infmtructure. It 

participates with the other levels of govemmenü in several major i n h c t u r e  and city-building projects 

such as Toronto's Harbor front. Currently, a lot of research on infrasbvcture is being undertaken or being 

funded by the federal govemment (3 1). 

The Canadian federal govemment has in the past played a major role in the construction and 

financing of infrastructure. However, contrary to what many may believe, the govemment's main role 

was not to provide infiastructure to the generai population, but to create jobs. When their concem shified 

to the quality of infrastructure. it was done so by focusing on the construction of new facilities rather than 

maintaining the existing facilities. Federal assistance in the past has been provided as (5): 

Municipal Improvements Assistance Act (19584940): This prograrn provided loans for 

water and sewage improvements projects to provide jobs and reduce unemployrnent. 

Municipal Development and Loan Act (1963-1966): This program provided assistance for 

sewerage and transportation facilities again to create jobs. 

Special Areas Program (1969): This prograrn was created by the Department of Regional 

and Economic Expansion to provide both employment and attract industry to the areas which 

were designated to receive the assistance. 

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC): In the late 1950s, the CMHC 

became involved in the development and delivery of federal infrastructure assistance 

programs. 

The Sewage Treatment Prognm (1961-1974): This program provided loans, a 

portion of which were forgivable for the consmiction of sewage treatment and 

collection facilities. Its main objective was pollution abatement. During the life of 

this prograrn, the forgivable portion of these loans amounted to S 13 1 million in grants, 

while the loans totaled $979 million. 



Municipal Infrastructure Program (1975-1978): This was basically an extension 

of the previous program with an increase in both the range of gants and types of 

projects made eligible. An additional objective was introduced to encourage land 

management in undeveloped areas. This way new development was encouraged over 

infdling of the older developments. Over $1 billion were provided as loans and $395 

millions in gran&. 

The Neighborbood Improvement Prognm (NIP): This program was initiated in 

1973 to provide funding on a cost-sharing basis for improving infrastructure in low- 

income residenrial areas. The federal government provided 50% of the costs while the 

provincial and municipal govemments contributed 25% each. 

Commuoity Services Contri bution Program (CSCP) (1 979-1980): This program, 

enacted under the National Housing Act of 1979, allowed for funds to be to be made 

available to social and recreational facilities in addition to sewer and water programs. 

The funding was provided in the form of block gants allocated to the provinces based 

on a formula taking into account the population and income. The grants handed out as 

part of this program totaled $22 1 million. 

According to a repon released by the House Cornmittee on Public Works and Transportation 

(renarncd the Hourc Cornmittee on Tnnrportation and Infnrtructure), US hdeni  spending an 

infrastructure has been declining. In 1963. infrastructure spending was 6.3% of the federal budget; by 

1992, however, only 3.0% of total federal outlays were devoted to infrasrnichire. This under-invesmient 

in the nation's infrasrnichire threatens Our national economy and living standards (235). Examples of 

facilities financed by the federal government are: 

Airports; 

Harbor facilities; and 

The Tram Canada Highway. 

9.4.2 The Nationai Council on Public Works Impmment 

The National Council on Public Works Improvernenf a joint council appointed by Congress and 

the US President, outlined a mategy for getting to the root of the problem. Some of its recommendations 

included a national cornmitment shared by al1 levels of govemment and the private sector to increase 

capital spending by as much as 100% above the current levels. In addition. the council advocated that 



ClariS the respective roles of state, local, and federal govemrnents in the design, 

construction, and management of infmûucture in order to focus responsibility and 

increase accountability, with civil engineers playing a significant role in this 

initiative. 

Allow spending of the federal highway, transit, airport, and waterway min fbnds so 

that they may achieve their intended statutory purposes. 

lncrease the use of user fees in financing the infrastructure. 

Remove limits on the availability of raxîxempt financing for state and local self-help 

efforts. 

Suppon more research and developrnent to accelerate technological innovations and 

for training public works professionals. 

Develop a rational capital budgeting process at al1 levels of govemment. 

According to the US Department of Commerce. infrastructure use by industry alone will increase 

by 30% in the 90s. Therefore, the council repon recommends that users and other beneticiaries pay a 

greater share of the cost of infrastructure services. In addition, while the federal government should 

remain a reliable partner in financing public works, States must also develop comprehensive infiastructure 

O financ ing strategies ( 1 89). 

9.4.3 The Federal Infmtructure Works Program 

Canada Infrastructure Works was a federal governrnent pmgram intended to accelerate the 

economic recovery by creating short-and long-term employment through investment in local 

comrnunities, while meeting the needs of renewing and enhancing the physical infraseucture in local 

communities. 

When the new federal governrnent took office in 1993, Prime Minister Chretien narned the 

Honorable An Eggleton as Minister Responsible for Infrastructure. Following the meeting of the Fint 

Ministers on December 2 1, 1993, al1 ten provinces concluded framework agreements with the federal 

govemrnent. 

The purpose of the five year program was to provide a total of $6 billion in investment in order to 

(3 O): 

Upgrade the quality of Canada's physical infiastructure in local comrnunities; 

r Provide for timely and effective ernployment creation and skills development; 

a Improve national, provincial and local economic competitiveness; and 



Promote improved environmental quality, including the introduction of 

environmentally sustainable practices and technologies. 

Examples of projects funded under the program were: 

Water treatment and distribution systems; 

Sewage and drainage facilities; 

Earthworks; 

Roadworks and related construction activities; 

Refits; and 

Constniction of public facilities 

The program was a five-year cost-shared initiative. The federal govemment contributed $2 

billion. which was matched by $4 billion from provincial and municipal govemments, for a total of $6 

billion. The federal share of the funding was allocated to each province and temtory- and to lndian 

reserves in a province- using a formula which gives equal weight to the population share and the 

unemployment rates. Each of the provinces added their own criteria to the ones specified by the federal 

govemment. 

The framework agreements specified basic criteria for the projects to be approved for fùnding 

under the Program as follows (30): 

O Incrementality and/or acceleration of investment; 

r Short- and long-tenn job creation; 

Enhancing Canada's economic competitiveness; 

Use of innovative technologies; 

r Bringing infrastructure up to cornmunity standards, codes and by-laws; 

O Enhancing environmental quality and sustainability; 

Use of sound, innovative financing techniques, which may include private capital; and 

r Distribution of program benefits within a province or temtory. 

According to Soberman's review of the program, allowing for the effects of govemment 

borrowing on future debt, the most likely estimate of net job creation over the 1994-2003 penod is 

approximately 81,000 person-y=. He cited the following strengths and weaknesses of the program 

(21 1): 

Strengths: The Program fund were, in the main, spent wisely; 

The condition of municipal infiastnicture was appreciabiy 

improved; 



W ea knesses : 

Jobs were created for persons who were largely 

unemployed; 

hprovernents in the economy are comparable to the debt 

reduction alternative; 

No serious harmful effects on the economy were identified; 

and 

Contributions were made to the quality of urban Iife. 

Level of incremental spending. Employment and other 

economic benefits are directly related to incrernentality and 

except for Quebec, there appears to have been linle serious 

effort to enforce this Program requirement. 

Approximately 60% of the hnding was directed to the 

construction of new expanded facilities; and 

There is some concem that capital subsidy programs mask 

"real" costs, encourage inefficient use of resources, and 

discourage the introduction of pricing and demand 

management. 

According to the 1995 McGilllFCM Survey. the majority of the respondents found that the 

federal program funded the most important projects in the municipalities, with 82% in agreement and 

12% in disagreement and another 6% being not sure. It was found that the larger municipalities felt that 

the program allocated funds to the most important projects on a more consistent bais  than the smaller 

municipalities. However, this rate was higher than 57% for the municipalities indicating the success of 

this program. The majority of' respondents felt that they did not share the costs of the programs that were 

not considered to be the most important. Over 75% of the respondents in each population group agreed 

that the program funded projects which were considered the most important by their municipality. The 

overwhelming majority of respondents felt that the program was effective in improving the cumnt status 

of the Canadian infrastructure. 

It is hardly surprîsing that most municipalities were pleased with this program and declared it a 

success. After all, they received funding Corn both the federal and provincial govemments, that they 

would have othemise not nceived. In addition, the pmgram had no restrictions on new construction, 

which gave the municipalities total freedom on diverting the hinds to new, visible, and politically 

O advantageous projects. In addition, how could the municipalities k sure about the program actually 



ameliorating the current state of municipal infiastructure, when most of them are ignorant of its actual 

condition, as shown by the same survey. Besides, how could a program, which funded more new 

construction, over renewal. be effective in improving the current state of municipal infrasrnichire in 

Canada. 

9.5 POLITICS OF INFRASTRUCTURE 

Since infrastructure is financed by the government it is a highly political field, which exaggerates 

the difficulties of managing the infrastructure. It is also the reason why our infrastructure is in such poor 

condition. The development, rehabilitation and replacement of infrastructure is not entirely dependent on 

whether there is an urgent need for it. but on the fact whether it is in the interest of politicians to do 

anything about it. Urban developers and business organizations will have an interest in the development 

of infrastructure that is favorable to hem. and not to the genentl society at large. For this reason, they 

often support political candidates who promise them what they need. This support is usually financial. 

which is highly unlikely to be turned down by the politicians. This in tum adds to the deterioration of out 

infrastructure since politicians are nonnally not out there to basically improve the quality of life in the 

constituency, but to please their campaign supponers and to get reelected. 

Therefore, unless businesses or private developen have a swng interest in the rehabilitntion of 

Our infrastructure, we are more likely to see the development of new infrastructure, which is highly 

visible and politically rewarding, rather than the maintenance of the existing infiastructure. which is not 

as attractive for reelection purposes. 

Another political problem that managers have to deal with is the problem of standards. Conuary 

to what we may think, engineen do not always determine the best standards. They are not really to blarne 

because the process of xtting standards is a political one involving the opinions and interests of both 

engineers and other related and interest groups. And since these standards are usually based on biased 

points of view, the result is not a rational set of standards, but a political set instead (106). 

9.5.1 Government Priorities 

The local electoral systern places many demands on public officiais (205): 

Meet carnpaign promises; 

Demonstrate substantive accomplishment; 

Secure some symbols of action and representation; and 

structure the public invehient in infrastnicture and its location. 



The link between political gain and the development of urban infrastructure is a permanent 

feature of North American politics. Our cities have largely been shaped by the needs and der ires of local 

officiais. Bridges, streets, and sewer lines are not only built because they cany some unique intrinsic 

value to some city decision maker, but also because of the larger benefits and rewards they promise (205). 

Besides elected oficials, the political value of infrastructure is also realized by public agencies 

and their managers seeking to build outside support, enhance their professional image, and enlarge their 

programs and budgets. Infrastructure programs and projects serve political purposes to urban 

professionals for rewarding an important or supportive department head, sustaining city employment and 

employee loyalty, and absorbing and allrviating fiscal pressures and budgetary crises (205). 

Politics offers an opportunity to meeting infrastructure needs. As long as elections can be won by 

resurfacing roads and votes can be gained from rebuilding sewers, infrastructure needs will continue to be 

addressed. 

Federal, statefprovincial and local regulations ofien have a combined negative effect on the 

development or rehabilitation of infrastructure. There are continuing public management problems with 

uncoordinated restrictions, redundant laws and regulations. and contradictory requirements. 

According to Gran% the Govemment should establish policies that include life-cycle costing as an 

element of infrasûucture investment analysis. In addition, the govemment should reduce regulatory 

barrien to public-works infnismicture developrnent at al1 levels of govemment. All orden of government 

should require al l agencies to consolidate, streamline, and integrate their multiple regulatory 

responsibilities. Finally, a single administrative processinglpemitting agency should be estabiished to 

shonen and improve the approval process of public-works infrastructure projects (105). 

9.5.3 Infrastructure for Job Creation 

In federal politics, infiastructure is always linked to jobs. It is believed that infiastnicture 

projects create new jobs. Various bills have been introduced into the US Congress on the premise that 

public works funding will immediateiy create thousands of new jobs. In 1982, former Secretary of 

Transportation, Drew Lewis, estimated that the gas tax increase would create 58,000 jobs for every SI 

billion spent. Although his estimate was optimistic, the mie figure is still not clear (121). 

One may assume that infiastructure is the answer to the economic crisis by menly increasing the 

quantity of infiastructure spending will not put public investment to work in helping revitalize the 



national economy. Infiastructure spending also has implications as a means of short terni economic 

stimulus. While high rates of return projects cannot be expected to contribute rignificantly to gmwth in 

net new employment, this is not to Say that infiastructure investment ought to be dismissed fiom the lin 

of near tenn priorities. 

9.5.4 Private-Sector Invoivement 

Increasingly, the politics of inframucture will move toward non-traditional solutions involving 

the private sector. Alternatives involving new types of public-private approaches will be increasingly 

sou& to attract both business. which does not want to see an expansion in govemrnent spending, and 

government leaders, who are looking for new ways of doing business with the pnvate sector. 

It is important to note that there is great divenity of viewpoints of stakeholders in the private 

sector. Different businesses have different interests in inFrastructure and not al1 private interests will 

corne to an agreement on the infrastructure issue. An example is the protests of independent trucken 

against the gas tax. Developen of residential areas may be willing to pay for infrastructure. while "no- 

growth" residents oppose them. Those interested in health will have different views about water quality 

standards than rate payers and coinpanies wanting to avoid investing in costly pollution control. 

O Therefore, future political coalitions will depend on the types of infiastructure to create, what the 

standards will be. and who will pay for the facilities and services (121). 

One of the many components of the legislative picture for infnimucture financing is in the area of 

private sector investment in infrastructure. New Jersey developed two bills aimed at allowing and 

encouraging private sector investment in wastewater treamient facilities and resource recovery facilities. 

The latter was designed to subsidize the cost of disposing of waste resources recovery facilities as 

compared to disposal at landfills. Both bills provided procedures for commutative procurement of private 

sector services in these areas, but allowing for contract negotiations. The bills provided for long term 

conuacts, and established public rate setting procedures outside the regulated utility umbrella to preserve 

possible tax benefits (6 1 1. 

In the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, Congress established the legitimacy of service contracts 

between private vendon and resource recovery and wastewater treatment services, and the public sector. 

Investment tax credits could be claimed where certain reasonable tests were met and service contracts 

established (9 1 ). 



9.6 INFRASTRUCTURE AND UGISLATION m 
9.6.1 Legislative Trends 

Bacon. finds that there seem to be only two sources of additional public funding for infrastructure 

(14): 

a New federal, state or local taxes; and 

r Diverting money fiom current operating program budgets. 

Although State and Local legislators are increasingly become aware of the infrastructure crisis. it 

will still be hard for them to address infrastructure funding Iegislatively for many reasons outlined by 

Bacon (14): 

0 The *%K-revolt" makes the public and lawmakers very unreceptive to new taxes at a11 

orders of govemment; 

r Efforts to cut the federal deficit will focus on domestic "discretionary" spending 

which supports capital projects in flood control, transit and water quality; 

Federal tax reforrn will complicate the problem for state and local governments if 

their taxes are no longer deductible on the federal tax retum. As a result, it would be 

harder to win support for increased taxes; - Lower federal marginal tau rates will reduce the favorable interest rate advantage of 

tax exempt municipal budget, driving up local and state borrowing costs for capital 

proj ects; 

r Federal t u  refom will rnake privatization projects less attractive if the investment 

tax credit and acceierated depreciation provision of the tax code are reduced or 

eliminated. State and local govemments will be faced with larger financing burdens 

with the loss of "back door" access to the federal treasury provided by privatization; - Efforts to reallocate existing revenues towards infrastructure will start fiom a very 

low base relative to the need for such funds since capital spending is at a historic low 

point; 

It will be difficult to shift resources fiorn cunent operating programs to build and 

maintain capital facilities within the contines of current revenues. This is illustrated 

by the difficulties in cutting entitlement programs and defense at the federal level, 

and this applies at the state and local level too; and 



Public works spending is caught in a stalemate between those who oppose any new 

taxes and those who oppose any reallocation of budget resources away fiom the 

current operating programs. 

According to Bacon, we can expect the following actions fiom suite and local legislaton (14): 

The increased visibility of infiastructure projects will lead legislaton to allocate 

"windfalls" and other one time surpluses to capital projects. Unfominately, this is a 

very short-term solution to a problem requiring long-term actions; 

Efforts will be made to enact marginal improvements to the use of debt financing for 

public capital projects, such as bond banks, state supported bond pools to cut local 

borrowing costs. However, these do not address the basic need for a larger cash flow 

to support capital projects not funded by user fees; 

Local governments will be required to meet matching fund requirements in order to 

obtain access to limited new sources of capital outlay funds at the state level. 

However, this use of Ieverage will help increase total capital spending at the coa of 

some loss of local control; 

As the infrastructure crises wonens. we can expect the creation of more state level 

commissions to study the problem and raise the level of public visibility of this issue; 

and 

The superior taxing and bormwing capabilities of the States over local govemments, 

will gradually lead to reliance on state funding of primarily local capital projects. 

This rnay decrease local control of key infiastructure decisions that will shape the 

location, pattern. and timing of urban gmwth. 

Proposais to leverage public capital resources and to stimulate investment of private capital in 

public works usually requires federal and state legislation. Some exarnples of US legislation related to 

infrastructure are: 

Oregon and Washington have enacted legislation to assist local govemments in 

financing infrastructure; 

In New Jersey and Massachusetts comprehensive legislation was under consideration 

to establish Infrastructure Banks; and 

0 New Jersey amended laws to allow private investment in wastewater treatment and 

resource recovery facilities; 



There were numerous bills in Congress to survey infiastructure needs and provide new funding 

@ sources, but nme have ro far been enacted. One pmposal in the Houre was to establish a National 

Infrastructure Fund to loan money to states to capitalize infrastnrcture banks. In addition, Senate 

considered legislation to grant such funds to States (6 1). 

Public officiais, in general, recognize the need for legislation to facilitate infrastructure renewal 

and its tinancing and have called for regdatory reform which refers to a reduced regulatory burden such 

as less red tape, increased efficiency, and Iower cost of cornpliance or construction. This would ease the 

way for infrastructure financing, however, changes in regulatory policy directed at eliminating 

irnpediments to investment are also necessary (6 1). 

States and localities must be able to finance their capital needs without undue interference from 

the federal govemment. The Congress, govemon and mayors, are exploring ways to increase the ability 

of stares and localities to use tax-exernpt financing. Through the tax-exemption on municipal bond 

interest. states and localities are able to leverage minimal federal assistance into substantial capital for 

investment. This synem allows the federal governmmt to encourage public investment without extensive 

federal involvement (235). 

The Rebuild America Coalition endones the recommendations of the Anthony Commission and 

supports the foliowing legislative initiatives (235): 

Ease restrictions on tnx-exempt bonds: The Coalition supports legislation that 

would ease some of the more onerous restrictions on tax-exempt bonds through 

increasing the annual issuance limit for the arbitrage rebate exemption h m  $5 

million to $10 million; indexing the statewide private-activity bond volume caps for 

inflation; increasing the annual issuence limit for bankqualified tax-exempt bonds 

from $10 million to $25 million; and clarifying the definition of investment-type 

property. This legislation would be simiiar to the Public Finance and Infrastnicture 

Invesünent Act of 1993 (HR 3630) inhoduced by Rep. Bill Coyne during the 103rd 

Congress. 

Create tax-exempt municipal savings bonds: The Coalition supports legislation 

that would modiQ certain rules applied to tax-exempt bonds stnictured to be sold as 

zerosoupon bonds in srnaIl denominations to individuals. Such bonds are sirnilar in 

nature to U.S. Series EE bonds, used by investors to Save for things iike a fm-time 

home, college education and retirement By making it easier for issuers to offer new 



types of securities designed to meet investon' specific needs, such legislation would 

provide States and localities with more flexible fmancing options and greater liquidity 

for their debt. The new "mini-bonds" would also provide a mechanism thmugh 

which a broader spectmm of individual investon could participate in the process of 

improving the infrastructure of their comrnunities. 

Reform alternative minimum tax treatment on municipal bond interest: The 

Coalition supports legislation that would eliminate a11 taxation of tax-exempt bond 

interest under the corporate alternative minimum tax (AMT). This would bmaden 

the capacity of corporate entities to invest in public projects, retum demand to the 

municipal securities market, and reduce borrowing cos& for suites and localities. 

Since 1986, the AMT has discouraged capital investment by making certain tax- 

exempt securities less attractive to potential purchasers. Reducing or eliminating the 

applicability of the AMT to tax-exempt bond interest would retum a considerable 

amount of the dernand and liquidity to the tax-exempt bond market that was 

depressed by 1986 tax reforms. Currently. there is a provision in HR 1215, 

introduced by Ways and Means committee chairman Bill Archer, that would 

eliminate the application of the corporate AMT to municipal bond interest after 

December 3 1, 1995. 

Enhance secondary market for infrastructure debt: The Coalition supports 

legislation that would create stnictured instmments on the secondary market by 

"secuntizing" tax-exempt bonds and infrastructure loans. Sirnilar to the secondary 

market for residential mortgages, the securitization process for infrastructure debt 

would combine traditional bank Iending and the sale of securities to public investon. 

A secondary market would provide a cost-effective, private sector solution to meeting 

the infrastructure credit needs of state and local govemments and private entities 

charged with meeting fedenil and state mandates. Enactment of legislation would 

fiee up significant amounts of investment dollars for infrastructure financing and 

would lower the marginal borrowing costs for state and local issuers. 

Remove barriers ia the tPI code to publidprivate partnenhips: The Coalition 

supports the creation of a new category of tax-exempt bonds that would be called 

"Mandated Infnismicture Facility bonds" or "ME bonds." MIF bonds could be 

issued by local or state governments ta finance the construction or acquisition of an 



infrastnichire facility that is mandated by the federal govemment or to pay for that 

part of an existing infrastructure facility that is required to be nnovated or 

nhabilitated in order to comply with a federal mandate. 

Other examples of legislation related to infrastructure include the Clean Water Act was last 

amended in 1987 and authorizations under those amendments for federal financial assistance for 

municipal wastewater treatment construction have expired. It has been the US'S moa successful 

environmental infrastructure program. Since its inception in 1972, the quality of the water on over 50,000 

miles of waterways has improved significantly as a result of the fedenil government, -tes and local 

communities joining together to finance water pollution facilities-sewers and wastewater treannent 

plana. These capital facilities have also generated substantial economic growth. 

Finally. in the 104th Congress. the U.S. House of Representatives has approved legislation (HR 

961) to reauthorize the Clean Water Act. This bill includes authorization for the wastewater state 

revolving loan fund program at $2.25 billion in fiscal year 1996 and $2.30 billion in fiscal years 1997 

through 2000. It also relieves municipalities from burdensome study and planning requirements that were 

camed over from the former construction grants program (235). 

a 9.6.2 Infrastructure Banks 

An infrannicture bank can be put into place more easily if state and local govemments volunteer 

to surrender some of their current borrowing capacity in exchange for this new financing vehicle. Federal 

policy should allow local discretion in deciding how any new infrastructure dollars are spent. Petenon 

finds that if infrastructure finance is a priority. these govemments might consider or be requind to 

consider offsening reductions in the volume of taxsxempt debt issued to support middle-income housing 

mongages or industrial development ( 1 88). 

New Jersey pioneered the development of inncvative financing mechanisms to meet 

infrastructure tinancing needs through a Infrastructure Bank. Financial aspects of this proposa1 were 

developed over more than a year, beginning in early 1982, and embodied in enabling legislation for 

consideration by the State Legislature. Although its legislation was designed for New Jersey, 

Massachusetts also rnodeled its program afler it with minor modifications. The New Jersey infhstructure 

Bank legislation was designed to meet four goals (6 1 ): 

Leverage public financial resources; 

Provide stable and continuous sources of fiinds; 

a Minimize the local impact of changes in spending patterns or mechanisrns; and 



Reduce the State's reliance on the issuance of general obligation debt to meet its 

infiastructure needs, helping to insure retention of the State's triple-A credit rating. 

The legislation established a non-protit financing organization authorized to accept fùnds From a 

variety of sources including federal grants. pmceeds of state general obligation bonds, state 

appropriations for the general fund and specific revenues dedicated to the bank (6 1). 

9.7 FUTURE PUBLIC1 GOVERNMENT POLICY FOR INSTRASTRUCTURE AND A 

SUSTAIN..LE FUTURE 

For further development to occur in the engineering and construction field, the rate of innovation 

needs to be accelerated and the current barries to the innovation process removed. Innovation has a key 

role in achieving development which is environrnentally sustainable. The Govemment can play a 

significant role in promotinp innovation since the construction industry is too fragmented and individual 

companies cannot adequately protect their own innovations. The benefits to sustainability are just too 

great for the government to ignore. 

9.7.1 Regioaal Planning Boards 

Currentiy, land use is predominately a local governrnent issue and transportation is a s h e d  

responsibiiity of federal, provincial/state, and special districts in which local cities and towns usually play 

a minor role (62). This can create problems when trying to integrate urban triuisportation and land use 

planning. The process would be a lot simpler if transportation planning and land use decisions were made 

by the same body. 

The StatesfProvinces have given local governments powen to control the character of 

development but have reiained control over major highways, the backbone of metropolitan transportafion 

systems, leaving feeder roads and transit systems rnoaly to local control. This division arnong 

statelprovincial and local govemments has failed to produce rational or systematic strategies for 

developrnent of metropolitan areas, in which mon North Americans nside and work. In order to bridge 

this govemance gap, the federal governrnent must encourage the formation of regional or metropolitan 

agencies to provide information on growth trends, prepare long-range plans to meet future needs, and 

support implernentation efforts . 
Regional organizations exist in almost every metropditan area to provide forums for cwrdinating 

the plans of local govemments. Unfoitunately, they are seidom effective in curbing the land use excesses 



of local govemments or punuing coordinated metropolitan growth strategies. They usually just provide 

data, services, and some planning (190). 

Often the decisions of these regional and state/provinciai agencies are influenced more by the 

laws and regulations under which they operate than the local needs. The mult is a mismatch between 

transportation and land use decisions making the results inefficient and environmentally darnaging (21). 

Most regional plans are only advisory since few regional agencies have the power to coerce local 

governments to respect regional plans. and regionwide mtegies usually vary significantly fiom plans of 

individual local govemments. Agencies that have the power to require local plans to confon to regional 

goals, frequently avoid the hard choices since they are financially dependent on their constituent local 

govemments and basically controlled by them. In addition, the jurisdictions of most regional agencies 

encornpass areas that are either too small or too large for effective control of rnetropolitan growth. Many 

include wide rural areas that will not be urbanized for several decades, thus diffusing their urban focus. 

Regional organizations are able to mobilize support for regionwide strategic planning and action 

for serious and common issues for al1 jurisdictions, if they have suficient powers. Metro, the regional 

planning agency in Portland, Oregon, is one of the most powerful regional agencies in the US with 

responsibility for land-use and transportation planning. It has an elected council with legislative power to 

require local govemments to adjust their plans to comply with regionally adopted plans for land use and 

transportation. 

Metropolitan regions are needed to look out for the metropolitan good and to consider the future 

development of the region as a whole and incorponiting the saategies for sustainable development. Such 

organizations should have the mission and budget to formulate workable regional plans, and powen to 

influence funding ailocations and implernenting reguiations throughout the region, and ovemding 

decisions made by local councils on critical issues. in general, they should be responsible for detennining 

the conformance of local plans with regional pians and reporting inconsistencies to the local govemments 

( 190). 

It is important to note that regional municipalities are dificult to implement in some areas, such 

as the Island of Montreal, because there are! simply too many municipalities with different goals and 

agendas. Most of them should be either merged as was done for Laval or else a more powerful regional 

rnunicipality should be created. The cumnt systern in Montreal is so bad, that the municipalities are 

having troubles agreeing on a solid waste recycling program, let alone sustainable development. 



9.72 Sustainable Development Legislation 

The increase in political involvement in environmental issues has led to several new Iaws 

goveming sustainable development and its effects on the environment. Many of them were influenceci by 

public servants working at the municipal level, as well as government oficials such as environment 

rninisters. The following are some curent federal laws related to sustainable development (52): 

Canadian Environmental Protection Act; 

Clean Air Act; 

Migratory Birds Act; 

Fisheries Act; 

Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act; 

i-fazardous Products Act; 

Hazardous Materials information Review Act; 

Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act; 

The Atomic Energy Control Act; 

International Boundary Waters Treaty Act; 

Navigable Waters Protection Act; 

Northern Inland Waters Act; and 

Territorial Lands Act. 

Canadian legislation conceming sustainable developrnent usually provides an endorsement of the 

idea of sustainable developrnent but without details on how it may be achieved. The Canadian 

govemment should follow the Iead of the Protection of the Environment Administration Act of New 

South Wales, which attempts to move from the philosophical to the practical by identifying principles in 

decision making that are consistent with sustainable development. 

There appean to be a high degree of agreement about the nature of sustainable development and 

its intent at a philosophical level. However, there tends to be significantly less agreement, even within 

the jurisdiction, about it is to be achieved through decision rnaking and actions. This is like having 

decided on an ultimate destination, but disagreeuig on the mode of transportation to use to get there (21 3). 

Sustainable development must be developed fiirther at the policy level for it to be implemented 

properly. Its inclusion in legislation as a purpose or intent, is not suficient. The lack of action pians in 

legislation means that attainmeot of the goals of sustainable development is improbable. The lack of 



specific principles to follow or goals to strive for, leaves statutory decision makers uncertain as to what 

sustainable developrnent requirer of them. 

We have a long way to go in achieving sustainable development. We must hope that this very 

popular concept does not become so inflated with good intentions that it will inevitably bum. 

A 1990 study conducted by the Canadian Environment Assessrnent Research Council identified 

the fol lowing barriers to the integration of environmental considerations into federal public polic y 

decision-making (29): 

Lack of clear objective; 

Insufficient political will; 

Tendency of government actoo to define issues narrowly according to the prevailing 

focus of their programs or department; 

Absence of institutional or social incentives; 

Absence of accountability; 

Bureaucratie policies and inertia; 

Lack of information mechanisms to help rnonitor progress; 

Lack of scientific knowledge about the significance of impacts; 

Lack of economic and other analytical tools to facilitate integrated decision making; 

and 

Inter-de partmental and inter-jurisdiction fragmentation of responsibility. 

In general. law refonn initiatives help to promote infrastructure sustainable development. The 

government has to implement laws that prescribe or proscribe certain behavior such as the dumping of 

recyclable materials like steel beams, to encourage recycling and the reduction of waste generation. They 

could also ban demolit ion unless proven unavoidable. 

Govemments need to pass legislation to help structure decision-making in certain existing 

practices such as the current contracting and bidding system. Govemment regdations could require that 

contracts be awarded based on expenence and eligibility of the construction firms rather then on price. 

Govemment should incorporate the notions of sustainable design and life cycle costing in the national 

building code. lt needs to establish sustainability criteria for licensing, approval and screening authorities 

like it was done in the case of the proposed British Columbia Sustainability Act and the Provincial Land 

Use Strategy. 

Recently, the govemment began to include the promotion of sustainable development explicitly in 

mandates of departments and al1 organizations, such as the Manitoba Mines and Minerats Act. Other 



examples include establishing sustainability criterias for public policy decision-making in the Mandatory 

Environmental Assessrnent Policies, Ontario Environment Bill of Rights and the forthcorning 

amendments to the federal Auditor General Act requiring ail departments to promulgate sustainable 

strategies and action plans. 

The govemment needs to create standards to protect ecological integrity. This couid be achieved 

by irnposing environmental protection legislation based on the ecosystem approach, such as the pollution 

prevention provisions of the Fishenes Act. In addition, creating incentives, such as carbon tax in which 

the cost of carbon-based fbels accounts for the extemal environmental cost of its use, will also protect the 

environment and ensure efficient use of resources. 

Finally, laws cm create institutions to generate information and prornote shared values and 

knowledge about sustainable developrnent, such as the National Round Table on the Environment and the 

Economy (NRTEE). It could also create institutions to collect and publicly distribute information about 

progress towards sustainable development such as the federal State of the Environment Reporting Ofice. 

an to ensure cornpliance with principles of infrastructure sustainability such as the Canadian 

Environmental Assessrnent Agency and the Commissioner for Sustainable Developrnent (29). 

The law's capacity to accomplish the objectives discussed in this chapter is limited. The content 

and the implementation of laws depend on political will and therefore required behavioral changes and 

education of the society. The public needs to know the importance of infra~tfllcture sustainable 

development and its impact on society. 

The Council of Academies of Engineering and Technological Sciences (CAETS) urges the 

actions below (237): 

Governments should: - Encourage industq to develop environmentally advantageous technologies through 

provisions of incentives such as market-opening measures and intellectuai-property 

protection; 

Suppon univenities and other research institutions to develop environmentally 

advantageous technologies; - Pursue arrangements for monitoring and assessing environmental conditions and their 

economic implications; - Pmmote new generations of environmental technologies through international 

collaboration; and 



Recognize oppomuiities and limitations of technology in making international 

agreements on environmental issues. 

According to Thom, some countries in Europe are considenng legislation that will require return 

of products to manufac~rers after use. This would introduce a new dimension into the design of 

products. Some major car manufacturers are aiready looking into this approach. Engineers in Europe are 

already thinking about designing buildings with components and materials that can be recycled into the 

next generation of buildings (237). 

In Sweden, municipalities are required by national law to develop cornprehensive plans that take 

into account land base, physical infrastructure, social factors, and environmental considerations. Swedish 

rnunicipalities have the legislrtive power to introduce environrnental standards based on local priorities 

and preferences, a power broadened by direct taxation mechanisms that broaden the municipal tax base 

(9 1 1. 

Construction and Dernolition Lwislation 

We may need to consider a regulatory approach to source separation, although it will most likely 

rneei strong resistance from the construction industry. Governments may consider including source 

separation in the conditions for constant for public works. 

The Canadian Federal Government established a goal of 50% reduction in solid waste genenition 

by the year 2000 through the 1990 Govemrnent of Canada's "Green Plan". Some of the reasons that Ied 

to this goal were: 

a The ever increasing rate of waste generation; 

Reduction in landfill capacity; and 

0 Public intolerance to the expansion of or creation of new dump sites. 

However, this plan did not lead to much C&D legislation at both the provincial and the federal 

levels. The exception being the Ontario Regdations lO2/94 and 103194 which target (1 38): 

Large industrial waste producen; 

Large commercial waste producen; 

a Large institutional waste producea; and 

Building construction and dernolition projects with over 2000 square meters in gross 

floor area. 

While this is a step in the right direction, it does not address the C&D waste that is generated by 

smaller construction projects and al1 renovation projects, which fom a majority of the projects that take 



place. Another problem with this legislation is that it excludes the C&D waste generated on crown 

properties, which in tum excludes large waste generators such as the Department of National Defense. In 

addition, the general contractor is responsible for its implementation. This legislation should be 

expanded to C&D projects of al1 sizes and it must be applied to a11 of the provinces, and not just Ontario. 

Only when waste reduction is practiced in al1 parts of the country and on projects of al1 sizes, there will 

be a reasonable chance of change in our solid waste crisis. 

9.7.3 Internalivng Environmental Costs: Policy for Urban Traasportatioo 

Public policies and public institutions tend to play supporting rathrr than principal roles in 

determinhg metropolitan growth patterns. Metropolitan development is driven by market forces that are 

only marginally influenced by regulations and public policies. The market indicates land use and 

transportation preferences, and public policy decisions usually are keyed to market choices. Public 

decision making may modify the actions of the marketplace but to a small degree. However, 

mnsportation systems offer public officiais a powerful tool for influencing urban fom and quality (206). 

Environmental issues have assumed a growing importance for transport policy makers and the 

environment has moved to the forefront of the political agenda. Govemments can take action in a number 

of ways. They can impose regulation. steer behavior by market signals through fiscal policy. and also 

publish information and se& ta change public attitudes are. the longer terni. 

The transport sector has been the subject of considenble government intervention, regulation and 

planning. Transport supply is manipulated for a variety of reasons such as achieving mobility, regional 

development and equity, ali at the expense of the environment. While such intervention failures are 

known in other secton, they are cenainly severe in the transport field. Therefore, many of the cunent 

problems being faced today, are not due to traditional market failures, but are the by products of 

deliberate policy initiatives ( 19). 

Since tmspon's conmbutions to global wming  are the consequences of a hierarchy of 

decisions mging fiom where and how a subdivision will be built to how to get to work today, policy 

responses cm be directed at several levels of decision. Policy can influence (206); 

The public investment decisions that determine what kind and quality of transport 

options are avaiIable; 

a The private investment and market decisions that detemine what kind of vehicles are 

offered for sale; 

0 People's location decisions for development, homes, and workplaces; 



Vehicle purchase decisions; and 

Travel and mode choices. 

No single policy instrument will solve the problem due to transportation's important and complex 

role in the North American econorny and the magnitude of changes that would be required decrease or 

eliminate its contribution to global warming. Since passenger travel in cities represents the largest share 

of North American transport energy use and greenhouse emissions, the largest reductions in emissions 

will corne from measures directed at reducing the energy consumed in urban passenger travel. This can 

be achieved by increasing the eficiency of vehicles, influencing how people travel and by what modes. 

Because private light vehicles are the dominant mode of uavel, measum to increase their eficiency are 

liable to have the greatest effect on transport greenhouse emissions (206). 

The national interest can be served through the development and maintenance of a sustainable 

program for the delivery of transportation services that strengthen national and international 

competitiveness, maintain national security, promote the achievement of national clean air goals, enhance 

energy eficiency, and improve the overall quality of life (2 1 ). 

Many bureaucrats prefer the old systern because they designed it have been committed to it 

throughout their careers. Sustainable development does not fit within the old structures since new 

systems will redefine turf, cross over carefully maintained departmental and jurisdictional boundaries, 

require new rkillr, new thinking, and new people. Thenfore, most bureaucrats see it as a major threat. 

For the past many decades. a wide variety of subsidies, both public and private, have been 

devised to support the automobile, which moa of the driven do not even realize: Most of these subsidies 

are channeled through development itself, in the form of parking requirements, fees and pmperty 

dedication to roadway enlargement, etc. The best way to bring balance to the economic incentives in the 

nansportation system is to remove them from the auto system. 

Economic disincentives to road use must be increased. These should complement the effects of 

strong planning. Road pricing, coupled with stringent development control in and around suburbs, could 

reduce car use. Other elements may include increased taxation on fucl and on vehicles. 

Lnstead of pricing emissions, governments typically attempt to control directiy the amount of 

waste emitted. They choose direct control of the quantity of emissions rather than indirect, but more 

efficient, control through pricing. Sustainable development provides a difficult challenge for us all, but it 

also provides a unique opportunity to make changes which will create a healthier economy and 

environ men^ 



Market-based economic policy instruments are firmly grounded in the legislative and regdatory 

system. These instruments stimulate research into and developrnent of leading-edge technology and 

alternative production techniques, products and services. This form of research and developrnent (R&D) 

incentive is the best type, because the market for results is established tint. In addition, the proper design 

and implementation of market-based instruments stimulates practical and marketable M D  because the 

coa  structure of exiaing environmental usage, waste, and emissions are better understood. Market-based 

instruments provide clear incentives to profit from environmental R&D by irnplying that businesses can 

do well by doing good ( 14 1 ). 

An environrnentally sustainable economy depends on improving the eficiency of resources use 

across secton, and efficiency is largely driven by economics. Economic instruments can provide long- 

term advance notice of increasing stnngency tu industry, allowing them to evaluate new process 

technology and plan investment over longer periods (1 4 1 ). 

Govemrnents can tax. borrow, and spend, and if taxing and bomving comprise the govemment's 

basic course of action, then economic instruments are the natural tools to use. A well designed set of 

market economy based policy instruments for sustainable developrnent will allow the integration of 

environmental and economic factors into practical choices of everyday life (2 1). 

"lf environment ministers ore ro clean up the world cheaply, they need 

to make friends with finance ministers. They could show that greenery offers a 

wonderfui chance for imaginative rar reform. Most rich coumies face 

shrinking wor@orces eariy in the next century. The economic growth will hmte 

a come entirely from using more capital, or /rom technicd innovation. By 

cutting taxes on Idour, governments can remove one disincentive to join the 

job marke~ by curring taxes on capitaI, one disincentive to suve. But taxing the 

use of nnturol resources- be they oil, or cadmium, or the dirt absorbing 

capacity of the atmosphere- govemmmts cm not onlj pay for Iower tmes on 

labour and swing; they c m  alm rnake markets work better, by eensuring that 

prices reflect the full costs of economic actbity ...IF inmce] rninisters cm do 

more green good than al1 their spendthrijl colleagues by scrapping subsidies 

und tax breaks. and making sure those raw-material prices which are under 

their control me  nor set below market levels. Such policies are not just badfor 

the economy: they me  bad fur the environment. IOO. ( 1 4 1 ) 



The right economic incentives can encourage economic activity that is clean, efficient, and 

O competitive, and being competitive in national and international markets is a rneans to prosperity. 

Generat acceptance of the connection between prosperity and sustainable development would clarif'y the 

direction our govemments can take to prepare for the economic and environmental challenges of the next 

century. When sustainable developrnent is thought of as an opportunity rather than a cost, the path for 

innovat ive approaches to integrating economic and environmental goals is cleared ( 1 4 1 ). 

Hawken points out thaf "We are so battered by the insults of the existing system that we fail to 

see how creative are the alternatives." ( 1  19) The economy needs to be redesigned by shifiing most if not 

al1 the taxes presently denved from income and payroll taxes to taxes on pollution. environmental 

degradation, and non-renewable energy consumption. These green taxes or green fees would be 

incorporated into the price a Company or customer pays for a resource, product, or service, and they 

create powerfu l incent ives to revise and constant1 y improve methods of production, distribution, and 

consumption, as well as a means to reconsider our wants and needs. These green taxes would give people 

positive incentives to avoid them, and give people ways to respond, change, invent and innovate. 

There are opportunities to build a more productivity-enhancing tax structure based on "green 

taxes" and other market based policy instruments. Some examples of economic incentives are ( 14 1 ): 

Tradable Permits: A cap, or planned reduction of the emission in question 

mua be established. A system if tradable permits 

provides certainty for achieving environmental goals, 

but allows the cost to be established by the market. 

Full Cost Pricing: This refers to the full incorporation of al1 environmental 

externalities into the prke of goods and services. 

Full Cost Aceouiting: This refers to extemalities, but often means accounting 

for resource depletion as well as environmental 

externalities. 

User Fees: The purpose of user fees is to put the burden of cost 

more fairly on the specific usen of the product or 

service rather than hiding the true c o s  in general tax 

revenues and subsidiu'ng the heavy users at the expense 

of others. Examples of user fees are charging for 

highway travel or higher registration fees for heavier or 

less fbel efficient vehicles. 



a EaviroamentalTaxes, These can be applied to virtually any undesirable 

Fees or Emhsion phenornenon. An example would be a carbon tax set 

Charges: suficiently high enough to reduce emissions 

significantly. 

Although this section concentrates on urban transportation as an example, policy instruments for 

intemalizing environmental costs can be formulated for other infrastructure activities as well, such as 

construction and dernolition. where the cost of building new facilities rather than renovating existing ones 

would cost more, and it would cost less to reuse materials rather than new ones. 

9.7.4 Infrastructure Lobby 

The issue of infrastructure is a familiar one to politicians at a11 levels. In order to ensure that they 

remain aware uf the challenges that have to be met, a large number of infrastructure lobby groups have 

been generated. The following infrastmcture lobbying goals state very well the legislative achievements 

that the legislature should strive for in the yean to corne (234): 

Create public awareness of the need to increase infrastructure investment and 

infrastructure's role in building the nation's economy and improving the productivity 

of the nation; 

Promote the economic benefits of job creation througb public and private 

infrastructure investrnent; 

Encourage govemment action at the federal, state and local levels to increase 

infrastructure funding; 

Encourage innovations in technology, tinancing, and public-private partnerships; 

Encourage formation of similar suite and/or local coalitions; and 

Foster joint cooperation among the public and private sector organizations in support 

of resolving the nation's public works crisis. 

Local govemments and their representatives need to become part of the process of influencing the 

statdprovincial and federal polices. NACO adopted an inten'm policy resolution on infiastructure ne& 

in 1983, summarized as follows (240): 

Local government inframucture needs are too large for them to haodle with their 

cunent resources; 



Since county govemrnents have the responsibility for major portions of the nation's 

infrastructure systems, they should be involved from the start with the development 

and implementation of a national policy; 

Rural and urban needs should be considered on an equitable bais in the developrnent 

of national polices and programs; 

Local govemments should qualify for public works grants and loans primarily on the 

basis of their infntrtnicture needs and unemployment factors; 

The federai govemment should move to consolidate infrastructure grants and loan 

programs with the goal of maxirnizing local govemment flexibility, decision making, 

and priority setting; 

The tax-exempt status of municipal bonds should not be changed in any aspect of 

infrastructure financing legislation; 

Local govemment matching requirements should be min imized especially for 

economically depressed areas with a demonstrated inability to pay; and 

Federal seed funds for infrastructure banks should supplement rather than replace 

existing gram programs. 

Infrastructure Iobbyists should be aware of the following legislative goals and punue them (234): 

There should be no fiuther funding reductions in existing federal programs that 

address infrastructure needs: 

The existing federal infrastructure m a  funds must be continued, adequately funded, 

and fully expended for their intended purposes; 

Federal restrictions on the use of tax-exempt financing for infiastructure purposes 

should be eliminated; 

A federal capital infrastructure program should be created to provide assistance to 

states and localities in meeting infrastructure needs; and 

A federal long-tenn, multi-year capital budget shouid be established. 

9.7.5 National Infrutructure Policy 

The North American infiastructure systern with its present laws, is not effective. Several people 

suggest changing the present infrastnicnire system legislation to solve the infiastructure crisis. However, 

there is disagreement on whether this new infktructure poky should be a national policy or not. 



According to some experts such as Netzer, the infrastnicture crisis is a local problem rather than a 

national one. Deficiencies in the nation's infrastnctun are not univenal, but concentrated regionally and 

within regions. The condition of infrasaucture poses problems everywhere, but these problems differ 

form place to place and their impact is localized. These experts do admit that some of the public capital 

pmvided by state and local govemments provide benefits that spi11 over boundaries, particularly for 

environmental and transportation facilities. However. these spilIovers are mostly to adjacent jurisdictions 

and not national in scope. Therefore, since we seem to have mostly local problems, a national 

infrastructure policy will not be appropriate (2 13). 

These experts go as Far as to discuss the degree to which we do need a national policy to spend 

money on infrastructure renewal. For instance, if the state elects not to mise adequate funds to support 

highway capital spending needs, is this a national problem? Some Say that it might be if large portions of 

the highways were used for inter-state uavel and long joumeys. But most trips are shon. Moreover, do 

our national concems about energy and the environment justify a national policy? Should the govemment 

provide transportation aid to al1 states that encourage the shift from private to public transportation? The 

extension of the Surface Transportation Act in 199 1. showed that the more federal-aid Iegislation tries to 

achieve those objectives that merit national concem, the more the states cornplain about Congress and the 

Administration interfering with state and local priorities. In Canada, the federal govemment has even 

more difficuhies than the US in parring new by-iaws or sirnply irnporing changes. What ir then the 

advantage of a national policy? 

Instead of a national policy, these experts propose the decentralization of public works as a 

possible solution to the infntmucture crisis. Decentnilization can be defined as the transfer of 

responsibility for planning, management and the raising and allocation of resources h m  the central 

government to the local govemments, private enterprises and non-govemmental organizations. There is a 

general consensus that such organizations cm manage the infrastructure and deliver the services to the 

community in a more efficient and effective way than the central govenunent (173). There are four types 

of decentralization (203): 

Deconcentration: It is the redistribution of administrative and financial and 

management responsibilities for providing public services 

and infrastnicnire among different orders of government 

andor within the central government. ft is of?en 

considered the weakest fom of decentralization. 

Delegation: Through delegation, central govemments transfer 



Devolution: 

Privatization: 

responsibility to semi-autonomous organizations not 

wholly controlled by them, but ultimately, accountable to 

hem, such as municipalities. 

This involves tramferring responsibilities for services to 

the municipalities that raise their own revenues and make 

their own investment decisions. 

This encourages and ailows services to be provided by 

businesses, community groups, cooperatives. srnail 

enterprises, etc., under the authority of govemmenu. 

Although centralized decision making has been questioned by many due to its inability to take 

into account local needs, circumstances and environmental sensitivities in infmtructure investment, 

operating, or pricing decisions. it can still play an import role in infrastructure planning and management 

in the following ways (9 1 ): 

Sening technological and pricing standards for pricing, thereby facilitating its 

implementation; 

Coordinating planning and delivery of land use and physical inframucture in major 

metropolitan areas covering sevenil municipal jurisdiction; and 

Developing national environmental standards for various types of inframucture 

facilities, energy effkiency, etc. 

However, infrastructure for most people, while largely a local matter, has strategic national 

importance. The society's pmductivity and the quality of life depends on local infiastructure. Aschauer 

has amibuted as much as 60% of the decline of US productivity since 1960 to the shift in govemment 

spending priorities away from public works. As a result, a national infiastructure policy is necessary 

(1 53). Besides, federal involvement is crucial since the federal govemment and other national agencies 

play an important role in developing standards such as the National Building Code, which may be 

adopted by provincial and local regdatory agencies (96). 

Despite the fact that infrastnicture is crucial for the nation's economy and standard of living, 

there is no federal agency responsible for infnisaucture policy. The responsibility, is instead, distributed 

among several federal agencies that have independent roles in the development or regulation of specific 

modes such as transportation, energy supply and transport, telecommunications, and water resources 

( 1  5 1). There needs to be a federal strategy for public works infrastnicture renewal and MD. Its absence 



usually results in each infiastructure component being considered independently of other components, in 

policy, pianning, and execution (40). 

The govemment should create an institute or a rninistry on inhtructure alone, which shall be 

responsible for planning, constructing, operating and maintaining infrastructure. It would also provide 

leadership in the national evolution of infrastructure policy and will be the point of contact for 

international exchange on issues reiated to global infiastructure needs and impacts. Finally, it would be a 

clearinghouse for research and development information exchange and perhaps for limited funding for 

pol icy-related researches. 

The institution would also have to esüiblish a national infrastructure needs assessment program 

after making an inventory of al1 existing facilities. In addition, it will have to create its own national code 

of infrastructure for the design, consmiction. operation, management, and maintenance. This couid be 

done by reviewing the existing technical standards. Such a national infrastructure code would provide the 

following benefits (1 53): 

lrnprove industrial productivity and competitiveness by promoting the wide spread 

use of cost-effective technologies: and 

Reduce interprovincial and municipal bam'en to the creation of a larger, more 

uniform domestic market. 

The national infrastructure policy should assert that the nation's infrastructure should be managed 

in a coordinated manner to provide optimum services. This could be achieved by forging strong links 

between the infrasaucture institute and the local and statdprovincial govemments which are more aware 

of local needs. Municipal govemments have to be involved in the decision making process and the 

selection of projects to be built, nplaced or rehabilitated (153). This would require that municipal 

official such as the municipal engineer, the councilon and the mayor, be aware of the infrastructure cnsis 

and the importance of its renewal. People in charge need to take initiatives that benefit the society in the 

long run, even if they go against the people's will. For instance, the liberal party decided to focus its 

national policy on deficit reduction while most people were in favor of creating more jobs. Although job 

creating is very important, it is a short-tem solution CO our economic decline, while deficit reduction has 

long-term implications. 

The national policy has to promote and implement a strategy focused on repairing our existing 

infrastructure, rather than constmcting new facilities. It should consider not issuing construction permits 

to projects that do not have any maintenance policies and budgets, and/or do not use alternative h d i n g  

hancing mechanisms. 



Finally, the policy should assure that resources are directed to solving problems that faIl outsi t  

the capabilities of stiWprovincia1 and local govemments, such as infrastructure bank in the US. 

Today's inhamucture problems require innovative solutions that take into account the national 

spending trends. the federal deficit, and individual state/provincial needs. Legislation efforts should 

focus on the development of stateiprovincial programs to manage and leverage public financial resources, 

and to attract and facilitate investment of private capital. This would require, arnong other things, 

technical assistance to the govemments in making financial decisions. Creative legislation at the federal 

and state/pmvincial levels, offers one of the greatest promises for long tenn, coordinated, and flexible 

solutions to the infrastructure crisis (6 1). 

Progress towards infrastructure sustainable development will require systemic integration of 

environmental, social and economic considerations in ongoing decision-making at all levels of society. 

Law reform can play an important role in promoting this integration by introducing new ideas, creating 

new structures and mandating new processes. However, we should not wait for legislation to pass before 

acting. Legislation will only be introduced or passed if there is political will and public support. 

Even though not responsible constitutionally. the federal government is morally responsible for 

preserving our national infiastructure. The input of local and statdprovincial govemments is also needed 

since they are more aware of iocal needs and more eficiently maintain infnisoucture facilities. Lobby 

groups and other organization such as the FCM and NACO are essential to the ensure upkeep and 

continued financing for the infrastructure. The problem however, is that lobby groups should try and 

educate ail parties involved and not just the federal government. For instance, the FCM targets the 

federal govemrnent for more hnding but fails to educate its own members fiom wasting existing 

resources and adopting new and innovative techniques for infrastnichire nnewal. Its focus is too limited 

in trying to mise money for its mernben and should also tum townrd the municipalities that it promises to 

serve and have hem change their ways. 

Most impomtly, since the federal govemment does not have any funds to direct towards the 

infiastructure and cannot fiord to reallocate nsources form other fedenil programs, it should work on a 

national infnistncture policy needed to provide a framework for solving the current infiastructure crisis. 

This policy should establish recognition of the nation's importance of local innasmicture and enforce the 



pnnciples of Iife cycle coaing through national building codes. The federal govemment should also help 

find alternative fomr of financing and create publie awareness about the infiastructure criris. 

It should be pointed out that the US is far ahead in recognizing the infrastructure cnsis and 

impiementing policy and legislation in this regard. Canada's record is poor compared with the US and it 

must follow its neighbor, although it would have been expected to take the lead instead. It should leam 

from the US success and failure in infiastructure related rnatten. Why is it that an Infiastructure Bank 

sprang up in the US in the early eighties. and we in Canada are not even thinking about it. The US 

recognizes the importance of a safe, reliable. and efficient infrastructure to its economy and society, while 

Canada on the other hand. only turns to it ivhen it ivants to help mate more jobs. ft's time the politicians 

woke up and did something about the crisis that is going to haunt our children and grandchildren. 

Although, we must not stop at blarning the politicians at being so ignorant. What about the civil 

engineen who know about the crisis and are in the position to lobby and educate the public officiais in 

charge of our infrastructure. The role of the engineer with respect to the hiture of the infrastructure will 

be discussed in Chapter 1 1. 

Global change may be the most important legacy we can leave to our descendants. I t  raises 

difficult questions of equity between the present and the future genetations. Laws and institutions shape 

our contribution to global change and our response to it. Used wisely, they can slow the me of change, 

rnitigate long-term darnage. and facilitate adoption. Global change raises legal issues which deserve 

particular attention and which have either been overiooked or are traditionally difficult to address (223). 



10.0 INFRASTRUCTURE'S FUTURE NEEDS: R&D AND INNOVATION 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

Public spending on i n f r a s s ~ c t ~ ~  generates growth in the private sector. hfiastmcture renewal is 

necessary for maintaining and enhancing prosperiv for infrastncture facilities which are an integral part of 

our political, social and economic Iife. They are responsible for the quality of our water supply, 

transportation systerns, buildings, safety of our waste rernoval and access to electncity and communication 

systems. 

It is now clear that our in fn i s tn i c~  is in a crisis. It must be maintained if we are to compete in the 

global economy and maintain our standard of living. This can be achieved in an effective and efficient 

rnanner if we avail new technologies and encourage further research and development in the infrasaucturz 

technology. The adoption of new and appmpriate technologies will not only improve the infiastructure 

eficiency but will also reduce the con of new construction. 

We m u a  also question whether our existing infrastructure is adequate to serve the nation. if 

maintained properly. We need new ideas and new systems to ameliorate the condition of the inframucture. 

The importance of innovation. research and development (R&D) in the effective maintenance of 

infrastructure needs to be encouraged. Only this will enhance the contribution of the infrashucture to Our 

health . environmental quality, safety and econornic welfare. 

This chapter will discusses research, development and innovation in infiastructure and 

sustainable development and also attempt to identity the funire research needs by summarizing pnonties 

listed by the US Office of Technology Assessment, National Science Foundation, Civil Engineering 

Research Foundation. the Federation of Canadian Municipalities, and the author. 

10.2 RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION 

Knowledge is a key contributor in the development and technological advancement of a country. 

This knowledge is a product of R&D. " ... the real engine of long-term growth is knowledge ... And the more 

Canada invests in RBd), innovation and education, the mnger  the foundation for growth" (1 5). 



102.1 TechnologicaI Innovation 

Because infrasrnichire demands high capital costs and long-term maintenance, any improvements in 

construction practice can have highly beneficial impacts. The adoption of escient and upto-date 

technologies can dramatically improve efhiency and reduce costs of both new construction and npair. The 

need to develop new technologies supports investment in Research and Development . 
Innovation and research and development help a society maintain a certain level of service or 

improve it. Today. people in general have high expectations of service fiom the infrasmicture. There is a 

hi& expectation for a safe and secure electric supply, safe dnnking water, protection from lake or river 

contamination or environmental damage. etc. (90) Older areas of development generally have a lower level 

of service than newer developrnents. But when infilling occurs in the older areas, a higher level of service is 

expected, because the user expectations have been rising continuously, and the pressw on the politicians to 

provide such levels of service are mounting. This pressure is then tumed on the piannen and the engineen. 

Are the engineen and planners able to pmvide the levels of service reguired or demanded? Only funher 

innovations in infrastructure will ensure a better standard of living and higher levels of service. 

Most North Amencan infnismicture construction and rehabilitation methods have not c hanged much 

in the 1st 30 years and most of present inframuchire relies on technologies that were initially developed in 

the 19th century and the fim half of the 20' Century. Change in i n h c t u r e  technologies should be more 

rapid and this cm only be achieved by means of a strong cornmitment to research and development After 

all. countries taking the lead role in developing more cost-effective processes and materials will provide their 

industries with a cornpetitive edge. 

Technological innovations involves both tools and procedures, products and processes. 

interacting in new ways. Technoiogical innovation can be considered (4 1): 

A new product; 

A new pmcess of production; 

An irnpmvement in the instruments or methods of planning and implementing 

innovation; 

A substitution of a cheaper material, newly developed for a given task; or 

The reorganimtion of production, intemal functions, or distribution arrangements, 

leading to increased efficiency, better support for a given pmduct, or lower costs. 

The initial capital and maintenance costs of municipal infiastructure depend both on the cost of the 

technoiogy w d  to build it The development, implementation, and maintenance of our hfhstructure 

O facilities depend on a combinarion of knowledge, materials, equipment, and skilled individuais. hovative 



uptodate technologies contribute to d e ,  efficient and effective service and to economic p w t h  and the 

quality of life. Outdated technologies may endanger public safety, increase the cost of service, and reduce 

the competitiveness of business and indum. In addition, spinofï products, processes and expertise 

contribute to the national export potential. 

Since World War II, the federal government has been the primary sponsor of ail research and 

development (R&D) in the US, currently pmviding about 43% of the R&D spending. Some private firms 

conduct informa1 in-house R&D for new product development, and may compete for govemment 

sponsored research funds. Their estimated R&D spending is less than 0.05% of their sales. The total 

annual US R&D spending on infrastructure related technology is approxirnately $2.1 billion, as 

summarized in Table 10.1. This amount is approximately L .6% of total estimated US R&D spending. 

Table 10.1: Estimated Aggregate Infrastructure R&D Spending in the US (41) 

Source of Funds 
Federal government 

The US construction industry lags behind the other industria in productivity gains and in resources 

Estimated Annual Amount ($) 
1.206 billion 

Private sector 
Construction industry 
Equipment manufacturers 
Service companies 
Design and management companies 

Total infrastructure R&D spending 

related to research and development. While nondefense related R&D investment in other US industries 

such as telecornmunications, aerospace, chernicals and automotive, runs between 3% and 4% of total 

expenses, the construction industry investment in research is less than 0.5% (105). 

Then is significant involvement of the industry in infkstnrcture related constniction R&D in 

industrialized counûies in Europe, compared to that in the US, estimated at less than 0.1% of annual 

construction volume. European industry participation is estimated to range h m  20 to 80% of the total 

construction R&D. In addition, in Europe, the construction industry cooperates extensively with the 

univenities and research institutes and is actually a principal source for applied research fhding (40). 

Empirical studies show that R&D tends to create improvements in the well-king (social rems) 

that are much larger than the private retums to the organization undertaking i t  Between one-third and two- 

thirds of the economic beneh  of R&D are not realized by the organization that performs i t  The social rate 

of r e m  on irivestment in generic knowledge is of the order of 3040% of the total investment. Private 

230 million 
600 million 
88 million 
15 million 

2.139 billion 



retums =fer to the gains realized by the organization undertaking the M D  program, while social renirns are 

based on the total benefits, including those flawing to consumers and othcr pmducen (207). 

Spillovers depend on the nature of R&D undertaken. Basic scientific research, which can stimulate 

a wide range of new products and process imovations, will have a very high spilloven over an extended 

period of tirne. Eiowever, the gap between social and private retums will be much lower for minor 

innovations that are aimed at solving the specific problems of individual producers (207). 

Firrns operating in cornpetitive and fmgmented industries sucb as construction, are less able to 

translate their innovations into higher profits than firms that possess some degree of market power. 

Consumers in the construction industry have been experiencing steadily rising COSIS due to the industry's 

slow technological evolution and has, therefore, been unable to compensate for labor and material coa 

increases (207). 

10.2.2 Management of Tecbnological Innovation 

Information and knowledge are the essential foundations for innovation. Some of the 

mechanisrns for the creation and dissemination of knowledge are (36): 

r Basic scienti fic or engineering researc h: 

r Collaborative research between public and private secton: 

a Tax credits for Company R&D; 

Education and training providers; 

Levylgrant systems for research; 

hfotmation infrastructures such as infrastructure libraries, databases, eIectronic 

networks etc.; 

a Professional institutions for transfer of knowledge, trade associations and industry 

research bodies; and 

others. 

Professional and industrial associations will have to commit resources in order to educate their 

members and the public that innovation in construction is the key to the welfare of this economic sector 

and to the country. This estabiishes a need for an increasing number of govemment/private sector 

partneahips and consortia with a broader scope. 

Research takes place at the universities, goverment agencies or specialired organizations, and it 

does not work well under such circurnstances due to lack of coordination and repetition of research. 

Therefore, cumnt trends towards multi-participant private sector/govemment partnenhip should be 



increased and expanded, bringing the various parties together, forcing relevance and ensuring sorne 

technology tranrfer. Higher Ievels of interaction between the various participants c m  be promoted by 

(36): 

Mandatory continuing education; 

Train inglapprenticeship; 

Periodic re-certification; 

Higher requirements at the entry level; and 

Greater movernent of people between the practice and academia. 

Since there are significant ieveb of technical, legal, and financial risks involved in introducing 

innovation into practice, the risks should be shared. Projects should be cooperative and technology should 

be tested and evaluated outside the laboratory to help tear down some of the current barrien (23). 

In order to reduce the average time to market for innovation, relevant national and international 

construction and engineering organizations need to establish an international foundation to set the 

framework for developing research and innovation strategies that can be applied on a consistent basis. 

Collaboration could be promoted by the establishment of an international clearinghouse to channei 

communication. The proposed foundation would develop prototypical best practice partnenhip 

agreements, perform an analysis of "best practices" for current collaborative models, establish an 

information exchange nctwork, and facilitate the establishment of international construction goair. 

Innovation can be improved in the construction indusûy through encouraging wider use of 

innovative demonstration projects. This could be aided by an international resource center that would 

collect, exchange and disseminate information about demonstration projects. The center, which could 

aiso be an international network of national centen, would also provide assistance and support to those 

considering establishing dernonstration projects. Fint, a manual of best practice for establishing 

demonstration projects, would need to be estabiished. This manual should be regularly updated and could 

include information on partnership arrangements, mistakes to avoid along with examples of successful 

projects, and promotion strategies for demonstration projects (38). 

There is a need for a centralized organuation responsible for focusing efforts on infrasmcture 

problems and helping to introduce innovation hto practice. Cumnt efforts are too hgmented and success 

will only be achieved by sharing research results and accepting practices fiom other regions and countries. 

The various parties, whether they are private companies, government agencies or universities, need to be 

united with the potential users of the new technologies, such as federal, -te, and local agencies, and private 

contractors. 



Bernstein, believes that there are two very powerful methods, used in other industries and countries, 

that we need to use to stimulate innovation and unite the fragmented design and construction indusûy. They 

are referred to as consortia and consensus-based pmcesses for the evaluation and acceptance of innovation. 

These methods bring togeiher people with different needs who can benefit through cooperation (23). 

Consortia 

The consortia process allows a variety of public and private organizations of dl sizes to join 

together at different stages of a specific project with limited risk and invesmient. Consortia are also a way to 

bnng the expertise in Our acadernic community together with the needs and resources of industrial partners. 

The cost and nsk to the companies are rninimized, while the benefits are maximized. This rnethod enables 

private companies to maintain their cornpetitive positions in the marketplace through the development of 

their own products and services. in addition, govemment participants have fust access to the latest 

technologies for public-sector projects, while working toward national technology policy goals (23). 

Consensus-Based 

The consensus-based process represents unprecedented alliances between al1 levels of govemment, 

O private indusûy, academia research organizations, and other key elements of the comrnunity. This process 

is increasingly being used to evaluate and introduce innovation into the marketplace through the 

establishment of cooperative agreements between federal agencies, using existing national laboratories, 

university-based research institutes, and private companies. New technologies tested in the laboratories can 

be introduced to practice. This proces allows the risks of introducing new products, to be shared more 

equitably, thus encouraging research and innovation of new products. hovaton, private cornpanies, or 

pubic entities with new products can work with technical panels organhd to plan and implernent the 

evaluation and testing efforts to demonme to the product d e y  and its dernonstrated benefits (23). 

There are several reasons for the Iack of research undertaken in the bmad areas related to the 

infrastructure, basically because of the complexity of the infiastnicture synems due to economic, 

geographic, political and technical factors. 

Innovation in construction is a complex issue since it is a long-ten and non-linear process. in 

addition, the cost and quality of built goods and services does not improve at the same rate as in other 

O industrial secton. The cost of building materials is going up due to the environmental requirements and 



increasing scarcity. Better quality and lower cos6 can be achieved only through an improved knowledge 

base of exirting and new technologies. 

The RgrD establishment is very conservative and skeptical to rapid change. There is also a great 

deal of difficulty in working together for innovative solutions due to bamiers in (36): 

Perception of long-tem research investment vs. short term commercial objectives; 

Reputation vs. bottom line; 

Scientific achievement vs. project risk; 

Legal liability; and 

a Physical distance between the knowledge developers and the performen. 

103.1 Barriers Faced by the Construction Industry 

The construction industry has many barrien to overcome such as (36): 

a Lack of understanding by the senior management; 

lndustry fragmentation; 

Risk aversion and compartmentnlization; 

Single contract risbreward imbalance; 

Difficulty in estimating benefits; 

No clear market force; 

a Expectations to recover investment on single projects; 

Adversariai relationships; 

And others. 

Other barrien of innovation in engineering and construction are (36): 

a Professional tradition of continuing to do things as they have been done in the past; 

O Lack of incentives that cm motivate change and develop cornmitment to steady 

impmvement; and 

Organizational traditions that deter innovation and risk-taking. 

Due to the numerous barriers mentioned above and the high number of players involved, new 

technology is not being brought fonvard at a desired rate. In addition, innovation in the construction 

industry faces the foilowing banien due to the nature of the constnicted products: 

Lmmobility: production occurs at the construction site; 

Complexity: since most of the required material are finished products, increased 

specialization is required; 



Durability: since most construction matenais are required to be durable over a long 

penod of time, they wind up being bulky, heavy and conservatively designed; 

O High cos: due to increased complexity, increased quality, and low productivity; and 

O High degree of social responsibili~: due to concem for public health and safety and 

concern for the environment. 

The development and diffusion of new technologies face barrien due to the segmentation of the 

construction industry. The several types of segmentation inc lude: 

r Type of ownec public or private, fiequent or infrequent; 

Type of faciliryconsmicted; 

Size ofthe facility; 

O Scope of services required; and 

Geographic location. 

One of the reasons that connruction firms do not support research and development is due to the 

risk involved. Individual firms act in their own self interest and are unlikely to invest in research and 

development. Research and development is considered risky because its outcome is unknown, and the 

construction industry is one of the riskiest of al1 industries. The risks of bidding are very high, but most 

contracton feel that they can control them, and the rewards are direct and tangible. However, they feel 

mat the risks of nrearch and devclopmcnr are uncantmllabl and the rewards are indirect and intangible. 

Contracts are almost always awarded based on price rather than the experience and eligibility of the 

construction fim. This reinforces the risk and the contracton stay away and are not interested in 

experimenting with new technologies. 

Since innovations in engineering, design and construction are oAen related to processes, unlike 

products, they are not always patentable. Therefore, the motivation to develop new technologies is not 

present since the financial rewards are almost non-existent. Therefore, focus should be on obtaining 

patent rights, protecting trade secrets, or other fom of intellectual property rights, in order to encourage 

innovation and technological change. This would allow inventors to protect their inventions and to profit 

fiom their economic benefits. 

The govemment also creates barriers for the construction industry to adopt or develop new 

technologies. Govemment disincentives include (36): 

Tax structures that discourage investmen~ including double taxation of earnings and 

dividends, long depreciation periods, high capital gains tax rates, and taxes on projects 

under construction; 



Govemment procurement regulations that prevent recovery of the development cons; 

Tariffs and hidden barriers to trade; 

Building codes and regulations; and 

a Laws regarding liability and contractual relations in construction. 

103.2 Barriers Faced by Management 

There are several barrien to successful and effective management of design and construction 

projects such as (36): 

Competitive and inconsistent goals; 

Lack of trust among the stakeholden; 

a Conflicts arising between sustainability requirements and free enterprise; 

Government procurement practices which insist on the lowest bidder, 

Litigious atmosphere: 

Lack of design and construction quality; 

a Poor identification of project requirements by the owner; 

An inadequate project budget: 

a Poor communication among the various stakeholders; and 

Varying financial incentives. 

In addition, the creation of comprehensive, persistent and seamless decision support systems is a 

complex process that faces the following barrien (36): 

Communication modes are varied and distributed; 

Hurnan prejudice based on past experiences of the individuals involved; 

Lack of availabiiity of operational models for a diverse set of decision maken to work 

together, sharing information and making decisions; and 

Tools available are not efficient in overcoming professional and trade barriers, 

providing databases and enhancing ease of communication between remote sites and 

disciplines. 

10.33 Industry Fragmentation 

There is no single goverrunent agency or organization responsible for lwking after infhstructwe in 

both Canada and the U.S. Each type of infnistncture has its own set of innitutions with different d e p e s  

O 



of receptiveness to innovation. In addition, there is a division of responsibilities within some facilities such 

as the highway systern in which al1 levels d govemment play diverse mles. This hgmentation leads to 

(3 4): 

O Problems in initiating and conducting research pmgrams. 

a Most agencies have little or no resources available for research due to their small size. 

There tends to be an uneven distribution of resources due to the fact that the different 

agencies serving the same type of infiastructure compete with each other for the same 

resources. 

a Since the= is linle or no cooperation or exchange of information between the agencies, a 

lot of research pmgrams get duplicated. 

0 It is almost impossible to conduct research that cuts across the different types of 

infastructure that face similar problems such as the wastewater, water supply and 

hazardous waste industries encomtering problem with piping design. More 

collaboration efforts are needed. 

10.3.4 Absent Market Mechanisms 

Some of the reasons responsible for the lag in infrastnicture research relate to the market served by 

the agencies responsible for i n f n i s t n i c ~  (34). 

Private industnes are reluctant to invest in innovative products unless the* is a large 

market for their products; and 

a The marketing costs faced by private industry are too high and further discourage 

infi.astructure research. 

103.5 Cultural Values 

Consumen thernselves pose major barriers to innovations at times. People in general find it very 

dificult to change their old habits, XI new infrsseucture technologies cannot becorne efficient and part of 

our Iives. The two most common examples are (34): 

a Transit systems: Most people are very attached to theu cars and their reluctance to 

switch to other modes of transportation makes it very dificuh to make Unprovements in 

mass transit systems or to efficiently use what already exists. 



O Waste disposai: We possess a cultural tendency to dispose of our waste, rather than 

reuse it There is reluctance to separate waste such as glas and paper at the consumer 

level. This makes it hard to develop technologies to improve the maintenance, 

management and modemizing of existing infiastruchue. 

103.6 Large Pmject Scale 

Most infiastructure faciIities are (34): 

Costly; 

Large-scale; 

Complex; 

Geographically dispersed; and 

a Required to provide reliable services and products for a long duration (50 to 100 years). 

These systems require research developments that are large-scale, cornplex, expensive and long- 

term. This in tum makes it very dificuit to get support for research development in jurisdictions having 

short-term political agendas and limited resources. 

a 103.7 Risk and Liabiiity 

The current litigious society is a strong barrier to innovation and productivity in civil enguieenng, 

and has become a disincentive to the introduction of new technology and processes into practice. As a 

result, North Amencan competitiveness in the global market continues to detenorate. Risk and liability Iead 

to low-risk designs ( 105). 

Engineen are now facing mon and more liability suits which is pressuring them to fa11 back to 

following conservative design practices in the design and connniction of inframuchue facilities. The 

problem is hirther increased by the cumnt traditional conmcting process which s p d s  the work of one 

project arnong several companies. Different companies wind up doing the initial design, final design, 

construction and construction management This in mm makes it very dificult for the preliminaty designen 

to suggest or practice innovative design techniques since these techniques may requite carehl field 

installation and they may not be able to supervise the implementation of their special designs. 

Al1 this produces a very expensive infiastructure facility since over-cowwvative decisions are made 

at each level of the contract pmfess resulting into an over-conservative total design. 



10.3.8 Standards and Regdations 

Although standards and regulations are essential for assuring both safery and reliability, they also 

pose bamers to innovation if not revised on a regular basis. Many existing standards, such as those in the 

highway systems, were fomulated at the tum of the centwy and have difficulty accommodating new design, 

construction and material methods. There is for some reason a F a t  reluctance to update long established 

building standards. 

Another barrier for innovation is the fragmentation in the standard setting and regdatory authorities. 

To constnict some new facilities, one may be required to meet several federal. provincial. municipal and 

other organizations with overlapping jurisdictional authorities. 

Problems of inadequate standards are encountered in the bidding and contracting processes. Bidden 

are usually reluctant to introduce new products, materials and techniques, in case their bid is rejected by the 

contracting agency for not hilfilling the nquired standards. The chance of losing the bid puts great pressure 

on the bidder and makes it very risky for the bidder to introduce innovation in the construction of new 

infrastructure faci lities. 

Therefore, it can be seen that even if new technologies are developed in the field of infi.aStnicture, 

there will be reluctance to use them in the design and construction phase due the risk of not meeting the 

erining standards and loîing the contract as a consequence. 

103.9 Education and Rcsearcb Systems 

At univenities and colleges, infiastructure education is provided typically in the following 

depamnents: 

Civil Engineering; 

Architecture; 

a Urban and Regional Planning; and 

Public Administration Programs. 

The primary source of this education is civil engineering and even here there are barrien to 

irif'rastructure innovation due to: 

a An emphasis on the design of new facilities and structures radier dian the maintenance 

of the existing ones. 

Lack of sustained fbnding for research. 



The emphasis on the theory and rnethods of infrastructure design is prominent in both civil 

engineering education and practice. There is oniy a brief m e n t  of topics such as implementation, 

operation, preservation, maintenance, and rehabilitation. Sirnilar emphasis also exists in the other fields 

mentioned above. 

There is also a similar trend in research that is carried out in civil engineering. There is not enough 

research being undertaken on materials and methods needed for effective operation, rehabiiitation and 

preservation of infrashcture. Research in civi 1 engineering also lacks sustained fbnding. Very little 

research is supported by the private or public sector in this area, although the interest is growing. 

103.10 Lack of Private Research and Developmeot 

The= is a lack of private R&D in the area of infrastructure in North Arnerica. However, other 

major developed nations such as lapan and Gemany invest heavily in the development and maintenance of 

their iofrasmicture. The key point to note is that this investment is not at the public level oniy, but to a 

p a t e r  extent at the private level. Private fimis invest heavily in new technologies related to infrastructure. 

They are also encouraged by their govemments. 

The North Amencan scene is quite different. The U.S. is still better off in R&D, but Canada is in 

great trouble. There is very little research activity at the private level, although the work king undenaken at 

the public level is not encouraging either. Sorne blame this on a lack of Canadian entrepreneurs, while 

others on a lack of encouragement fiom the government. Most finns that do invest in R&D do so with a 

short-terni agenda. The site of their investment depends on how much their Company will benefit in the 

short run, rather than how their work will benefit the society as a whole (15). But it is quite obvious that 

there is lack in awareness of the seriousness of the infiastructure problem and its direct nlationship to our 

standards of living and economic competitiveness. 

The various govemments have not yet taken this issue seriously and are thmfore not encouraging 

enough research activity in the am. The Canadian society has not yet rcalized the importance of our 

i n f i c t u r e  and its relationship to our international competitiveness and high standard of living. Only 

when we realize the grave consequences of infrashucnue neglect as a society, we will d i z e  the importance 

of research and developrnent in the area of infrasrnichue. 



10.4 OPPORTUMTTES, C U L E N G E S  AND FUTURE NEEDS 

Participants at the 1991CERF Civil Engineering Research Needs Forum, identified and ranked 

the following 10 high-priority research topics in the area of public works infrastructure revitalization 

(4 1): 

Developing tools to make smart management decisions; 

Finding new ways to finance infnimucture systems; 

Extending the usebi life of the infrastructure; 

a Protecting bridges from natura l hazards; 

Identifjing structural problems through diagnosis; 

a Removing institutional barrien to innovation; 

Economic benetits frorn public works investments; 

Improving water-resource systems data through new technoiogy; 

Mitigating coastal darnage from natural hazards; and 

Protecting dams against earthquakes and fioods. 

The NSF conducted an extensive study of infrastructure systems and with the advice of experts 

drawn from industry. academia, and government, produced a comprehensive report in 1993 on strategic 

issues and a focured set of program eomponents for its pmgram in ''Civil Infrastructure Systems". The 

following is a summary of these strategic priorities (4 I ): 

Goals - Strateeic Priorities 

Stimulate infrastructure renewal; 

Regain international competitiveness through excellence in research and accelerated 

know ledge transfer; 

Mitigate barriers to knowledge transfer through improved insight into the information 

utilization process and the development of innovative strategies to overcome the technical, 

institutional, social and legal barriers; and 

Develop new knowledge for infrasaucture renewal that is reliable, safe, cost-effective and 

environmentally sensitive, and that would contribute to the increased productivity and 

industrial competitiveness of the nation. 



0 Perfom knowledge utilization research through multidisciplinary programs including the 

social sciences, engineering, and scientific disciplines; 

0 Initiate research programs to address the intellectual challenges associated with the 

development of new knowledge and implementing existing knowledge; 

O Develop partnerships with industry through proof-of-concept research; 

O Support research and education at univenities; and 

O Develop human resources necessary to renew and maintain the nation's infrastructure. 

Knowledge utilization research: 0 Identification of complex infnistnicture synems; and 

Public-policy, tegal, and tinancial barriers. 

Scieo tific and engineering Deterioration science; 

knowledge: Assessrnent technologies; 

Renewal engineering; and 

Institutional effectiveness and productivity. 

Knowledge transfer: 

Program rnechanisms: 

Proof-ofîoncept research; 

Innovative transfer mechanisms; 

Education and training; and 

International cooperation. 

Infrastructure unit; 

New and existing research centers; and 

Partnenhips with govemment agencies and the private 

sector. 

10.4.1 Soiid Waste Management 

The coa of municipal solid wane disposal is rising at an ever increasing rate. Some of the areas in 

solid waste disposal mat can be examined and nxarched are (34): 



Reduction of waste at the source by encouraging people to separate glass, paper and 

metals; 

Encouraging less wasteful packaging of consumer prducts; 

Rugged and reliable instrumentation for on-line monitoring of incinerator sîack 

em iss ions; 

Stable sensors for monitoring soi1 and water contamination; 

lmproving the quality of stack emissions by controlling vaporized metals, dioxins and 

sulfur dioxide: 

Fluidized bed combustion with gas turbines for improving gas emissions and improving 

the quality of air simultaneously; 

Adequate treatment of inc inerator coo ling water pt-ior to discharge; 

Encapsulation or vitrification of incinerator residues to prevent Ieaching from landfi Ils 

which in mm prolongs the Iife of landfills; and 

Acceleration of biological stabilization with the use of genetically engineered bacteria. 

10.42 Municipal Wastewater and Water Pollution Control 

New wastewater treatment and collection technologies, policies and strategies are needed. Research 

to irnprove the existing maintenance and management techniques helps protect the existing systems and off'er 

improved operating performance and eficiency. Some areas requiring examination and nsearch are (34): 

Training of personnel working for wastewater and water facilities; 

Development of effective programs for preventive maintenance; 

a Development of variants of the conventional activated sludge process to yield signifiant 

short-term benefits with reduced tank volume and air supply. These variants include: 

Step aeration; 

Modified aeration; 

Activated aeration; and 

S hon-period aeration; 

a Further enhancement of mathematical models used for predicting the response of 

intemlated waterways to pollutant loads of varying strengths at diffennt sites. These 

models can help allocate scarce resources to yieid maximum benefits by identifying the 

severiry of pollution problems; 



r Development of alternative systems to deal with hazardous and toxic matenals in 

wastewater streams and with pollution fiom agricultural sources; 

Biotechnology innovations cm include: 

Poison-resistant bacteria for centralized wastewater treatment facilities; 

r Organisms capable of digesting, trapping and neutralizing toxic and hazardous 

materials; and 

Organisms capable of neutralking wastewater contaminants fiom both 

concentrated and dispened sources in a more efficient rnanner. 

10.43 Transportation 

During the past two decades, there has been a d m i c  increase in the work force, private vehicles and 

suburban ernployment which have shifred the demand for urban transportation quite dninically. The curent 

level of growth has outpaced the current transportation infrasaucture capacity. Some areas that need 

research and development are (34): 

r New ways of operating old facilities; 

a New ways of designing completely new facilities; 

r Operation of artenal s t m t s  as limited-access madways for short periods to serve 

demand or emergency conditions by means of a computerized M c  control. These 

systems use adaptive conml based synchronization schernes at certain detection points 

or during certain parts of the day; 

Further research and development of software and hardware systems to coordinate 

streets with several intersections; 

r Development of management systems to account for the inventory of infiastructure 

faci l it ies; 

Eliminating and avoiding concurrent repairs to infrastncture systems by exchanging 

information among computerized databases; 

r Enhancement of tmsportation by cornbining financial, operational and technological 

saategies. Examples of these are: 

Data management; 

Trafic signal electronics; 

Signal systems communication; 



High occupancy vehicles (HOV); 

r Analytical and simulation modeling; and 

r Car and van pool marketing sûategies. 

Reduction of congestion using:; 

r Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) which enable the driver to be guided 

through the highway network along the alternative mutes; and 

r Route Guidance Systems (RGS) enable the dnven to communicate their desired 

route and then receive instruction on a preferred route. 

a Automated Guideway Transit (AGT) reduce operating costs due the reduction in labor. 

More research needs to be focused on smttegies to reduce the energy and environmental impacts 

of urban fom and how to provide a sufficient range of energy efficient and non-polluting transportation 

choices. The following are some areas of research that deal with transportation. land use and urban 

design (2 1 ): 

O 

O 

What land use patterns are most efficient in serving total rnobility needs? 

What densities and deveiopment characteristics support which modes of 

mnsportat ion? 

What type of mixed uses minimize travel demand? 

1s single-use zoning a mistake due to its heavy demand on transportation services? 

What are some successes and some failures of single-use and mixed-use zoning? 

Fuller understanding of the nature of  the potential conflicts among ~ s p o r t a t i o n ,  air 

qualiry, and land use planning. 

How federal and statdprovincial transportation policies and programs can nsolve 

these conflicts? 

What are the costs to the public of uncoordinated transportaion, land use, and clean 

air planning? 

How can funding decisions and planning be brought togethet to achieve regional air 

quality and energy efficiency goals? 

What is the connection between energy price and vehicle use? 

How important is energy price to modal choice? 

At what price do alternative fùels becorne economically feasible? 



10.4.4 Nondestructive Evaluation of Infrastructure 

Non-destructive evaluation (NDE) of inframuchire refen to procedures that utilize probing 

radiation such as (34): 

X-rays; 

UItrasonics; 

Radar. 

These devices monitor the performance of a particular facility and heip impmve the system 

reliability. Their most common use is in concrete structures such as hi&ways. bridges and buildings, 

which frequently have serious problems with: 

Air pockets; 

Cracks; 

Corrosion; 

Voids; 

Grouting joints; and 

Permeability. 

10.4.5 Design 

New hardware would need to be developed for designers since the currently available CAD 

system hardware cannot display full sheets of drawings and cannot produce much larger images at 

affordable costs. New CAD displays and other innovations can be developed by private enterprise. 

International collaboration to develop and adopt design database standards is likely to yield very cost- 

effective results and contribute directly to achieving sustainable development. 

New analysis tools and approaches to design will be needed for achieving sustainable 

development and undetstanding how things work in economic, social, political, and technical terrns. 

These new tools will be very usefil for understanding the overall life-time behavior of existing facilities. 

If designers are able to forecast behavior of exiring facilities and to assess more accurately the 

consequences of rehabilitation and renewal of infnistnichire and buildings, there wi11 be a more efficient 

use of existing assets and considerably reduced waste. Some Fuhire needs in design are (38 & 79): 

Reinvent design concepts: Need to develop and document pnnciples of the design 

process chat will transfon cumnt development patterns to a more sustainable built 

environment. This would require the different stakehoiders to define sustainable 



development patterns, practices, and measures pertaining to design, and establish new 

processes. guidelines and tools for the design industry that reflect these issues; 

Sbare sustainable design knowledge base: Need to establish an international 

clearinghouse through the collaborative efforts of the design industry and 

govemmenf and exchange information on the design pinciples and practices; 

Consensus performance criteria for sastainable development: Key stakeholden 

need to establish consensus on sustainability in facilities and to develop methods for 

defîning, benchmarkin& measuring, monitoring, and disseminating results. There is 

a strong need to share relevant information, which could be managed by a lead 

organization and disseminaie the results to industry; and 

Extending the usehl life of infrastructure; 

10.4.6 Materials Technology 

For infrastructure to be able to meet the demands of a rapidly developing world, new construction 

sy stems will be needed in the following sectors of our built environment (36): 

Residential; 

Commercial: 

Institutional; 

Industrial; and 

Public works. 

Most facilities that are constmcted today utilize structural materials, components and 

connections. for whom research was canied out over the past several decades, and under the cumnt 

conditions. it is difficult for the indusny alone to develop and apply new materials and innovative 

structural systems. The process of developing new innovative systems needs an inter-disciplinary 

collaboration of design engineers, construction pmfessionals. materials engineen, and experts on 

durability. It is very rare for a materials engineer to be involved in construction projects dunng the design 

phase, and in addition, little consideration is given to designing buildings keeping their reuse and 

dernolition in mind. 

The North American construction industry is quite reluciant to adopt new matenals or invest 

money in developing new ones. Japan and Western Europe, on the other hand are more open to new 

materials and technological innovations since their govemments take a leadership mle in offerhg 



incentives for industry to work as a team with the government and their univenities in punuing new 

materials and technoiogical innovations. 

irnplementing life cycie e n g i n e e ~ g  is not an easy task since there is a lack of available 

information needed to develop the required rnodels. In some cases, historical data is missing and in 

others, it is inaccessible due to its volume, location or format. The cumnt codes and standards also 

constrain an engineer fiom adopting innovations and responding to unusual conditions. In addition, the 

fragmented nature of the industry also poses a barrier since different parties are involved in the designing, 

building and operation of structures, and very often. there is no communication or concem for sustainable 

development arnong these parties. 

The recent emergence of new materials and processing techniques have contributed significantly to 

the infrastructure technology. Some of these new sophisticated materials and techniques involve (34): 

Glasses; 

Ceramics; 

Superdloys; 

Membranes; 

Composites having characteristics of different materials; 

Coatings; 

Advanced factory fabrication; and 

In-situ processing techniques. 

Other high-performance-matenal applications are (4 1 & 229). 

Polymers; 

Advanced materials; 

Advanced components; 

Connections; 

Building systems; 

Mechanisms, models, and data for lifccycle performance; 

Assessrnent and quality assurance technologies; 

Renewal engineering; 

Recycling and reuses; 

Assessing consequences of materiais innovation (6 1 ). 

Geosynthetics; and 

Functional flexibility. 



The following are some of the advances that have been made and are king researched M e r  in 

concrete, 

Admixtures to reduce the amount of water required in concrete mixes. This mix has a 

much higher strength and no reduction in workability. 

Admixtures to make concrete more resistmt to sait corrosion in waterfiont facifities and 

northem highways. 

High strength-to-weight polymer-impregnated fabrics and non-metallic woven fiben for 

sports facilities and temporary structures. 

Polqmenc sprays that penetrate and harden in place. 

Coatings and linings for pipes and structural components. 

An area of innovation that really requires attention is the replacement of steel cable used in: 

Suspension bridges; 

Prestressed concrete structures; 

Turne1 liners; 

Pipelines; 

Storage tanks; and 

Highway pavement foundations. 

Other future needs in materials are (38): 

a Predictive models for construction materials and systems peiiormance: Standard 

organizations should establish standards for reporting and measuring construction 

data, focusing on developing consistent reponing formats and a coherent system of 

organizing information and predictive models that address clear objectives; 

Materiab life-cycle information system for coiutruction facilities: Worldwide 

public-private efforts should develop-models and methods that identify and gather data 

needed for life-cycle analyses, assessrnent of materials and systems, and renewal 

assessments, through the collaboration of industries advanced in l i fe-cyc le methods, 

such as the chem ical, e Iectronics, and communications industries; 

r Clientsriented fiesibk eiigineering (COFE) to improve industry etïlciency: 

COFE involves integrated engineering design methods, information networks, and 

automated technologies applied to sustainable constnicted systems. COFE should 

also reslize the economic potential of automated and modular systems by adapting the 

p ~ c i p l e s  and methods of information and automation technologies and flexible 



manufacturing to sustainable constructed systems. The final phase of COFE would 

develop, deploy, and maintain cornmercial-scale networked knowledge systems for 

modular constructed systems; 

International use of system modularity for constructed facilities: Systems 

rnodularity is a set of units designed to be arranged or joined in a variety of ways and 

can ensure successful integration of building materials and systems which will in rum 

improve overall economics and quality. There should therefore, be a guide for using 

system modularity in design and construction. describing the design methodology and 

data ppmtocols for design. manufacture and system integration. This whole process 

could be adrninistered by an international steering cornmittee, which could also be 

responsible for conducting an initial feasibility study; 

a Performance testing of materials and systems to reduce system costs: A public- 

private consortium should be created to collect the data and conduct demonstrations, 

workshops, and training in the use and application of innovative designs and materials 

in large and full-scale testing and perform long-terni monitoring of structures and 

facilities. This should result in the reduction of infrastructure costs due to more 

efficient design and construction practices: 

Globally acceptable performancebased specifications for construction materials 

and systems: Intemationaily accepted performance specitications need to be 

produced. This would require a consortium of international materials experts fluent in 

the performance approach to evaluate national constniction projects employing the 

performance based approach. ïhis data would then be synthesized into simulation 

modeis and knowledge bases for use by the design and construction indusûy decision 

maken. Enhanced predictive and assessrnent tools. simulations of new material 

development, knowledge bases, and better prediction methods of material durability 

and environmental degradation phase shouid result in improved uses of materials; 

O Training programs for life-cycle cost aaalysis: Need tu develop the tools and 

databases to support the evaluation of alternatives for materials, systems and 

construction operation approaches, and create training and education pmgrarns 

targeted at professionals. A global communication network to reach the professional 

cornrnunity and public policy and opinion leaders as well as professionals, is also 

required. WCSC objectives can be realized through a combination of symposia, 
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application of intemet communication capabilities, the development of mode1 

cumcula, dissemination of existing databases and creation of new ones which would 

collect case histories of applications, and disseminate this information; 

Discipline of renewal engineering: There is an urgent need to develop a discipline 

(renewal engineering) in design and construction which would focus on design for 

renewal, renovation, and reuse. It would be based on demolition, renovation, 

recycling, life-cycle assessment, and the development of associated databases; 

Cross-disciplinary and international research in renewal engineering: Industry, 

with seed money from the governrnent, should establish a data rrsource base on 

renewal technology development. To help with the expenses, the database could be 

operated and rnaintained by a private organization with subscriptions. This service 

would benefit the user and the industry by helping to focus research, enlisting new 

research, and advancing technology transfer, 

Creatiag an incentive to reuse, renew, and recycle: The industry should push for a 

combination of tax incentives and disincentives on construction materiel that would 

result in the market price of materials reflecting their societal values and hue 

environmental cons. This would require an assessment of the materials market to 

determine the extent that recycling, renewal, and nuses is occuning. The assessrnent 

would include lifeîycle cost analysis and data gatheRng to assist in the analysis for 

determining appropriate tax policy promoting the efficient use and reuse of materials; 

and 

L i f ~ y c l e  methodology tools for materiab and systems: A research and 

development effort is required to produce the needed models and methods for the 

constniction industry, such as environmental life-cycle assessment models for 

inventory assessment, impact assessment, and impact evaiuation. 

10.4.7 Construction and Equipment 

Consmiaion represents over half of the U.S. annual capital investrnent and almost 10% of the 

GNP. However, productivity in construction is steadily declining and technology offen an important way 

to improve the performance of the construction industry. 

Innovations are needed in construction and equipment technologies and prPctices in order to 

ac hieve sustainable develo pment. These new practices w i l l(3 6): 

O 



0 Safely clean up hiuardous sites; 

Improve worker safety; 

Increase worker productivity; 

0 Improve the quality of the constmcted facilities; and 

Reduce facility delivery tirne. 

The vision for the construction and building industries is (229): 

High quality constnicted facilities; 

North her ican  consmiction industry leads in quality and econorny in the global 

market for construction products and services; 

The construction industry and constnicted facilities are energy efficient, 

environmentally benign, safe, and healthy, and sustainable in use of resources; and 

Natural and man-made hazards do not cause disasters. 

The future needs in construction and equipment are (38.41 & 229): 

Communications and positioning systems, signal systems and satel lites; 

Field conaruction technologies. inciuding trenchless construction technologies, 

tunnels. soi1 improvements and stabilization, dredging technology, and rail track 

construction and rehabilitation; 

High-performance construction techniques such as improved information exchange, 

off-site prefabrication and resource scheduling; 

Construction waste disposal such as dredge spoii, characterhtion and assesment of 

contminated sites and dry construction waste; 

Underground construction in automated tunneling, trenchless technology, hazards 

mitigation and construction effects on adjacent facilities; 

Construction safety; 

Rehabilitation and retrofit in system isolation and access to degraded segments; 

Decommissioning of temporary facilities and network devolution; 

Procurement and management pnictices in contracting practices and project 

management tools; 

Simulation and visual kation; 

Computer-aided design; 

Cornputer-intepteci construction; 

Advanced sensors; 



Construction robotics; 

Building automation systems (3 54); 

Demonstration projects to encourage construction innovation: Construction 

industry organizations should actively promote dernonstration projects through 

recruiting projects, obtaining financing, developing risk-sharing mec hanisms, and 

documenting and reporting on progress; 

International dynamic project database for coiistruction: A project database 

should be developed consisting of 3-D design data, architectural schernatics. 

engineering data. material srlrction criteria. vendor and manufaauring information. 

and other information that is needed for the useful life of a construction project. This 

would require an assessrnent of the current standards and capabilities. a definition of 

an open architecture that maintains flexibility, the developrnent of a testbed for 

implementation, and the development of collaborative protocols with organizations 

with analogous situations; 

Sharing o f  knowledge between developing and developed countries: Need to 

develop construction and equipment stratcgies to help transfer infrastructure 

innovation to developing countries. First, the existing technologies that best meet the 

needs of developing countries. would have to identified, followed by conducting 

demonstration projects in cooperation with host countries. These results would be 

disseminated to the decision rnaken in both developing and developed countries ; 

Deciaion support for no-construction: International effort would be required to 

develop a lifeîycle fmework bat incorporates environmental impacts into the 

assessrnent of construction activities, through coordination arnong the construction 

industq associations and other interested bodies; and 

Iitegrated sustainabb project lif'ycle management appmach: In order to 

reduce the lack of accountability among participants in the various project phases and 

comsponding suboptimîzation within the overall project, the construction industry 

needs to pmmote strategic alliances, rationalking the nplatory and legislative 

stnictures. developing an overall govemment policy h e w o r k  to encourage 

integration using govemment projects to set an example, shifiing to performance- 

based specifications and standards, maximizing the use of information technologies, 



developing appropriate incentive structures, and improving decision tools such as the 

use of life-cycle cost-beneft analysis. 

10.4.8 Management 

There is a p a t  need for on-going research in the applications of data collection and management, 

process control. predictive modeling, and decision support analysis. Some areas of promise are (34): 

Computerized monitoring of the performance and condition of infiastructure. 

Knowing where ioframucture is located and how it was designed. 

Telecornmunications such as trafic signal systems to link controls at intersections with 

one another and a central computer, route-guidance and geo-positioning systems and 

non-destructive evaluation techniques using senson. 

Inter-persona1 communications using e-mail and message services. 

Improved video ieleconferencing methods to reduce the problems faced due to intercity 

and interurban mobility. 

Other potential areas of research related to the management of infrastructure are (38,4 1 & 229): 

Integrated databases and information systems; 

Knowledge systerns (successors to standards and books); 

integrated project information systems; 

Construction management technologies; 

Collaborative decision-making environrnents; 

Poaoccupancy evaluation systems; 

corn puter-aided facilit ies managemen$ 

Analytical inventories of infrastnicture systems; 

Statistical analyses and benchmarking of iafrastructure; 

Deviation-detection systems for public health and safety; 

Quicker nsponse infninnicture management; 

Infiastructure junction points and common-use corridors; 

Private and public interface in inframucture; 

Systemwide condition assessment; 



Information and decision systems, including maintenance management information 

systems, geographic information systems, artificial intelligence, and simulation 

models; 

Advanced data-acquisition and management methods such as the remote satellite 

imagery; 

Education of infrastructure management such as using information highways uses of 

multimedia. 

Needs assessment: The tme condition of North America's Infrastructure needs to be 

known in order to make investment and rehabilitation decisions. Since cwrent 

assessrnent data are highly fragmented, databases should be created to pull al1 this 

information together. In addition. there are major gaps in the information available 

requiring fùrther studies and surveys to be conducted. A complete inventory of North 

Arnerica's infrastructure and its total worth would also be very beneficial. 

Condition assessment: Research needs to be undertaken to recommend measures 

for assessing structural integrity, adequacy of capacity, quality of service, and facility 

d e .  In addition, facility deterioration rates under varying conditions and the 

appropriate criteria for measunng and monitoring facility conditions over time should 

also be examined. Other research needed are nondisruptive, nondestructive 

condition-monitoring techniques such as structural assessment and site 

characterization, environmental factors and management of residuals of chernical 

grouting, and management of infrannicture waste and residuals; 

Information systems in condition assasment: Experiences of federal, 

state/provincial, and local agencies in the use of information systems in infiastructure 

management should be analyzed. Are they using the fidl potential of these 

technologies? 

Risk analysis in infmtructun decision making: Are risk analysis methodologies 

being used in decision making, and , if not, what are their potential benefits in 

determining conditions and evaluating options? 

Lif~-cycle cost aaalysis: Research is need to determine the moa appropriate repair, 

rehabilitation, and maintenance saategies for infrasmicture facilities and the difTerent 

maintenance options availab le for the different facilities; 



Methods for evaluation benefits and costs: More information is needed on the 

benefits and costs of various levels of system conditions and performance and the 

uade-offs involved in rnaintaining different levels of service; 

Developing risk guidelines for construction industry stakeholden: More in depth 

knowledge is required for the application of risk assessrnent in the design and 

construction of facilities. This could be achieved by the development of an 

information technology-hazards database for different types of construction. The 

database should incorporate existing risk analysis methods and techniques, case 

studies. and succcss stories. and updated regularly; 

a Establisbiag consensus construction goals: The several stakeholden of a 

construction project usually have different goals in mind, particularly in the case of 

international projects. It would therefore be very beneficial for the key stakeholders 

in the development and operation of facilities to identify goal-setting processes and 

benchmark high-performance strategies in the fom of reports and handbooks that 

could be used by othen; 

Updated and streamlined construction contracts: Due to the current standard 

conditions of contracts. contract foms are not refiective of current practice and can 

impede innovation. They are at times unilaterally modified, resulting in adversarial 

conditions. claims and litigation. Therefore, organizations involved in the 

preparation of such standard contract documents must collaborate to find solutions to 

the pmblem of inadequate standard conditions; 

rr Establish affordable sustainable construction objectives: It is important to define 

the cost of achieving sustainability by developing a h e w o r k  for allocating costs 

and benefits, methods for observing these values, and preparing a report on the 

implication of design, construction, materials, operations, and human resources. A 

mode1 for conducting cost-benefit analyses involving sustainability would be an ideal 

outcome of this research. These models should include examples and case midies, an 

electronic tutonal on the intemet, and applications across the various projects in the 

public and private sectoa; 

Information on avoidiag adversariai relationships: There is a need for manuals of 

best practices for the administration and management of contracts on the problems 

and solutions for dealing with adversarial nlationships in the construction process; 



incorporate performance criteria into the design and constmction process: 

Performance criteria for specifyhg and evaluating qualities of construction pmducts 

and systems should not restrict the design and construction industry innovation. The 

current performance practices in the construction industry should produce standards 

and codes for testing, develop manuah and testing mechanisrns for approval of 

nonstandard products, and mode1 procurement systems and construction documents 

for performance concept implementation; 

Develop virtual project delivery system: New information technology based 

'\irtualW delivery systems can lsad to cost reduction, increased productivity, 

irnproved quality, and efficiency. They would require global inventory of existing 

systems, develop global standards, identify risk management issues. and cornmon 

educationa1 curricula; and 

Seamless knowledge transfer in construction: Accessible databases need to be 

created by taking an inventory of existing effotts, the development of information 

msfer  protocols. the bringing together of key stakeholden in the design and 

construction industry. 

Since financing infrastructu~ construction and rehabilitation is a major concern and one of the 

major causes leading to the current infrastnicture crisis, it is crucial that we finding new ways to fuiance 

infiastructure development and renewal. Some future needs are (2 10): 

User fees: There is linle empirical analysis of the impact of charging for the amount 

of waste generated, illegal dumping, and the need for landfill sites. Municipalities 

are interested in how to estimate the cost of water and how to set the fee. Price 

eiasticities for diflerent users also needs to be detennined. In addition, there is Iittle 

Canadian empirical work on the impact of tolls on trafic and the needs for roads; 

Development cbargex Although there is extensive literature on development 

charges in the US, it rnainly focuses on who bears the burden of the charge. Little 

has been written about the impact of the charge on the amount of developrnent, the 

timing go development, and urban fonn and density; 



Land value capture taxes: The empirical question that needs to be studied relates to 

how to isolate the increase in land value attributable to the public investment from 

other variables which influence land values; 

Public-private partnenhips: It is important to find out what kind of cost savings 

cm be gained for the private and public sector. What are the reasons for cost 

savings? An empirical study of the impact of privatization on cost, quality of service, 

employment and other factors would aIso be useful information for municipal 

officiais; and 

Borrowiog: There is no Canadian study avaiiable to explain the reasons for 

differences in borrowing practices by municipalities, to explain why some of them do 

not borrow and what factors might help reverse this trend. 

Infrastructure Banks: Research should be done on banks created for the sole 

purpose o f  financing infrastructure. Since there is no such institution in Canada, it 

would be beneficial to have research outlining a frarnework for such a bank and how 

it could be financed and operated. 

10.4.10 Standards, Regulations and Other External Influences 

There are numerous external forces that affect the innovation in the design and construction 

indunry. Research and measures need to be undenaken to ease innovation and Iimit the forces that h m  

this process. Therefore, research needs to be undertaken in the following areas (38,4 1,79 & 229): 

Technology management, including project design, procurement options, standards 

and specifications, risk and reliability, proprietary technologies, and personnel 

training, education and rectuitment; 

Performance srandards for products and pmcesses; 

Conformance assessrnent system; 

Certification system; 

Removing institutional barrien to innovation; 

Impact of procurement methods; 

Perforrnance/cost trade-offs under uncertainty; 

institutional obstacles to innovation such as criteria and standards; 

Research on innovation processes; 



Establish international standards of conduct and ethics: An ethics council can be 

established to develop standards of professional conduct to review, detemine, and 

sanction violations, and to assis in ensuring that society is adequately protected as 

industry seeks new and innovative approaches. The council would serve as a 

professional watchdog to help ensure that al1 parties are treated equitably. 

Information would need to be collected on the various issues involved, including a 

review the systems in the various countries and an assessrnent of benefits and costs; 

Global construction forum to advance innovation: In order to improve current 

construction practices, a uniform and open system to share and advance infrastructure 

technologies should be establ ished. A global forum through the coordinated efforts 

of international organizations would facilitate information on innovation, suppon 

each other's recognition of innovation. disseminate results and track the 

commercialization of innovative technologies; 

Examine and coordinate codes, standards, and regulatioos internationally: 

Need to develop an approach io allow greater use of appropriate materials and 

products, faster review of innovative technologies and systems, and greater global 

cooperation. to achieve innovation, con savings, and productivity improvernents. 

This would require the development of international teaming arrangements among 

codes and standards organizations, international agreements among testing 

organizations, univenities, standards organizations, user organizations, and the 

promotion of performance-based standards; 

Take a leadership role in defining sustainable solutions: Public opinion leaders 

and policy maken need to be better infonned on the issues and consequences of their 

actions through a broad context of issues across a variety of mass and targeted media 

The information would have to be multidisciplinary and include case snidies of 

success stories to highlight the benefits; 

Form an international information-riccess system through collective actions: 

Govemrnent, industry, and academia should enter into an international agreement (a 

rnultilateral mcrnorandum of understanding) that would further develop the 

international linkages and collaborations, inventory and access existing activities and 

resources, defuie new delivery mechanisms, identiQ additional resoiuces required, 

and implement new centen and activities that may be required; 



Role of standards: What are the technical, economic, and legal implications of the 

standards put in place by professionai associations, trade groups, and the federal 

goverment. What are the cos6 of additional standards or regulations on 

infrastructure decisions? 

A nationai organizatioa dealing with infrastructure needs: There is an urgent 

need for an organization devoted to the needs of the infrastructure. Currently some 

of the needs are met by several organizations such as the FCM. ASCE, CERF, 

APWA and NACO; and 

A national infrastructure policy. 

10.5 SUMMARY 

It is now clear that our infrastructure is in a crisis. It must be maintained if we are to compete in the 

global economy and maintain our standard of living. This can be achieved if we avail new technologies and 

encourage further rexarch and development in infiastructure technology. The adoption of new and 

appropriate technologies will not only irnprove the infiastructure efficiency but will also reduce the cost of 

new construction. 

O Innovation in infrastructure influences al1 aspects of the systems of infrastructure. For instance, 

faster and more economical transport has led to suburbanization and spread of urban areas, Ieading to 

increased demand for extensive infrastructure such as water supplies. Increased development causes 

trafic congestion and increasing demand for better transportation, thereby generating a vicious cycle. 

Pienty of oppomuiities exist in the research and innovation of inframucture in areas such as solid 

waste management, transportation and materials technology. However, there are several barriers that have to 

be overcome if we are to pmceed with research and innovation. Some of these barriers are indusûy 

fragmentation, risk and reliability, and standards and regulations. In addition, the high capital cos< and 

typically long service lives of infiastructure facilities (30-70 years and more) rnake the spmd of 

technological innovation a slow pmcess, as compared with the automobile industry (1 52). 

We should be spending more on infiastructure research and innovation and accelerating the 

transfer of research results into practical improvements in infrastmcnire. By strengthening R&D and 

innovation, we are very likely to see higher productivity, creation of wealth, sustainable development, and 

irnprovement in the standard of living. 

As Bernstein pointed out, govemment, industry, academia, and the professions need to be united 

to meet the inframucture ne& of the 21st cenhiry. This can only be achieved by establishing specific 

O 



and quantifiable goals, identifying new construction research and development needs, developing an 

irnproved life-cycle pmcesr, obtaining consensus on technolagy poiicy issues. and intmducing advanced 

design practices, high performance construction materials and systems, and the latest equipment to 

improve the quality in engineering and construction practices (50). 



11.0 WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? ROLE OF TAE CI= 

ENGINEER AND EDUCATION 

The civil engineer has played an important role in designing the infrastructure and can play an 

even more important role in maintaining and preserving it. Although the infrastructure problem is 

formidable, civil engineers can help solve the problem by fulfilling their roles well and adopting some 

new ones such as politics. 

Unfonunately many civil engineen are still not totally aware of the infiastructure crisis or the 

application of sustainable development to their discipline. Some realize the significance of the 

infrastructure problem. but they do not realize what cm be done about rectifying the situation. Evety 

civil engineer needs to play an active part in solving the infrastructure problem and in promoting and 

practicing the principles of sustainable development. 

112 ROLE OF THE CIVIL ENGINEER iN INFRASTRUCTURE RENEWAL 

O The importance of maintaining the infrastructure needs to be stressed constantly by civil 

engineers who know too well that without periodic maintenance, many facilities will not las< their entire 

design life. They can prove the value of preventive maintenance through economic analysis. They need 

to point out that much of the maintenance needed now is the result of earlier neglected or deferred 

maintenance and that liability is a major coa to consider. 

In order to better undentand the role of the civil engineer, we need to consider the following 

definition fiom the American Heritage Dictionary: "Engineering-the application of mathematics and 

scientific principles to practical ends such as the design, construction, and operation of escient and 

economical structures, equipment, and systems." 

Discovering engineering problems is a basic part of a civil engineer's job. Finding a problem 

before it occun can lead to preventive measures before it is too late. Civil engineers have an important 

role to play in accurately assessing the me infrastructure needs. This applies to the First Fundamental 

Principle of the ASCE Code of Ethics, which states that engineen use "their knowledge and ski11 for the 

enhancement of human welfare." However, many engineen feel no need to publicip the problem. 

O 
Problems need to be announced to make the public and the politicians more a m  of the current situation. 



Perhaps if there always had been awareness of the problem, the money spent on public works would not 

have decreased over time. 

Civil engineers also need to be diligent in finding infrastructure problems. This applies to the 

Second Fundamental Principle of the ASCE Code of Ethics, which states that engineers shall serve ' W h  

fideiity the public, their employen, and clients." Ln New York City, not many worry about the city's two 

giant water tunnels which have not been inspected since construction. If either were to have a problem, it 

woiiid result in a major crisis. 

Engineen are responsible for providing safe, economic, and efficient solutions to problems. 

Today, budgets are very limited and every bit saved can help. For instance, engineering irnprovements on 

roads and bridges cm prevent injuries, Save lives, and money ( 135). 

Civil engineen must use their creativity when analyzing problerns and detennining solutions. 

While many Arnerican engineen have shown great creativity in the past by designing tunnels, subways, 

bridges before cars were invented, etc., today, when confronted with many pages of  standards and codes, 

they often feel that there is no room for creativity. Many try to pick designs out of codes, feeling that 

everything is specified. Following the accepted method c m  discourage new methods and technologies 

from being tried out. Being creative and using new 

engineering profession grow and at the same tirne 

operations (1 35). 

Finally, civil engineen need to work hard at 

procedures and technologies will help the civil 

improve the econorny and eficiency of many 

bringing together repnsentatives from industry, 

academia, and governrnenl to create a new generation of infrastructure needed for the 21' century and 

im prove the business performance of the construction industry (23 ). 

Demands on municipal administrators are increasing over time due to the limited sources 

available to manage infrastructure facilities. They need to make proper decisions about resource 

allocation to correct deficiencies ( 1 3 ,  and must ensure that cut-backs in urban services are both equitable 

and reasonable and keep in mind that savings today may mean increased deterioration of existing 

facilities and greater maintenance costs tomonow (1 1 1). 

A group of graduating engineers were told to expect the following (1 1 1): 

"You will probably spend more tirne dealing with govemnrenf t h  

with other engineers .... You will oppear before cornminees and 

commissions seehng the right and permission to build. to design 

and to enlatge the national horkons. nien you will appem before 



fhem to explain why you did whut you did, even rhough you had 

permission to do whar you diù. " 

Problems are becoming more and more complex requiring permitting processes, legal issues, 

labor relations, financing, and more comprehensive studies. It is therefore essential that civil engineers 

recognize the importance of becorning leaders of a professional team by being able to assemble various 

areas of expertise. such as chernical engineering, mechanical engineering, agricultural engineering, 

architecture. hydrology, ecology, etc., manage and monitor them for overall quality and performance 

(181). 

Due to the complexity of municipal infrastructure, any solution envisioned by civil rngineers 

must concurrently resolve social, economic, environmental. legal, and political issues, as well as 

technologicai ones. Dismption to neighborhoods and businesses, the long-term impact of projects on 

neighborhoods, and the effects on the natural environment must all be taken into account when working 

on a civil engineering project (24). 

Functioning within Our increasingly complex publidprivate system requires negotiating skills, 

managerial talents, political astuteness. communications skills and the ability to interpret the law. New 

graduate engineers will discover that the technical expertise they acquired at the univenity connitute only 

a srnall portion of the skills needed to function within public organiuitions. To work for the public 

sector, they need to be aware of their role as a politicai advisor to elected offkials and as implementen of 

their policies. Therefore, engineering students must be taught the political and bureaucratie processes 

operating widiin Our society (1 1 1). 

11.3 ROLE OF C M L  ENGINEER IN SUSTAINABLE DEVLEOPMENT 

In order to impiement new technologies. education and training is needed for designen, 

rnanufacturen and fabricaton, regulaton, construction workforce, operators, maintenance workers, and 

users. Educational cumcula will be required for each new area of technology and each category of users 

(229). 

Engineers have a very important role in guiding the society along a sustainable path. They are 

afier al1 major contributon to the present quality of life that we enjoy and at the same tirne share the 

blame for the present degraded state of the planet. They must now stop contributing any fucther damage 

to the state of the planet and try to solve what has already been damaged. Therefore, their funire role 

should be the prevention of any damage to our environment and na-1 resources. It is time for the 

engineen to realize that not al1 problerns can be solved by technical solutions and to inform other a 



professionals and the general public that they too have a major role to play in assuring a sustainable 

future. They need to become advocater of public debaies on policy developmcnt, planning and 

engineering irnplementation stage of any project, rather than just being mere participants. 

Engineen have the know-how of applied technology, and they should pass it on to other 

individuals and educate them on how to apply it to attain the principles of sustainability. They should 

wam their clients and the general public about the consequences of taking non-sustainable courses of 

action and they rnust emphasize the importance of applying the principles of sustainability in the 

planning, design and construction phases of al! projects. 

In the past and in most cases today, engineers practiced their profession with safety as their 

primary goal. However in the future, not only will they have to design projects that are safe, they will 

also have to design projects that are sustainable. Sustainability will therefore become an additional 

ethical component. 

Engineen of the future, will have to deal with defining the problems, management of pollution, 

and sustainable development. Before engineen posed the question Bow? in the future they will also 

have to pose the question Why? Should something be done or not? Will it be reusable? 

Whenever possible. engineen should consider redevelopment, retrofit, revitalization, 

rehabilitation and repair, rather than development, when undertaking new projects. Engineen are 

required to work with rnany other outside influences and other professionals sush as economists, 

sociologists, etc. 

The Canadian Society for Civil Engineers (CSCE) guidelines for civil engineering practice with a 

cornmitment to a sustainable fùture are (137): 

"Civif Engineers need to develop and promote a sustainabi[iry ethic. 

Civil Engineers need fo recogn Ue the interdisciplinary nature of engineering. 

Civil Engineers should pracfice engineering in accordance with on ethic thut leah fo 

sustainab le development. 

Civil Engineers shouhi act ethically. with integrity and objectivim remenberhg rheir 

responsibility io the community. 

Civil Engineers should pursue and encourage a sw~ainability ethic in their 

profissional dmelopment. " 

Johnson and Kramer outline the principles for a sustainable funire as the following (137): 

Anticipation and Prevention: Avoids envimnmental degradation and considers 

conservation st al1 planning and development 



Full Cost Accounting: 

Informed Decision Making: 

Living off the Interest: 

Quality of Development Over 

Quantity: 

Respect for Nature and the 

Rights of Future Generations: 

stages. 

Takes into account the environmental and social 

costs along with the regular market costs. 

Considen long-terni planning and gains and 

includes effective public participation. 

Treats natuml resources as something that is to 

be replaced as it is depleted. 

Focus is shifted to emphasize product durability, 

energy efficiency and recycling. 

Quality of life considerations must be taken into 

account in al1 decision making processes. 

According to the International Federation of Consulting Engineers (FIDIC), the role of the 

engineer should result in (89): 

Careful evaluation of the environmental benefits and adverse impact of proposed 

projects 

Conservation of energy 

Reduction in the use of non-renewable resources and increased re-use of materials 

Reduced waste production through improved industrial processes, better 

transportation and distribution systems, and recycling of waste products 

Sound agricultural and other land-management practices 

Restoration or improvement of damaged land, polluted water supplies and disturkd 

ecosystems 

Effective transfer of environmenuil knowledge and txperience 

Ethics and responsibilities 

Observing a code of conduct is a hindamental part of the profession of a consulting engineer. 

FIDIC States that the goals of consulting engineea should include a cornmitment to achieve sustainable 

development and they should give the highest priority to the short term and long term welfare, health and 

safety of the community. Consulting engineers should consider mgional, global and cumulative effects of 

@ 
projects in addition to local effects (89). 



FIDIC recommends that each consulting engineer should (89): 

Keep informed on global environmental trends and issues 

Discuss environmental problems with professionals fiom other disciplines 

Provide information to clients, the public and govemment about environmental 

problems and how adverse effects can be minirnized 

Becorne involved in organizational activities, including assistance to govemmental 

authorhies, that promote the protection of the environment 

Encourage and promote appropnate environmental laws and regulations 

Actively support and participate in al1 foms of environmental education 

Promote research and development relevant to protecting and improving the 

environment. 

Proiect actions 

FIDIC recommends that consulting engineers should (89): 

Recommend that environmental studies be performed as part of al1 relevant projects. 

Such audies will nonnally require a multidisciplinary appmach. 

Evaluate the positive and negative environmental impacts of each project. This 

evaluation might be based on a preliminary review of available information, or on the 

engineeh experience. They should evaluate the basic functions and purposes behind 

a project. They should suggea alternatives to their clients if environmental risks 

emerge. 

Develop improved approaches to environmental studies. Environmental effects 

should be considered early in the planning process. Studies should evaluate the Ioog 

terni consequences of environmental changes. 

Make clients aware that engineen can reduce but not always eliminate adverse 

environmental impacts. The legal and financial responsibilities of a11 parties should 

be clearly defined. 

Urge clients to prevent or minimize the adverse environmental effects of projects in 

al1 phases - initial planning, design, construction, cornmissioning, operating and 

decommissioning. 



Finally, take appmpriate action, or even decline to be associated with a project, if the 

client is unwilling to support adequate efforts to evaluate the envuonmental issues, or 

to mirigate environmental problems. 

113.1 The Rio Declaration - Some Implications for Engineering (237) 

Civil engineers should study and reinterpret the Rio Declaration (see section 3.4) into engineering 

related guidelines. 

The precautionary principle should be understood and applied. 

Al1 engineen should be Ruent in environmental impact assessrnent and use it as a tool for 

selection of technical options. 

Develop education and training programs that enhance the capacity of the engineering 

profession to contribute to 'Agenda 2 1 ' outcornes. 

Foster the transfer of technical information, particularly for the assistance of developing 

countries. 

Develop the understanding of, and the facility and techniques for the integration of 

technology into the social, environmental, and cultural context. 

Tbe Convention on Biodiversitv 

Note that conservation of the productive capacity of ecosystem, is fundamental to sustainable 

development, and review al1 engineering practices in this light. 

Ensure that al1 engineen receive general education about ecosystems, earth systerns, and the 

Convention on Biodiversity. 

Contribute to the development and monitoring of national strategies, plans and programs for 

conservation and sustainable use of Biodivenity. 



The Convention on Climate Chanpe 

Promote research in and implementation of energy efficient policies, technologies, and 

prac tices. 

Promote research in and implementation of technologies that eliminate or reduce emissions of 

greenhouse gases, particularly in relation to energy, transportation. indumy, and waste 

disposa!. 

Promote research into and application of sustainable energy technologies; e.g. hydro, solar, 

wind and tidal sources of energy. 

Participate in and contribute to the developrnent and monitoring of national policies related to 

clirnare change. 

Foster the transfer of information about mitigating technology, especially to developing 

countries. 

Consider and allow for the risks of rising sea level in relation to low lying areas, and the need 

for additional waming and protection against stom events. 

a 11.32 Action Principles for the Engineering Profession 

The Challen~e 

According to the Amencan Association of Engineering Societies (AAES), environment, 

technology, and economic development need to be seen as interdependent concepts in which industrial 

competitiveness and ecological sustainability will be addressed together as complementary aspects of a 

common goal. Engineers. as agents for the implementation of change, along with other professionals 

need to be adaptable to this changing environment. Engineers mua become "facilitators of sustainable 

development", through the information they provide, the decisions that they make, and those that they 

influence. 

Engineers must assume a more assertive and proactive role in defining and shaping a desirable 

Future. They mua be ready to answer hani questions such as: 

What new tools and processes must be developed? 

What mut  we do as individuals and organizations to achieve these developments? 



How should we set priorities for this work? 

If they do not meet this challenge, they will be left behind in the decision making process that 

will influence the future shape of this world. Engineering for a sustainable hiture will require engineers 

to engage more actively in political, economic, technical and social discussions and processes to help set 

a new direction for the world and its development (1). 

Sustainable Technologies 

The creation of sustainable technologies and processes is critical in achieving the sustainable 

integrarion of the environment and technology in the foreseeable future. Technology focused on 

sustainable development cm help solve problems created in the pan and prevent new mes fiom arising in 

the future. Engineers mua work with othen to adapt existing technologies and create and disseminate 

new technologies that will facilitate the practice of sustainable engineering and meet societal needs ( 1 ). 

In accepting the challenge of sustainable development, Hatch suggests the following of eight 

design concepts for building the foundations and the framework for sustainable engineering ( 1 16): 

1. Education 

As facilitators of sustainable development, engineers must have the skills, knowledge, 

and information required tu achieve a sustainable biture. Therefore, we mua rernedy the 

deficiencies in their education. Integrating the concepts of sustainable development demands that 

engineen have a solid understanding of the environmental and economic issues, problems. and. 

especially risks and potential impacts of every action. 

Engineen mua also continuously educate those they serve and strive to educate al1 

elements of society and promote universal adoption of a sustainable development ethic. The 

engineering profession as a whole must assume a responsibility for educating not only those 

current decision makers, but also hiture engineers and hmire decision maken. 

2. A d o ~ t  the Notion of "Ecosvstems" Thinking 

Engineen are traditionally taught problem-solving skills that break down uich problem 

into its simplest pieces, study each of them, and then move on to the next in a linear manner. For 



them to approach sunainable developrnent in a manner that imitates the natural processes around 

us, engineering m u t  become a uniQing, not a partitioning discipline. 

3. Em~hasize the Aggretzate Conseuuences of What En~ineers are Recommending 

Practicing "ecosysterns" thinking requires that engineea begin to examine more carehily 

the aggregate long-terni consequences of a decision, in tems of both time and space by 

understanding the net contribution of individual impacts or decisions. 

4. Acquire Environmental Economic Tools to Integrate the Environment and Social 

Conditions into Market Economics 

A market economy based on a free enterprise system affords the best opportuniv to 

achieve that level of global economic deveiopment that must occur to support growing 

populations and sustainable development. Therefore. engineen must develop and practice 

"environmental economics." 

5. Search for Sustainable Alternatives 

Engineen typically take a narrow and circumscribed approach and usually fail to corne 

up with environmentally sustainable alternatives. Therefore, the engineer as a project team leader 

or member bears much of the responsibility for recommending the technical alternatives. They 

need to talk to their clients, or to the public and private decision makea and tell them that their 

idea or project is not sustainable, explain to them why, and offer them alternatives. After all, the 

choices that are made to detenine whether the project ends up creating problems or solutions. 

Life-cycle consequences nin dong the project's entire time dimension, fiom planning through 

design, construction, operation, deactivation, dernolition, and even disposal. 

6. Develo~ and AD& Tecbnolow to Scrve Sustainability 

We need new technologies, h m  materials to processes that we have not even thought of 

yet. Technology focused on sustainable development is a key to solving problems created in the 

pan and preventing new ones in the future. 



7. Listen to Those We Serve 

Engineen must consider sustainable development as a dynarnic pmcess that responds to 

the continuously changing needs and knowledge base of the society, culture, and comrnunity they 

serve. It is common practice for engineers to become so caught up in the wonden of the short- 

term creation of "things" that they forget the long-terni and enduring effects on the people we are 

really serving. 

8. Cultivate a Multidiscialinarv Team Approach 

A multidisciplinary approach in sustainable development needs to go well beyond getting 

the civil, electrical and the mechanical engineers together. It is crucial to bring together the 

knowledge, skills, and insights of physical as well as social sciences. 

113.3 Environmental Priaciples For Engineers 

The Institution of Engineers-Australia has defined a set of environmental principles for 

engineering practice. These principles cornplement the Code of Ethics and incorporate the concept of 

O ecologically sustainable development. and the practice generally of environmentally responsible 

engineering. Topics include ethics, sustainable deveiopment, environmental impact assessment, 

envimnmental economics, community participation and considerations for the practice of engineering 

internationally. Statements and pol icies fiom the Worid Federation of Engineering Organizations 

(WFEO), and the International Federation of Consulting Engineen (FIDIC) have also been incorporated 

in pan in the following principles (1 30). 

1.  Engineers Need to Develop and Promote a Sustainability Ethic, and: 

Recognize that ecosystern interdependence and diversity form the basis for our continued 

existence. 

Recognize the tinite capacity of the environment to assimilate human made changes. 

Recognkze the rights of future generations. No generation should increase its wealth to 

the detriment of others. 

Promote a clear understanding of the actions required in engineering practice io hprove, 

sustain, and restore the environment. 

Promote the development of alternatives to the use of non-renewable resources. 



Promote the wise use of non-renewable resources through waste minimization and 

recycling, wherever possible, in engineering activities. 

r Strive to achieve the beneficial objectives of engineering work with the lowest possible 

consumption of raw materials and energy, and by adopting sustainable management 

practices. 

2. Engineen Need to Recognize the lnterdisciplinary Nature of Engineering, and: 

Recognize that the expertise required for carrying out a specific engineering activity may 

not be sufficient for judging the environmental implications of that activity. 

Invoive other environrnentaily-based disciplines in determining the environmental 

implications of engineering activities. 

Recognize individual limitations in assessing environmental effects, and respect other 

professional opinions. 

3. Engineea Should Practice Engineering in Accord with a Sustainability Ethic that leads to 

Sustainable Development, and: 

Study thoroughly the environment that will be affected, assess al1 the impacts that rnay 

arise, and select the best alternative for an environmentally sound and sustainable project. 

Urge clients or employen to incorporate environmental objectives into design criteria, 

and to prevent or minimize the adverse environmental eflects of engineering activities. 

Include consideration of environmental effects at al1 phases of planning and 

implementation of engineering activities. 

Consider the consequences of al1 proposais and actions, direct or indirect, immediate or 

long tenn, upon cultural heritage, social stability, health of people, and equity. 

Identify and act to minimize potential environmental effects of engineering activities. 

Rigorously examine the basic hnctions and purposes behind a project to recognize 

options and alternatives to improve sustainability. 

Inform clients that engineen can reduce but not always eliminate adverse environmental 

impacts without incurring increased costs. This does not imply that increasing the cost 

will solve al1 envimnmental problems. 

Suggest alternatives to clients if the proposed engineering activity is likely to create 

unavoidable environmental risks. 

Urge clients to incorporate monitoring of environmental change into projects, and to 

adjust operations as a result of monitoring. 



Include costs and benefits nlating to the environmental quality and degradation in 

econornic evaluations of engineering activities. 

Recognize the rights of the community to be involved in project formulation and 

development and activeiy encourage such involvement. 

4. Engineen should Act with Integity, Objectively and Ethically, remembering their Responsibility 

to the Community, and: 

Recognize an actual, potential or perceived conflicts of interea in relation to engineering 

activities. 

Recognize rhat compromising environmental quality or standards in engineering activities 

is an appropriate means of reducing cost. This approach may only achieve short terni 

gains at the expense of long term sustainability. 

Provide information to clients, employen, the public and govemment about ways of 

improving the sustainabi 1 ity of engineering activities. 

Disclose environmental implications and external costs of engineering activities. taking 

into account the ofien inadequate and uncertain nature of environmental data. 

Report on environmental issues with honesty and integrity. 

Decline to be associated with engineering activities if the client or employer is unwilling 

to support adequate efforts to evaluate environmental issues or to mitigate environmental 

pro b lems. 

5. Engineers Should Pursue and Encourage Professional Development, and: 

Keep informed on global environmental mnds and issues. 

Actively support and participate in environmental education. 

Maintain dialogue about sustainable development with other professions. 

Leam the skills necessary to develop active comrnunity participation in engineering 

activities. 

Assist and advise other engineen where necessary in the application and use of the 

principles of sustainable development identified in this document. 

113.4 Code of Environmental Ethics For Engheen 

The World Federation of Engineering Organizations (WFEO) is the larges global engineering 

organization representing more than 80 countries and I O  million engineers. Its Cornmittee on 

Engineering and the Environment states the following pnnciples (226): 



Try with the best of your ability, courage, enthusiasm and dedication to obtain a 

superior technical achievement, which will contribute to and promote a healthy and 

agreeable surrounding for al1 men. in open spaces as well as indoon; 

Sûive to accomplish the beneficial objectives of your work with the lowest possible 

consumption of raw materials and energy and the lowest production of wastes and 

any kind of pollution; 

Discuss in particular the consequences of your proposals and actions, direct or 

indirect. immediate or long term, upon the health of people, social equity and the 

iocai systern of values; 

Study thoroughly the environment that will be affected, mess al1 the impacts that 

might arise and select the best alternative for an environmentally sound and 

susuiinable development; 

Proniote a clear understanding o f  the actions required to restore and, if possible, to 

irnprove the environment that may be disturbed, and include them in your proposals; 

Reject any kind of cornmitment that involves unfair damages for human surroundings 

and nature, and negotiate the best possible social and political solution; and 

Be aware that the principles of ecosystemic interdependence, diversity maintenance, 

resource recovery, and interrelational hmony form the basis of our continued 

existence and that each of those bases poses a threshold of sustainability that should 

not be exceeded. 

The General Assembly of the WFEO recommends that each of its National Member take the 

following seps to impiement the engineering contribution to the global plan of action of Agenda 21, and 

the Declaration of Sustainable Development made by the 199 1 WFEO General Assembly (226): 

Establish a code of ethics which recognizes the new responsibilities of engineers for 

sustainable development; 

Promote the inclusion of principles and practice of sustainable development in the 

curriculum of engineering education and training; 

Establish a national cornmittee on engineering and the environment as a focus for the 

development of policies on the role of engineers in sustainable development; 

Support and pmmote the establishment of centers for sustainable development and 

environmentally sustainable technologies linked together in a national network for 

the exchange of information and research; 



Seek to incorporate national engineering institutions, including universities, research 

institutes, professional societies, and academics of engineering, in the national 

network; and 

Support and promote the establishment of regional centen and networks for 

sustainable development, and ask the WFEO Cornmittee on Engineering and the 

Environment to generate information that will assist national memben. 

11 .d CIVIL ENGINEER AS POLICY MAKER 

As stated earlier, the blame for the infrastructure crisis does not lie just with the politicians, but 

also with the civil engineer. Civil engineers have failed to educate the politicians and let them make 

policies and important decisions on infrastructure. The role of the civil engineer has gone through many 

changes over time, from that of a bench engineer to that of project manager to that of coowner and 

financier. It is now time to take the nen step to policy rnaker. So far, we have allowed other 

professionals such as lawyen and politicians rnake important decisions on urban transportation, toxic 

emissions, housing crisis, etc., who do not have the same education base in science and technology as 

civil engineering do. 

O Although the design and construction industry accounts for a major portion of the North 

American total domestic product (GDP), the leadership of civil engineen lacks the cohesive force needed 

to influence policy and direction as the leaders of the automobile or electronics industry do. This is 

Iargely due to the fact that the design and construction industry has over a million finns, most of which 

are srna11 firms employing fewer than 10 employees (23). 

In the pas& a majority of those heading tmnsportation. highway and pubiic works departmena 

were a11 civil engineen, but now, these same posts are held mostly by non-engineen. Engineen should 

occupy policy making govemrnents posts in which their engineering expertise could be of great use and 

take a more active role in the debate on budget problems at al1 levels of government (12). 

Since most public works are administered through some form of govemment, the engineer is 

required to enter the political arena. Thenfore, according to lessen, die role of the civil engineer in 

solving America's infrasmcture problem includes ( 135): 

Discovering and announcing engineering problems and solutions; 

Being creative; 

Stresshg the importance of maintenance; 

Reevaluating current engineering standards; and 



Getting involved politically. 

More engineers in the political arena would have the most effect upon the progress of the 

infiastructure solution. There are two reasons for which civil engineen need to get involved in politics; 

The majority of public works are funded in some part by governments, and those that are not, fall under 

some pvernment regulations. If an engineer were in office, he or she would not take the infrastructure 

for granted, as it is today. and would probably consider supporting public works more than most people. 

This is important since one of the major causes of the infrastructure crisis is political inaction and fmding 

the funds for repair. Even though the cost of repainng the infrastructure is too large, the engineer would 

l a s  likeiy be intimidaied by the totai cost, and could Iogically set priorities for the available funds and be 

less likely to neglect maintenance to Save money. 

Civil engineers need to ensure that the current regulations concerning engineering standards are 

practical. or even necessary. These standards need to be reevaluated and use current, not outdated data. 

For instance, many facilities are retired based upon their expected service life, rather than a mix of several 

factors. In addition, there are simply too many reguiations in place making it very fnstrating for the 

practicing engineen. 

The content and volume of the current regulations pose a great probierns for engineers. However. 

in many cases, regulations can only be changed through the political process. This should be a great 

incentive for engineers to get involved in politicr and try to make regulations more realistic and workable 

( r  35). 

The role of the engineer is very important in promoting sustainable development in the 

engineering and consmiction field. However, the individual engineer has done linle to influence public 

and govemment policy on sustainable development. Engineers can, and should make a unique 

contribution to the environmental policies since they have relevant technological skills, abiiity and 

experience with thinking through complex issues. 

The engineering profession can contribute to environmental policy in some of the following ways 

(3 6): 

Lobbying of elected government of5cials, staff and govemment agencies by 

professional bodies to encourage govemments actions in procurement, contracting, 

executive orders, Iegislation. regdation and dernonstration projects to act as 

incendves, demonstrate bniefits and serve as models for sustainable development; 

a National professional societies can develop and implement programs for training and 

educating engineers on ways of participating in public policy decisions and develop a 



lia of experts in particular areas who are called to give testimony before governent 

bodies; 

Developing consistent, unifonn mode! codes, performance standards, and guides 

taking environmental issues into account; 

Serve to dari@ and stabilize markets for sustainable materials, products, processes 

and services; 

Developing a database that would act as a source of information for environmental 

technology and cost information for a variety of alternative options. It would serve 

and promote sustainable development for engineen, consumers and decision makers; 

Promoting curriculum development and course offerings in green technologies for 

engineering schools. and promoting professional education and training in these new 

technologies; 

Preparing and disserninating case studies as an aid to public education: 

Preparing of objective guides for local decision maken: 

Exchange data on a worldwide basis on how sustainable technologies work in 

economic. social. political and technical tenns; 

Contribute to public debate through professional bodies and persona1 networks and 

becoming more involved in providing leadership and technical input for upgrading 

local codes and standards; 

Develop expertise in environmental engineering and awareness of sustainability 

issues; 

Seek out leadership positions as congressiona11legislative resources for engineering 

and construction related legisiation; and 

Develop methods of establishing practical managerial hmeworks within engineering 

organizations to promote sustainability, etc. 

1 1  ROLE OF ORGANIZATIONS 

Existing and new organizitions should take on the challenge of infrasaucture renewal and its 

sustainable development. Local, national, and international engineering societies and associations have 

the potential to reach al1 the practicing engineers worldwide. There is a need to develop a process to 

network professional societies and associations to share information on sustainable development in 

practice, education and research. Sustainable organizations should be promoted and the business 



community made more aware of how the sustainable approach yields a positive financial picture in the 

long run. 

Existing professional societies and associations should develop international agreements among 

engineen and to bring to worldwide attention the potential adverse environmental effects of hazardous 

waste and systems. They should address the development and implementation of sustainable 

development principles in engineering and consmiction. A task group could be established to identify 

and contact a11 groups that have or should have an interest in sustainability as it applies to civil 

engineering. This uisk cornmittee could then establish permanent joint cornmittees to cany on the 

coiIaborative work (38). 

The Civil Eneineerinp Research Foundatioa (CERF) 

CERF is an independent non-profit organization that serves as "facilitator, coordinator, and 

integrator" of civil engineering research for the entire profession. It was created by the American Society 

of Civil Engineen (ASCE) and places special ernphasis on the revitalization of the public works 

infrastructure and improvements in the competitiveness and business performance of civil engineering in 

the design and construction environment. It was also mandated to enhance environmental quality and 

advance the civil engineering profession through innovation in emerging technology areas such as 

construction automation, new materials, space structures, and othen (2). 

Amencan Association of En~ineerine Societies (MES) 

The AAES member organizations represent more than 700,000 engineers in the mainmeam of 

engineering design, construction, management, research and education in the United States. AAES is 

working with and through the World Engineering Partnership for Sustainable Development (WEPSD), to 

promote public recognition and understanding of the needs for sustainable development, and the policies 

and technology required to achieve a sustainable world for future generations (1). 

World Eneineeria~ Partnenbin for Sustainable Develonment m S D )  

The WEPSD is a global coalition of engineering organirations committed to long-term actions in 

support of sustainable development. It is an interdisciplinary partnership between the international 

engineering, applied science, and business communities, dedicated to unifying the world engineering 

O community to encourage sustainable development practices. It funciions as a non-profit organization 



whose member associations include engineen fiom industry, private practice, univenities, environmental 

non-governmental organizations, govements, and rnultilateral groups. It was formed in 1992 through 

the combined efforts of the World Federation of Engineering Organizations (WFEO), the International 

Federation of Consulting Engineen (FIDIC), and the International Union of Technical Associations 

(UATI) (224). 

WEPSD's visions is (324): 

"Engineers will translate the dreams ofhumanity, ~rudirional howledge. and the 

concepts of science into action through the creative application of rechnology to 

achieve sustainable developmenr. The ethics, education, and pracrices of the 

engineering profession will shape a sustainable firure for all generurions. To 

achieve this vision. the leadership of the world engineering communiiy will join 

togerher in an integrated pmtnership to acfively engage with al1 disciplines und 

decision makers io provide advice. leadership, und faciiitation for our shared and 

sustainable world. " 

The WEPSD's mission is to (224): 

Assist and interact with al1 engineering organizations to promote sustainable human 

development; 

Develop constructive relationships with al1 other stakeholders having related goals; 

rn Propose and coordinate projects/prograrns that will facilitate sustainable 

development; and 

rn Represent the interests of engineering organizations in influencing public and private 

decisions in order to create a sustainable funire. 

American Public Works Gssociation (APWA) and the Rebuild America Coalition 

APWA is a not-for-profit organization dedicated to education in the related areas of public works. 

It helps its memben, the public, and policy makers work together to provide the public works services 

needed to keep our communities operating smoothly and safely in concert with the latest environmental 

and public health standards. Figure 1 1.1 illustrates APWATs Code of Ethics for public works officiais 

(23 5). 

APWA's Rebuild America Coalition is a broad cooperative of public and private organizations 

committed to the infiastnicture challenge. The Coalition includes mayors, county commissionen, city 



council memben. and other public leaders responsible for maintaining, inspecting, and planning the 

building and rebuilding of our public facilities. They are supported by the engineen, builden, financiers, 

contractors, and architects whose careers are dedicated to the highest standards of quality, safety, and cost 

effectiveness. The Coalition believes that the nation's econornic competitiveness and well-being are 

directly linked to the condition and quality of our inframucture facilities and services. Members of the 

Coalition volunteer their time to help focus public attention on the senous problems wociated with 

America's deteriorat ing infrastructure (23 5). 

The Coalition has a wide and varied organizational membenhip of engineering and public service 

organizations and it believes that infrastructure must be a top national priority. The Coalition's mission in 

relation to infrastructure is to (235): 

Create public awareness of the need to increase infrastructure investment and the role 

of the infrastructure in building the nation's econorny and improving the productivity 

of the nation: 

Promote the economic benefits of job creation through public and private 

infrastructure investment: 

Encourage govemment action at the federal, state and local levels to increase 

infrastructure funding; 

Encourage innovations in technology, financing, and publidprivate partnerships; 

Encourage formation of sirnilar state andlor local coalitions: and 

Foster joint cooperation among the public and private sector organizations in support 

of resolving the nation's public works crisis. 

To accomplish its mission, the Coalition has identified the following legislative goals (235): 

1. There should be no further funding reductions in existing federal programs that 

address infktructure needs. 

2. The existing federal infnismicture trust hnds must be continued, adequately funded, 

and fully expended for their intended purposes. 

3. Federal restrictions on the use of tax-exempt financing for infhtmcture purposes 

should be elirninated. 



4. A federal capital infiastructure program should be created to provide assistance to the 

*tes and localities in meeting infiastmcture needs. 

5. A federal longtemi, multi-year capital budget should be established. 

NWüCAN PUWC WORM ASSOCUI'iON CODE OF EIHlCS 

Recagnizing their ruponsibilities to the people. desiring to inspire public 
confidence and respect for governmcnt. and believing tliat honesty, in- 
tegrity, loyllty, justice, and ewrtery Tom the buis of ethicai aondud. 
m e m k n  of the Anierican,hbubllc Wookr Association: 

Uphold the Constitution, iaws and regulaüonr of their country and dl 
other applicable uni& of govcmment. 
Put public interest above indlvidud, p u p .  or spdd interest and 
consider their occupation an opportunity to serve society. 
Recognizc that governmcnt service is  a public trust that imposes te- 
spaiirit)ility to cunrna puldic. rcsuurar, fiinda. and mtitcrids. 
H~cagnizc that pu l i t id  (plicy) Jccisk,~~ are tlw rcspuadbility of the 
pople's elected q ~ t a ü v e s  but that Lhntificotion and amarnunlcation 
of technid and dminhtrrtive dtematives and recommendations u r 
b i s  for decision making are the mponsibiiity or public works aiiiciolr. 
prokssional englnem, w &r administraton. 
Never oser, givc, nor r a p t  my @S. làvon. or seerice thrt night 
tend to influence then in the dischge of their duiies. 
Never use their position to secure dvantage or hvor for thcmselva, 
their Cimily, or fdends. 
Newr d i s c h  ~1nfidcnarPl iabrmstbn phal by reason dtheir podtion, 
nor use such information hr pnod gain. 
Never makc ~commen&tims, wMh empoyed by a pubbc ageiry. on 
any matter that involves a business in which thcy Iiave a direct or indirect 
finat~dd interut. 
Never engage in suppkrn~~~td empkyment. business. or p m f d ~ l  
r tivity which. impairs the ahiency of thair senices; or w h h  e n  pbyd  
by a public agency becorne involvecl in work whlch couid corn ~ C O E  
their agency for review or inspection. 
Recognize tiut it t not in the public intenrt for d f W I  of public 
agencb to select rad reUn profisuiand engineering services on the 
b i s  olpricc done and h t  coasidemtion m u t  be given to expetfence, 
t cd in id  expertise, rvdhbi1ity, lad other qudismtions. 
Do mot attempt eitber b l d y  or malidwsly to injure the repulrtion. 
business. or employment ap(w of any individuai. 



11.6 CIVIL ENGINEERING EDUCATION 

0 The infrastructure crisis and sustainable development have put immense pressure on the civil 

engineer. making hisher job more complicated. To rneet these two challenges, the civil engineer must be 

very multidisciplinary in education and thinking. His or her training must go beyond science and 

engineering, and include management, economics, sustainable development, financing, politics, law, 

sociology and urban planning. 

Due to the evolving societal needs, the demand for design and construction engineers is declining, 

implyine a need to refocus our municipal engineering courses to accommodate an orientation away from 

new development to a caretaking function. and to provide engineers political and managerial skills needed 

for the increasingly complex and competitive public service environment. 

Universities have not been on the forefiont of knowledge to reflect these societal shifis. Very 

few univenities offer courses related entirely to maintenance and rehabilitation. If Our society is 

changing direction from new development to maintaining what is already there, then the univenities 

should recognize these changes and accommodate them . 
Recognition of the shift to maintenance rather than new construction must corne first from our 

civil engineering schools. Not only should they teach basic applied science principles, but also their 

O application. This may be accomplished by either changing the practical application of applied science 

theory in selected case problems, or by providing a general course in public works administration (1  I 1). 

The emerging concepts of sustainable developrnent are adding another dimension and challenge 

to the planning and development of infrastructure. Civil engineers who will play a critical leadership role 

as facilitaton of sustainable development, need to expand their skills, knowledge and understanding in 

areas such as environmental econornic analysis, the creation of sustainable technologies and processes, 

integrated systems thinking and synthesis, and expanded multidisciplinary partnenhips that can address 

cultural and social issues and differences (105). Therefm, professional education, training and 

apprenticeship is required to prepare designers for new technology and practice for achieving sustainable 

development. 

Engineering educaton need to produce graduates who cm cope with the needs of the future. 

T'here will be an increasing demand on engineen to manage the infiastructure and more and more 

engineers must be trained as managers and program coordinatoa for complex utility systems designed 

and implemented by other technical disciplines (189). However, these changes should not just corne 

about for graduate engineering students, but for undergraduates as well. 



11.6.1 N d  for a Revis4 Undergraduate Curriculum 

White the current civil engineering c u ~ c u l u m  has served society well to date, it is time to 

improve it and meet the demands of the changing world and increesing cornpetition from abroad. 

Agogino and Ingraddea list the following critical problems in undergraduate engineering today (3): 

Synthesis: Students are taught too much content and not 

enough pmcess. They are not exposed enough to 

synthesis and open-ended problem solving 

techniques. 

Interdisciplinnry Content: The curriculum tends to be compartmentalized 

w ithout enough interdisciplinary content. 

Delivery Styles: Delivery styles are outdated and not effectively 

utilize modem information technologies. In 

addition, leaming style differences and 

culturaVethnic diversity are not uniforrnly 

considered in the classroom. 

Concurrent Engineering: Concurrent application of multiple disciplines 

through the design cycle requiring team design 

experience is largely absent in the curriculum. 

Industry: There is not enough industrial practice and 

experience embedded in the curriculum. 

Laboratory/Hand On: Insufficient hands-on and laboratory experiences 

are offered to undergraduate students. 

Curriculum turnover: Curriculum turnover is too slow and mechanisrns 

for bringing new research and technologies into the 

undergraduate classroom are lacking. 

Social Coatert: Engineen need to be able to evaluate and 

communicate social implications of technology, but 

societal factors are neglected in the conventional 

curriculum. 



Communication: Students lack adequate communication skills upon 

graduation. 

The civil engineer of today and tomorrow rnust be more than a good designer. In addition, the 

civil engineering profession has a need for environmental scientists with regdatory backgrounds who 

undentand not only the technicalities of projects, but the legalities as well. There is also a need for 

cornputer-literate professionals ( 1 89). 

According to Yao. undergraduate engineering education must emphasize broad and general 

engineering education with a strong foundation in science and the curriculum must be expanded to 

include courses on humanities, economics, sociology, and work-orientation skills. In addition, elements 

of deterioration science, assessrnent technoiogy, renewal engineering, and institutional effectiveness and 

productivity should be incorporated into introductory undergraduate courses (238). 

Participants of the 1994 Civil Engineering Education Workshop gave the following definition of 

the undergraduate civil engineering degree (238): 

"The intellectual foundation of the civil engineering undergraduate degree should be broad, 

wefl-rounded. multidisciplinary, and strong in technical and scientftc knowledge. supplemenred by 

expusure toi 

o global vision and approach io problem identifcation and pro blem solving in meas 

such as infiatrucwe. environment, facilities, anà system; 

a basic management knowledge base in arem such as business. resources, costs and 

value judgmenrs. and time management; 

a solid foundation in personal and interpersonal attributes, ethics, and 

social/humanities; and 

a an involvement wirh engineering practice as the f m a l  education evolves. " 

The basic demand placed on civil engineers by infiastructure renewal is one of skills to carry out 

the activities. Table 1 1.1 sumrnarizes the skills identified by Haas (109). 



Table 11.1: Possible Skills Required for Infrastructure Renewal(109) 

Non-Technical Skiils 

Basic Skills 

Technical and Special Skills 

- -  

Other 

1. Financial planning 
3. Public policy 
3. Business administration 
4. Personnel management 
5. Engineering Iaw 
6. Public relations 

. Computing 
2. Data base design and management 
3. Probability and Statistics 
4, Mathematicai modeling 
5. Engineering economics 

1. Geotechical or geology 
2. Building materiais 
3. Construction materials 
4. Special matenals 
5. Materials testing 
6. Field testing and instrumentation 
7. Flow analysis (pipes and networks) 
8. Hydrology and hydraulics 
9. Water quality and treatment 
1 O. Wastewater treanent 
1 1. Traffic operations and analysis 
1 2. Pavement engineering and management 
13. Bridge engineering and management 
14. Stmctural steel design 
15. Stnicturai concrete design 
16. Construction engineering and management 
1 7. Maintenance engineering and management 

lncor~orat in~  infrastructure Renewal 

For infra!Xruc~re renewal, universities, in collaboration with the profession and i n d u w  should 

assume some additional responsibiiities, including the following ( 109): 

Identify areas where basic skills require major upgrading or extension through 

graduate studies, specialty workshops, etc.; 

0 Encourage faculty to obtain experience with renewal and rehabilitation problems; 

Upgrade textbooks with examples of re-desip and encourage research on 

infiastructure problems and the development of improved technologies; 

Communkate the fact that the civil engineering professional environment is 

becoming one of engineering and managing renewal and that this offers just as pst, 



or greater challenges and responsibilities than those that accompany engineering of 

new works; 

Develop better estimates of the number of civil engineen and associated skills 

required over the next decade or more; 

Organize professional seminars, workshops, courses, etc. dealing with infrastructure 

renewal problerns and provide fomialized sets of case studies; and 

0 Establish formal links with practicing experts in the various areas of urban 

infrastructure. 

Incorporatine Sustainable Development 

"Civil Engineers must becorne advocates of sustainable development for the planet. This is in 

their global interest, their nation's interest and in their own personal interest. It is essential that the Civil 

Engineering profession becomes involved in alerting the public, politicians and govemments to the 

urgency of seeking solutions to global problems." (1  37) 

However, before Civil Engineen go about educating othen about ways of achieving sustainable 

development and its importance in the preservation of our natural resources and environment, they fint 

O need to educate themselves. And the best tirne to leam is at the undergraduate level where these new 

values can become part of their system and their practice from the very fim day they stan practicing. 

Sustainability issues should therefore be integrated within Civil Engineering course material. The 

following are possible discussion topics for the five major civil engineering sub-disciplines (1  36): 

Structural Engineering: Environmental characteristics of building rnaterials; 

O Environmental impact of building dernolition; 

en erg^ considerations for design; 

0 Retrofining; 

LCC analysis; 

O Consideration of material recycling; and 

Material durability considerations. 

Geotechnieil Engineering: Soil contamination issues; 

Leachate coIlection systems in landfills; 

Ecosystem effects of earth/rock dam construction; 

Acquifer pumping and overdraft problems; 



Dewatenng consequences; 

Irrigation-soi1 salinity prob lems; and 

a Mine tailing effects and stability failures. 

Trnnsportation Engineering: Public transit considerations; 

Motivating bicycle usage; 

a Air and noise pollution levels; 

Full cost accounting and comparisons of rail vs. truck 

uansport; and 

a Land use and inner city consequences of urban sprawl. 

Construction Engineering: Affordable housing construction; 

Durability of building materials; 

Potential for recycling building materials; 

0 Byproduct material handling and recovery; and 

Impacts on water course from poor construction pmctices. 

Environmen tamater Conservation and waste minimization; 

Resources Engineering: Recycling; 

Composting; 

Groundwater contamination issues and prevention; and 

Energy efficient waste treatment. 

As it cm be seen. drastic changes are needed in both engineering practice and education to assure 

a sustainable future since engineen. who are responsible for a lot of the degradation of out pianet are the 

key to educating the society as a whole in following a sustainable path. 

Engineering education mua instill in its students an early respect and ethical awareness for 

sustainable developrnent along with an understanding and appreciation of cultural and social 

characteristics and differences among the various world communities. in addition, engineering students 

must possess the analytical tools to assess risks and impacts, to perfonn Iife cycle analysis, and the ability 

to solve technical problems, taking into consideration the economic, socio-political and environmental 

implications. 



Engineen must strive to educate al1 elements of the society and promote universal adoption of a 

O sustainable development ethic among private and public sector decision maken, developea, investon, 

and local. regional, national, and international governing bodies ( 1 ). 

Since advenarial relationships in the construction process often result in litigation and other 

detrimental actions, Future stakeholders rnust be trained at colleges. workplaces. and community centers, 

on cooperative rnethods for resolving potential disputes (38). 

11.62 A Revised Undergraduate Curriculum 

It can be seen that in order for the civil engineer to meet the challenges of the future, their 

undergraduate and graduate education needs a drastic overhaul. The civil engineering cumculum must 

become multidisciplinary. Students rnust be made aware of the infrastructure cnsis and sustainable 

development, very early in their undergraduate education. It would be best for the principles of 

infrastructure renewal and sustainable development io be integrated in al1 civil engineering courses, so 

that the students' knowledge goes beyond the comprehension of the principles, and incorporates its 

application and solution. For instance, al1 design courses should emphasize renewal, LCC. and 

sustainable development and supplement them with specific case studies and examples. In addition to the 

traditional civil engineering courses. the undergraduate curriculum should incorporate at least one course 

facusing on cach of the follorinq, whilc applying thern in aII relevant courses: 

CADD and Information Systerns (including Decisions Support Systems) 

Management; 

PubIic Administration; 

Financing; 

Economics; 

Political Science; 

Law; 

infrastructure and Society; 

Sustainable Developrnent: and 

Urban Planning. 

Many would argue that there is no mom to add to the current undergraduate course load and these 

courses should be given as electives, or at the graduate level. However, there are several courses that 

could be consolidated to make mom for new one. For instance McGilI University consolidated the 

courses Fluid Mechanics and Hydraulics into Fluid Mechanics and Hydraulics 1, and II, offering the 



second part as an elective. In addition, many civil engineen do not go for a graduate degree in civil 

engineering, and would therefore graduate quite ignorant of the challenge facing them in the real world 

and lack the skills required to solve them. 

Table 11 2 summarizes courses that should be taught at the undergraduate level to prepare funire 

engineers for the challenges ahead. A degree with such courses will be far more practical and usefùl for 

the challenges in practice and for the industry, than the one that is currently available to students. In 

addition, if these civil engineen are not taught these additional skills, they will not be able to pass on 

their knowledge to practicing engineen who need to be made aware of the various issues affecting our 

s o c i e ~ .  Therefore, a revised curriculum will nor only make a civil cngineer more marketable, but also 

prepare himfher for the challenges ahead. 



Table 11.2: Proposed Courses for Current and Future Civil Engineering Needs 

Required Courses 
Computing for Civil Ëngineen (including 
information systems, data base design, decision 
support systems, Intemet, web page development, 
multimedia, etc.) 
S tatics 
Dynamics 
Solid Mechanics 
Survey ing 
Civil Engineering Systems Analysis (nework 
analysis, linear progmnming. etc.) 
Environmental Engineering 
Written Communications Skills 
Transponation Engineering (including the 
principles of sustainable development) 
Probability and Statistics 
Calculus 
DiKerential Equations 
Numerical Methods 
Structural Engineering 1 (including the principles 
of sustainable development) 
Stnictural Engineering I I  (including the principles 
of sustainabte development) 
Graphics (including manual drafting and CAD) 
Engineering Econornics (including LCC analysis) 
Sustainable Development 
introduction to Urban Planning (including the 
principles of sustainable developrnent) 
Management for Civil Engineers (including 
financial planning, personnel management, 
accounting and the principles of sustainable 
development) 
Politics and Law for Civil Engineen (including 
public policy and public relations) 
Geotechnical Engineering (including the principles 
of sustainable development) 
Construction Materials I (including the principles 
of sustainable development) 
Fluid Mechanics and Hydraulics 1 (including the 
principles of sustainable development) 
Construction Engineering (including the pnnciples 
of sustainable development) 
Consttuction Project Management (including the 
principles of sustainabIe developrnent) 
Maintenance Engineering I (including needs 
assesment, condition assessment, etc.) 
Project 

E lectives 
1 .  Public Works Administration 
2. Public Policy for Civil Engineers 
3. Financing In~t ruc?ure  
4. Water quaiity and treaanent 
5. Wastewater treatment 
6. Trafic Engineering 
7. Pavement Engineering and Management (including 

the principles of sustainable development) 
8. Bridge engineering and management (including the 

principles of sustainable development) 
9. Structural Steel Design (including the p ~ c i p l e s  of 

sustainable development) 
10. Structural Concrete Design (including the principles 

of sustainable development) 
1 1. Matrix Structural Analysis 
12. Municipal Systems (including the principles of 

sustainable development) 
13. FIuid Mechanics and Hydraulics II (inctuding the 

principles of sustainable development) 
14. Geoenvironmental Engineering (including the 

principles of sustainable development) 
15. Construction Materials II (including the principles of 

sustainable development) 
1 6. Stni~nual Dynarnics 
17. Stmcniral Mechanics 
18. Solid Waste Management (including the principles 

of sustainable development) 
19. Maintenance Engineering II (including the principles 

of sustainable development) 
20. Urban Transportation Planning (hcluding the 

principles of sustainable development) 
2 1. Rail Engineering 
22. Durabiiity of Structures (including the principles of 

sustainable devclopment) 
23. Water Resources Management 
24. Stream Pollution and Control 
25. Hydraulics Structures 
26. Fluid Mechanics of Air Pollution 
27. Fluid Mechanics of Water PolIution 
28. etc. 



Civil engineers must recognize that the current and future infiastructure needs are great, and our 

past ways of dealing with them are inadequate. Al1 civil engineers, whether they are designers. 

researchen, contractors, educaton, or public officiais, need to consider new ideas and new ways of 

getting their work done. They must also work together to get the research out of the laboratory and into 

practice (23). 

There is a need in Canada for organizations such as CERF and the Rebuild America Coalition, 

that focus on the needs of infrastructure through lobbying efforts, coordinating research, fonnulating 

policy and legislation, etc., since organizations such as the FCM guard the interests of their members and 

therefore lack the attention and focus needed for infrastructure renewal. The new organization(s) should 

focus on infrastructure to meet the needs of the entire society. and not just one group. 

The civil engineering profession has a very important role to play to achieve success in 

infrastructure rehabilitation. The profession must have an adequate number of skilled and trained people 

capable of evaluating conditions of urban infrastructure, identifying feasible and economical alternatives, 

and irnplementing them. This can only be achieved only by emphasizing the teaching of fundamentals of 

materials science and rehabilitation as opposed to new consmiction at the educational institutions. Also, 

with increased coqeration between cduratorr, civil engineering organizationr ruoh as the ASCE and 

C SCE, and practitionen. the provision of continuing education programs to retrain curent engineers. 

Licenses should not be nnewed unless a required number of continuing education courses are taken. 

Finally, the reward system for engineers must reflect the increasing importance of rehabilitation, 

maintenance and operation as compared to new works, since there is little glamour and low pay 

associated with these practices ( 120). 

The most pressing requirement of the civil engineering profession is to create public awareness of 

the extent of deterioration of our infrastructure, its economic and social impacts, the urgent need to take 

immediate action befon the costs become prohibitive and our economic growth and standard of living 

seriously decline. It should share this responsibility with the difierent levels of govemment and industry 

(109). In the US, a large amount of public awareness has been created, and federal, state and local 

representatives are sponsoring major legislative and funding programs. Powerful private sector and 

public sector coalitions have been the key to creating this awareness and promotion (109). 

The universities are producing students that are nmowly focused and not equipped to face the 

cornpetitive industry today. Frankly, we are systematically losing those very students who could provide 



leadership in business and public policy. Therefore. univenities must l e m  to recognize societa1 shifts 

O and alter their institutions to accommodate these changing requirements to ensure that the engineering 

profession continues to satisw the needs of our changing and complex society. Civil engineering 

education must stress maintenance and rehabilitation of infrastructure facilities and develop basic design 

education that incorporates the rnultidimensional nature of design for sustainability,. In addition, 

continued emphasis must be placed on the need to comprehend the society's administrative and politicai 

processes. 

If engineen faii to accept the challenge of sustainable development, then the decision-making 

processes that influence and shape the future of Our ivorld wiil leave us behind. They cannot risk the 

consequences of a future built on an unsustainable foundation. They have the huge responsibility if 

ensuring that future generations get their heritage. 

Poggerneyer put is best by stating ( 1  89): 

We, ar engineers, kno w the problems! 
We, os engineers, &no w the solutions. 
And we, as engineers, had bener take the lead! 



12.0 SUMMARY AM) CONCLUSIONS 

Infiristructure is the foundation and the basic framework that facilitates the functioning of Our 

cities and has many social, economic, managerial, financial, political, legal and environmental 

implications. There is a significant infrastructure problem in North Ametica. In cities across North 

Amerka, the infrastructure is wearing out. Pubic works infiastructure did not deteriorate ovemight. 

Rehabilitation of post-war infnstructure did not become necessary until much of it began to reach the end 

of its useful Iife during the 1970s. Infrastructure facilities such as parks and recreation and social 

services, began to get a larger share of the municipal budgets. This was followed by a period of high 

interest rates in the 1980s and a strong reluctance on the part of municipal govemments to use debt 

financing. In addition, time and expense were added to projects as public participation in the decision 

making process increased. In addition. most federal programs had emphasized new construction rather 

than reconstruction of existing infrastructure. 

Steps should be taken immediately to halt the trend towards infrastructure decline. Without 

jeopardizing the provision of new facilities to meei growth. a p a t e r  emphasis should be placed on 

maintenance and reconstruction of infrastructure rather than construction of new infrastructure. 

Over the past 50 years, engineering and construction practices have proved to be detrimental to 

the environment and our natural resources. The practicing engineen muet stop inflicting any further 

damage on the state of our planet and try to solve what has already been damaged. The future role of civil 

engineers should be the prevention of any darnage to our environment and natural resources, and this cm 

be achieved by incorporating sustainability into the cumnt civil engineering practices. 

The management of infrastructure plays a crucial role in its maintenance and upkeep. Developing 

an effective management approach is a long-term way to handle a problem as large as our current 

infrastructure crisis since engineering skills alone will not be adequate to resolve this crisis. In addition, 

the different levels of government do not have the financial means of upgrading or maintaining our 

infrasvucture at an acceptable level and are faced with the challenge of finding alternative sources of 

funding. This would require them to educate themselves and inevitably tap the private sector to ensure 

the provision of safe and efficient infrastructure facilities. 

The initial and lifeîycle costs of municipal infrastnicture renewal depend on the technology used 

to build it. Although many new technologies have been developed in Canada and abroad, their practical 

use has not developed a great deal. Research and development reduces costs and imptoves a nation's 

O 
quality of life and competitiveness. lnnovative and up-to-date technologies can guarantee efficient, safe, 



effective service and contribute to economic growth. The level of effort and resources applied to 

infrastructure research and developrnent falls short of the current and future requiremenü. Therefore, a 

careful investment in research, development and technology transfer, is an essential part of a national 

infrastructure renewal strategy. 

Although the= is a p a t e r  public awareness of the infiastructure issues than ten years ago, efforts 

shouid be made to continue to inform the public of the need for necessary remedial rneasures, especially 

for those facilities that are underground and are not visible. 

Govemment, industry, acadernia, and the professions need to be united to meet the infktstructure 

needs of the 2 In century. Our leaders mua develop a strategy to focus on meeting Our vast infiastructure 

needs. establishing priorities with the greatest economic and environmental returns and developing 

sources of funding. They must look into fonulating an infrastructure policy and other economic 

instruments that would aid in design and construction of sustainable facilities. 

The heaviest burden of taking action on the infiastructure cisis and it sustainable developrnent, 

falls on the shoulders of civil engineers. They have a very important role to play in ensuring a safe. 

reliable and environmentally friendly infrastructure for the future. This is not going to be an easy task 

since this would require civil engineen to enter the political arena and most of all, educate themselves 

and future engineen about the infrastructure crisis, its sustainable development, and what they can do 

about solving the cumnt problern and preventing hirther deterioration. They shauld encourage Canadian 

univenities and colleges to initiate courses on infrastructure management, maintenance, and rehabilitation 

of inFrastructure, at both the undergraduate and graduate levels, and provide for continuing education for 

practicing engineen. 

So where do we go from here? To solve the cumnt infrastructure crisis, it is essential to adopt 

the principles of sustainable development and face the challenges ahead. We, as civil engineen should 

focus on the following: 

Determine the actual situation of the infrastructure (needs and condition assessment); 

Design and construct sustainable infiastructure and cornmunities; 

Familiarhe ourselves with the new management techniques available to better 

manage our infncrmictwe and its sustainable development; 

Use alternative financing mechanisrns to hind inframucture renewal, particularly 

pu blic-private pactnenhips (PPP); 

Enter the political arena as lobbyist and politicians; 



Promote research, development and innovation in infiastructure and sustainable 

developrnent related areas; 

Drastically change the civil engineering curriculum to meet the needs of the future; 

Betîer educate ourselves and the society; and 

Create a national infrastructure policy and an organization dealing with infrastructure 

needs. 
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